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E. A. Khodak

G. A. Romakhova

St.-Petersburg State Technical University,
St.-Petersburg, Russia

Thermodynamic Analysis
of Air-Cooled Gas Turbine Plants
At present high temperature, internally cooled gas turbines form the basis for the devel-
opment of highly efficient plants for utility and industrial markets. Minimizing irrevers-
ibility of processes in all components of a gas turbine plant leads to greater plant effi-
ciency. Turbine cooling, like all real processes, is an irreversible process and results in
lost opportunity for producing work. Traditional tools based on the first and second laws
of thermodynamics enable performance parameters of a plant to be evaluated, but they
give no way of separating the losses due to cooling from the overall losses. This limitation
arises from the fact that the two processes, expansion and cooling, go on simultaneously
in the turbine. Part of the cooling losses are conventionally attributed to the turbine
losses. This study was intended for the direct determination of lost work due to cooling.
To this end, a cooled gas turbine plant has been treated as a work-producing thermody-
namic system consisting of two systems that exchange heat with one another. The con-
cepts of availability and exergy have been used in the analysis of such a system. The
proposed approach is applicable to gas turbines with various types of cooling: open-air,
closed-steam, and open-steam cooling. The open-air cooling technology has found the
most wide application in current gas turbines. Using this type of cooling as an example,
the potential of the developed method is shown. Losses and destructions of exergy in the
conversion of the fuel exergy into work are illustrated by the exergy flow diagram.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1341204#

1 Introduction
Today, efficiency levels for new large natural-gas-fired gas tur-

bine plants are in the range of 34–36 percent. Gas turbine based
combined plants achieved efficiencies of 54–56 percent. The use
of advanced cooling techniques and improvements in materials
provide the opportunity for increasing the turbine inlet tempera-
ture and for improving plants efficiencies. This trend will
continue.

There are two opposing effects, if the turbine inlet temperature
is raised without improving a cooling technology. Raising the
turbine inlet temperature tends to the higher mean temperature of
heat supply and to increase the plant efficiency. But with an in-
crease in turbine inlet temperature there is an increase in heat
flows from the hot gases to the coolant, if the mean blade tem-
perature is kept on. This means increasing the required coolant
flow. The transfer of heat over a finite temperature difference
between the gas and coolant flows represents a lost opportunity
for producing work. The irreversibility occurs in each process
through which the coolant goes, and represents, also, a lost oppor-
tunity for producing work. Thus raising the turbine inlet tempera-
ture tends to increase irreversibility associated with cooling. A
gain in efficiency due to an increase in the mean temperature of
heat supply may sometimes be partly or more than offset by the
effect of resulting greater irreversibility.

The amount of lost work due to cooling is greatly dependent on
cooling effectiveness falling drastically with an improvement in
cooling technology. This would result in a higher plant efficiency
additional to that resulting from the increase in the turbine inlet
temperature.

In defining ‘‘cooling losses,’’ it is first necessary to establish
the type and the location of these losses. Conventional air cooling
is now widely used in gas turbines, and this is the type of cooling
considered in this paper. Cooled and uncooled gas turbine plants
differ in open circuits on which they operate. The Joule–Brayton

cycle cannot be said to be the basis of this plant. The fuel energy
is supplied to the part of the compressed air mass flow rate only.
The remainder of the air mass flow is extracted from the compres-
sor, ducted to the turbine blades, and used as a coolant. Absorbing
the heat extracted through wall and the heat extracted from the
fluid stream as the result of mixing cooling flows produce work
during the expansion in the turbine. Cooling losses derive from
the introduction of supplementary irreversibilities associated with
the modification of the open circuit to the turbine cool. The deter-
mination of such losses is a matter for thermodynamic analysis.

2 Methodology
An air-cooled gas turbine power plant is an open-circuit steady-

flow device which converts energy of fuel into mechanical work.
A distinguishing feature of recent turbines is that large cooling air
usage is required for good cooling.

An established open-air cooling system for a turbine incorpo-
rates a rotor cooling circuit and several stationary cooling circuits
provided by the air extracted from the compressor discharge and
from interstate compressor bleeds. If the temperature of the bled
air is too high to be used directly to cool turbine hot components,
the air flows may be precooled in external coolers. Currently
highly complex cooling schemes are used to cool vanes and
blades. When passing through cooling channels the cooling air
absorbs the heat extracted from the hot gases. The heated coolant
is ejected into blade path through exit holes in aerofoils, trailing
edges, and leading edges and is mixed with the main flow. The
compressor bleed air is also supplied to interstage disk cavities to
cool disk and to interstage seals to preclude the injection of hot
gases.

Thus the expansion in the air-cooled turbine is accompanied by
nearly-continuous mixing with cooling air. As the working fluid
temperature drops, the intensity of the cooling air supply de-
creases. The flow through the turbine is no longer treated as being
adiabatic. An air-cooled turbine is an open thermodynamic system
that exchanges both energy and mass with the exterior. Figure 1
shows the simplest arrangement of a plant with cooling air sup-
plied ‘‘continuously’’ to the turbine.

Contributed by the Advanced Energy Systems of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS for publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF ENGINEER-
ING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the AES Division,
July 14, 2000; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters Aug. 1, 2000.
Editor: H. D. Nelson.
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The two open circuits together form an air-cooled gas turbine
plant. The air entering the combustion chamber after leaving the
compressor (Ma) and the products of combustion~Mg5Ma
1M f , where M f is the mass rate of the fuel supplied! pass
through one of them~see Fig. 1!. The other circuit is the coolant
circuit through which the cooling air flows (Mc0) pass. The es-
sential difference of the first circuit from the conventional circuit
on which an uncooled gas turbine plant operates is that the expan-
sion of the products of combustion in the turbine is accompanied
by heat removing. This heat is supplied to the coolant circuit.

An air-cooled gas turbine plant can be treated as a binary plant,
in which a combination of working substances is used. The upper
plant is supplied with reactants~fuel and air!, produces power,
rejects heat during the expansion in the turbine, and discharges the
products of combustion. This plant acts as a topping plant to a
bottoming plant using the heat rejected as a heat source. The air
bled from the compressor to cool gas turbine components~the
coolant! is a working substance for the bottoming plant. In an
air-cooled gas turbine plant a topping open circuit is superposed
directly on a bottoming circuit.

Figure 2 shows an interpretation of how an air-cooled gas tur-
bine plant can perform as a hypothetical ‘‘combined’’ plant. The
plant contained within control surface X comprises the topping
plant and that within control surface Y comprises the bottoming
plant.

The air entering the plant is split before compression into two
streams (Ma) and (Mc0). After compression the first stream en-
ters the combustion chamber, the flue gases from which supply
the working fluid~the gas! for the gas turbine in the topping plant.

The second stream (Mc0) is split into infinite number of flows
after compression. They enter an infinite number of coils, being
placed between an infinite number of turbine stages, as shown in
Fig. 2. The pressure drop across each stage is infinitely small. The
velocities of all streams are so small that kinetic energies may be
ignored. An elementary quantity of air (dMc) enters the coil at
some temperature below the temperature of the incoming gas
stream. When passing through a coil it absorbs the heat (dQc),
and its temperature increases only an infinitesimal amount less
than the leaving gas stream. The two fluid streams, gas and cool-
ant, leaving a coil are at the same pressure, but they do not mix, as
in the case of a real plant. The heat transfer from the gas to the
coolant takes place across a variable finite temperature difference
and so is irreversible. Heated coolant expands through its own
work-producing turbine. Part of the turbine work developed is
used to drive compressors.

The expansion of the gas in its own turbine is accompanied by
heat transfer and the expansion of the coolant in its own turbine
takes place in the presence of energy transfer, so both processes
are not adiabatic. The pressure and temperature drops are the
same across each turbine.

The extraction of heat (Qc) causes a reduction in the work done
by the gas, but this reduction is partially offset by the work output
from the bottoming plant. WhenQc50, ‘‘the combined plant’’
becomes a conventional uncooled gas turbine plant.

The quantity of heat extracted (Qc) meets the sum of the heat
removed from the gas through walls of blades, and that removed
by mixing the gas and the cooling air flows. The former is much
less than the latter~Table 1!. It represents the heat that must be
extracted through wall to achieve required metal temperature and
is determined by the external heat transfer process in turbine
blades. The latter depends on the required cooling air flow rate,
and so varies with cooling effectiveness.

Thus an air-cooled gas turbine plant may be treated as a hypo-
thetical combined plant, the upper part operating on an open cir-
cuit, producing work (Wg), rejecting the products of combustion
(Mg) and heat (Qc). This heat is supplied to the lower part of the
plant producing work (Wc) and rejecting the air mass flow (Mc0).
In terms of thermodynamic systems, an air-cooled gas turbine
plant represents a compound system comprising two systems that
exchange heat with one another. Let us call the former system the
gas system and the letter system the coolant system.

Compared to an uncooled gas turbine plant, there are three
features that result in additional lost opportunities for producing
work:

1 the irreversibility involved in transfer of heat between the gas
and the coolant flows~between the topping and the bottoming
plants, or in other words, between the gas and the coolant
systems!;

2 irreversibilities involved in all processes that make up the
coolant circuit~irreversibilities within the bottoming plant!;

3 the irreversibility of the mixing process of two streams dif-
ferent in chemical composition.

Since the lost work due to irreversibility is equal to the increase
in the anergy~energy being unavailable for work producing!, so
only the concepts of thermodynamic availability and exery pro-
vide a possibility of determining ‘‘the cooling losses.’’ Exergy
principles and their applications are described by Szargut et al.

Fig. 1 Gas turbine plant with continuous air supply for cooling

Fig. 2 Topping and bottoming circuits. 1—power to drive com-
pressors, 2—work input to compressors
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@2#, Kotas@3#, and Moran and Sciubba@4#. The application of the
concept of exergy to an air-cooled gas turbine plant is illustrated
in Sections 3 and 4.

Having determined the temperatures and pressures at all points
of both circuits, as well as determined the quantity of heat re-
moved from the gas, conventional criteria of thermodynamic per-
formance may be used to illustrate how much work is done by the
gas and coolant.

The overall efficiency of the plant~h! may be written in terms
of the overall efficiencies (hg) and (hc) of the hypothetical top-
ping and bottoming plants:

h5
W

F
5

Wg1Wc

F
5

Wg

F
1

Qc

F

Wc

Qc
5hg1xchc , (1)

whereF is the fuel energy supplied andxc5Qc /F is the ratio of
the heat extracted from the topping plant to the fuel energy
supplied.

This elementary equation may be illustrated for a sample gas
turbine plant. Details of the plant are given in Section 4. The plant
develops 167.4 MW. The efficiency of the plant, with the heat
supplied at 470.6 MW~based on the lower calorific value of the
fuel!, is 0.356. The rate of work output from the topping plant is
154.2 MW with a heat removed during expansion of 72.7 MW.
The bottoming plant is supplied with this heat and develops 13.2
MW.

The efficiencies of the topping and bottoming plants arehg
5154.2/470.650.328 and hc513.2/72.750.182, respectively.
About 15.5 percent (xc572.4/470.650.155) of the fuel energy is
not converted into work by the topping plant, but is removed
during the expansion and is supplied to the bottoming plant of the
efficiency hc50.182. Power output in the topping plant (hg

50.328) plus bottoming plant power output (0.15* 0.182
50.028) gives a total power output per unit energy of fuel sup-
plied h50.32810.02850.356.

On the other hand, should the gas turbine plant be able to op-
erate without cooling, the work output (W0) would be greater by
DWg then that from the topping plant (Wg) and the efficiency
would be h05W0 /F5(Wg1DWg)/F5hg1Dhg . This is the
basic case which may be used as a comparison, in particular, to
enable the decrease in efficiency due to cooling to be determined:

h02h5h02hg2xchc5Dhg2xchc . (2)

At the same fuel heat input of 470.6 MW the following values
would be obtained:W05178.8 MW andh050.38. The decrease
in the work output from the topping plant as a fraction of the fuel
heat supplied would beDhg5(178.82154.2)/470.650.052. Part
of this lost work would be restored by the bottoming plant
(Wc /F5xchc50.028), thus the total decrease in efficiency of the
whole plant would be given byDhg2xch50.05220.028
50.024.

An important effect that must not be neglected is the reduction
in the work potential of the discharge exhaust gases. This would
be reflected directly in the loss of work output from the bottoming
plant in which heat is supplied from the gas turbine exhaust. The
drop in the turbine exhaust temperature due to cooling is indirect
evidence that the work potential is decreased. For the considered
example, the reduction in this temperature is about 90°C.

3 Applying Exergy Principles
A simplified diagram of the plant shown in Fig. 2 is given in

Fig. 3. Symbols are defined in the figure. After expansion of each
working fluid in its own turbine, they are mixed within control
volume Z. The creation of entropy of mixing is the same as in the
real turbine.

For each control volume the exergy balance may be written.
For control volume X the exergy balance is

Maea in1M fef in2Wg2Mgeg out2EQg2EDg50, (3)

whereEQg denotes the rate of exergy transfer accompanying the
rate of heat transfer (Qc) and represents the exergy waste due to
heat rejection for the topping plant~for the gas system!. In terms
of available energyEQg represents the work potential of the heat
rejected. The termEDg accounts for the destruction of exergy due
to irreversibilities within control volume X~the combustion irre-
versibility; frictional pressure drops in the combustion chamber
and ducting; and frictional effects in flow through the turbine and
the compressor!.

For control volume Y, the exergy balance may be written as

Mc0ec in1EQc2EH2Wc2Mc0ec out2EDc50, (4)

whereEQc represents the rate of exergy transfer with heat sup-
plied (Qc) for the bottoming plant~for the coolant system!; the
term EDc accounts for the destruction of exergy due to irrevers-
ibilities within control volume Y, the termEH represents the rate
of exergy transferred with heat extracted in an external cooler, if it
takes place.

There are the following main sources of irreversibility within
control volume Y: frictional effects in flows through compressors
and the turbine; frictional pressure drops in air pipes between
compressors and the turbine; and frictional pressure drop in cool-
ing passages~coils in the hypothetical plant are the counterpart of
cooling passages in blades and vanes of a real turbine!.

As pointed out above, for the topping plant the heat extracted
(Qc) is the waste heat and the exergy (EQg) transferred with this
heat represents a waste of exergy. The bottoming plant is supplied
with exergy input (EQc) derived from the topping plant. The
work output from the bottoming plant (Wc) is exergy in transit
while the remainder of the supplied exergy is partly destroyed by
irreversibilities (EDc) and is partly discharged to the surroundings
~Mc0ec out andEH!.

Since the transfer of heat between systems is not reversible, the
term EDQ5EQg2EQc is the exergy destruction due to irrevers-
ibility in transfer of heat. The rate of destruction of exergy
(EDQ1EDc), may be interpreted as the loss of work potential due
to cooling—‘‘the cooling losses.’’ To this value must be added
the amount of the destruction of exergy due to mixing (ED mix),
which inevitably occurs if two different gaseous components are
mixing. Finally, the rate of the destruction of exergy due to cool-
ing is

ED cool5EDQ1EDc1ED mix . (5)

The ratio of the destruction of exergy due to cooling (ED cool) to
the supplied exergy of fuel is a measure of inefficiency of cooling
technology.

The presented equations based on the use of straightforward
thermodynamics are intended for performance evaluation of the
hypothetical gas turbine plant which may be regarded as a model

Fig. 3 Exergy balance
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for an actual plant. But the science of thermodynamics is not
sufficient to predict performance of a turbine with a finite number
of stages at large velocities.

Heat transfer process between the gas and the coolant flows is
more complicated in such turbines. Two processes, heat transfer
and mixing, go on simultaneously at large velocities. As the result
of mixing the gas and the coolant flows exchange momentum, the
coolant accelerating to the main flow velocity. The flux of the gas
momentum drops and the flux of the coolant momentum in-
creases. The dissipation of the kinetic energy therewith occurs.
The terms accounting for the change in momentum and for the
destruction of exergy due to kinetic energy dissipation may be
added to Eqs.~3! and ~4!.

4 Exergy Flow Diagram
The exergy flow diagram may be used to illustrate the thermo-

dynamic features of an air-cooled gas turbine plant and the dis-
cussed method. As an example, consider the gas turbine plant
operating in the presence of an environment at the pressure of
0.1013 MPa and the temperature of 15°C. The relative humidity
of ambient air is 60 percent. The condition for the inflow air at the
compressor is taken as ambient air condition. The turbine outlet
stagnation pressure is assumed to be 0.1056 MPa~the diffuser is
outside control surface!. The mass flow rate of the air entering the
compressor is 500 kg/s and the compressor pressure ratio is 15.
Air is extracted from the compressor at three points and from the
compressor discharge to cool turbine balding.

Methane of chemical exergy 52172 kJ/kg is supplied to the
combustion chamber of 99.5 percent efficiency at a pressure of
2.28 MPa. The temperature at turbine inlet is 1260°C. The first
two of four stages in the turbine are cooled. Cooling air for the
first stage vanes is supplied from the compressor discharge and for
the other rows from intermediate compressor bleed points. The

bled air is cooled to 200°C by being passed through external cool-
ers before being supplied to cooling channels. Maximum material
temperature of vanes and blades is 800°C.

Table 1 gives details of data obtained from step by step calcu-
lation of the gas turbine. The mean section performance of the
stages was determined using experimental turbine loss data, the
gas-dynamic, thermodynamic, and heat transfer equations. To de-
termine the heat flow into the each blade row, and the required
cooling mass flow rate, the empirical Nusselt–Reynolds–Prandtl
number relations given by Bodunov and Lokay@1# were
employed.

The results presented were obtained for convective vane and
blade cooling technology. It is assumed that the heat transferred
by convection is removed both from the nozzle rows at constant
stagnation pressure before expansion, and from the rotor rows at
constant relative pressure before expansion. To simplify the
analysis, it is also assumed that specific ‘‘heat transferred from the
gas to the coolant by mixing’’ is equal to the stagnation enthalpy
drop in the gas flow during the mixing process. It is worth em-
phasizing that this stagnation enthalpy drop does not correspond
directly to the transferred heat, since there is, in addition, the
change in the flux of momentum, that is, ‘‘work in transit’’ from
the gas to the coolant flow.

Table 1 illustrates working fluid conditions, work and destruc-
tion of exergy in the air-cooled gas turbine. The total amount of
exergy destroyed is 10.918.413.111.2523.6 MW. The domi-
nant factor is the irreversibility due to profile and secondary losses
in flow through turbine cascades~10.911.2512.1 MW or 51 per-
cent of the total amount!. The irreversibility involved in transfer
of heat between the gas and coolant flows is the second largest
factor: 8.4*100/23.6536 percent of the total destruction of ex-
ergy. Destruction of exergy due to friction in cooling passages is
about 13 percent of the total one.~The cooling air flows are as-
sumed to enter cooling passages at the local pressures 0.1 MPa
higher than those of the working fluid at inlet to the respective
cascades.!

The rate of work of about 321.0 MW is obtained from the gas
flow with the rate of heat removed of 72.7 MW. The coolant flow
is supplied with this heat and produces 42.3 MW in the turbine
~about 11.6 percent of the total work developed!.

The locations and magnitudes of destructions of exergy for the
gas turbine plant are given in Table 2. The values in the second
column are given as percentages of the exergy of the fuel sup-
plied. In the gas system, the largest irreversibility occurs in com-
bustion. The corresponding amount of exergy destroyed is about
29 percent of the fuel exergy supplied or about 86 percent of the
total value within the gas system. The most exergy destructions in
a combustion chamber can be reduced by raising the turbine inlet
temperature.

The 1.7 percent of fuel exergy supplied is destroyed between
the gas and coolant systems, and about the same value~1.7 per-
cent! is destroyed within the coolant system. The former is due to
heat transfer over finite temperature difference, which takes place
between the gas and coolant streams, and may be reduced by

Table 1 Working fluid conditions, work, destruction of exergy
in cooled gas turbine

Table 2 Destruction of exergy in cooled gas turbine plant
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increasing blade heat exchange effectiveness. In the coolant sys-
tem, pressure losses can contribute significantly to the overall rate
of the destruction of exergy. This value is about of 24 percent
~0.4*100 percent/1.7524 percent! of the total one and may be
minimized by selection, of optimum extraction points in the com-
pressor. If coolant flows are cooled in external coolers, then there
is loss of exergy due to heat rejection. In the plant being consid-
ered, this loss is about 1.4 percent of the supplied fuel exergy.

Table 3 shows exergy balances for each of system and for the
whole plant. Figure 4 shows the exergy flow diagram for such
plant. The exergy of the fuel supplied is taken as being 100 per-
cent. The specific exergy of ambient air is assigned to zero. The
destruction of exergy due to fuel throttling is added to that in the
combustion chamber.

The exergy balance indicates that 31.2 percent of the exergy of
fuel is converted into work by the gas system, about 33.9 percent
is destroyed within the system, and 11.3 percent is transferred to
the coolant system. The rest, 23.6 percent, is discharged with ex-
haust gas stream.

Since 1.7 percent of supplied fuel exergy is destroyed between
systems, 9.6 percent enters the coolant system, of which 2.7 per-
cent is obtained as work; 5.2 percent~3.8 percent11.4 percent
55.2 percent! is discharged with exhaust stream and is transferred
with heat in coolers. The balance, 1.7 percent, is destroyed within
the system.

About 1.9 percent of supplied fuel exergy is destroyed due to
mixing of exhaust streams. This value was calculated from the
exergy balance for the mixing process, as shown in Fig. 3. The
chemical exergy of fuel and the thermal exergy of gases were
calculated in the way described by Shargut et al.@2#.

Thus the necessity to cool turbine blading in considered plant
has led to the destruction of exergy in amount of 1.7 percent
11.7 percent11.9 percent55.3 percent of the fuel exergy supplied
and to the loss of exergy due to precooling in the amount of 1.4
percent.

5 Conclusions
In the thermodynamic sense, cooling losses are caused by irre-

versibilities which result from the modifications to the basic cycle
~circuit! to a turbine cool.

An air-cooled gas turbine plant may be treated as a plant in
which a combination of working fluids is used. A circuit on which
such a plant operates may be treated as a compound circuit com-
prising the open circuit with internal combustion and heat rejec-
tion during expansion, which is superposed directly on the other
circuit supplied with heat from the former. The latter uses a cool-
ant as working fluid.

Cooling losses derive both from the irreversible heat transfer
between circuits and from irreversible internal processes through
the coolant goes.

The type of analysis given in the paper for the simple air-cooled
gas turbine plant may be extend to any cooled gas turbine plant
that derives its energy from the combustion of organic fuel,
whether the system involves regeneration, reheat, or intercooling.
To this end, it is necessary to consider replacement of the existing
plant by the modified plant consisting of two plants. The first plant
produces work from the chemical energy of the fuel and uses air
and products of combustion as working fluids. The heat extracted
from products of combustion during the cooled expansion process
in one or more turbines is used as heat supply to the second plant
producing work and using the coolant as working fluid. The over-
all efficiency of the modified plant will be the same as that of a
considered plant.

The presented type of analysis may be interpreted by employ-
ing the concept of availability, allowing all irreversibilities to be
identified and quantified. No approach other than the exergy
method does appear to offer such possibilities for analyzing
cooled gas turbine plant.

Nomenclature

Q 5 heat
W 5 work
M 5 mass flow rate
h 5 efficiency

Fig. 4 Exergy flow diagram. 1, turbine. 2, compressors. 3, air
lines between compressors and turbine. 4, coolers

Table 3 Exergy balances
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E, e 5 flow exergy, specific flow exergy
ED 5 destruction of exergy

Subscripts

a 5 air
f 5 fuel
g 5 products of combustion~gas!; referring to the topping

plant
c 5 coolant; referring to the bottoming plant
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Experimental Assessment of
Fiber-Reinforced Ceramics for
Combustor Walls
Experimental and theoretical work concerning the application of ceramic components in
small high-temperature gas turbines has been performed for several years. The signifi-
cance of some nonoxide ceramic materials for gas turbines in particular is based on their
excellent high-temperature properties. The application of ceramic materials allows an
increase of the turbine inlet temperature resulting in higher efficiencies and a reduction of
pollution emissions. The inherent brittleness of monolithic ceramic materials can be vir-
tually reduced by reinforcement with ceramic fibers leading to a quasiductile behavior.
Unfortunately, some problems arise due to oxidation of these composite materials in the
presence of hot gas flow containing oxygen. At the Motoren und Turbinen Union,
München GmbH, comprehensive investigations including strength, oxidation, and thermal
shock tests of several materials that seemed to be appropriate for combustor liner appli-
cations were undertaken. As a result, C/C, SiC/SiC, and two C/SiC composites coated
with SiC, as oxidation protection, were chosen for examination in a gas turbine combus-
tion chamber. To prove the suitability of these materials under real engine conditions, the
fiber-reinforced flame tubes were installed in a small gas turbine operating under varying
conditions. The loading of the flame tubes was characterized by wall temperature mea-
surements. The materials showed different oxidation behavior when exposed to the hot
gas flow. Inspection of the C/SiC composites revealed debonding of the coatings. The C/C
and SiC/SiC materials withstood the tests with a maximum cumulated test duration of 90
h without damage.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1364523#

Introduction
Gas turbine development today concentrates on higher thermal

efficiencies and lower pollution emissions. One possible approach
is an increase of turbine inlet temperature. Therefore, either an
effective cooling of the components forming the hot section or
high-temperature resistant materials are required. Carbon~C! or
silicon carbide~SiC! based materials with their outstanding high-
temperature properties offer a great potential for such applications
@1,2#.

However, the advantageous qualities of monolithic materials in
structural applications, such as their high Young’s modulus, high
thermal conductivity, and excellent oxidation resistance, are partly
offset by their relatively low fracture toughness. A wide range of
additives and particulate reinforcements have been tried as tough-
ening agents. Reinforcement with SiC or C continuous fibers
could yield the highest fracture toughness. These materials show
an increase in fracture toughness by one order of magnitude and
an increase in fracture energy by two orders of magnitude@3#.
Since they have to operate under hostile stress-temperature envi-
ronment conditions, the choice of toughening phases is restricted
by high-temperature chemical incompatibility and by thermal ex-
pansion coefficient mismatch with the matrix.

In addition, the desired applications involve extended periods
of operating in oxidizing atmospheres which require a proven oxi-
dation resistance of the composites@4#. Therefore, at the Institut
für Thermische Stro¨mungsmaschinen~ITS!, in cooperation with
the Motoren und Turbinen Union Mu¨nchen GmbH, different SiC
and C-based composite materials were tested for their oxidation
behavior. In preliminary investigations, the materials exposed to

high temperatures in an atmosphere containing oxygen were
judged by mass reduction and strength tests. The most promising
materials were selected for manufacturing flame tubes to test their
durability under real engine conditions. The new flame tubes were
tested in the ceramic combustion chamber of the Klo¨ckner Hum-
boldt Deutz T216-type gas turbine that was designed at the ITS
@5#.

Materials Selection
Three different composite materials were chosen for the tests

under real engine conditions. These materials were selected out of
seven SiC or C composites and four fiber-reinforced glasses. They
offered the most promising high-temperature properties which are
necessary for combustor walls. For example, the glass materials
suffered from a drastic strength loss for temperatures exceeding
1000°C@6#. For reasons of brevity, in the following section only
the preliminary test results of the materials selected are shown
~see Table 1!.

Under oxidizing atmospheres, fiber degradation was expected
in the two-directional composites reinforced with silicon carbide
fibers. In the case of the materials with carbon fibers, rapid oxi-
dation was expected. The mass reduction of the composites re-
flects the structural changes of the specimens. The qualification
was done by strength measurements with respect to the mass loss.
The experiments were done in a muffle furnace at elevated tem-
peratures. Figure 1 shows the mass reduction of the carbon rein-
forced materials versus time for two different temperatures, and in
Fig. 2 the strength dependence on mass reduction is demonstrated.
Hence a life expectancy can be determined if the lowest allowable
strength is prescribed.

Assuming that a minimum tensile strength of 150 MPa is suf-
ficient for reliable operation of the component, the durability in a
1000°C atmosphere would be only 8 min for the C/C material and
only 6 min for the C/SiC material. This clearly shows the need for
effective external oxidation protection.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Orlando, FL, June 2–5,
1997; ASME Paper 97-GT-154. Manuscript received by IGTI Dec. 1996; final revi-
sion received by the ASME Headquarters Mar. 1997. Associate Editor: H. A. Kidd.
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Since coatings can influence the mechanical properties of the
base material, strength tests were conducted for coated specimens.
It was demonstrated that SiC-coated C/C and C/SiC showed re-
duced tensile strengths depending on the coating process. This is a
result of the brittle surface and an increase in the cross sectional
area of the specimen caused by the coating that has poor mechani-
cal properties. However, the protected materials showed a signifi-
cant reduction in mass loss while maintaining comparatively high
tensile strengths, when exposed to the hot gas atmosphere~see
Table 2!.

Since the carbon-reinforced composites did not show sufficient
oxidation resistance, a SiC/SiC material with a SiC and an addi-
tional glaze-based silicate (SiO2) coating was added to the test
program. The oxidation test results are also listed in Table 2.

Comparing the C- and SiC-reinforced materials, the superiority
of SiC/SiC can be clearly seen. The reason for this superiority is
that the degradation of the SiC fibers seems to be not as critical as
the oxidation of the carbon fibers.

Out of these materials four flame tubes were manufactured for
tests under engine conditions~see Table 3!. The fiber architecture
and the interface coating correspond to the tested specimens. The
carbon-reinforced composites were coated with SiC either by
chemical vapor deposition~CVD! or a dross process. The SiC/SiC
material was protected by a CVD-SiC layer.

It has to be mentioned that the protected C/C composite for the
engine tests does not conform with the material listed in Table 2,
since this material suffered from poor mechanical properties. Ac-
cording to Schunk Company the flame tube material exhibits a
much better strength due to a modified CVD process for the coat-
ing of the base material.

Fig. 1 Mass loss versus oxidation time for composite materi-
als

Fig. 2 Strength dependence on mass loss

Fig. 3 Flame tube construction

Table 1 Selected fiber reinforced materials

Table 2 Oxidation behavior of coated composites

Table 3 Flame tube materials
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Combustion Chamber
A cross-sectional view of the ceramic-can-type combustor is

given in Fig. 3. The combustor walls consist of three layers. The
inner layer is a hot gas resistant composite, the middle layer is a
flexible oxide fiber material, and the outer layer is a metal casing.
The flexible insulation in the radial direction, and the spring sup-
port of the swirler in the axial direction allows for an almost
unhindered thermal expansion of the ceramic flame tube. This
reduces the critical tensile stresses to a minimum, especially when
considering the thermal expansion mismatch of the metal contain-
ment and the composite liner wall. The insulation keeps the fiber
reinforced material at a more homogeneous temperature distribu-
tion and lowers the thermal stress level. The temperature loading
of the combustor liner is measured by thermocouples along the
outer ceramic wall. Flanges on the outer side of the combustion
chamber give access to the flame tube for measuring the radial
temperature distribution with transversable PtRh-Pt thermo-
couples~not shown in Fig. 3!. The measuring planes are declined
by 3 deg to detect the streaks of the cold dilution air.

This newly designed ceramic combustion chamber was inte-
grated into a Klo¨ckner Humboldt Deutz T216-type gas turbine.

Fig. 4 Ceramic flame tube

Fig. 5 Temperature distributions on the outer surface of the flame tube
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The output power of the engine is 74 kW at 50,000 rpm. The
nominal pressure ratio is 2.8 and the air mass flow is 0.9 kg/s at a
turbine inlet temperature of 810°C.

The dome of the combustor consists of sintered silicon carbide.
Since large holes for the dilution air are necessary at the end of
the flame tube, this part is separated from the ceramic flame tube
and made of a nickel alloy. The flame tube itself has a length of
210 mm and an inner diameter of 144 mm. The thickness of the
ceramic wall is 3 mm. The fiber reinforced flame tubes were made
by the manufacturers indicated in Table 3. The pipe specimens
were installed into the combustion chamber and exposed to the
hot gas flow under real engine conditions. Figure 4 shows a pho-
tograph of the flame tube assembled with the SiC/SiC tube from
MAN Technology.

Experimental Results
During machine operation, all characteristic parameters such as

pressures, temperatures, speed, power, etc., were recorded. The
wall temperatures were used to determine the thermal loading of
the composite materials. Figure 5 displays typical axial tempera-
ture distributions of the ceramic wall. The lines refer to different
operating conditions. As expected, the thermal loading increases
with higher rotational speeds. Increasing the output power also
causes higher-temperature loading, especially near the exit of the
flame tube. This is due to the elongation of the flame under these
conditions.

The gas turbine was run under various operating points. The
highest outer wall temperature observed was about 1050°C and
was detected between the dilution holes in the middle of the flame
tubes at nominal speed. The temperature distributions were simi-
lar for all flame tubes tested.

The accumulated testing time for the carbon reinforced com-
posites was limited to 10 h. At first, operating points referring to
lower thermal loads were tested. With increasing test duration the
thermal load was intensified. Between the single tests the flame
tubes were inspected visually and morphological changes were
documented by macro-photography. Hot-gas profiles were mea-
sured for all operating conditions. An example of the radial tem-
perature distribution is plotted in Fig. 6. This graph shows that for
nominal speed the flame establishes right between the measure-
ment planes. The influence of the injected air can be seen at rela-
tively cold zones near the wall.

All four flame tubes withstood the thermal load under an oxi-
dizing atmosphere without severe damage. The Dornier flame
tube, coated with the dross SiC layer, showed debonding on the
inner surface at the highest load section. Since preliminary studies
revealed that this material does not have a long life expectancy
without oxidation protection, this coating and composite combi-
nation cannot guarantee reliable long-term machine operation~see
Fig. 7!.

Fig. 6 Radial hot-gas temperature distribution in the flame tube

Fig. 7 C ÕSiC flame tube with dross SiC coat after 10 h of en-
gine operation

Fig. 8 C ÕSiC flame tube with CVD-SiC coat after 10 h of engine
operation
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The second Dornier flame tube coated with CVD-SiC showed
no damage on the inner side. However, on the outer side a small
part of the coat chipped off. This is believed to be a result of a
mismatch between the thermal expansion coefficients. The tube
was still in good condition, after operating for 10 h, and did not
exhibit further damage. The thermally high-loaded regions
showed an intensive discoloring. This phenomenon was detected
on all flame tubes except the one coated with dross SiC. The
discolorations are due to establishing a SiO2 layer which results
from the oxidation process and helps to suppress the subsequent
oxidation. The thin amorphous glass layers reflect the different
wavelengths of the incoming light depending on their thickness.
As a result, the surface appears with rainbowlike colors~Fig. 8!.

The C/C flame tube that was manufactured by Schunk with-
stood testing with no structural defects. Only the surface color had
changed after 10 h of operation~Fig. 9!.

The test program was extended for the promising SiC/SiC com-
posite. Besides the alteration in surface color, no significant
change was detected after 10 h. The only significant difference to
the ‘‘as-delivered’’ state was a small area of debonding at the
front face of the pipe. This was due to chemical reactions between
the Ni-based metallic ring element and the ceramic composite
material. The manufacturer, MAN Technology AG, observed
similar reactions in other applications. Therefore, in the following
tests, the SiC composite was separated from the metal by a thin
interface layer which consisted of a fiber oxide material.

The SiC/SiC combustion chamber, in operation now for more
than 90 h, exhibited no damage. It also had to withstand numerous
start and shut down processes which caused critical loads because
of the high-temperature gradients. Downstream of the dilution
holes, the surface was colored brown. This was probably a result
of deposits from the incoming air. In Fig. 10 the area downstream
of a hole in the flame tube is shown. The position of soot deposits
also demonstrate the tangential velocity component of the swirling
air flow in the combustion chamber.

The tests under real engine conditions seem to confirm the su-
perior properties of this silicon carbide reinforced composite. The
material withstands the oxidizing atmosphere with no structural
change, as can be seen in Fig. 11.

Conclusions
Four flame tubes made of composite materials with a variety of

coatings for oxidation protection were tested under real turbine
conditions. Preliminary studies by the Motoren und Turbinen
Union, München GmbH, helped in identifying the most promising
composites. The flame tubes were installed into the ceramic com-
bustion chamber developed at the Institut fu¨r Thermische
Strömungsmaschinen.

First examinations of the uncoated composites showed that oxi-
dation of the C fibers was a very rapid process, and it was con-
cluded that oxidation protection is necessary@7#. Tests with
coated specimens in temperature regimes between 1200 and
1400°C revealed that the degradation of the SiC fibers is less
critical. As a result, the SiC/SiC material showed the best oxida-
tion resistance.

After operating 10 h in the Klo¨ckner Humboldt Deutz T216-
type gas turbine, both C/SiC flame tubes showed debonding of the
different coatings. This debonding was probably due to the differ-
ing thermal expansion coefficients. The C/C material coated with
CVD-SiC withstood the 10 h test program with no damage. For
the SiC-reinforced SiC composite, the test program was extended
since this material promised good oxidation resistance. The maxi-
mum outer wall temperatures during the tests were 1050°C. The
component was under operation for 90 h and visual inspection
showed no morphological defects.

Tests for the C/C- and SiC/SiC-flame tubes are still continued.
The project is planned to be completed with destructive tests of
the tubes to obtain any structural changes in the materials.

Fig. 9 C ÕC flame tube with CVD-SiC coat after 10 h of engine
operation

Fig. 10 Inner side of the SiC ÕSiC flame tube after 30 h of en-
gine operation

Fig. 11 SiC ÕSiC flame tube after 50 h of engine operation
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Slow Crack Growth Analysis of
Advanced Structural Ceramics
Under Combined Loading
Conditions: Damage Assessment
in Life Prediction Testing
Slow crack growth analysis was performed with three different loading histories including
constant stress-rate/constant stress-rate testing (Case I loading), constant stress/constant
stress-rate testing (Case II loading), and cyclic stress/constant stress-rate testing (Case
III loading). Strength degradation due to slow crack growth and/or damage accumulation
was determined numerically as a function of percentage of interruption time between the
two loading sequences for a given loading history. The numerical solutions were exam-
ined with the experimental data determined at elevated temperatures using four different
advanced ceramic materials, two silicon nitrides, one silicon carbide and one alumina for
the Case I loading history, and alumina for the Case II loading history. The numerical
solutions were in reasonable agreement with the experimental data, indicating that not-
withstanding some degree of creep deformation presented for some test materials
slow crack growth was a governing mechanism associated with failure for all the test
materials. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1365160#

Introduction
Advanced ceramics are candidate materials for high-

temperature structural applications in heat engines and heat recov-
ery systems. One of the major limitations of these materials in
high-temperature applications is delayed failure, where slow crack
growth ~also called ‘‘fatigue’’ or ‘‘subcritical crack growth’’! of
inherent flaws can occur until a critical size for catastrophic fail-
ure is attained. Therefore, it is important to evaluate accurately
slow crack growth~SCG! behavior with a specified loading con-
dition so that reasonable life prediction of ceramic components is
ensured.

There are several methods of determining SCG of advanced
ceramics. Typically, the SCG of ceramics is determined by apply-
ing constant stress-rate~also called ‘‘dynamic fatigue’’!, constant
stress~also called ‘‘static fatigue’’ or ‘‘stress rupture’’! or cyclic
stress~also called ‘‘cyclic fatigue’’! to ground specimens or to
precracked fracture mechanics specimens in which the crack ve-
locity measurements are made. Constant stress-rate testing deter-
mines the strength for a given applied stress; whereas, constant
stress and cyclic stress testing measures time to failure for given
constant stress and cyclic stresses, respectively. Of these test
methods, constant stress-rate testing has been widely utilized for
decades to characterize SCG behavior of ceramic materials at both
ambient and elevated temperatures. The advantage of constant
stress-rate testing over other methods lies in its simplicity:
Strengths are measured in a routine manner at four to five applied
stress rates by applying either displacement-control mode or load-
control mode. The SCG parameters for life-prediction design are
simply calculated from a relationship between strength and ap-

plied stress rate. Because of its advantages, constant stress-rate
testing has been developed as ASTM test standards~C1368 and
C1465! to determine SCG parameters of advanced ceramics at
ambient temperature~@1#! and elevated temperatures~@2#!.

One of the difficulties possibly encountered in elevated-
temperature testing is that, depending on test conditions~test rate,
time, temperature and environment! and material, the identifica-
tion of a governing failure mechanism may be obscured by the
presence of possible multiple mechanisms, particularly with a
combination of SCG and creep~@3–6#!. Thus, the determined
SCG parameters cannot be solely representative of one single pro-
cess, slow crack growth, but a combination of the two competing
mechanisms. They may also act in series, i.e., creep followed by
SCG. The underlying basis of the aforementioned SCG testing—
constant stress rate, constant stress and cyclic stress testing—is
the crack velocity formulation in which crack propagation typi-
cally follows a power-law relation. If the SCG mechanism is
dominant for a given material temperature environmental system,
then the SCG parameters obtained, in principle at least, should be
in a reasonable range of accuracy, regardless of test method. Fur-
thermore, one must be able to predict life and/or strength from any
loading history that could be a combination of constant stress-rate/
constant stress-rate, constant stress/constant stress-rate, or cyclic
stress/constant stress-rate loading sequences. There have been
some experimental attempts to evaluate the degree of crack
growth or damage accumulation by determining ‘‘fast’’-fracture
‘‘residual’’ strength of silicon nitride specimens that had been
subjected to and then interrupted from tensile cyclic loading at
elevated temperature~@7#!. However, in general, both analytical
work and systematic experimental data on this subject rarely exist
in the literature.

Consequently, the purpose of this paper is to better understand
how damage~SCG creep or both! was accumulated with time for
given loading history leading to failure of advanced structural
ceramics at elevated temperatures. Numerical solutions of strength
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degradation in conjunction with crack growth were obtained for
each loading history with a major assumption that the governing
failure mechanism was slow crack growth. Included in the test
matrix were two typical methods of constant stress-rate~dynamic
fatigue! and constant stress~‘‘static fatigue’’ or ‘‘stress rupture’’!
testing. The SCG and related parameters were determined on the
basis of these test results. Then, a combination of two different
loading sequences was applied to test specimens and the corre-
sponding strengths were measured to see how strength degrada-
tion in the form of SCG/damage accumulation took place during
the combined loading sequences. The combination of loading
used in this testing included slow test rate/fast test rate~which is a
combination of constant stress-rate and constant stress-rate test-
ing, called here Case I loading history! and static loading/fast test
rate~a combination of static stress and constant stress-rate testing,
called Case II loading!. The testing was interrupted after the first
loading sequence at a specified time, and then the specimens were
fractured at the second loading sequence using a fast test rate of
typically 33 MPa/s. The experimental results were compared with
the numerical solutions.

Theoretical Background

Approach. Numerical solutions of strength, crack size, and
other required variables for various loading histories, are pre-
sented in this section. The schematic loading history considered in
this paper is depicted in Fig. 1. The first one, Fig. 1~a!, called
Case I loading, was a combination of two constant stress-rate
testing with a fast test rate after a slow test rate. A specimen was

subjected to a low stress rate. Then, the testing was interrupted at
a specified timeJint , and resumed with a fast stress rate until the
specimen fractured. The second loading history, Fig. 1~b!, called
Case II loading, was a combination of constant stress and constant
stress-rate testing. The testing was started initially with a constant
stress, interrupted at a specified test timeJint and then resumed by
applying a fast stress rate until the specimen broke. The third
loading history, Fig. 1~c!, called Case III loading, which was a
combination of cyclic stress and constant stress-rate testing, was
simply a replacement of a static stress used in the Case II loading
with cyclic stress. The ratio~w! of interruption time to time to
failure is defined as follows:

w5
Jint

Jf
(1)

whereJint is the interruption time andJf is time to failure of a test
specimen, subjected to only the first loading sequence~without the
second loading, i.e.,w51! which is either constant stress-rate,
constant stress or cyclic stress, see Fig. 1. The case forw50
represents the second loading sequence with no the first loading
sequence. The interruption time was chosen such that the ratio
ranged typically fromw50 to 90 percent.

In many cases, slow crack growth of advanced ceramics under
mode I loading above the fatigue limit, either by stress corrosion
at ambient temperature or by grain boundary sliding at elevated
temperatures, can be expressed by the following empirical power-
law relation~@8#!

v5
da

dt
5AF KI

KIC
Gn

(2)

wherev, a, andt are crack velocity, crack size, and time, respec-
tively. A andn are the material environment-dependent SCG pa-
rameters.KI is the mode I stress intensity factor~SIF!, andKIC is
the critical SIF or fracture toughness of the material subjected to
mode I loading. The simplistic analytical solutions of strength in
constant stress-rate testing and of time-to-failure in constant stress
and cyclic stress testing can be approximated as follows~@9–11#!:

s f5Dd@ṡ#1/11n (3)

t f s5Ds@s#2n (4)

t f c5Dc@smax#
2n (5)

where s f is the fracture strength corresponding to the applied
stress rate (ṡ) in constant stress-rate testing,t f s is the time to
failure subjected to a constant applied stress~s! in constant stress
testing, andt f c is the time to failure subjected to the maximum
applied stress (smax) in cyclic stress testing. The parametersD’s
can be expressed as follows~@9–11#!:

Dd5@B~n11!Si
n22#1/~n11!

Ds5BSi
n22 (6)

Dc5~BSi
n22!/F1

t E0

t

@ f ~ t !#ndtG
whereSi is the inert strength andB52KIC /@AY2(n22)# with Y
being the crack geometry factor in the relation ofKI5Ysa1/2.
f (t) is a periodic function in cyclic loading specified ins(t)
5smaxf(t) with a range of 0< f (t)<1, andt is the period. The
SCG parametersn and B ~or A! can be obtained by a linear re-
gression analysis with experimental data in conjunction with an
appropriate equation, Eqs.~3!, ~4!, or ~5!, depending on the type
of loading.

To obtain more generalized, convenient, and accurate SCG
analysis, several parameters that are commonly specified in the
conventional analytical solutions@Eqs.~3! to ~6!# have to be mini-
mized. This can be done by using a normalization scheme, as used

Fig. 1 Schematics of three loading histories considered: „a…
Case I loading, „b… Case II loading, and „c… Case III loading
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in the previous studies~@12,13#!. The normalized variables uti-
lized in the numerical approach were as follows~@13,14#!:

K* 5
KI

KIC
; J5

A

af t
t; C* 5

a

af t
; s* 5

s

Si
;

(7)

smax* 5
smax

Si
; ṡ* 5

s*

J

whereK* , J, C* , s* , smax* , andṡ* are, respectively, normalized
stress intensity factor, normalized time, normalized crack size,
normalized applied stress, normalized maximum applied stress~in
cyclic loading!, and normalized stress rate.af t is the critical crack
size in the inert condition, or is the initial crack size. Using these
variables, the crack propagation rate of Eq.~2! yields

dC*

dJ
5@K* #n (8)

The normalized SIFK* , in constant stress-rate and cyclic~sinu-
soidal! stress testing can also be expressed, respectively~@13,14#!

K* 5ṡ* J@C* #1/2 (9)

K* 5H 11R

2
1

12R

2
sinF S vaf t

A D JG J smax* @C* #1/2 (10)

whereR is the stress~or load! ratio, defined asR5smin /smax with
smin being the minimum applied stress in cyclic loading, andv is
the angular velocity. The normalized SIF for constant stress load-
ing is simply reduced to the case with bothR51.0 andsmax*
5s* in Eq. ~10!.

The differential equation, Eq.~8!, together with Eqs.~9! and
~10!, was solved numerically using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method for a given loading history. The initial condition was
C* 51.0 at J50. The instability conditions wereK* 51.0 and
dK* /dC* .0. The solution in cyclic loading was independent of
frequency~@14#!; hence an arbitrary value ofvaf t /A5100 was
used in the analysis. At interruption time,Jint, the corresponding
variables including crack size, stress, stress intensity factor and
time were provided to the next~second! loading sequence so that
the required variables were determined until an instability condi-
tion was reached. Included in the typical input data weren, R, ṡ f*
andsmax* . The major assumption in the analysis was that only one
mechanism, i.e., slow crack growth, was associated with failure.

Results of Numerical Solutions

Strength. Normalized strength (s f* ) as a function of percent
of interruption time (w5Jint /Jf) for the Case I loading history, is
shown in Fig. 2. Six different values ofn ranging fromn55 to
160 were employed. For eachn value, the initial slow stress rate
of ṡ* 5131025 was followed by the second loading, which was
chosen asṡ* 5131024, 131023, 131022 and 131021. The
choice of this range ofṡ* was based on the typical range of
applied stress rates commonly used in the actual constant stress-
rate testing~@1#!. For the case ofn55 where SCG susceptibility is
high, the strength degradation with respect to the strength atw50
depends on interruption time, particularly with increasing stress
rate. The maximum strength degradation of about 16 percent and
10 percent occurred atw590 percent, respectively, for the highest
stress rate ofṡ* 5131021 and for the lowest rate ofṡ* 51
31024. This indicates that the initial loading up tow590 percent
resulted in somewhat appreciable crack growth/damage-
accumulation. Forn510, the maximum strength degradation was
about 3 percent both atṡ* 5131021 and 131024. For the case
of higher resistance to SCG,n>20, the strength degradation was
negligible with less than 0.6 percent atw590 percent, indicating
that crack growth/damage-accumulation rarely occurred during

the first loading sequence. Therefore, it is concluded that forn
>20 which is the case for most silicon nitrides and silicon car-
bides at elevated temperatures, the first loading sequence would
not have any significant influence on crack growth/damage, lead-
ing to negligible strength degradation. The second loading rate,
which is at least one order of magnitude greater than the first one,
controls exclusively the strength via crack growth. An analysis on
how a crack grows under a given loading history will be presented
in a later section.

The results of strength as a function of percent of interruption
time ~5w! for the Case II loading history, a combination of con-
stant stress and constant stress-rate testing, Fig. 1~b!, is presented
in Fig. 3. Two to three different normalized applied stresses, rang-
ing from s*50.2 to 0.95 depending onn value, were used for
eachn value. Since the susceptibility to SCG decreases with in-
creasingn, higher applied stress with narrow range was employed
for highern value. Two test rates ofṡ* 5131023 and 131021

were used in the second loading sequence. As in the Case I load-
ing, for n<10, strength degradation was significant to interruption
time, particularly at both lower applied stress and higher stress
rate ofṡ* 5131021. Forn>20, strength degradation for a given
value ofw was independent of either applied constant stress~s* !
or applied stress rate. However, the overall degree of strength
degradation occurring for the whole range ofn’s was greater in
the Case II loading than in Case I loading. Forn55, the maxi-
mum strength degradation of 42 percent occurred atw590 percent
with a loading combination ofs*50.2 andṡ* 5131021. For
n510, about 20 percent strength degradation was observed at
w590 percent for the combination ofs*50.3 and ṡ* 51
31021. For n>20, the maximum strength degradation of 10 per-
cent, 5 percent, 3 percent and 1 percent took place, independent of
ṡ* , for n520, 40, 80 and 160, respectively. More dependency of
strength degradation on interruption time~w!, compared with the
Case I loading, implies that the first, constant-stress loading se-
quence resulted in more crack growth damage-accumulation, thus
leading to lower strength when the damaged specimen was sub-
jected to the second constant stress-rate loading sequence.

The results of strength as a function of interruption time~w! for
the Case III loading, a combination of cyclic stress and constant
stress-rate loading, see Fig. 1~c!, is shown in Fig. 4. The second
constant stress-rate loading sequence was preceded by the first,
sinusoidal cyclic stress with aR ratio of R50.1, until the speci-
men failed. Two to three different normalized maximum applied
stresses, ranging fromsmax* 50.2 to 0.95, were used for eachn
value. Note thatsmax* applied in the Case III loading was identical
in magnitude tos* applied in the Case II loading. As in the case
II loading, two stress rates ofṡ* 5131023 and 131021 were
also used in the second loading sequence. Comparing the results
in Figs. 3 and 4, it can be readily evident that for the givenn and
smax* 5s* , strength degradation in the Case III loading was almost
the same as that in the Case II loading. It should be noted that
constant stress~i.e., R51.0) results in much shorter life than cy-
clic stress withR50.1 ~@11,14#!. However, in terms of strength
degradation as a function ofpercentof interruption time, either
constant stress~Case II loading! or cyclic stress~Case III loading!
yielded the similar result.

Slow Crack Growth. Typical examples of crack growth/
damage-accumulation subjected to the three different loading his-
tories are presented in Fig. 5 for bothn510 and 20. The figures
show how an initial crack grows with time during the whole load-
ing history until failure occurs. The loading combinations em-
ployed for eachn were as follows:ṡ* 5131025 ~first!/ṡ* 51
31021 for Case I loading;s*50.5 ~first!/ṡ* 5131021 ~second!
for Case II loading;smax* 50.5 ~first!/ṡ* 5131021 ~second! for
Case III loading. Note again that the case ofw51.0 represents
only the first loading sequence applied.

~a! For n510 @Fig. 5A#. For the Case I loading@Fig. 5A~a!#,
an initial crack subjected to only the first loading sequence of
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ṡ* 5131025 ~i.e., w51.0! remained almost unchanged in size
for a long time, but started to grow very quickly atJ>0.3848
3105 until failure time of Jf50.38493105. This indicates that
the initial crack started to grow to instability at a time greater than
95 percent of failure time. Therefore, any interruption of loading
beloww595 percent did not give any significant crack growth so
that the resulting strength after the second loading sequence re-
mained unchanged~compared with the strength atw50!, irrespec-
tive of interruption time. This is also reflected as an insignificant
strength degradation with respect to the strength atw50, as shown
in Fig. 2 for n510. Similar behavior as in the Case I loading was
also observed in the Case II loading@see Figs. 5A~b!#. Most major
crack growth occurred close to and/or at failure time. However,
during the first static loading sequence, an initial crack started to
grow earlier and greater in size than that of the Case I loading.
Hence, the resulting critical crack size after the second loading
sequence ofṡ* 5131021 was increased with increasing interrup-
tion time ~w!. As a result, strength degradation as a function ofw
became much greater, compared with that of the Case I loading
~see Fig. 3 forn510). For the Case III loading, crack growth

behavior in terms of interruption time was almost identical to that
of the Case II loading, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 5A~b!
with Fig. 5A~c!. The only difference between Case II and III
loading lied in time to failure: Time to failure for a givenn is
always greater in cyclic (R50.1) than in constant stress (R
51.0) loading ~@11,14#!. Therefore, the resulting strength as a
function ofpercentof interruption time~w! remained the same for
either Case II~static! or Case III ~cyclic! loading history, as
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 forn510.

~b! For n520 ~Fig. 5B!. For the case ofn520, the overall
trend in crack growth behavior was very similar to the case ofn
510. Note again that an initial crack started to grow close to
and/or at failure time, independent of the type of loading history.
However, because of higher resistance to SCG in case ofn520
the critical crack size at instability betweenw50 and 0.9 was all
smaller~and less dependant on interruption time! than that of the
case for higher SCG susceptibility withn510. As a consequence,
strength degradation as a function of interruption time~w! was
less significant compared with that ofn510 ~see Figs. 2 through
4 for n520).

Fig. 2 Numerical results of normalized strength „s f* … as a function of percent of interruption
time „w… for different values of slow crack growth „SCG… parameter n in Case I loading
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Based on the numerical results on strength and crack growth, it
can be summarized that strength degradation due to crack growth
or damage accumulation as a result of the first loading sequence
depends on interruption timew and SCG parametern for a given
loading history. The strength degradation or degree of crack
growth/damage-accumulation as a function of interruption time
was significant for lower SCG parametersn<10, but became in-
significant with increasing SCG parameter ofn>20. This trend
was observed more dominant for the Case I loading than the Case
II or III loading history. The key factor that governs such strength
degradation or crack growth behavior was that an initial crack
started to grow typically close to and/or at failure time after a
substantially long incubation time. This long incubation time,
unique to ceramic materials exhibitingn>20, was also a basis of
the accelerating test methodology in constant stress-rate testing,
where depending onn value appropriate preloading can be applied
to test specimens prior to testing, thus saving a significant amount
of test times~@15#!.

Experimental Procedure
In order to verify the numerical solutions, experiments to cover

different loading histories as specified in Fig. 1, were conducted at
elevated temperatures. The nominal dimensions of rectangular-
beam test specimens in accordance with test method ASTM
C-1211 ~@16#! were 3 mm by 4 mm by 50 mm, respectively, in
height, width, and length. Test specimens were subjected to ap-
propriate flexural loading depending on the type of loading history
using SiC four-point flexure fixtures with 20-mm inner and
40-mm outer spans via electromechanical and servo-hydraulic test
frames~Instron Models 8562 and 8501!. All test specimens were
equilibrated at test temperatures for about 20 min prior to testing.
Four different materials including 96 wt percent alumina, NC132
silicon nitride, AS800 silicon nitride, and Hexoloy silicon carbide
were used in the Case I loading, while only 96 wt percent alumina
was used in the Case II loading. The reason for the choice of
alumina in both Case I and II testing was that unlike other mate-

Fig. 3 Numerical results of normalized strength „s f* … as a function of percent of interruption
time „w… for different values of slow crack growth „SCG… parameter n in Case II loading
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rials, 96 wt percent alumina has exhibited a considerably small
strength scatter with a Weibull modulus typically greater than 20
at either ambient or elevated temperatures~@6#!. Hence, it would
be possible to see material’s response to life and strength more
clearly and accurately with even a small number~about 5 at each
condition! of test specimens. Also note that the alumina was very
susceptible to SCG at elevated temperatures>800°C with signifi-
cantly low values of SCG parameter ofn57 – 12~@17#!, so that it
would be much easier using the alumina to scrutinize the influence
of SCG/damage-accumulation on the combined loading sequences
more accurately. The experimental work for the Case III loading
was not conducted in this paper, primarily due to limited avail-
ability of test specimens.

„a… Case I Loading. In the Case I load testing, the loading
history included a slow test rate of 0.033 MPa/s for the first load-
ing sequence and then a fast test rate of 33.33 MPa/s for the
second loading sequence. The percentage of interruption time
(w5t int /t f) ranged fromw570 to 90 percent. The average failure
time ~5t f) of test specimens only subjected to the first loading

sequence~with 0.033 MPa/s! was determined from the previous
studies~@6,18#!, and used here as a reference value to calculatet int
for a given value ofw. Four ceramics including 96 wt percent
alumina NC132 silicon nitride, AS800 silicon nitride, and Hex-
oloy silicon carbide were tested at temperatures of 1000, 1100,
1200 and 1371°C, respectively. Typically a total of five speci-
mens, depending on material, were used at each value ofw. The
major mechanical and physical properties of the test materials
such as Young’s modulus, density, fracture toughness, strength,
and slow crack growth can be found elsewhere~@18#!.

„b… Case II Loading. Constant stress~‘‘static fatigue’’!
testing for 96 wt percent alumina was first conducted in flexure at
1000°C to determine SCG behavior and thus to obtain the time-
to-failure data. Four different applied stresses ranging from 50 to
100 MPa were employed, with a total of five to nine specimens
tested at each applied stress. The Case II loading history consisted
of a constant stress~for the first loading sequence! and a fast stress
rate of 33.33 MPa/s~for the second sequence!. Two applied

Fig. 4 Numerical results of normalized strength „s f* … as a function of percent of interruption
time „w… for different values of slow crack growth „SCG… parameter n in Case III loading
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stresses of 50 and 65 MPa were used in the first loading sequence.
Three different values of interruption time,w560, 75, and 90
percent, were utilized at each applied stress, with a total three to
five specimens tested at each interruption time.

Experimental Results and Discussion

„a… Case I Loading. The results for the Case I loading tests
for 96 wt percent alumina, NC132 silicon nitride, AS800 silicon
nitride, and Hexoloy silicon carbide are summarized in Fig. 6. The
figure included flexure strength as a function of percent of inter-
ruption timew for each material. The horizontal line represents
the strength determined with zero interruption timew50, that is,
the ‘‘fast’’-fracture strength evaluated at 33.33 MPa/s~@6,18#!.
The three materials including NC132 and AS800 silicon nitrides
and Hexoloy silicon carbide exhibited a somewhat appreciable
variation ~in average sense! in strength betweenw50 andw580
or 90 percent. It is believed that this was attributed to the inher-

ently large strength scatter, typical of advanced ceramics that
ranges commonly from 10 to 15 in Weibull modulus. By contrast,
96 wt percent alumina exhibited a very small scatter.

„b… Case II Loading. Figure 7 shows the results of constant
stress testing for 96 wt percent alumina at 1000°C. The slow crack
growth parametersn and Ds in Eq. ~4! were determined asn
59.8 andDs54.6931020 with units of ‘‘MPa’’ in stress and
‘‘second’’ in time. Note that SCG parametern determined from
constant stress testing was in reasonable agreement withn58.3
from constant stress-rate testing determined from a previous study
~@6#!. The results of the Case II loading tests was presented in Fig.
8, where strengths determined at 33.33 MPa/s, after the first load-
ing sequence of constant stress of 50 or 65 MPa, was plotted as a
function of percent of interruption time~w!. As seen in the figure,
the strength exhibited a significant scatter particularly atw575
and 90 percent, much greater than that exhibited in the Case I

Fig. 5 Numerical results of normalized crack size „C* … as a function of time „J … for different
values of interruption time „w… in three loading histories: †A‡ for SCG parameter nÄ10; †B‡ for
SCG parameter nÄ20
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loading history for the same alumina material. It is believed that
this was attributed to the fact that no exact failure time of each
individual test specimen subjected to the Case II loading could be
known and that as a result the actual corresponding interruption
time for each test specimen could not be determined. This will be
discussed in a later section.

„c… Comparison of Experimental Data With Numerical
Solutions. The comparison of strength as a function ofw be-
tween the experimental data and the numerical solutions for each
loading history was made and presented in Figs. 9 and 10. The
reducedstrength (s r* ) used here was defined such that strength

determined at any given value ofw was normalized with respect
to the strength determined atw50, which is expressed as follows:

s r* 5
sw

sw50
(11)

wheresw is the strength at any given value ofw ~which is deter-
mined at a fast test rate of 33.33 MPa/s after the first loading
sequence! andsw50 is the strength determined atw50 ~which is
simply the fast-fracture strength determined at 33.33 MPa/s with-
out any first loading sequence!.

Fig. 6 Experimental results of flexural strength as a function of percent of interruption time
„w… for Case I loading tests, determined from 96 wt percent alumina, NC132, and AS800 silicon
nitrides, and Hexoloy silicon carbide at elevated temperatures. Each solid line represents the
mean strength at wÄ0.

Fig. 7 Experimental results of constant stress „‘‘static fa-
tigue’’ … testing for 96 wt percent alumina at 1000°C. A predic-
tion made from the constant stress-rate „‘‘dynamic fatigue’’ …

testing data „†6‡… was included as a dotted line.

Fig. 8 Experimental results of flexure strength as a function of
percent of interruption time „w… for Case II loading tests, deter-
mined from 96 wt percent alumina at 1000°C. Two different con-
stant stresses of 50 and 65 MPa were employed. The solid line
represents the mean strength at wÄ0.
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(i) Case I Loading. As seen in Fig. 9, except for 96 wt per-
cent alumina, the discrepancy between the experimental mean-
strength data and the numerical solutions was somewhat large.
However, as aforementioned, considering low Weibull modulus
~10–15! typical of many advanced ceramics including the test
materials~except 96 wt percent alumina!, the discrepancy is be-
lieved rather statistically insignificant. The experimental data for
96 wt percent alumina which exhibited a considerably small
strength scatter were in good agreement with the theoretical pre-
diction. Based on the results shown in Fig. 9, several conclusions

were made. First, the governing mechanism associated with fail-
ure for these test materials was slow crack growth. Some materi-
als such as alumina and NC132 silicon nitride exhibited some
degree of creep deformation~<0.2 percent creep strain! at a lower
test rate of 0.033 MPa/s. Despite such creep mechanism pre-
sented, the agreement between experimental data and prediction
was still reasonable, implying SCG to be a dominant failure
mechanism. Second, the phenomenon typical of advanced ceram-
ics, which showed numerically that forn>10 in constant stress-
rate condition an initial crack started to grow at and/or close to
failure time after a long incubation time, was verified. This was
verified from the results that percent of interruption time up to
w590 percent did not show any significant crack growth or dam-
age accumulation, as reflected in insignificant strength degrada-
tion. This ‘‘long-incubation’’ phenomenon was also validated pre-
viously by the accelerating test technique developed in constant
stress-rate testing~@15#!. Finally, the slow crack growth formula-
tion of Eq. ~2! well described the actual SCG behavior of the test
materials at elevated temperatures. Note that the numerical solu-
tion was made exclusively based on such SCG formulation so that
if poor agreement would exist, then it would be indicative of
inapplicability of the SCG formulation to the actual material be-
havior.

(ii) Case II Loading. The reducedstrength as a function of
percent of interruption time~w! for 96 wt percent alumina is pre-
sented in Fig. 10. Unlike the Case I loading history~Fig. 9!, the
difference between the experimental mean-strength data~with
‘‘triangle’’ symbols! and the theoretical prediction was amplified
even for the same alumina material. The reason for this discrep-
ancy can be reasoned as follows. Because of the two combined
loading sequences, no exact failure time of each individual test
specimen exclusively subjected to the first loading sequence~con-
stant stress! could be known so that the actual interruption time

Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental data with numerical solutions „‘‘theoretical’’ … in Case I
loading: „a… 96 wt percent alumina, „b… NC132 silicon nitride, „c… AS800 silicon nitride, and „d…
Hexoloy silicon carbide. Error bars represents Á1.0 standard deviation, normalized with re-
spect to a mean strength at wÄ0.

Fig. 10 Comparison of experimental data with numerical solu-
tions „‘‘theoretical’’ … in Case II loading tests for 96 wt percent
alumina at 1000°C. Each data point with ‘‘triangle’’ symbol rep-
resents an overall mean strength value „normalized …. The data
points with triangle’s symbols „inner cross-marked … represent
the lower-end strength values „normalized … from the data in
Fig. 8. Error bars were omitted from plots for clarity.
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for each test specimen can never be determined. Note that the
~nominal! time-to-failure at each applied stress was taken as an
average failure time determined from the specimens subjected to
50 MPa or 65 MPa. The corresponding interruption time was
calculated simply from a relation oft int5wt f for a given value of
w. Furthermore, as seen in Fig. 7, the scatter in time to failure was
greater than that of strength typically observed in constant stress-
rate testing~@6#!, thus further increasing the uncertainty in failure
time. Therefore, some specimens would have been actually sub-
jected to greater interruption time than the nominal interruption
time, while other specimens to less interruption time. As a conse-
quence, this would have resulted in difference in SCG damage
accumulation even with the same nominalw, thereby resulting in
a wide scatter in strength. The discrepancy would be small if the
strength at lower end of data points, which would be close to the
actual failure-time data, was used, as shown in the figure with the
‘‘circle’’ symbol. Certainly, the discrepancy will be diminished if
a large number of test specimens are used.

„d… Comparison of SCG Behavior Between Constant
Stress-Rate and Constant Stress Testing.As stated before, the
SCG parametern for 96 wt percent alumina was in reasonable
agreement between constant stress-rate and constant stress testing
with the respective values ofn58.3 and 9.8. It is possible to
convert the SCG data from one test method to another by using
the appropriate relations shown in Eqs.~3! to ~6!. The resulting
comparison is depicted in Fig. 7, where the prediction from con-
stant stress-rate~‘‘dynamic fatigue’’! ~@6#! to constant stress
~‘‘static fatigue’’! testing was included as a dotted line. Consider-
ing the inherent scatter in time to failure, reasonable agreement
was found between the two data, implying that the mechanism
associated with failure for both cases was presumably slow crack
growth. It was observed that creep deformation in constant stress
testing was much greater than that in constant stress-rate testing,
since test time was much longer in constant stress testing. A maxi-
mum creep strain of about 0.4 percent was found for the test
specimens subjected to an applied stress of 50 MPa. In spite of
such appreciable creep deformation, overall agreement between
the two test methods was reasonable, again indicative of SCG as
an operative failure mechanism involved in both constant stress-
rate and constant stress testing for this material system. However,
some effect by creep deformation, particularly in constant stress
~‘‘static fatigue’’!, should not be overlooked, since some stress
redistribution would be expected for test specimens subjected to
long-term, constant stress testing. This creep effect, of course,
becomes more dominant at higher temperatures, resulting in more
deviation between the two test methods.

Since the predictions of strength were in reasonable agreement
with experimental data, independent of the type of loading history
or the type of testing, it is concluded that slow crack growth was
a unique mechanism associated with failure for 96 wt percent alu-
mina as well as for other test materials. Therefore, it is feasible in
principle using the numerical analysis developed in this paper to
predict life and/or strength degradation for any given simple or
complex loading history as long as an explicit mathematical ex-
pression of load history can be made. More importantly, the
analysis can be used in conjunction with appropriate
experiments—using one of three loading histories—to promptly
assess a governing failure mechanism involved in the conven-
tional life-prediction testing, which could be either constant
stress-rate, constant stress, or cyclic stress testing. Furthermore,
the analysis would be possible to be used at least as a quantitative
tool for damage assessment by estimating crack growth/damage-
accumulation of a structural component in service. A verification
run for the numerical analysis for the Case III loading history was
not made in this paper so it will be a subject of future study.

Conclusions
~1! For n<10, simulated strength degradation as a function of

percent of interruption time was significant for all the Cases I, II

and III loading histories. For the given interruption timew andn,
the degradation was greater in constant or cyclic stress~Case II or
III ! than in constant stress-rate loading~Case I!. By contrast, for
n>20, the degradation became negligible either for the Case I, II,
or III loading history.

~2! The numerical solutions of strength degradation were ex-
amined using the experimental data determined at elevated tem-
peratures from four different advanced ceramics—two silicon ni-
trides, one silicon carbide and one alumina—for the Case I
loading history, and from alumina for the Case II loading. The
experimental data was in reasonable agreement with the numerical
solutions for both loading histories. Also the phenomenon typical
of advanced ceramics, which has shown that in constant stress-
rate condition an initial crack starts to grow at and/or close to
failure time after a long incubation time, was verified.

~3! The numerical analysis that assumedslow crack growthas
a governing failure mechanism was in good agreement with the
experimental data. Despite some degree of creep deformation pre-
sented, slow crack growth was presumably a significantly operat-
ing failure mechanism involved in all the test materials, regardless
of type of loading history or type of test method. Notwithstanding
some deviation, there was also reasonable agreement in SCG be-
havior between constant stress-rate testing and constant stress test-
ing for 96 wt percent alumina. This supports that the widely uti-
lized SCG formulation ofv5A@KI /KIC#n described reasonably
the slow crack growth behavior of the test materials.

~4! It appears that the analysis in conjunction with proper ex-
periments, using one of three loading histories~Case I preferred!,
may be utilized as a tool for damage~SCG and creep! assessment
of test specimens subjected to conventional life prediction testing.
However, care must be exercised when several failure mecha-
nisms such as SCG, creep and oxidation are actively operating in
series at higher temperatures. A convenient analytical tool~s! ac-
cessible to such combined conditions, currently not available
though, is inevitable.
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Design, Fabrication, and Testing
of Ceramic Joints for High
Temperature SiC/SiC Composites
Various issues associated with the design and mechanical evaluation of joints of ceramic
matrix composites are discussed. The specific case of an affordable, robust ceramic join-
ing technology (ARCJoinT) to join silicon carbide (CG-Nicalon™) fiber-reinforced-
chemically vapor infiltrated (CVI) silicon carbide matrix composites is addressed. Experi-
mental results are presented for the time and temperature dependence of the shear
strength of these joints in air up to 1200°C. From compression testing of double-notched
joint specimens with a notch separation of 4 mm, it was found that the apparent shear
strength of the joints decreased from 92 MPa at room temperature to 71 MPa at 1200°C.
From shear stress-rupture testing in air at 1200°C it was found that the shear strength of
the joints decreased rapidly with time from an initial shear strength of 71 MPa to a value
of 17.5 MPa after 14.3 h. The implications of these results in relation to the expected
long-term service life of these joints in applications at elevated temperatures are
discussed. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1362664#

Introduction
Ceramic matrix composites~CMC’s! are leading candidate ma-

terials for a wide variety of high temperature, high performance
aerospace and land-based applications. The potential applications
of CMC’s in the aerospace industry include combustor liners, ex-
haust nozzles, and a number of other aircraft gas turbine and space
propulsion components. The land-based applications of these ma-
terials include radiant burners, hot gas filters, high-pressure heat
exchanger tubes, and combustor liners in industrial gas turbine
engines. In addition, there are a number of potential uses of
CMC’s for the first wall and blanket components of nuclear fusion
reactors.

At present, most approaches for the fabrication of ceramic ma-
trix composites~CMC’s! are based on the gas or liquid infiltration
of the ceramic matrix into a ceramic fiber preform. Among the
various technologies available for the manufacturing of CMC’s,
chemical vapor infiltration~CVI! is the most mature and most
widely used. However, the main drawbacks of this process are the
~1! difficulty in achieving uniform and complete densification of
large and/or geometrically complex shaped components, and~2!
lengthy processing time. Therefore, design considerations for the
manufacture of large CVI ceramic matrix composite components
and structures are being based on using technologies for joining/
attaching smaller-sized components with simpler geometry. Thus,
ceramic joining is today recognized as an enabling technology for
the successful implementation of CMC’s in some of the afore-
mentioned applications~@1–4#!.

Various joint design issues are discussed in this paper and the
particular case of joints of silicon carbide~CG-Nicalon™! fiber-
reinforced CVI-SiC composites is addressed. These joints were
produced using the affordable, robust ceramic joining technology
~ARCJoinT! ~@5–12#!. This technique is based on the reaction
forming approach, and will be described and discussed in terms of
global design considerations. This joining technology is unique in
terms of producing joints with tailorable microstructures. The for-
mation of joints by this approach is attractive since the thermo-

mechanical properties of the joint interlayer can be tailored to be
very close to those of the base materials. In addition, high tem-
perature fixturing is not needed to hold the parts at the infiltration
temperature. A variety of silicon carbide-based ceramics and
fiber-reinforced composites have been joined using this approach
~@5–12#!. Figure 1 is a photograph showing components fabri-
cated by joining fiber-reinforced silicon carbide matrix composite
subelements using ARCJoinT.

Joint Design Issues
Among the various alternatives available to overcome the limi-

tations of the many fabrication technologies for the manufacture
of large CMC components and structures of complex shape, the
joining of smaller components with simple geometry appears to
be the most promising and practical. Although the use of joints for
the manufacture of structural components will simplify the manu-
facturing process, it introduces additional complexities for the de-
sign and analysis of these structures. In addition to the approaches
that are under consideration for the design, analysis and manufac-
ture of single CMC parts, it will be essential to develop standard-
ized tests, design methodologies, and life-prediction analyses for
structures incorporating joints of these materials. Although sub-
stantial work has been conducted in the design and characteriza-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Germany,
May 8–11, 2000; Paper 00-GT-069. Manuscript received by IGTI Oct. 1999; final
revision received by ASME Headquarters Oct. 2000. Associate Editor: D. Wisler.

Fig. 1 Photograph showing components fabricated by joining
fiber-reinforced silicon carbide matrix composite subelements
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tion of joints of fiber-reinforced polymer matrix composites and
metals, comparable work for CMC’s is limited because these ma-
terials are relatively new. For the ceramic-metal systems, various
joint designs and design criteria have been established~@1–3#!.
These designs accommodate a number of factors including
stresses and stress distribution in the joint regions, which are de-
pendent upon joint configuration and chemical and thermal prop-
erty mismatch between the joint and substrate materials. A wide
variety of test methods~@1–3#! have also been used to determine
the tensile strength, peel strength, flexural strength, shear strength,
and compressive strength of ceramic-metal joints. Although,
many of these tests could be implemented for the evaluation of
joints of CMC’s, work will still be needed to standardize these
tests in order to address issues that are unique to ceramics and
ceramic matrix composites.

Design considerations for ceramics and ceramic matrix com-
posites are typically more complicated than for other conventional
engineering materials, in view of the fact that in the majority of
the cases these materials will be used at elevated temperatures,
under stress, in aggressive environments, and for very long peri-
ods of time. Ideally, it would be desirable to evaluate the strength
and reliability of joints under states of stress and/or strain that are
comparable to those that will be found in the intended application
and more often than not, service conditions involve multiaxial
states of stress.

One approach for the design and analysis of reliability and du-
rability of joints of CMCs that takes into account the multiaxial
state of stress and/or strain that these joint specimens will face
consists of using failure maps. Figure 2 shows a schematic of a
failure map for loading conditions associated with a biaxial state
of stress~i.e., combinations of shear and normal stresses! that are

often found in the application of joints. This state of stress would
be encountered for example, when joining tubes to a manifold in
a heat exchanger~Fig. 3!. For the purpose of designing joints of
CMC’s, it would be desirable to develop failure envelopes as a
function of temperature and environment. Since most of the envi-
sioned applications of CMC’s, specially those for the energy in-
dustries, have service lives that are measured in several thousands
of hours, it will also be necessary to generate information about
how failure envelopes evolve as a function of time. Considering
the aggressive service conditions that are associated with most of
the envisioned applications of CMC’s, it is likely that the strength
of the joints will be controlled by degradation mechanisms that
include: slow crack growth, stress rupture, creep, and oxidation
and/or corrosion. Therefore, in their simplest form,~i.e., for ap-
plications where stresses would remain constant with time! failure
maps will be defined by failure envelopes that shrink with time as
a result of strength degradation. Figure 4 illustrates this idea.

In this paper, experimental results are presented for the virgin
shear strength and the shear stress rupture behavior of joined sili-
con carbide~CG-Nicalon™! fiber-reinforced CVI SiC composites.
The shear strength of the joints was determined by the compres-
sion of double-notched specimens. Although, there is a consensus
on the lack of a good test for determining the shear strength of
joined composites, the compression of double-notched specimens
is a popular test because it requires relatively small samples1 and
it is relatively simple to conduct. In this test, shear failure is in-
duced between two notches that are anti-symmetrically located on
opposite sides of the specimen at an equal distance from the mid
plane. The drawback of this test method is that because interlami-
nar shear failure is induced by the stress concentration at the root
of the notches, the shear stress distribution between the notches is
not uniform. Furthermore, in addition to shear stresses in the
gauge section of the specimen, normal compressive stresses are
also induced in this region. Therefore, in reference to the diagram
in Fig. 2, data generated by the compression of double-notched
specimens would lay in the third quadrant of the failure map in
Fig. 2. This test method was recently standardized by ASTM for
the determination of the interlaminar shear strength of one-
dimensions~1-D! and 2-D continuous fiber-reinforced ceramic
matrix composites at room temperature and elevated temperatures
~ASTM C1292, ASTM C1425! and seems appropriate for the de-
termination of the shear strength of joints~@13–15#!. Figure 5
shows the schematic of the double-notched joint specimen.

1Because monolithic ceramics and ceramic matrix composites exhibit volumetric
dependence of strength, it will be necessary to appropriately scale the results
from the evaluation of joints using ‘‘small’’ specimens, according to the specific
application.

Fig. 2 Schematic of a joint design map where the shear and
normal stresses have been normalized by the virgin isothermal
joint strengths. The envelope defines the strength of the joint.

Fig. 3 Schematic of tubes joined to a manifold where stresses
in the joint regions involve multiaxial states of stress. „e.g.,
normal plus shear stresses ….

Fig. 4 Schematic of a joint design map where the design en-
velope shrinks due to a degradation of strength with time
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Fabrication
The composites used in this study were obtained from Honey-

well Advanced Composites, Inc., Newark, DE. These composites
were fabricated with plain weave fabric of SiC~CG Nicalon™!
fibers2 with a thin pyrolytic carbon fiber coating. The SiC matrix
was deposited via chemical vapor infiltration, and the matrix con-
tained an oxidation-resistance ‘‘enhancement’’ of proprietary
composition. The fiber volume fraction was 44 percent. As-
fabricated specimen surfaces were cleaned in acetone and dried
before joining. A flow diagram of the affordable, robust ceramic
joining technology~ARCJoinT! is given in Fig. 6. The joining
process~@7,11,12#! begins with the application of a carbonaceous
mixture in the joint area and a curing step at 110–120°C for
10–20 min while holding the items to be joined in a fixture thus
fastening the pieces together. Then, a silicon-titanium alloy in
paste form was applied around the joint region and heated to
1360°C for 15 min. The molten silicon-titanium alloy reacts with
carbon to form silicon carbide with controllable amounts of sili-
con and titanium disilicide phases. By controlling the consistency
of the carbonaceous paste and the magnitude of the applied force
with the fixture, the thickness of the joint can thus be controlled.
A wide variety of silicon-carbide-based ceramics and ceramic ma-
trix composites, consisting of different sizes and shapes, have
been joined using this technology~Fig. 1!.

After the specimens were joined, double-notched specimens
were machined to conform to the specimen geometry in Fig. 5~6
mm wide, 22 mm long, 6.15 mm thick! using a diamond-
impregnated wheel. The notches were machined in several passes
with a removal rate of 2.5mm/pass using a 0.5-mm-thick wheel.
The final notch separation was 4.060.05 mm. The compression
tests of double-notched specimens were conducted in ambient air
at temperatures of 20, 1000, and 1200°C using a pneumatically
actuated system, a box furnace with SiC heating elements and a
SiC fixture. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the fixture used for the
tests. The shear test fixture, which was machined from sintered
silicon carbide~Hexoloy-SA SiC!, consists of two semicylindrical
sections used to center the specimen, two pistons, one sleeve and
an aligning disk. Two layers of ceramic paper were used to ac-
commodate nonuniformities in the thickness of the specimen and
dimensional changes that result from thermal expansion. To mini-
mize Hertzian contacts and nonuniform loading, the parallelism
between the ends of the specimen were maintained within 50mm.

For the tests at elevated temperatures, the specimens were
heated to the test temperature at a rate of 60°C/min, followed by a
soak period of 15 min to allow for thermal equilibrium. Tempera-
ture was monitored and controlled using a type ‘‘S’’ thermo-
couple which was positioned next to the fixture. The tests were
conducted at a constant loading rate of 50 N/s.

Shear stress-rupture tests were also conducted at 1200°C for
stresses of 35 and 17.5 MPa. The specimens were heated to
1200°C at a rate of 60°C/min followed by a soak period of 15
min. Then the specimens were mechanically loaded to the test
stress at a rate of 50 N/s, and the load was maintained constant
until the specimens failed and the time to failure was recorded.

Results and Discussion
Photomacrographs of two joined specimens with notches are

shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. Note that the composite material
contains a large amount of porosity in the interlaminar regions,2Nippon Carbon Co., Japan

Fig. 6 Schematic of the process for joining of fiber-reinforced
silicon carbide matrix composites

Fig. 7 Schematic of fixture used for the compression of
double-notched specimens at elevated temperatures

Fig. 5 Schematic of the double-notched shear specimen
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which is characteristic of most composite materials synthesized by
chemical vapor infiltration. It was also observed that the joint
region contained porous regions@Fig. 8~b!#.

Figure 9 shows typical curves of the average shear stress versus
cross-head displacement obtained from the monotonic testing of
specimens at 1000 and 1200°C. The average shear stress was
calculated as follows:

t5
P

wh
,

whereP is the applied compressive load,w is the width of the
specimen andh is the distance between the notches. Note that
the curves in Fig. 9 are increasingly stiffer up to the peak
load which suggests that there is no crack growth prior to failure.
Also note that the compliance of the specimens~as determined
from the instantaneous slope of the curves! increased with the test
temperature.

Analysis of the specimens after the tests revealed that the speci-
mens failed within the joint in a cohesive mode along a plane in
between the notches. Micrographic examination of the fracture
surfaces showed that some regions of the joint were not fully
infiltrated, which was consistent with analysis of the edges of the
specimen~Fig. 8!. Figure 10 shows a optical micrograph of the
fracture plane for a specimen tested at 1200°C.

Figure 11 summarizes the mechanical test results and indicates
that the shear strength of the joints decreases with temperature
from 92 MPa at ambient temperature to 71 MPa at 1200°C. The
results from the shear stress-rupture tests are summarized in Fig.

12. It was found that the shear strength of the joints drops rapidly
with time from 71 MPa, which is the ‘‘virgin’’ monotonic
strength of the joints to 17.5 MPa after 14.3 h. These results are
important because they revealed the weakness~i.e., rapid loss of
strength with time! of a joint system that would have been con-
sidered robust based only on its virgin strength. Although addi-
tional work is still needed to identify the mechanisms responsible
for the rapid loss of strength of these joints, it is well known that
the formation and coalescence of cavities in siliconized silicon

Fig. 8 „a… and „b… Photographs of double-notched joint
specimens

Fig. 9 Typical shear stress versus cross-head displacement
curves obtained from the compression of double-notched joint
specimens at high temperatures

Fig. 10 Optical micrograph of fracture surfaces of joined CVI
SiCÕSiC composites tested at 1200°C

Fig. 11 Temperature dependence of apparent shear strength
for joined SiC „CG-Nicalon™ …ÕCÕCVI-SiC composites

Fig. 12 Results from the shear stress-rupture evaluation of
joints at 1200°C. The data point at the shortest time corre-
sponds to the ‘‘virgin’’ shear strength of the joints.
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carbide lead to the formation of cracks, and that cavity growth
occurs very rapidly in siliconized silicon carbide~@16#!. There-
fore, the combination of high localized stresses around pores and
notches and formation and coalescence of cavities are believed to
be responsible for the rapid loss of strength exhibited by the joint
material.

Conclusions
The shear strength and stress rupture behavior of joints of SiC

~CG-Nicalon™! fiber-reinforced CVI-SiC matrix composites were
determined by the compression of double-notched specimens. The
joints were obtained using ARCJoinT and consisted of SiC plus
small amounts of free silicon and titanium disilicide. From the
evaluation of specimens with a notch separation of 4 mm, it was
found that the apparent shear strength of the joints decreased from
92 MPa at room temperature to 71 MPa at 1200°C. However, it
was found from stress-rupture testing in air at 1200°C that the
strength of the joints decreased rapidly with time from a ‘‘virgin’’
monotonic strength of 71 MPa to 17.5 MPa after 14.3 h.

The conduct of extensive systematic tests of this nature~as a
function of stress, time, temperature, and environment! is required
to provide sufficient information for the generation of failure
maps, and the kinetics of loss of strength. This information along
with microstructural, chemical and fractographic examination will
help identify the mechanisms responsible for the loss of strength
and provide guidance for the optimization of the joints.
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Performance of a Vacuum Formed
Chopped Ceramic Fiber Filter
in a Reducing Environment
A laboratory-scale apparatus has been used for unattended, long duration, continuous
flow through testing of a vacuum formed chopped ceramic fiber filter under reducing
conditions at atmospheric pressure. Four candle specimens were exposed from 150 to
3550 h to 600°C gas containing 4 percent CO, 11 percentH2, 12 percentCO2, 14 percent
H2O, 59 percentN2, 1 ppmv NaCl, 50 ppmvH2S, and 1000–2000 ppmw ash from a
transport reactor operated in gasification mode. A database was established on pressure
drop of the as-received and exposed filter as a function of face velocity and temperature.
Tests were conducted to investigate the effects of back-pulse parameters on filter regen-
erability. Results are reported on the critical reservoir pressure and pulse duration for
maintaining a stable saw-tooth profile of pressure drop across the filter element. Data are
obtained to characterize the effect of chemical and thermal aging on the apparent bulk
density of the filter, pore size distribution, fast fracture strength, and microstructure. It is
suggested that the compliant filter undergoes a slow process of rigidization upon exposure
to the test environment.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1362669#

Introduction
Vacuum formed chopped ceramic fiber~VFCCF! filters made

by Industrial Filter and Pump Manufacturing Company are being
considered for high-temperature particulate removal applications
in pressurized fluidized bed~PFBC! and integrated gasification
combined cycle plants. Compared to isostatically pressed silicon
carbide filters, VFCCF candles~trade name Fibrosic! have stated
advantages of lightweight construction, stable ceramic oxide ma-
terials, high-temperature capability, shock and cracking resis-
tance, and ease of surface treatment~@1#!. At 0.27–0.34 g/cc ap-
parent density, VFCCF candles are 70–80 percent lighter than
their SiC counterparts. The fibers and binders are a blend of
stable, pure ceramic oxides, primarily alumina and aluminosilicate
materials rated for a maximum use temperature of 1400–1500°C.
The differences in the thermochemical properties between the
binder and fiber are negligible, as they are identical in composi-
tion. Due to the knitting tendency of the fibers during fabrication,
VFCCF candle filters are stated to have an inherently high crack
resistance. The random orientation of the fibers tends to blunt
microcrack propagation. Finally, VFCCF candle filters can be
treated with colloidal oxide materials to increase strength, add
corrosion resistance, and control particle retention.

The purpose of this paper was to study the filtration behavior,
evaluate regenerability, and assess the effects of extended thermal
and chemical aging~more than 2000 h! on the microstructure and
thermomechanical properties of the VFCCF filter. All tests were
done under controlled reducing conditions in a laboratory setting.
Previously, VFCCF candles have been tested under oxidizing con-
ditions in a small PFBC facility at Argonne National Laboratory
@2#. In two short-duration tests~exposure time,10 h! at 800°C,
9.2 bar and 5.1–10.2 cm/s face velocity, the candles demonstrated
excellent resistance to thermal shock imposed by periodic back
pulsing with N2 gas. The measured collection efficiency was bet-
ter than 99.97 percent for the 11-mm mean-diameter particles cap-
tured on the filter. Sections removed from the fibrosic candle were
placed on a material surveillance coupon tree above the W–APF

tubesheet at the AEP Tidd Demonstration Plant@3#. No micro-
structural changes were detected after 2815 h of static, flow-over
exposure to the oxidizing PFBC environment. In separate simu-
lated PFBC, high-temperature, oxidation corrosion tests with
flow-through coupons, VFCCF material exhibited midbody frac-
tures and hole formations under accelerated pulse cycling, tearing,
and rupture when exposed to steam and air, and rigidization in
presence of alkali and steam in air. VFCCF candle filters have
also been exposed to a reducing gas from a pilot-scale transport
reactor~@4#!. The test conditions were 475°C temperature, 8.3 bar
pressure, 6700-ppm particulate loading, and 1.4 cm/s filter face
velocity. In 126-h exposure time, the filter was subjected to 70
back pulses of 0.25 s duration and 11.45 bar pressure. The particle
size distribution had a median diameter of 11.3mm upstream and
2.3 mm downstream of the filter. The candles were reported to
have ruptured due to penetration of carbon that burntin situ when
the filter vessel was heated under oxidizing conditions.In situ
combustion of carbon could raise the filter temperature to 800–
900°C ~@5#!.

Experiment
Figure 1 presents the schematic of the experimental apparatus.

A flanged mullite ceramic tube, of 3.75 in. diameter and 42 in.
long, is used as the primary confinement. A second smaller ce-
ramic tube 3.25 in. diameter and 30 in. long, is concentrically
mounted inside the first tube to hold and position the test filter in
the tube furnace. A stainless-steel flange, modified to mount the
back pulse filter cleaning mechanism, provides a seal to the top of
the outer ceramic tube. At the bottom of the outer tube, the flange
of the inner tube and a stainless-steel 3 in. tee are sealed together
with the bottom flange of the outer tube. The outer tube is sup-
ported from the bottom flange and is positioned inside a 6 in.
diameter and 36 in. long, three-zone tube furnace.

The gases used to simulate the oxidizing or reducing environ-
ments are supplied to the branch of the tee below the furnace. All
gas lines are heat traced to over 100°C, as are the two stainless-
steel tees and the reducing union. Pressurized gas cylinders supply
pure N2 and CO2 and their flow is controlled through rotameters.
An electrolytic generator with an output capacity of 1.21 slpm
supplies hydrogen. A pressurized gas cylinder supplies additional
hydrogen, if necessary. The H2 is regulated with mass flow con-
trollers. Water vapor is generated by nebulizing water into drop-
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lets, which are carried by the CO2. A peristaltic pump supplies a
constant flow of distilled water to the nebulizer. The alkali chal-
lenge to the filter is in the form of sodium chloride, which is
dissolved in water before nebulization. The flow rate of CO2, the
nebulizer power setting, the peristaltic pump setting, and the con-
centration of NaCl in the feed solution, control the amount of
water vapor and alkali supplied to the experiment.

The N2 gas added to the test environment is also used for dis-
persing ash into an aerosol and transporting it into the contain-
ment tube. The ash is regulated by a chain drive mechanism that
transports it from a powder reservoir to the dispersal position
using the adhesion of the ash onto the beads of the chain. The ash
is blown off the bead by a jet of N2 gas. The concentration of the
aerosolized fly ash is determined by the speed of the chain sup-
plying the ash and the volume flow of N2 gas. The aerosolized fly
ash is conveyed to the test filter through a long vertical 1/4 in.
ceramic tube. The tube allows the carrier gas to maintain suffi-
cient velocity to keep the fly ash suspended until the gas becomes
hot enough so that, upon expansion in the 3 1/4 in. ceramic tube,
it continues to carry the particles to the filter. Ash that is removed
from the filter during the back-pulse process falls to the bottom of
the apparatus. It cannot re-enter the ash supply tube because of the
high velocity of gas in the 1/4 in. tube. Re-entrainment of the ash
is minimized by allowing the back pulse of gas to flow out of the
3 in. tee below the furnace and through a water column, to the
exhaust line. This keeps the removed ash entrained in the back-
pulse gas until it reaches the cooler region outside the furnace
where the upward flow is insufficient to suspend the fly ash. The
water column also provides a safety mechanism to automatically
release pressure from containment if it exceeds the height of the

water column. This feature can protect equipment in a scenario
where the filter blinds during unattended operation.

Pressure data is acquired every 2 s on a Mac IIxpersonal com-
puter. A program was written to automatically acquire data, pulse
the filter with back flow gas on a pressure limit or timed schedule,
and to write 1 day’s worth of data to a file for archiving. TheDP
across the filter is measured with a capacitance manometer, with
an accuracy of better than 0.25 torr. The computer also controls
the frequency, duration, and multiples of the back pulse of cold
gas to the filter for cleaning purposes.

A schematic of the back pulse tube, filter holder, and filter
geometry is given in Fig. 2. The back-pulse tube, with an outlet
orifice of 1.2 mm, is positioned approximately 3 mm above the
filter holder. The filter holder consists of two pieces, one is de-
signed to distribute the back pulse gas over the entire cross section
of the filter, while the other is designed to clamp the ceramic filter
to the distributor. Both pieces are made of inconel for corrosion
resistance. The distance between the back-pulse tube and the filter
holder is critical to the operation and interpretation of the test
results. If the tube is too close, a significant pressure drop can be
created by the narrow gap and will be added to the overallDP
measured by the capacitance manometer. If the tube is too far
from the holder, a fraction of the back-pulse gas will not enter the
distributor and not contribute to the filter’s regeneration. The typi-
cal procedure was to find the minimum distance from the holder
that did not contribute to an increase inDP as measured by the
pressure transducer.

However, in some tests, a rapidly increasingDP that could not
be recovered by back pulsing, was found to be related to the

Fig. 1 Filter test apparatus
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positioning of the back-pulse tube and not to the blinding of the
filter. Sometimes readjusting the position of the tube resolved the
problem, other times the test had to be terminated. For the filter 3
test, the experiment was shut down, the apparatus was cleaned,
and the test was restarted. It was determined that a small flow of
N2 ~nominally 0.51 pm! at low pressure, continuously admitted
through the back-pulse tube, eliminated the phenomenon.

The gas composition used in the tests was intended to be rep-
resentative of a gasifier environment at atmospheric pressure. It
was assumed that a desulfurization unit upstream of the filter
could reduce H2S concentration to less than 200 ppmv. Table 1
lists the target composition of the feed. For safety reasons, the
input gas did not contain CO. Instead, the water-gas shift reaction
was relied upon to produce CO through reduction of CO2 in the
chamber. During the test campaign, significant condensation of
water vapor was noted in the cooler regions of the ash collection
tee at the bottom of the assembly. To prevent unseen problems
later in the campaign, the H2O feed rate was reduced below the
target value. Some difficulty was experienced early on in regen-
erating the fibrosic filter. Late in the campaign, it was realized that
the difficulty was at least partly related to the incorrect positioning
of the back-pulse tube relative to the venturi. To enhance the
probability of running a successful long-duration test, the H2S
concentration too was lowered below the target value. Based on
the experience gained from the tests, it is believed that both steps
were unnecessary. Note that the quantity of ash challenging the
filter was limited by the beaded chain supply mechanism of the
ash feeder.

The ash used to challenge the filters came from the transport
reactor demonstration unit run number P047. Table 2 lists the
composition of the ash analyzed using x-ray fluorescence and
x-ray diffraction. The ash was stored in a laboratory furnace at
about 110°C for at least 1 day before placing it in the generator
for dispersal. The intent was to improve aerosolization by remov-
ing moisture that might cause the ash to adhere strongly and im-
pede efficient dispersal. The particle size distribution was mea-
sured with an eight-stage cascade impactor having cut points from
0.3 to 10mm. The measured size distribution was graphed on a

Table 1 Composition of gas used in exposure tests. The equilibrium column is calculated from feed compo-
sition and gas phase chemistry.

Fig. 2 Filter holder and back pulse system
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log-probability plot and the mass median aerodynamic diameter
~MMAD ! of the dispersed ash was extrapolated to be 15.6mm.

Figure 2 also presents the schematic of the fibrosic filters tested.
The mean fiber diameter is specified as 3mm and the mean binder
particle diameter as 20 nm. The supplier impregnates the clean
and dirty sides of the filter element with alumina to ‘‘normalize’’
the pore size and to toughen the skin. A filter specimen is 152-mm
long, 8-mm thick, and has nominal outer diameter~OD! of 56
mm. It has a flange, 66 mm in OD and 25.4 mm in length. The
flange is treated post fabrication to triple its density and increase
its strength. Portions of the filter bottom~25.4 mm! and the body
~50.8 mm! adjacent to the flange are rendered impervious by the
same densification process. Thus, only 50.8 mm of the body is
permeable to flow giving a net filtration area of 89.37 cm2. The
test specimen was sealed to the filter holder with a flexible ce-
ramic fiber felt mat, sandwiched between the filter and the collar
and diverter holder assemblies. The assembled filter holder was
then sealed to the inner ceramic tube with more of the ceramic
fiber felt mat, using the weight of the filter holder assembly to
provide sufficient compression of the mat. This sealing mecha-
nism was shown to be adequate, based on a comparison ofDP
measurements as a function of flow rate between a neoprene rub-
ber sealing fixture and the mechanism described previously. To
within the limits of the capacitance manometer, theDP measure-
ments at each flow rate were identical with both sealing tech-
niques, implying that there is no significant leakage around the
ceramic mat seal.

Filter Performance

Pressure Drop Behavior. A parametric study was conducted
on filter 4 to determine the relationship betweenDP, gas flow
rate, temperature, and the condition of the filter. Figure 3 presents
the data from a series of experiments in whichDP was measured
as a function of N2 flow rate and furnace temperature. The open
symbols represent the clean filter data. The pressure drop is ob-
served to increase with gas temperature because of higher face
velocity and gas viscosity. The filled symbols represent the data
from the exposed filter. The variability in pressure drop data at
600°C ~inverted filled triangles! for a given flow rate reflects the
effects of repeated back pulses of N2 gas, pulse duration, reservoir
pressure, and the time between pulses. The data for 500°C~filled
triangles! is representative of the day-to-day variation in pressure
drop as a function of flow rate. The difference betweenDP of the
exposed and clean filter for identical temperature and flow rate is
a measure of the additional resistance to gas flow offered by the
layer of adherent ash that builds up over numerous cleaning
cycles.

The pressure drop data can be reduced by calculating the effec-
tive permeability or permeance (keff) from the Darcy-Forchheimer
equation.

keff5
mv~11Re!

DP

Re5
brv
m

(1)

wherer is the gas density,m is the gas viscosity,v is the face
velocity, andb is an empirical coefficient to account for inertial
effects. Withb50 and data for all combinations of temperature
and flow rate included, an averagekeff of 4.0560.63 Å is inferred
for clean filter 4. The error bar is somewhat larger for filter 1
because the data for 1 slpm was included. The pressure drop at
this flow rate was always inconsistent. Disregarding 1 slpm data,
the averagekeff for filter 1 becomes 4.1760.58 Å. Figure 4 plots
the effective permeability as a function of N2 gas temperature and
velocity. There is a visible trend ofkeff increasing with gas tem-
perature and face velocity. At a given temperature, the variability
in keff is due to different face velocities. Similarly, the variability
in keff at a constant face velocity is due to differences in gas
temperature. The pressure drop data can be reduced better by
including the inertial effects in Eq.~1!. The filter to filter variation
in keff , however, is even larger even though they came from the
same manufactured lot. Note that the filtration area was calculated
and assumed to be the same for different specimens. However, the
potential difference in filtration area is not expected to account for
the observed variation inkeff between the filters.

The pressure drops for filters 2 and 4 were measured as a func-
tion of N2 gas flow rate and temperature during the cool-down
phase of the exposure tests summarized in Table 1. The average
effective permeability for filter 2 at 20°C is 2.8860.39 Å. For
filter 4, the averagekeff over the temperature range 20–600°C is

Table 2 TRDU ash analysis

Fig. 3 Pressure drop behavior of filter 4 as a function of gas
flow rate and temperature, before and after exposure
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2.8660.52 Å. One effect of exposure to ash is to reduce the filter-
to-filter variation inkeff measured with the as-received specimens.
On exposure, the effective permeability reduces because of the
ash cake that forms on the outer surface and possible penetration
of ash into the interstices of the filter. The contribution of ash to
keff can be deduced by representing it as two resistances in series

1

keff
5

1

keff
0 1

1

keff
ash (2)

The data suggest that for filters from the same manufactured lot
challenged by the same ash at identical operating conditions,keff

ash

is apparently inversely proportional to the effective permeability
of the virgin specimenkeff

0 . For filter 4, keff
ash is estimated as 6.31

60.96 Å. Post-test examination of one of the exposed filters re-
vealed nearly uniform coating of the residual ash and a cake thick-
ness of 0.51 mm.

Figure 4 also depicts the dependence ofkeff for the exposed
filters on gas temperature and face velocity. The effective perme-
ability appears to increase with temperature over the range 20–
400°C. Whereaskeff for the clean filter becomes flat above 500°C
or slightly decreases, it clearly decreases with temperature above
400°C for the exposed filters. Also, the effective permeability for
the exposed filters is relatively constant for face velocity exceed-
ing 1 cm/s.

Filter Collection Efficiency. The particle collection effi-
ciency of the fibrosic filter was measured at 1435 h into the
3530-h exposure test of filter 3. A cascade impactor was installed
in the exhaust line directly above the outlet of the filter holder
assembly. The amount collected by the stages of the cascade im-
pactor was compared to mass distribution of the fly ash as dis-

persed in separate offline tests of the ash feeder. In addition, the
total mass output per unit time of the ash feeder was measured.
The average MMAD of the particulates aerosolized by the ash
feeder was 15.6mm. The average output of the ash feeder was
8.15 mg/min with an aerosolization efficiency of 45.8 percent. A
total of 0.29 mg of ash was collected after 6 h of sampling at 1
slpm downstream of the filter. Analysis of the cascade impactor
and ash feeder data show that 99.96 percent of particles larger
than 16mm, 99.83 percent of particles between 7.85mm and 16
mm, 99.86 percent of particles between 4.24mm and 7.85mm,
99.89 percent of particles between 2.05mm and 4.25mm, and
99.92 percent of particles between 1.09mm and 2.05mm were
collected by the filter. The total collection efficiency, based on the
mass collected downstream of the filter and the estimated mass
challenging the filter, was determined to be 99.92 percent.

Filter Loading and Cleaning Behavior. A test sequence was
designed to explore if any one constituent of the environment
caused an unreasonable increase inDP across filter 1 or problems
with filter regeneration. Starting with pure N2 and a furnace tem-
perature of 200°C, each constituent was added and the filter be-
havior was followed for up to 24 h. With pure N2 and 200°C
furnace temperature, a pressure drop of 31 cm H2O was noted at 4
cm/s face velocity. Ash was added and the cleaning schedule was
set as a double pulse of 200 ms duration and 0.5 s apart, every 20
min from a N2 reservoir at 9.5 bar. Over 4 h, a saw-tooth profile
developed with baselineDP gradually increasing and stabilizing
at 58 cm H2O. A series of 10 pulses over a 6-min period from a
N2 tank at 11.2 bar lowered the baselineDP to 51-cm H2O. Ad-
ditional 15 pulses over the same period further decreased the base-
line DP to 48-cm H2O. Over the next 4 h, it was demonstrated

Fig. 4 Derived permeability of VFCCF filters as a function of face velocity and temperature, before „symbol c
in legend … and after exposure „symbol e in legend …
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that a stable saw-toothDP profile could be maintained with a
single pulse of 0.5 or 1 s duration and a reservoir pressure of 11.2
bar. The stable baselineDP was 51–52 cm H2O and the incre-
ment inDP was 2 cm H2O between consecutive pulses with 20-
min interval.

The furnace temperature was raised in increments of 100°C, N2
flow was adjusted to maintain relatively constant filtration veloc-
ity, and DP was monitored for 24 h at each temperature setting.
No deviations from the stable loading and regeneration cycle were
noted. The additions of CO2, H2, and H2O did not affect the cycle,
nor did the addition of alkali. Admission of H2S appeared to in-
crease the pressure drop. On turning off H2S flow, it took about 24
h for the baselineDP to reach the original level prior to addition
of H2S.

Tests with filter 4 were dedicated to investigating the effects of
back pulse parameters on the effectiveness of filter regeneration at
500 and 600°C. Figure 5 presents the data on the effect of reser-
voir pressure onDP profile. At 600°C furnace temperature, 1-s
pulse duration, 60-min pulse interval, and a stable repetitive saw-
tooth profile is established at 11.2 bar reservoir pressure. Under
the same conditions, a saw-tooth profile is also evident at 7.8 bar
reservoir pressure but it is nonrepetitive because of the creep in
baselineDP. There is only a partial recovery inDP with each
back pulse so that the pressure drop rises from one pulse cycle to
the next. A saw-tooth profile is not observed at 4.4 bar reservoir
pressure. At this operating condition, the back pulse is ineffective
in regenerating the filter and there is little or no recovery in pres-
sure drop. Thus, the three reservoir pressure levels can be associ-
ated with the limiting conditions of complete, partial, and zero
recovery ofDP with back pulsing.

Figure 5 also compares data on filter regenerability as a func-
tion of pulse duration and frequency at 600°C furnace temperature
and 11.2 bar reservoir pressure. The data shows that a pulse du-
ration of 200 ms is sufficient to repetitively regenerate the filter.

The baseline pressure is somewhat lower with a 1-s pulse duration
but the gas consumption is five times as large. A stable saw-tooth
profile could also be established with a double pulse, 100 ms in
duration, and 500 ms apart. However, a double pulse does not
appear to offer any advantages over a single pulse of the same
total duration.

Tests were also run to examine the effect of pulse interval on
filter regenerability. At 600°C, 11.2 bar reservoir pressure and 1-s
pulse duration, the differences inDP traces between 20, 60, and
120 min pulse interval tests were considered insignificant. In each
case,DP profiles were repetitive, the baseline pressures were
similar, and the increase in pressure drop between pulses was
proportional to the time interval.

The above results suggest that there is a critical reservoir pres-
sure below which the VFCCF candle cannot be regenerated by the
simple back-pulse technique. Above this critical pressure, a short
pulse is as effective in maintaining a stable saw-tooth profile as a
long pulse although the baseline pressure is affected by pulse
duration. Pulse schedule, single or multiple pulses, and interval
between pulses, does not appear to significantly impact filter re-
generability. For the solenoid valve used in the test apparatus, a
18-ms opening and 30-ms closing time, 200-ms pulse duration
was adequate to regenerate the filter. At 11.2 bar reservoir pres-
sure, the required specific flow rate of the pulse gas is 1.35
slpm/cm2 of filtration area. Thus, the projected compressed gas
consumption for a standard 1500-mm long, 60-mm OD candle is
12.7 sl/pulse/filter at 200-ms pulse duration.

Mechanical Behavior
The four fibrosic filters exposed to the reducing conditions were

examined for changes in physical properties, mechanical proper-
ties, and microstructure. Two virgin candle filters were obtained
to establish the reference properties. These were identical to the

Fig. 5 Measured DP across the filter as a function of time at 600°C. The graphs show the effective cleanability
of the filter as a function of reservoir pressure for a 1-s single pulse, and as a function of pulse duration at 11.2
bar reservoir pressure
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filters that were exposed in that they came from the same produc-
tion lot number. The virgin filters, however, did not have a triple
density flange or the end plugs at the opposing ends. They had the
same inner diameter, 39.4 mm, but somewhat larger outer diam-
eter, 60 mm. The filters exposed to the tests were actually ma-
chined down to 55.4-mm OD from 60-mm OD in order to fit the
experimental apparatus.

Physical Properties. The apparent density of the filter mate-
rial was measured by a geometrical method. Rectangular speci-
mens were cut by a diamond saw and ground to remove surface
roughness. The apparent bulk density, calculated from the mea-
sured mass and volume of the rectangular specimens, is listed in
Table 3. A bulk density of 0.293 g/cm3 was measured for the
virgin filter. The bulk density was observed to increase with ex-
posure; the average density of the four exposed filter specimens
was 0.37460.037 g/cm3. The phenomenon of increase in apparent
bulk density with exposure to ash, steam, alkali, and H2S, in a
reducing environment, was confirmed with data from mercury in-
trusion porosimetry.

The porosity of the filter materials was measured by mercury
intrusion porosimetry. This method also provided bulk density,
total open porosity, and the pore size distribution. The bulk den-
sity measured with the mercury intrusion porosimetry was 0.341
g/cm3 for the virgin filter and 0.39060.036 g/cm3 for the exposed
filters. As with the geometrical method, the bulk density increased
with the time of exposure.

Figure 6 presents the measured cumulative intrusion volume as
a function of pore diameter for the as-received and exposed filters.
The virgin filter has a bimodal size distribution with about 15

percent of the intrusion volume associated with the submicron
pores. Pores in the 10–90-mm diameter range account for more
than 80 percent of the intrusion volume. The median pore diam-
eter is 40.3mm and the cumulative intrusion volume is 2.5 cc/g.

The virgin filter is estimated to have a porosity of 85 percent.
Upon exposure, the cumulative intrusion volume decreased to
2.1260.12 cc/g as did the median pore size to 23.9160.4mm.
The data suggest that the intrusion volume associated with the
submicron pores experienced only minor change. Much of the
decrease in intrusion volume is due to partial closing of the
macropores. It appears that the intrusion volume and the median
pore size decrease precipitously~within 150 h! as the filter is
exposed to the ash-laden flow. Subsequently, the rate of decrease
of intrusion volume median pore volume appears to slow down.

Also listed in Table 3 is the filter porosity estimated from the
cumulative intrusion volume and the bulk density of the virgin
filter. Two estimates are given, one is based on the bulk density
deduced from the geometrical method and the other from the mer-
cury intrusion porosimetry. The data indicate that the filter poros-
ity decreases by 14.765.3 percent due to exposure to ash.

Mechanical Properties

O-Ring Compression Tests.O-ring specimens, 0.5-in.~1.27-
cm! wide, were cut from each candle filter using a diamond saw.
Two specimens were tested for each exposed filter and four for
the virgin filter. These specimens were loaded to failure in a dia-
metral compression mode on an Instron mechanical testing ma-
chine at a crosshead speed of 0.15 cm/min. The maximum stress
is developed at the inner diameter across the load points. The fast
fracture strengths f , is given by

s f5
PK

pbl
(3)

whereP is the fracture load,K is a function of the ratio of inner to
outer diameters,b is the outer radius of the specimen, andl is the
length of the ring. The calculated fracture strength is listed in
Table 3.

A typical load-displacement plot of a filter tested in the O-ring
compression test is presented in Fig. 7. The plot shows a charac-
teristic composite material behavior. All specimens failed by deb-
onding of the ceramic layers within the filter walls.

The fast fracture strength of the virgin filter was measured to be
401.3623 kPa. It increased monotonically with time of exposure
to the reducing gas containing alkali, H2S, water vapor, and ash.
The fracture strength increased to 843.1630 kPa after 148 h,
1741.6610.8 kPa after 307 h and 1819.26186.2 kPa after 3532 h.
The limited data suggests that the chopped ceramic fiber filter
experiences a rapid improvement in strength for the first 300 h of
exposure and a gradual increase thereafter. No degradation in
strength was observed within 3500 h of exposure.

Table 3 Summary of physical and mechanical properties of virgin „filter 0 … and
exposed fibrosic filter specimens

Fig. 6 Effect of exposure on pore size distribution represented
as cumulative intrusion volume less than the stated pore
diameter
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Besides fracture stress, there are other indicators of the compli-
ant filter becoming rigidized upon exposure to the reducing gas. In
the O-ring compression test, the uncompensated deflection of the
specimens at peak load was observed to generally decrease with
time of exposure. The measured deflection was 1.4960.29 mm
after 148 h, 0.6460.03 mm after 243 h, 1.0560.18 mm after 307
h, and 0.6660.01 mm after 3589 h. Similarly, the slope of the
load-deflection curve, which should be proportional to the elastic
modulus, was 16.7 N/mm for the ash-received filter specimen,
9.5261.32 N/mm after 148 h, 4660.8 N/mm after 243 h, 27.61
69.81 N/mm after 307 h, and 50.1564.65 N/mm after 3532 h.
More data is required to confirm the increase in stiffness with time
of exposure.

Three-Point Bending Tests.Flexural strength was measured
on rectangular bar specimens in a three-point bending mode. The
specimens were cut by a diamond saw and polished on a 600
grade SiC grinding paper. The final dimensions were 48.25 mm
38.90 mm35.10 mm. A loading span of 38 mm and a crosshead
speed of 0.15 cm/min were used for strength measurement. Figure
8 shows a typical load-displacement plot for a filter specimen. The
plot depicts a graceful failure rather than a brittle failure. The
flexural strength and the elastic modulus were calculated using the
equations

s f5
3PL

2bh2

E5
PL3

12bh3ymax
(4)

whereP is the maximum load,L is the loading span,b is the width
of the specimen,h is the height of the specimen, andymax is the
deflection. The average flexural strength for the seven replicate
virgin specimens is calculated to be 515.956129.98 kPa; the av-
erage elastic modulus is 43621 kPa.

Microstructure. Scanning electron microscopy~SEM!,
coupled with energy-dispersive x-ray~EDX! analysis, was per-
formed on the fractured surfaces~radial cross section! of filter
specimens to investigate penetration of ash particulates and/or
chemical reactions. Figure 9 shows a SEM micrograph of the
virgin filter. It indicates a composite material with a high volume
of fiber content. EDX analysis revealed alumino silicate peaks for
both the fiber and the matrix.

SEM and EDX analyses were performed on the inner and outer
surfaces of the cylinder to investigate ash penetration. Figure 10
shows a large amount of debris on both the inside and outside
layers of filter 1, indicating significant ash penetration. During the
experiment, this filter proved difficult to regenerate by back puls-
ing. EDX analysis of both fibers and matrix did not show any
difference between the inner and outer surfaces. Furthermore, the
EDX peaks for this filter were the same as those for the virgin
filter. Thus, there was no significant chemical attack during expo-
sure. For filter 2, there was little evidence of ash particles accu-
mulating on the inside or outside surfaces. For filter 3, ash par-
ticles are visible on the exposed outside surface but not on the
inside surface. This is indicative of little ash penetration and an
effective regeneration cycle. For filter 4, ash accumulation on the
outside surface is evident with some indication of ash break-
through to the inner surface.

Summary and Conclusions
A laboratory-scale apparatus has been assembled for unat-

tended, long duration, continuous, flow-through testing of ad-
vanced, high-temperature, particulate filters for applications in
pressurized fluidized bed combustion and integrated gasification
combined cycle plants. It includes a provision for on-line,
computer-controlled, back-pulse cleaning of the fouled filter ele-
ment. The apparatus has been used to test the VFCCF filter speci-
mens supplied by the Industrial Filters and Pump Manufacturing
Company. The objectives of the tests were to study the pressure
drop behavior, evaluate regenerability, and assess the effects of
thermal and chemical aging on the microstructure and thermome-
chanical properties of the VFCCF filter. Four specimens were
exposed from 150 to 355 h to a 600°C reducing gas environment
containing 4 percent CO, 11 percent H2, 12 percent CO2, 14 per-
cent H2O, 59 percent N2, 1 ppmv NaCl, 50 ppmv H2S, and 1000–
2000 ppmw ash. The ash used to challenge the filters came from
the Transport Reactor Demonstration Unit at the University of
North Dakota Energy and Environment Research Center. Some
important results from the test campaign are summarized below:

• A database was established on pressure drop of as-received
filters as a function of face velocity and temperature. The ob-
served pressure drop can be correlated with an effective perme-
ability of 4.260.6 Å. The data showed a visible trend of effective
permeability increasing with gas temperature and face velocity.

Fig. 7 Typical load-displacement plot and failure mode in O-ring compression tests

Fig. 8 Load-displacement plot from three-point bending tests
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There was considerable filter-to-filter variation in effective perme-
ability even though the specimens were from the same manufac-
tured lot.

• On exposure, the effective permeability decreased to 2.9
60.5 Å over the temperature range 20–600°C. One effect of ex-
posure to ash is to reduce the filter-to-filter variation in effective
permeability measured with the as-received specimens. Post-test
examination of the exposed filters revealed nearly uniform coating
of the residual ash and a cake thickness of 0.5–1 mm.

• The mean collection efficiency of the filler, as measured with
a six-stage cascade impactor, is 99.92 percent for the challenge
ash with a mass median aerodynamic diameter of 15.6mm.

• A number of tests were conducted to investigate the effects of
back-pulse parameters on filter regenerability. At 600°C, a stable
saw-tooth profile was established with a single 1-s pulse from a
reservoir at 11.2 bar~150 psig!. A saw-tooth profile was also
observed at 7.8 bar~100 psig! reservoir pressure although the
baseline pressure kept increasing slowly with time. A saw-tooth
profile could not be established at 4.4 bar~50 psig! reservoir pres-
sure. At 11.2 bar, a single pulse of 200 ms duration was also
adequate in repetitively regenerating the filter to a stable baseline
pressure. A double pulse of 100 ms duration and 500 ms apart,
stabilized the filter at a slightly higher baselineDP.

• The apparent bulk density of the filter, as measured by a
geometrical method, was 0.293 g/cc for the virgin specimen and
0.387 g/cc after 3550 h of exposure. This trend of increase in bulk
density with time of exposure was confirmed by mercury intrusion
porosimetry data.

• The virgin filter has bimodal pore size distribution with 15
percent intrusion volume associated with submicron pores and
.80 percent accounted for by pores in the 10–90-mm diameter
range. Upon exposure, the cumulative intrusion volume decreased
from 2.5 to 2.1260.12 cc/g and the median pore diameter from
40.3 to 23.965.3mm.

• The fast fracture strength of the filter specimens was mea-

Fig. 9 SEM micrograph of the virgin filter showing composite
material with a high fiber content

Fig. 10 SEM micrographs of the inner and outer surfaces of the exposed filters
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sured with O-ring compression tests. The load-displacement plots
exhibit a composite material behavior. All specimens failed by
debonding of the ceramic layers within the filter walls. The fast
fracture strength increased from 401.3623 kPa for the virgin
filter to 843.1630 kPa after 148 h 1741.6610.8 kPa after 307 h,
and 1819.26186.2 kPa after 3532 h.

• Based on the measured changes in bulk density, cumulative
intrusion volume, median pore diameter, fast fracture strength,
deflection at peak load, and the slope of the load-deflection curve,
it is suggested that the compliant VFCCF filter becomes rigidized
upon exposure to the reducing environment containing H2O va-
por, trace amounts of NaCl and H2S, and fly ash.

• SEM and EDX analyses of the virgin filter indicate a com-
posite material with a high fiber content. There is some knitting of
fibers, somewhat random orientation of fibers, and the fiber diam-
eter is ,10 mm. One of the filter specimens showed a large
amount of debris on both the inside and outside layers. During the
experiment, this filter had proved difficult to regenerate. The EDX
peaks were the same as those for the virgin filters indicating that
there was no significant chemical attack during exposure. For the
other filter specimens, ash particles were visible on the exposed
outside surface but not on the inside surface.
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Reduced Mechanisms for
Prediction of NO2 Formation and
Ignition Delay in Methane-Air
Combustion
Two new 14-step and 16-step reduced mechanisms for methane-air combustion were
systematically developed by assuming the quasisteady state for 26–28 species in the
starting mechanism. A series of comparison between the reduced mechanisms and the
starting mechanism was carried out with the emphasis on their capabilities in predicting
NO2 formation and ignition delay. The two reduced mechanisms successfully capture the
complex behaviors of NO2 formation, which depends on the characteristic mixing time,
pressure, and the contamination of hydrocarbon in air. The flame structure and NOx
formation in diffusion flame were well predicted by the 16-step mechanism, while the
14-step showed less satisfactory performance on predicting prompt NO formation. The
16-step mechanism was shown accurate in predicting ignition delay over a wide range of
equivalence ratio, temperature and pressure. The necessity of including CH2O, C2H6 ,
C2H4 , and HO2 in the reduced mechanisms was discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1360687#

Introduction

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emission from combustion devices has
been an important issue because of its direct health effect and its
impact on the formation of photochemical oxidants. A consider-
able amount of NO2 has been observed in the Gas Turbine~GT!
exhaust~@1#!. One of the NO2 formation mechanisms is through
mixing of hot gases containing NO with the cooling air in com-
bustors~@2,3#!. A significant amount of NO2 can also form in the
cooling process from the combustor to the stack exit~@4#!. There-
fore it is essential to properly design cooling and dilution pro-
cesses in and after the combustor to minimize NO2 emission from
GT’s. Autoignition of the fuel-air mixture during premixing has
been a concerned issue in lean premixed combustor in high per-
formance GT’s~@5#!. Since autoignition and NO2 formation are
influenced strongly by the interactions between the flow field and
the chemical reactions, an accurate model for chemical reactions
is essential for using CFD as a design tool. Unfortunately, direct
implementation of a large reaction mechanism into a three-
dimensional CFD is computationally prohibited at the present
time.

Recently, several approaches have been proposed for reducing
computational tasks of chemical reactions. The in situ adaptive
tabulation~ISAT! creates an adaptive data structure that stores the
results obtained from direct integration of stiff chemical kinetics.
Once the data is established, ISAT allows retrieval of changes in
chemical states with a prescribed accuracy~@6#!. Since the CPU
time used in retrieving the stored data is much smaller than that
needed to perform a direct integration, ISAT significantly reduces
the amount of computational time for chemical kinetics. Another
approach is to utilize artificial neural networks~ANN! for a non-
linear interpolation of the results from direct integration of chemi-
cal kinetics~@7,8#!. Both ISAT and ANN were found to be most
effective when the reaction mechanism contains a small number
of species. Therefore it is desirable to develop reduced chemical

mechanisms that are accurate in predicting many aspects of com-
bustion phenomena with a minimal number of species.

Two new reduced mechanisms with 18 and 20 species have
been systematically developed assuming the quasisteady state for
26–28 species in the starting mechanism. The assessment of the
reduced mechanisms will be focused on their performance in pre-
dicting NO2 formation and ignition delay. The present comparison
will be limited to their capability in reproducing the characteris-
tics of the starting mechanism since the reliability of the starting
detailed reaction is not addressed here.

Reduced Mechanisms
The detailed mechanism developed by Miller and Bowman@9#

has been used in several studies of autoignition and NO2 forma-
tion in GT’s ~@10,11,4#!. This detailed mechanism contains 51
species and 240 steps. Exploration runs showed that C3 and C4
chemistry and C2N2 are not important and a staring mechanism
containing 46 species and 224 reactions is used.

The development of the reduced mechanisms was performed
through the following three steps. First, several perfectly stirred
reactor ~PSR! calculations and the corresponding sensitivity
analysis were performed to generate information on the species
to be assumed in the quasisteady state. The inlet gas to the PSR
was a self-ignitable mixture with a small amount of heat release
(CH4: 0.1 percent, C2H6: 0.1 percent, CO: 0.86 percent, H2: 1.72
percent, O2: 3.0 percent, CO2: 7.72 percent, H2O: 15.44 percent,
N2: 71.0 percent,Tin5800 K, P51 atm!. Five runs with different
residence times were conducted:t510 ms,T5837 K; t544 ms,
T5917 K; t5100 ms,T51038 K; t51 sec,T51050 K; t510
sec,T51052 K.

Second, the relative and the absolute QSS errors defined by

d relative5
uv̇k

p2v̇k
cu

max~ uv̇k
pu,uv̇k

c!
,

dabsolute5Xk

uv̇k
p2v̇k

cu
max~ uv̇k

pu,uv̇k
cu!

were computed, wherev̇k
p andv̇k

c are the production rate and the
consumption rate ofkth species andXk is the mole fraction ofkth
species. Using this information, a group of species in the starting
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mechanism can be identified in good approximation by the QSS.
Once species in QSS were selected, a reduced mechanism is con-
structed by an automatic matrix operation~@12,13#!. Third, the
candidate mechanism was tested mainly by the transient well-
mixed reactor~TWMR! as described in the following section
~@14#!. These procedures were repeated until the appropriate re-
duced mechanism was developed.

Through the above procedures, 28 species~C, C2H, CH,
CH2~s!, NNH, CN, N, H2CN, HCCO, NH, CH2, NH2 , HCO,
NCO, C2H3 , CH2OH, NH3 , CH3O, C2H5 , HOCN, CH2CO,
HNO, HCCOH, HNCO, HCNO, N2O, H2O2 , and HCN! were
identified in QSS leading to a 16-step reduced mechanism. In
addition, a 14-step reduced mechanism was developed by apply-
ing QSS to H2O2 and HCN for exploring their influence. These
two reduced mechanisms are summarized in Table 1.

Assessment of the Reduced Mechanisms

NO2 Formation. The TWMR is an idealized continuous flow
reactor which allows the growth of the internal mass due to con-
tinuous inflow streams~@14#!. Since the mixing in the reactor is
assumed to be infinitely fast, the mixture in the TWMR is treated
as molecularly uniform. The dilution of combustion products by
cold air was simulated by the TWMR as follows. At the initial
state, the TWMR contains high-temperature combustion products
of stoichiometric methane-air mixture~T52225 K, P51 atm,
equilibrium composition for those species included in the 14-step
mechanism except NO and NO2, NO5300 ppm, NO250 ppm!. A
continuous injection of air at ambient temperature was conducted
to mimic the dilution process. The inflow rate of air was set such
that the mass of the TWMR doubles during each mixing charac-
teristic timetmix . This mixing procedure is closely related to the
binary mixing models used in Monte Carlo simulations of turbu-
lent combustion where two randomly sampled particles of same
mass mix and produce two particles in intermediate composition
~@15#!. In order to cover a wide range of mixing time scales,tmix
was varied from 0.1 to 100 ms. A typical temperature history
during the TWMR calculation is presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of NO2 /NOx ratio (NOx
5NO1NO2) as a function of mixture temperature during the di-
lution process at ambient pressure. As the mixture temperature
reduces to about 1500 K, conversion of NO into NO2 initiates.
When the combustion products gradually mix with air, as in the
case oftmix5100 ms, the amount of NO2 formed is small. How-
ever, if the dilution is fast as in the case oftmix50.1 ms, the
amount of conversion becomes significant. One interesting feature
is that the temperature at which NO2 starts to form shifts to a
lower value as the mixing becomes faster. As seen in Fig. 2, both
the 14-step and the 16-step mechanisms produced nearly identical
results to those obtained with the starting mechanism fortmix

50.1 to 100 ms. Figure 3 presents similar results of NO2 /NOx

ratio during the dilution process at 30 atm. The final NO2 /NOx
ratios exhibit a nonlinear dependence on the mixing characteristic
time that is reproduced successfully by the two reduced mecha-
nisms.

It has been known for some time that addition of a small
amount of hydrocarbon to the post-flame gas substantially pro-
motes the NO-NO2 conversion~@16,17#!. This phenomenon is im-
portant for understanding and mitigating NO2 emissions from
practical devices. Figure 4 presents the predicted NO2 /NOx ratios
during a dilution process with air doped by 500 ppm of CH4.
Comparisons of Figs. 2 and 4 reveal that addition of CH4 pro-
motes NO2 conversion most noticeable for slow mixing cases.

Table 1 The 16-step reduced mechanism and the 14-step
mechanism excluding „R13… and „R14….

C1 reactions ~R1! CH41OH5CH31H2O
~R2! CH31O5CH2O1H
~R3! CH2O1O5CO1H2O
~R4! CO1OH5CO21H

C2 reactions ~R5! 2CH35C2H6
~R6! C2H65C2H41H2
~R7! C2H45C2H21H2

H-O reactions ~R8! H1O25O1OH
~R9! O1H25H1OH
~R10! H1H2O5OH1H2
~R11! H1OH5H2O

HO2-H2O2
reactions

~R12! H1O25HO2

~R13! 2HO25H2O21O2
NOx
reactions

~R14! N21CH31O25HCN1NO1H2O

~R15! N21O5NO1N
~R16! NO1HO25NO21OH

Fig. 1 Typical temperature history of the TWMR calculation
„tmixÄ100 ms …

Fig. 2 Evolution of NO 2 ÕNOx ratio in the TWMR during the di-
lution by air at ambient pressure. Lines: Miller-Bowman †9‡,
broken lines: 14 step; dotted lines: 16 step.

Fig. 3 Evolution of NO 2 ÕNOx ratio in the TWMR during the di-
lution by air at elevated pressure „pÄ30 atm …. Lines: Miller-
Bowman †9‡, broken lines: 14 step; dotted lines: 16 step.
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This feature complicates the dependence of NO2 emission on the
characteristic mixing time in the presence of a small amount of
hydrocarbons. The two reduced mechanisms are found accurate in
predicting this feature.

Methane-Air Opposed Diffusion Flame. Using opposed dif-
fusion flames, we further examine different aspects of the validity
of the reduced mechanisms because:~1! molecular diffusion has
an important role, and~2! reaction is accompanied with a signifi-
cant heat release. The opposed laminar diffusion flame of methane
and air was computed for conditions atP51 atm, TCH4

5300 K,

Tair5300 K, and at a strain rate,a5100/s. Figure 5 shows the
comparison of the flame structure obtained with the two reduced
mechanisms and the starting mechanism. Both the 14-step and
16-step mechanisms successfully reproduced the major species
profiles obtained with the starting mechanism. The two reduced
mechanisms were also accurate in predicting O, OH, H, and HO2
concentrations as shown in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the comparison
of NO and NO2 concentrations. The 16-step mechanism showed
good agreement with the starting mechanism; however, the 14-
step mechanism was less accurate in predicting both NO and NO2
concentrations.

Fig. 5 Major species profiles in methane-air opposed flame.
Strain rate aÄ100 „1Õs…. Lines: Miller-Bowman †9‡, broken
lines: 14 step; dotted lines: 16 step.

Fig. 6 H, O, OH, and HO 2 profiles in methane-air opposed
flame. Strain rate aÄ100Õs. Lines: Miller-Bowman †9‡, broken
lines: 14 step; dotted lines: 16 step.

Fig. 7 Profiles of NO and NO 2 mole fractions in opposed
methane-air diffusion flame with strain rate aÄ100Õs. Solid
lines: Miller-Bowman †9‡, broken lines: 14 step; dotted lines: 16
step.

Fig. 8 Dependence of ignition delay time on initial mixture
temperature at pÄ1 atm. Lines: Miller-Bowman †9‡, symbols:
16-step reduced mechanism.

Fig. 9 Dependence on ignition delay on pressure with initial
mixture at TÄ1000 K. Lines: Miller-Bowman †9‡, symbols: 16-
step reduced mechanism.

Fig. 4 Evolution of NO 2 ÕNOx ratio in the TWMR during the di-
lution by air doped with 500 ppm of methane at ambient pres-
sure. Lines: Miller-Bowman †9‡, broken lines: 14 step; dotted
lines: 16 step.
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Ignition Delay. Ignition delay time was examined using a
plug flow reactor model with methane-air mixtures of different
equivalence ratios~f!. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the
ignition delay time on the initial mixture temperature at atmo-
spheric pressure obtained with the starting mechanism and the
16-step reduced mechanism. Figure 9 presents the dependence of
ignition delay time on pressure at a fixed initial temperature of
1000 K. As seen in Figs. 8 and 9, the 16-step reduced mechanism
is accurate in predicting ignition delay for a wide range of equiva-
lence ratio, temperature, and pressure.

Discussion

Effect of QSS Assumption onC2 Species. The two reduced
mechanisms developed here contain CH2O, HO2, and several C2
species, many of which were not included in the previous reduced
mechanisms~@18,19,20#!. To understand the relative importance
of these species, a comparative study was performed using several
15-step reduced mechanisms. Figure 10 shows the temperature
histories during autoignition of a lean methane-air mixture~at
f50.6! obtained by the starting mechanism, the 16-step mecha-
nism, and several 15-step mechanisms. These 15-step mechanisms
were based on the 16-step reduced mechanism but assuming QSS
for one additional species~15 step-a assumed QSS for CH2O; 15
step-b assumed QSS for C2H6; 15 step-c assumed QSS for C2H4;
15 step-d assumed QSS for HO2!. As shown in Fig. 10, the QSS
assumption for CH2O, C2H6, or C2H4 resulted in shorter ignition
delay times than those obtained with the starting mechanism and
the 16-step mechanism. On the other hand, if we assume QSS for
HO2, the ignition delay was overestimated. A similar trend was
also seen for rich mixtures~not shown!. It is noteworthy that the
QSS assumption for either C2H4 or C2H6 species deteriorates the
prediction of ignition delay even in very lean conditions.

The detailed roles of CH2O, C2H6, C2H4, and HO2 during pre-
ignition was analyzed with the aid of a carbon atom flow chart.
Figure 11 shows the relative magnitudes of carbon atom fluxes
during pre-ignition of a lean methane-air mixture~f50.6! at T
51100 K. In the later stage of methane decomposition during
pre-ignition, HO2 was formed through the reaction step~A!
HCO1O25HO21CO leading to the promotion of methane oxida-
tion through ~B! CH31HO25CH3O1OH and ~C! CH41OH
5CH31H2O. As the carbon atom flux of reaction step~A! in-
creases, a shorter ignition delay is predicted.

As illustrated in Fig. 11, the production of CH2O, C2H6, C2H4,
and CO is larger than their consumption during pre-ignition and
hence these species accumulate. If we assume QSS for these spe-
cies, the accumulation of these species is set zero leading to over-

estimation of the flux of reaction~A!; consequently, a shorter
ignition delay is predicted. If HO2 is assumed to be in QSS, the
concentration of HO2 is underestimated and a longer ignition de-
lay is predicted. In short, it is necessary to include CH2O, C2H6,
C2H4, and HO2 in the reduced mechanism for accurate predictions
of ignition delay for both rich and lean mixtures.

NO2 Formation Mechanisms. As shown in Fig. 2, fast mix-
ing of combustion products with air promotes NO to NO2 conver-
sion. However, when a small amount of hydrocarbon is contained
in the air, NO2 formation is substantially enhanced in slow mixing
as presented in Fig. 4. These opposite dependencies of NO2 for-
mation on the characteristic mixing time stem from two different
NO2 formation mechanisms.

The dominant reaction mechanism responsible for NO2 forma-
tion is via ~1! NO1HO25NO21OH. This reaction has a negative
dependence on temperature. This combines with the high level of
HO2 at low temperature leads to rapid NO2 formation. There are
two important paths to form HO2 during dilution/cooling process:
~2! H1O21M5HO21M and ~3! HCO1O25HO21CO.

In case of mixing with air without hydrocarbon, the enhanced H
radical pool by fast cooling is the main cause for rapid NO2 for-
mation. Figure 12 shows the ratios of H, O, and OH in the fast
mixing case withtmix51 ms to those in the slow mixing case with
tmix5100 ms. As seen in Fig. 12, fast cooling leads to high levels
of H, O, and OH radicals at low temperatures because the recom-
bination process of these radicals is slow at low temperatures. In

Fig. 10 Temperature profiles during autoignition process ob-
tained with various reduced mechanisms „thin lines … and the
starting detailed mechanism „thick line … at lean condition „f
Ä0.6…. 15 step-a: assumes QSSA for CH 2O; 15 step-b: assumes
QSSA for C 2H6; 15 step-c: assumes QSSA for C 2H4; 15 step-d:
assumes QSSA for HO 2. ‘‘M-B’’ denotes Miller-Bowman †9‡
mechanism.

Fig. 11 Carbon atom flow diagram during pre-ignition process
of methane-air mixture „fÄ0.6, TinÄ1100 K…

Fig. 12 Ratios of H, O, and OH concentration in fast mixing
case „tmixÄ1 ms … to those in slow mixing case „tmixÄ100 ms …
showing a significant buildup of H radical when mixing is fast
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addition, the H radical is increased significantly through the reac-
tion sequences:~4! O1H2O52OH and ~5! CO1OH5CO21H.
As a result, fast cooling promotes NO2 formation through reaction
~2! and~1!. When air is contaminated with hydrocarbons, reaction
~3! becomes the dominant step in HO2 formation. In this case, the
level of HO2 is determined by HCO concentration, which depends
on the amount of hydrocarbons and the residence time. Therefore
a large amount of NO was converted to NO2 in slow mixing cases.
Both of these two different paths of NO2 formation were properly
included in the two reduced mechanisms.

Conclusions
Two new reduced mechanisms for methane-air combustion

were developed. The validity of the reduced mechanisms were
extensively examined for NO2 formation during dilution process
of combustion products, opposed diffusion flames, and ignition
delay time. The complicated dependence of NO2 formation on the
mixing characteristic time and hydrocarbon contaminated in air
were successfully reproduced by both 14-step and 16-step mecha-
nisms. The flame structure and NOx formation in diffusion flames
were well predicted by 16-step mechanism. The 14-step mecha-
nism was found less accurate in predicting NO formation. The
16-step mechanism was shown accurate for predicting ignition
delay over a wide range of equivalence ratio, temperature, and
pressure. The analysis of carbon atom flow diagram during pre-
ignition revealed the importance of CH2O, C2H6, C2H4, and HO2
and they should be included in the reduced mechanism.
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An Experimental Study of Surface
Temperature Distribution on
Effusion-Cooled Plates
A parametric study of temperature distribution on effusion-cooled plates under conditions
typical for combustion chambers was performed using infrared thermography. In this
investigation, the effects of different temperature ratios, velocity ratios of the two air
streams, the injection hole spacing, inclination angle of the injection holes, and the
thermal heat conductivity of the plates were studied. For a given amount of cooling air,
the cooling efficiency was found to increase markedly with a reduction in hole spacing,
i.e., when the number of holes was increased. Reducing the injection angle results in more
attached jets, especially for small amounts of cooling air, and marginally lowers the wall
temperature. A high thermal conductivity of the plate was found to decrease its surface
temperature in front of the first row of holes but not the mean temperature in downstream
positions. The most important operational parameters were the temperature ratio and the
velocity ratio of the hot and cold air streams. An almost linear relation was found
between the temperature ratio and the surface temperature when the jet velocity was
large compared to the crossflow velocity. For plates with sparse hole spacing, a change
in the velocity ratio had a small effect on the surface temperature, whereas the effect was
large for dense hole spacings and the same amount of cooling air.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1364496#

1 Introduction
In modern gas turbines, different parts of the combustion cham-

ber, the turbine, and flame holder become hot and need efficient
cooling. Without proper cooling, the lifetime of these parts is
drastically shortened. The temperature of the exposed areas may
even exceed the melting point of the metal if not cooled. Increas-
ing the efficiency of gas turbines is coupled with higher tempera-
ture and pressure in the combustion chamber, which further calls
for high performance cooling methods. Effusion cooling~full cov-
erage film cooling! is one powerful way to protect the hot walls.

The short-term goal of this project was to provide experimental
temperature data useful for the design of effusion-cooled combus-
tion chamber walls. A parametric study of the temperature distri-
bution of effusion-cooled plates was therefore performed. The ex-
periments were scaled to match real combustion chamber
conditions. It is intended that the results of this study will be
helpful in finding designs in which it is ascertained that the wall
temperature is kept below a certain value for the varying opera-
tional parameters at hand, to be accomplished with a minimum
amount of cooling air. Many different operational and design pa-
rameters exert an influence on the surface temperature distribu-
tion. This study was intended to examine the way in which these
parameters act and their relative importance. All temperature data
from these measurements, comprising 242 different cases with
different design and operational parameters, are given in the re-
port by Gustafsson@1#. These results might also be useful for
comparison with numerical results.

A large number of investigations on film cooling have been
carried out and the research area is very active. This study differs
from most others in that here the cooling effect of several rows of
holes, distributed over 100 diameters, is studied. The results of
investigations on the effect of single or double rows of holes
cannot be adopted to this case with several rows of holes. Vortices

generated by different jets in different rows will interact with each
other, creating flow patterns that are not present in the single row
cases.

Measurements of several rows-of-holes film cooling with infra-
red thermography were reported by, e.g., Martiny et al.@2#. Heat
transfer measurements using a mass transfer analogy have been
reported by several authors, e.g., Cho and Goldstein@3,4#. Foster
and Lampard@5#, and Friedrichs et al.@6#. Temperature measure-
ments on walls with low heat conductivity were reported by, e.g.,
Gritsch et al.@7#, van Treuren et al.@8#, and Salcudean et al.@9#.
Adiabatic and isoenergetic Stanton number measurements have
been reported by, e.g., Ligrani and Ramsey@10#. Methods to pre-
dict heat transfer in film-cooled systems from adiabatic and isoen-
ergetic heat transfer coefficients are given in Eckert@11#. A re-
view of methods for calculations of heat transfer under film
cooling is given in Leontiev@12#.

2 Experiment
The wall temperatures were measured with an infrared camera.

The camera records the sum of heat radiation from graybody
emission from the test plate and reflections from the surroundings.
As side walls were hotter than the cooled test plate, the measured
wall temperature was corrected by subtracting the diffuse reflec-
tions via a simple radiative heat transfer model. An error estimate
of the measured wall temperatures is presented below.

In the experiments, the temperature ratio,T0 /Tc , between the
hot and cold air streams was varied by keeping the cold air at
30–40°C and varying the hot air temperature. Three different hot
air temperatures were chosen, 200, 250, and 300°C. When large
amounts of cooling air were supplied in the 300°C cases, the
heater was unable to deliver the power needed. Under these cir-
cumstances a hot air temperature of 150°C was used. Three levels
of hot air stream velocity were used: 17, 30, or 46 m/s. The cold
air stream velocity levels in the plenum chamber~see Fig. 2! were
0.3, 0.5, or 0.7 m/s.

2.1 The Wind Tunnel. The wind tunnel consists of one hot
main loop and one cold secondary closed loop; see Fig. 1. The
main loop is able to withstand temperatures of 300°C and is

Contributed by the Combustion and Fuels Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS for publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF ENGI-
NEERING FORGAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the C&F Divi-
sion, May 2000; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters Jan. 23, 2001.
Editor: H. D. Nelson.
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heated by an 8-kW electrical heater. The turbulence level was 1
percent in the free-stream according toLDA measurements. Air for
the secondary loop is taken from the main loop downstream of the
test section and is cooled to 30°C by a compact heat exchanger.
The wind tunnel is operated at normal air pressure.

The size of the test section is 803803720 mm. It allows ex-
change of the test plates and the inner side walls. Several thermo-
couples are mounted in the surrounding walls as the surrounding
temperature is needed for the surface temperature correction pro-
cedure; see Fig. 2. Optical access is made possible via six open-
ings in the test section lid.

2.2 The Test Plates. The size of the test plates was 803720
mm, with a thicknessb of 20 mm. In all experiments, the holes
had a staggered placement and a diameterd of 5 mm ~see Fig. 3!,
allowing four lateral holes. As the effect of different hole spacings
dx/d, injection anglesa, and thermal heat conductivity ratios
ls /lc was studied, a total of ten test plates was manufactured,
nine in teflon (ls50.5 Wm21 K21) and one in steel (ls

545 Wm21 K21). The teflon plates had three different hole spac-
ings dx/d, 3, 6, or 12, and three different injection anglesa, 15,
20, or 30 deg. For the steel plate casedx/d56 anda530 deg.

2.3 Wall Temperature Measurements. Infrared thermog-
raphy was chosen because of its high thermal and spatial resolu-
tion. An AGEMA THV 900 LW system working in the 8–12-mm
wavelength band was used. The infrared camera used had a 272
3136 pixel digital output, which could be stored and processed on
a workstation. The spatial resolution was 1.5 mrad at 50 percent
modulation, which corresponds to 0.75 mm at the focusing dis-
tance used. One pixel in the thermographs corresponds to approxi-
mately 0.64 mm.

As the whole test plate could be covered with six thermographs,

a complete mapping of the test plate was made. The six corrected
thermographs overlapped each other by approximately 1 cm. An
algorithm for stitching them together was constructed, resulting in
seamless joints. The algorithm worked by finding the overlap be-
tween neighboring images that minimized the temperature differ-
ence and temperature gradient difference in the overlapping areas.

2.4 Wall Temperature Correction. The test plates were
painted with a NEXTEL velvet coating with high emissivity, 0.96,
in order to reduce the reflections from the hot surrounding walls.
A correction of the measured temperature in one pixel was made
to compensate for the diffuse reflections. The corrected tempera-
ture T1 was calculated as

T1'S T IR
4

«
2

rD

A1
(
i 51

m

Fi1AiT i
4D 1/4

(1)

where TIR is the temperature measured by the camera with an
emissivity setting of 1.00. Further,« is the emissivity of the sur-
face~0.96!, rD is the diffuse part of the total reflectivity,A1 is the
measurement area,Fi1 is the view factor from an area on the
surrounding walls,Ai , to A1 , andTi is the temperature measured
by the thermocouples atAi . In the computations, analytical for-
mulas for the view factor were used for perpendicular surface
elements and numerical integration was used for parallel surface
elements. The specular reflections are not considered because
these are influential only close to the side walls, where the flow is
perturbed in any event by boundary layers and secondary motions.

2.5 Wall Temperature Error Estimate. An error estimate
was derived from a linearization of Eq.~1!. Let DT1 denote the
error estimate ofT1 , DTIR the error in the camera reading,DTi
the error in the thermocouple reading,D« the error in emissivity,
andDrD the error in reflectivity. The estimate given in Eq.~2! is
valid if DT1 /T1 , DTIR /TIR , andDTi /Ti are small compared with
unity.
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Fig. 1 The wind tunnel. „A… Test section, „B… IR camera, „C…

vortex flow-meter, „D… compact heat exchanger, „E… cold air
loop fan, „F… IR camera system controller, „G… heater and con-
troller, „H… thermocouple measurement instrument, „I… hot air
loop fan, „J… temperature sensor †Pt-100‡, and „K… screens

Fig. 2 Cross section of the plenum chamber and wind tunnel

Fig. 3 An idealized case used for the dimensional analysis
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In the temperature error estimate calculations,DTIR was, accord-
ing to the manufacturer of the infrared camera,62.5°C,DTi was
61.3°C, andDrD andD« were estimated to be 0.02.

ErrorsDrD andD« contributed to an error of about 2°C in the
total erroruDT1u, which is typically 5°C. It should be mentioned
that the error in the temperature reading of the infrared camera is
probably constant or changes monotonically with temperature.
This implies that differences in temperature readings between dif-
ferent plates or different positions are smaller and amount only to
about half the total error.

2.6 Emissivity. Measurements of the emissivity were made
with the THV 900 system and at other laboratories. An aluminum
canister was painted with NEXTEL velvet coating and an insulat-
ing layer was wrapped around it, except for a small area where the
measurements were made. The canister contained about 80°C wa-
ter which was well stirred. Pt-100 resistance thermometers were
used to measure the ambient room temperatureTamb, which was
approximately 23°C as well as the temperature of the hot water
TH2O , with an accuracy of;60.2°C. As the aluminum wall was
very thin ~;0.2 mm!, its surface temperature is estimated to be
within 60.05°C of that of the hot water. A thermograph was taken
with the emissivity set to 1.00, which givesTIR . The emissivity of
the surface was calculated as

«5
~TIR

4 2Tamb
4 !

~TH2O
4 2Tamb

4 !
(3)

This method is likely to yield an accuracy in« of 60.02. The
main error source in the« determination is the error in the infrared
camera reading~61°C is assumed!. All measurements estimated
the emissivity to be 0.96. The emissivity of old paint used in the
experiments and the emissivity of new paint was checked. No
change in emissivity caused by degradation or soiling could be
observed.

3 Dimensional Analysis
In order to extract only the most relevant dimensionless vari-

ables we consider here an idealized case; see Fig. 3. The injection
plate~which in the experiments is the test plate! is infinitely long
and infinitely wide and the main gas stream extends to infinity in
the direction perpendicular to the injection plate. The basis for the
analysis is the continuity, momentum and energy equations in
their general compressible form and the energy equation for the
heat conduction in the injection plate together with the appropriate
boundary conditions. Some of the boundary conditions are given
in Fig. 3. In addition to these, the fluid velocity must be zero on
the solid wall and the temperature and heat flux must be continu-
ous across the solid fluid interface. One thing to be noted here is
that we must not specify the inlet density of the hot mainstream
gas because the two gas streams must have the same pressure
~apart from a small difference due to the pressure loss in the
passage of the injection holes!. The ideal gas law, assumed to hold
here for the gas, thus gives

r05rcTc /T0 (4)

We choose here to use as primary scaling variablesUc , Tc , rc ,
andd. In addition, we assume all material properties of the fluid1

and wall material to be constant. In a real case, different gases,
e.g., combustion gases, with different material properties, as well
as the non-negligible radiative heat transfer, may have to be in-
cluded in the analysis.

The dependent variable in which we are interested here is the
surface temperature of the injection plate,Tw . Since we have

chosenTc as a primary scaling variable, we getTw /Tc , which
will be determined as a function of the set of independent vari-
ables as found in our dimensional analysis.

From the momentum equation we have a dimensionless
viscosity

mc

rcUcd
5

1

Rec
(5)

where Rec is the Reynolds number. In the energy equation, a
dimensionless thermal conductivity of the fluid appears,

lcTc

rcUc
3d

5
1

~k21!Mac Rec Prc
(6)

where Prc is the Prandtl number, Mac is the Mach number, andk
is the specific heat ratio. From the energy equation for the solid
we can also extractls /lc . In addition to these parameters emerg-
ing from the governing equations, we have dimensionless param-
eters from the boundary conditions:b/d, dx/d, dz/d, a, U0 /Uc ,
andT0 /Tc . Note that the common ways to express blow factors
are U jet /U0 , (rU) jet/ /(rU)0 , or (rU2) jet /(rU2)0 but, since the
two last ones did not arise in the analysis, they were not used. A
more extensive derivation is given in Gustafsson@1#.

4 Results
Figures 4 and 5 show the surface temperature distribution

Tw /Tc for three different velocity ratiosU0 /Uc . A unique num-
ber is associated to each thermograph, which can be used to cor-

1If the constant in Sutherland’s law is small compared withTc , a proper scaling
is achieved even if the viscosity or heat conductivity is temperature dependent.

Fig. 4 Closeups of the first rows of holes for teflon plates with
T0 ÕTcÄ1.78, RecÄ150, dx ÕdÄ6, aÄ30 deg. A variation in U0 ÕUc
is made, from the top U0 ÕUcÄˆ91,60,34‰. The number of injec-
tion holes n is 80.
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relateTw /Tc in Figs. 14–24. Table 1 lists all experimental param-
eters for the thermographs in this paper. The top thermograph in
Fig. 4, in whichU0 /Uc is large, shows attached jets, resulting in
streaks of low temperature. There is a decrease in temperature in
front of the first row of holes resulting from heat conduction in the
plate. This effect becomes more pronounced as the velocity ratio
is lowered. The test plates were made of teflon with a very low
heat conductivity in order to come as close as possible to an
adiabatic case and to be able to see the interesting features of the
temperature distribution. However, we can see in all cases, from
Figs. 4–24, that there is a considerable effect of the conductive
heat transfer in front of the holes. The middle thermograph in Fig.
4, with somewhat lowerU0 /Uc , also shows streaks of low tem-
perature with two hot areas behind the injection holes. This is an
indication that hot air is swept down behind the cold jet by a
‘‘horseshoe’’ vortex in the mean velocity field. In the bottom
thermograph in Fig. 4, which represents the case with the lowest
velocity ratioU0 /Uc , the area behind the injection holes is heated
and there are no streaks of low temperature. This is consistent
with the idea of fully separated jets, and hot fluid is advected
around the jet and reaches the wall with an increased wall tem-
perature as a result. Even streaks of elevated temperature behind
the injection holes are visible. The effect is increased some rows

downstream, where different vortices may interact. For the lowest
velocity ratios, the surface temperature upstream of the first row
of holes is lower than in the case with higher velocity ratios. This
might be a consequence of less convective heat transfer owing to
a larger blockage effect. The importance of the different param-
eters is discussed below. In Figs. 14–24, the maximum surface
temperatureTw

max/Tc in the span-wise directionz is given for each
x value. TheTw

max/Tc parameter is the most important to the life-
time of the cooled parts. Note that a positionx/d50 corresponds
to the leading edge of the injection hole in the first row.

4.1 Effect of the Temperature Ratio. A higher mainstream
temperatureT0 /Tc gives a higher surface temperatureTw /Tc as
expected. Figure 15 shows three examples of how the maximum
span-wise temperature ratioTw

max/Tc increases withT0 /Tc . Linear

Fig. 5 The effect of different velocity ratios U0 ÕUc is shown in
thermographs of teflon plates where T0 ÕTcÄ1.78, RecÄ150,
dx ÕdÄ6, aÄ30 deg, and nÄ80. A variation in U0 ÕUc is made,
from top U0 ÕUcÄˆ91,60,34‰.

Fig. 6 The effect of different velocity ratios U0 ÕUc is shown in
thermographs of teflon plates where T0 ÕTcÄ1.7, RecÄ90,
dx ÕdÄ3, aÄ20 deg, and nÄ156. A variation in U0 ÕUc is made,
from top U0 ÕUcÄˆ157,102,58‰.

Fig. 7 The effect of different U0 ÕUc is shown in thermographs
of teflon plates where T0 ÕTcÄ1.7, RecÄ92, dx ÕdÄ6, aÄ20 deg,
and nÄ80. A variation in U0 ÕUc is made, from top U0 ÕUc
Äˆ151,100,56‰.

Fig. 8 The effect of different velocity ratios U0 ÕUc is shown in
thermographs of teflon plates where T0 ÕTcÄ1.7, RecÄ100,
dx ÕdÄ12, aÄ20 deg, and nÄ44. A variation in U0 ÕUc is made,
from top U0 ÕUcÄˆ140,90,51‰.

Table 1 Experimental data for each thermograph
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curve fits with error estimates of the predictions~50 percent of the
estimated points are within the band! are also plotted. We see that
the relationship is approximately true, and can be represented by

Tw
max

Tc
'~12hmax!•S T0

Tc
21D11 (7)

Rewriting this we see thathmax is a film cooling effectiveness
parameter. Bazdidi-Tehrani and Andrews@13# reported a weak
dependence ofT0 /Tc on the film cooling performance. Figure 16
shows that the dependence ofT0 /Tc on film cooling effectiveness
appears to decrease asU0 /Uc is decreased. Although not shown
here, this observation holds for all investigated cases.

WhenT0 /Tc increases the density ratior0 /rc decreases. This
will probably affect the jet liftoff and the relative decrease of
enthalpy of the hot crossflow. Figure 16 also shows that the film
cooling effectiveness increases as the temperature ratio increases.
This effect is more pronounced at high velocity ratios. It should be
mentioned that the temperature of the cooling air was nearly con-
stant throughout the experiment, so that the variation in Rec is due

only to a variation inUc . The effect of temperature dependence
on the viscosity and thermal heat conductivity is included in the
T0 /Tc parameter.

4.2 Effect of the Velocity Ratio. An increase in the amount
of cooling air corresponds to a reduction in theU0 /Uc parameter.
This can have a great effect on the surface temperature, as shown

Fig. 9 The effect of different Reynolds numbers Re c is shown
in thermographs of teflon plates with T0 ÕTcÄ1.53– 1.59

Fig. 10 The effect of different Reynolds numbers Re c is shown
in thermographs of teflon plates where T0 ÕTcÄ1.7

Fig. 11 The effect of different streamwise hole spacings dx Õd
is shown in thermographs of teflon plates where aÄ20 deg and
T0 ÕTcÄ1.56– 1.58

Fig. 12 The effect of different heat conductivity ratios ls Õlc is
shown in thermographs of plates with ls ÕlcÄ1700 and nÄ84
for the steel plate at the top and with ls ÕlcÄ19 and nÄ80 for
the teflon plate at the bottom; furthermore, dx ÕdÄ6, aÄ30 deg,
U0ÕUcÄ100, and T0 ÕTcÄ1.7

Fig. 13 The effect of different injection angles a is shown in
thermographs of teflon plates where U0 ÕUcÄ100, T0 ÕTcÄ1.58,
and dx ÕdÄ6
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in Fig. 17. In this case the hole spacing is small and thus the jet
speed is low~recall thatUc measures the cooling air speed in the
plenum chamber and not the velocity of the jet!. There is no
cooling film for the first rows for the largestU0 /Uc , and the
surface temperature is not reduced. The cooling air is distributed
only in the downstream holes, probably owing to the pressure
drop in the test section; see Fig. 6. This is an important aspect
when designing cooling systems fed from a single plenum, as
described by, e.g., Salcudean et al.@9#. When the mainstream ve-
locity is reduced, cooling air is distributed in upstream rows, caus-
ing an effective decrease in temperature. With a more sparse hole
spacing, the jet speed is higher for the sameU0 /Uc . The change
in cooling effect will not be as pronounced as before; see Figs. 7,
8, 18, and 19. For these cases, the jet penetrates into the main-
stream and cooling air is distributed in all holes.

4.3 Effect of the Reynolds Number. The Reynolds number
Rec has a small effect on the surface temperature at downstream
positions on the test plates withdx/d56 anddx/d512, consid-
ering a variation in this parameter of about two times; see Figs. 9
and 20. For the plates withdx/d53, there is a significant differ-
ence at upstream positions; see Figs. 10 and 21. There seems to be
an increase in temperature after the first row of holes in the cases
with low Rec , which is also clearly seen in Figs. 9 and 10. The
variation in Rec is caused only by a variation inUc , as mentioned
in the section covering theT0 /Tc effect.

4.4 Effect of the Streamwise Hole Spacing. The stream-
wise hole spacingdx/d has a major effect on the surface tempera-
ture; see Figs. 11 and 22. A dense hole spacingdx/d generally
gives a lowTw /Tc , if enough cooling air is supplied. The near

Fig. 14 The effect of T0 ÕTc for a teflon plate where U0 ÕUc
Ä140, RecÄ100, dx ÕdÄ12, aÄ20 deg, and nÄ44

Fig. 15 The maximum spanwise temperature ratio Tw ÕTc ver-
sus T0 ÕTc for three teflon plates at x ÕdÄ20. s: U0 ÕUcÄ140,
RecÄ110, dx ÕdÄ12, and aÄ20 deg; * : U0 ÕUcÄ59, RecÄ100,
dx ÕdÄ6, and aÄ30 deg; ,: U0 ÕUcÄ58, RecÄ90, dx ÕdÄ3, and
aÄ20 deg.

Fig. 16 The film cooling effectiveness hw
max based on maxi-

mum spanwise temperature ratio Tw ÕTc versus T0 ÕTc . Teflon
plate with Re cÄ148, dx ÕdÄ3, aÄ30 deg, and nÄ156.

Fig. 17 The effect of U0 ÕUc for a teflon plate where T0 ÕTc
Ä1.7, RecÄ90, dx ÕdÄ3, aÄ20 deg, and nÄ156
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transpiration cooling situation of lowdx/d seems to drastically
reduce the surface temperature, also reported in Bazdidi-Tehrani
and Andrews@13#. Higherdx/d gives rise to larger oscillations in
the temperature profiles in Fig. 22, i.e., larger temperature gradi-
ents. For the sameU0 /Uc , the plates with dense spacing will
have lower jet velocities and more attached jets as compared with
the sparsely spaced. The drastic increase in available surface for
convective heat transfer inside the wall could also be an explana-
tion for the large effect. Foster and Lampard@5# reported in-
creased film coverage and less jet liftoff when the spanwise hole
spacingdz/d was decreased.

4.5 Effect of the Thermal Heat Conductivity Ratio. The
heat conductivity ratiols /lc has an effect on the surface tem-
perature; see Figs. 12 and 23. Higherls /lc gives smoother sur-
face temperature profiles, i.e., smaller temperature gradients, as
well as a lower temperature at the start of the effusion-cooled
plate. A variation inls /lc does not seem to have a major influ-
ence on either the temperature at the end of the plate or on the
spanwise mean temperature level. Note that the plates are

Fig. 18 The effect of U0 ÕUc for a teflon plate where T0 ÕTc
Ä1.7, RecÄ92, dx ÕdÄ6, aÄ20 deg, and nÄ80

Fig. 19 The effect of U0 ÕUc for a teflon plate where T0 ÕTc
Ä1.7, RecÄ110, dx ÕdÄ12, aÄ20 deg, and nÄ44

Fig. 20 The effect of Re c for a teflon plate with T0 ÕTc
Ä1.53– 1.59

Fig. 21 The effect of Re c for a teflon plate with T0 ÕTcÄ1.7,
dx ÕdÄ3, and nÄ156
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supported at each end and that effects caused by heat conduction
may be visible for the steel plate, which has a high thermal
conductivity.

4.6 Effect of the Injection Angle. The injection anglea
has only a small effect on the surface temperature; see Figs. 13
and 24. The plates with injection angles of 20 and 15 deg are
somewhat better than the 30 deg injection hole plates. Shallower
injection angles promote attachment of the jet to the wall, but do
not seem to lower the overall surface temperature. Lowa values
reduce the surface temperature of thedx/d53 test plates when

U0 /Uc is large to a better extent than higha values. It should be
mentioned that the lengths of the injection holes are 8, 11.7, and
15.5 diameters for the 30, 20, and 15 deg cases, respectively, if
b/d54. It is much more difficult to make a 15 deg injection hole
than a 30 deg hole. It has been pointed out by Foster and Lampard
@5# and Goldstein and Stone@14# that shallow injection angles
give the highest effectiveness for low blowing rates and that steep
injection angles perform better at higher blow factors because of
increased vortex interaction. From a manufacturing point of view,
it is advantageous to keepa as high as possible.

5 Conclusions
A parametric study of 242 cases with different temperature ra-

tios between hot and cold air streamsT0 /Tc , velocity ratios
U0 /Uc , Reynolds number Rec , streamwise hole spacing ratio
dx/d, wall material heat conductivity ratiols /lc , and injection
hole anglea, was performed. Examination of thermographs shows
a considerable effect of the conduction in front of the holes due to
the blockage caused by the injected jets whenU0 /Uc is low. Fully
separated jets and hot fluid advected to the wall can also be ob-
served. Even streaks of elevated temperatures behind the injection
holes are seen for the lowU0 /Uc cases. The surface temperature
distributionTw /Tc seems to increase linearly with the temperature
ratio T0 /Tc when the crossflow to jet velocity ratio is low. For
dense hole spacing with low jet speeds, the velocity ratio seems to
have a large effect, causing uneven distribution of the cooling air.
TheU0 /Uc parameter seems to decrease in importance asdx/d is
increased~higher jet speeds and more uniform cooling film distri-
butions!. The Reynolds number Rec has a small effect in down-
stream positions, but an elevation in temperature was observed for
the lowest Rec after the first row of holes. The closer to the tran-
spiration cooling situation one gets, the better. A smalldx/d
seemed to have a major effect when enough cooling air was sup-
plied. The heat conductivity ratiols /lc did not seem to change
the temperature in the mean, except in front of the injection holes.
The highest temperatures at the upstream part of the plate were
reduced. Larger temperature gradients could of course be seen for
low ls /lc . The injection angle did not seem to have a major
effect on the surface temperature. Lowa gives somewhat lower

Fig. 22 The effect of dx Õd for a teflon plate with aÄ20 deg and
T0 ÕTcÄ1.56– 1.58

Fig. 23 The effect of ls Õlc for a plate with T0 ÕTcÄ1.7,
U0 ÕUcÄ100, dx ÕdÄ6, and aÄ30 deg

Fig. 24 The effect of a for a teflon plate with T0 ÕTcÄ1.58,
U0 ÕUcÄ100, and dx ÕdÄ6
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temperatures; the 15 and 20° temperature profiles seem to coin-
cide slightly below that of the 30° temperature profiles.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area element,@m#
b 5 thickness of the test plate,@m#
d 5 diameter of the injection holes,@m#

Fi j 5 view factor between areasAi andAj
Ma 5 Mach number

m 5 number of surrounding surface elements
n 5 number of injection holes

Pr 5 Prandtl number
Re 5 Reynolds number
T 5 temperature,@K# or @°C#

Greek letters

a 5 injection angle
dx 5 streamwise injection hole spacing,@m#
dz 5 spanwise injection hole spacing,@m#
D 5 error
« 5 diffuse emissivity of the test plate
h 5 film cooling effectiveness
k 5 specific heat ratio (cp /cv)
l 5 heat conductivity,@W m21 K21#
m 5 dynamic viscosity,@kg m21 s21#
r 5 density,@kg m23#

rD 5 diffuse reflectivity

Subscripts

0 5 the hot main stream
1 5 a measurement area on the test plate

amb 5 ambient condition
c 5 cooling gas in the plenum chamber

IR 5 an infrared camera measurement where« is set to
1.00

jet 5 the state in the injection holes

s 5 the solid matrix in the test plate
w 5 the surface of the test plate

Superscripts

D 5 diffuse
max 5 maximum in spanwise direction
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9 ppm NOx ÕCO Combustion
System for ‘‘F’’ Class Industrial
Gas Turbines
The Dry Low NOx (DLN) -2.6 combustion system has achieved emission rates of lower
than 9 ppm NOx (dry, corrected to 15 percent O2) and CO from 50 to 100 percent load
for the GE MS7001FA industrial gas turbine on natural gas. The system uses lean pre-
mixed combustion with fuel staging for low load stability. The first unit achieved com-
mercial operation in March of 1996 with a firing temperature of 2350°F. As of September
9, 1999, it has accumulated over 11,800 hours of operation in peaking and base load
service. Sixteen more units have since entered commercial service. Emissions data are
shown for operation on natural gas. The DLN-2.6 system can operate on liquid fuel with
water injection for NOx abatement. Power augmentation with steam injection is allow-
able while operating on natural gas. The premixed gas nozzles utilize swirl for flame
stabilization. Aerodynamically shaped natural gas injectors are applied for flashback or
flame-holding resistance.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1362661#

Introduction
The regulatory requirements for low emissions from gas turbine

power plants have become increasingly more stringent during the
past 15 years. Environmental agencies throughout the world are
now requiring even lower emissions of NOx and other pollutants
from both new and existing gas turbines. Traditional methods of
reducing NOx emissions from combustion turbines~water and
steam injection! are limited in their ability to reach the extremely
low levels required in many localities. Dry Low NOx ~DLN! com-
bustors control emissions by use of excess air as a diluent in
conjunction with careful control of flame stoichiometry. Early in-
dustrial applications of DLN technology have been described by
Washam@1#, and Davis and Washam@2#.

A new DLN combustion system, the ‘‘DLN-2.6,’’ has entered
commercial operation with emission levels of less than 9 ppm
NOx corrected to 15 percent O2 and less than 9 ppm CO from
approximately 50 to 100 percent load at ‘‘F’’ class conditions
while operating on natural gas. These results were achieved on a
GB MS7001FA~7FA! with a firing temperature of 2350°F. The
DLN-2.6 combustor evolved from the DLN-2 system that oper-
ates at 25/15 ppm NOx /CO emissions described by Davis@3#. In
addition to achieving single-digit emissions and extended turn-
down, the DLN-2.6 improves low load CO and unburned hydro-
carbon~UHC! emissions relative to the DLN-2. This new system
can be retrofitted to existing 7FA DLN-2 gas turbines.

9 ppm NOx Development
DLN systems achieve low NOx levels by operating at very lean

conditions. NOx production is highly dependent upon flame or
reaction zone temperature as proposed by Zeldovich@4#. The ex-
cess air dilutes the flame zone in a manner that suppresses peak
reaction zone temperatures and minimizes NOx production. Re-
duction of NOx levels from the DLN-2 at 25 ppm to 9 ppm re-
quired that approximately 6 percent additional air needed to pass
through the premixers. This change was accomplished through
reductions in cap and liner-cooling flows that necessitated im-

proved cooling effectiveness. Lower flame temperatures reduced
NOx production rates. However, without changes in staging, turn-
down would have been adversely impacted.

The key feature of the new configuration is the addition of a
sixth burner located in the center of the five existing DLN-2 burn-
ers. The presence of the center nozzle enables the DLN-2.6 to
extend its turndown well beyond the five-burner DLN-2. By fuel-
ing the center nozzle separately from the outer nozzles, the fuel/
air ratio can be modulated relative to the outer nozzles. The fuel/
air ratio in the center burner can be reduced below its local lean
flammability limit while maintaining the outer burners above their
lean limit. In this way the overall combustor fuel/air ratio can be
reduced to a lower value than would otherwise be possible with
uniformly fueled burners.

A new staging scheme was proposed to start the machine and
operate at low load in premixed mode. Otherwise, addition of this
center nozzle to the DLN-2 system would have required five fuel
manifolds for the DLN-2.6 compared to four on the DLN-2. The
new configuration uses four circuits with three premixed mani-
folds staging fuel to the six burners, plus a fourth premixed mani-
fold, quaternary fuel, for dynamics abatement. The first three pre-
mixed manifolds, designated PM1, PM2, and PM3, are configured
such that any number~1 to 6! of burners can be operated at any
time. The PM1 manifold fuels the center nozzle, the PM2 mani-
fold fuels two outer nozzles, and the PM3 manifold fuels the
remaining three outer nozzles.

Development of the 9 ppm NOx system was accelerated
through application of DLN-2 technology and hardware. The
outer fuel nozzles are identical to those used by the DLN-2 sys-
tem, where they have been proven to provide excellent premixed
flame stability and strong premixing performance over the neces-
sary operating range. The liner cooling method evolved from the
DLN-2 configuration that uses enhanced convection of the outer
surface. Both the DLN-2 and DLN-2.6 incorporate an impinge-
ment cooled transition piece.

Mechanical Configuration
The DLN-2.6 combustion system is a single-stage combustor

that can operate on either gaseous or liquid fuel. Configuration of
the DLN-2.6 combustion system is of the ‘‘can-annular’’ type
shown by Fig. 1.

Compressor discharge air exits a diffuser to enter the compres-
sor discharge casing where it supplies impingement cooling to the
transition piece. Flow moves forward through an annular space
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created between the flow sleeve and liner. A small percentage is
supplied for cap cooling prior to collecting in the region upstream
of the fuel nozzles. From this region, air moves through the swirl-
ers and past the premixed gas fuel injection ‘‘pegs’’ into a pre-
mixing zone. Flame ‘‘anchors’’ at a point defined by the aft end of
the fuel nozzle and the cap face. The flame is contained by the
liner, and the resulting products of combustion are directed into
the transition piece for entry into the first-stage turbine nozzle
annulus.

Figure 2 is a schematic of the fuel nozzle configuration. The
five nozzles located around the circumference of the end cover are
referred to as outer nozzles and the single~PM1! nozzle is the
center nozzle. ‘‘PM’’ refers to premixing of the fuel and air prior
to combustion, and the number following PM refers to the number
of nozzles per chamber supplied by each manifold.

The quaternary fuel passage differs from the others in that it is
located upstream of the premixers. It consists of fuel pegs as
opposed to nozzles. These approximately 2-in.-long pegs are
spaced circumferentially around the casing. This fuel is delivered
upstream of the fuel nozzles in small proportions of total fuel flow
and only at high loads for control of combustion dynamics is the
only function of quaternary fuel. Dynamics are also suppressed
through ‘‘tuning’’ of the PM1, PM2, and PM3 fuel splits.

Description of Major Components

Fuel Nozzles. Figure 3 shows a cross section of a DLN-2 or
2.6 outer gas fuel nozzle. The nozzle has passages for diffusion
and premixed gas. Diffusion passages for the DLN-2.6 are sup-
plied a continuous air purge internally through the end cover.

Premixed passages of two of the five outer nozzles are fed from
the PM2 manifold. Fuel oil flows through the center of the car-
tridge to a nozzle at the tip. Water for NOx abatement flows in an
annular passage surrounding the oil tube. Atomizing air is sup-
plied from off-base compressors via the end cover to the annular
passage formed by the outer diameter of the water tube and the
inner surface of the gas nozzle. The cartridge is breech loaded
through the end cover with external connections. Gas-only units
apply ‘‘blank’’ cartridges of similar construction but without the
oil and water passages. Air purge to the blanks is also supplied
through the end cover internal passages.

The center fuel nozzle is of similar configuration but with a
simplified geometry. The swirler is slightly smaller, and the dif-
fusion, oil, water, and atomizing air passages are eliminated. A
‘‘passive’’ purge flow is supplied from upstream of the swirler
and directed to the tip of the fuel nozzle.

Fuel nozzles shipped for the original DLN-2.6 system were
improved by incorporation of a flashback ‘‘fuse.’’ Flashback oc-
curs when flame can ‘‘hold’’ or be supported in the recirculation
zone downstream of the premixed gas pegs. In the event of a
flashback, the ‘‘fuse’’ on the nozzle tips opens, resulting in diver-
sion of gas fuel from the premixed pegs to a point further down-
stream. The fuel will enter the airflow and support a flame at the
tip of the nozzles, similar to that established in diffusion mode for
the DLN-2. Remaining fuel to the premixed pegs is insufficient to
support a flame in that region, and the flashback condition is cor-
rected. The unit will continue to operate with a very slight change
in exhaust temperature profile and NOx . Machine reliability
would not be impacted. In general, an open fuse event for a single
fuel nozzle would not be detected by a continuous emissions
monitoring system~CEMS!. The affected nozzle would be iden-
tified and removed for repair during a regularly scheduled com-
bustion inspection.

In addition to the nozzle fuse, design activities were initiated to
preclude flame holding on the premixed pegs. The solution was to
add full ‘‘fairings’’ to the downstream surface of the cylindrical
fuel injection pegs. Partial fairings were originally applied to the
DLN-2.6 system as an upgrade from the DLN-2 fuel nozzle.
Laboratory testing demonstrated that full fairings were even more
effective in reducing the probability of fuel nozzle flashback.
Fully faired nozzles were also applied to the DLN-2 fleet where
the design has accumulated over 500,000 fired hours of experi-
ence as of September 1999 without a single flashback event.

End Cover Assembly. The end cover functions as the inter-
face between the fuel and purge piping to the fuel nozzles, and
provides the pressure barrier for the ‘‘head’’ end of the combus-

Fig. 1 DLN-2.6 cross section

Fig. 2 DLN-2.6 fuel nozzle arrangement Fig. 3 DLN-2.6 outer fuel nozzle cut-away diagram
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tion system. It is a fabrication with internal fuel manifold ‘‘rings’’
and brazed insert passages leading to each fuel nozzle. Long neck
flange connections are welded to the outer surface to connect with
the fuel gas supply ‘‘pigtail’’ piping. The gas fuel nozzles are
bolted to the inner surface with gaskets to prevent leakage. Dual
fuel units have the breech loaded oil and water cartridges versus
the gas-only ‘‘blank’’ cartridges.

Liner. The liner provides the mechanical barrier between the
flame zone and other components of the combustion system. It is
cylindrical with a taper from the ‘‘head’’ end to the entrance of
the transition piece. Repeated ribs~turbulators! are utilized on the
air side to provide enhanced cooling. Thermal barrier coating is
applied to the gas side. In order to minimize film cooling and aft
seal leakage, a new aft end configuration referred to as ‘‘2-
COOL’’ was developed. 2-COOL is a double-walled cylindrical
section having multiple axial cooling channels around its circum-
ference. The high aspect ratio of the cooling passages provides
very high heat transfer coefficients with small amounts of cooling
flow. Air feeds into the channels from the flow sleeve annulus,
flows through the cooling channels, and dumps to the downstream
edge of the liner into the transition piece. Reference@5# provides
a detailed description of the 2-COOL system.

Cap Assembly. The cap assembly provides the upstream bar-
rier between the flame zone and the fuel nozzle and cover assem-
bly. The DLN-2.6 applies a structure that is very similar to that in
operation for the DLN-2’s. The difference is that cap face cooling
was redesigned to minimize cooling air consumption. The DLN-
2.6 moved to ‘‘effusion’’ cooling with angled cooling holes for
improved cooling effectiveness.

Flow Sleeve. The flow sleeve provides the outer radial sur-
face for the annular passage surrounding the liner. Combustion air
flows through this passage toward the end cover plenum for sup-
ply to the fuel nozzle air swirlers. Impingement holes are placed
near the aft~entry! end of the flow sleeve to provide additional
cooling to the aft regions of the liner.

Casings. DLN-2.6 uses both forward and aft casings. These
items combine with the end cover to provide the structural pres-
sure barrier. The forward casing contains the cap and receives the
bolting from the end cover and fuel nozzle assemblies. The com-
bination of the forward casing, end covers, fuel nozzles, and cap is
often installed and removed as a single major assembly. The aft
casing encircles the flow sleeve and liner. Cross-fire tubes are
positioned between adjacent liners that penetrate the aft casings.
Four of the upper chambers incorporate flame detectors. Two
other upper chambers have spark plugs. The spark plugs are fully
retractable. They are forced outward by chamber pressure on unit
acceleration, and reinserted on shut down by spring force. A dy-
namic pressure probe is located on each chamber for monitoring
of combustion dynamics. This port is also useful as a boroscope
entry point.

Transition Piece Assembly. The DLN-2.6 transition piece
assembly is very similar to the DLN-2 or multi-nozzle quiet com-
bustor~MNQO! design which has been in service for nearly ten
years. The transition piece is a duct that accepts the combustion
gases from the liner and directs their flow into the turbine annulus.
Cooling for all ‘‘F’’ class transition pieces is provided by im-
pingement through an outer sleeve. The ‘‘aft’’ frame of the tran-
sition piece receives convection and film cooling from the flow of
air through numerous small cooling passages. Floating metallic
seals connect the transition piece assembly to the first stage nozzle
ring. Metallic ‘‘cloth’’ seals have recently been added to the prod-
uct offering for improved sealing capability, reduced system wear,
and greater reliability.

Controls. The integrated DLN system consists of a staged
premixed combustor, the gas turbine’s controls, and the fuel sys-
tems. The controls must be capable of meeting required emission

levels on both gas and oil fuel. The system must also provide for
operability with emphasis on smooth and reliable combustor mode
changes, ability to load and unload, capability to switch from one
fuel to another, and system response to rapid transients~e.g., gen-
erator breaker open events or rapid swings in load!. The design
goal is to make the controls system function such that the pres-
ence of the DLN system is transparent to the operator.

The DLN-2.6 control system regulates the fuel distribution to
the PM1, PM2, PM3, and quaternary fuel system. The fuel flow
distribution to each combustion fuel system is a function of com-
bustion reference temperature and inlet guide vane~IGV! posi-
tion. Modes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5Q, and 6Q are established by changing the
distribution of fuel flow in the combustor. The gas fuel system
shown by Fig. 4 consists of the gas fuel stop/ratio valve, PM1 gas
control valve, PM2 gas control valve, PM3 gas control valve, and
quaternary gas control valve. The stop/ratio valve is designed to
maintain a predetermined pressure at the control valve inlet. The
PM1, PM2, PM3, and quaternary gas control valves regulate the
desired gas fuel flow delivered to the turbine.

Fuel Staging Strategy. Fuel to the DLN-2.6 combustor is
staged to operate the machine over the entire load range. Burners
are brought on in stages, starting at full speed no load~FSNL!
with the center burner only and turning on additional burners as
load is increased. The staging is accomplished by using four fuel
systems. Each fuel system consists of a different number of
nozzles coupled together via a common manifold. These systems
are used alone or in combination with one another to maintain
fuel/air ratio within a desirable range in the reaction zone. The
mode names reflect the number of burners that are being fueled in
that mode. The suffix Q in modes 5Q and 6Q reflects the fact that
quaternary fuel may be in use. Mode 5Q and 6Q combine to span
the load range for 9/9 ppm NOx /CO operation.

The machine lights on the PM2 and PM1 circuits. Following
ignition, the PM1 nozzles are turned off and the PM2 nozzles
support combustion while the unit ramps to 95 percent speed. At
95 percent speed, the unit transfers from mode 2 to mode 1 for
continued acceleration to full speed no load and leading to syn-
chronization. At approximately 10 percent load, the PM2 mani-
fold is turned back on~3 nozzles5mode 3! and continues until 25
percent load. At this transfer point, the PM2 manifold is switched
off, with the PM3 manifold turned on for operation in mode 4 to
40 percent load. Mode 5 consists of the outer nozzles only; qua-
ternary fuel may be used to become mode 5Q. Finally, at 45
percent load, the center nozzle is turned on to enter mode 6 or 6Q
with quaternary. Figure 5 summarizes the ignition, cross-fire, ac-
celeration, and loading sequence.

The unloading sequence is an approximate reversal as shown in
Fig. 6, but with the transfer ‘‘out’’ temperatures reduced by about
60°F. This provides the maximum load turndown conditions. For

Fig. 4 DLN-2.6 fuel distribution and controls system
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example, the mode 5 to 4 transfer occurs at lower than 30 percent
load. On a breaker open event, the load rejection to FSNL uses the
PM2 to support the flame during the early stages of the transient,
but then shifts over to the PM1 in preparation for steady state
operation at FSNL. On a fired shutdown, the unit will decelerate
in mode 1 to flame-out, which occurs at approximately 25 percent
speed.

Figure 7 shows a representative loading transient from FSNL to
base load as a function of time. Actual load in megawatts is
shown along with the relative fuel flows in each of the PM1, PM2,
PM3, and quaternary fuel circuits. In this case, loading from
FSNL to base required approximately 15 minutes. Load transients
during mode changes were of acceptable amplitudes and time du-
ration.

DLN-2.6 Combustion System Performance

Field Test Results on Natural Gas. The first DLN-2.6 unit
was fully capable of functioning over the entire load range with
no hardware changes, and was operated in ‘‘peaking’’ service
throughout 1996. From December of 1996 through March of
1997, changes were made to the end cover and cap designs to
improve mechanical robustness. Over this time interval, emissions
were consistently below 9 ppm for both NOx and CO from 50 to
100 percent load. Conversion to the flashback resistant fuel
nozzles in February of 1998 caused a temporary increase in NOx
levels that was corrected seven months later. Since that time, NOx
and CO levels have, again, been below 9 ppm. Figures 8 and 9
show the emissions performance for natural gas fuel. Combustion
dynamics~noise! data were collected for each chamber at all load
conditions. Measured values were below the general limits for
continuous operation in order to meet reliability and hardware
durability objectives.

Distillate Fuel Performance with Water Injection—Full
Pressure Laboratory Testing. The 7FA DLN-2.6 system was
designed to achieve emissions of 42 ppm NOx corrected to 15
percent O2 and 20 ppm CO on fuel oil. Proven hardware compo-
nents from the Frame 7FA and 9FA DLN-2 program were applied
directly to this system. Each of these configurations achieved their
emissions goals in commercial applications. Single combustion
chamber laboratory testing was performed with the DLN-2.6 con-
figuration, with results shown by Fig. 10. As of March of 1999, all
DLN-2.6 units commissioned have been gas-only systems. There-
fore, field test results are not yet available.

Steam Injection for Power Augmentation on Natural Gas
Injection—Full Pressure Laboratory Testing. Industrial gas
turbine customers routinely request steam injection capability for

Fig. 5 DLN-2.6 ignition, cross-fire, acceleration, and loading
strategy

Fig. 6 DLN-2.6 unloading and fired shutdown sequence

Fig. 7 DLN-2.6 loading transient from FSNL to base load

Fig. 8 NOx at 15 percent O 2 versus percent load

Fig. 9 CO levels versus percent load
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power augmentation on natural gas. The first two Frame 7FA
DLN-2.6 units with steam injection capability achieved commer-
cial operation this year. Steam for these units enters through the
forward casing into the plenum established by the end cover and
cap region. The steam mixes with combustion air as it passes
through the nozzle swirlers prior to introduction of fuel gas and
entry into the premixing zone.

Laboratory testing with steam injection was performed with
excellent results, as illustrated by Fig. 11. The presence of the
center fuel nozzle is very important to maximizing the total steam
injection flow. Fuel/air ratio can be optimized by increasing or
decreasing the center fuel nozzle flow to establish the lowest pos-
sible emissions with good flame stability and low combustion dy-
namics.

Operation and Maintenance
Hoeft and Gebhardt@6# provide a complete description of op-

eration and maintenance practices for industrial gas turbines. The
DLN-2.6 combustor was designed for operation in many varied
applications. The first unit has been employed primarily as a
‘‘peaker’’ with daily startups and shutdowns operating as a simple
cycle gas turbine. During mid-1998, the station erected a heat
recovery steam generator~HRSG! for coupling to an existing
steam turbine for combined cycle service. The second 7FA DLN-
2.6 to reach commercial operation is arranged as a single-shaft
‘‘STAG’’ combined cycle that operates as a base load station. As
of September 9, 1999, this second unit had accumulated over
13,000 hours with 64 fired starts.

Combustion inspections are required at regular intervals for all
systems. The DLN-2.6 meets an 8000 hour/400 start interval for
operation on natural gas. A development program is underway
with the goal of reaching a 12,000 hour inspection interval. Main-
tenance ‘‘acceleration’’ factors are historically applied for opera-
tion under any of the following conditions:

• Steam injection for power augmentation on natural gas
• Operation at ‘‘peak’’ load in excess of the rated base load
• Distillate fuel
• Distillate fuel with water injection for NOx abatement

Operation under any of these circumstances will reduce the rec-
ommended interval between combustion inspections.

The combustion inspection for a DLN-2.6 generally requires
four days assuming a crew size of six working 12 eight-hour
shifts. This assumes that replacements for all parts in need of
repair are available on site. Repair and replacement of combustion
hardware must be anticipated over the life of the unit, as estimated
by Table 1.

Conclusion
Dry low NOx programs continue to focus on achieving the ex-

tremely low NOx levels required to meet today’s regulations, and
to prepare for more stringent requirements in the future. DLN-2.6
machines operating at F technology levels are routinely operating
below 9 ppm NOx and CO from 50 to 100 percent load. Labora-
tory testing has been successfully completed, which demonstrates
the capability to operate on distillate fuels with water injection to
NOx levels of less than 42 ppm. Steam injection capability for
power augmentation while operating on natural gas has also been
demonstrated. Combustion dynamics are sufficiently low in all
cases for the system to meet reliability and hardware life require-
ments. Future development is focused upon reaching a combus-
tion inspection interval of 12,000 hours, surpassing the industry
standard of 8000 hours. The system is being applied to all 7FA
units requiring emission levels of 15 ppm or less. In total, 16 units
were operating commercially as of September 1999.
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Computational Modeling of
Self-Excited Combustion
Instabilities
It is well known that lean premixed combustion systems potentially offer better emissions
performance than conventional non-premixed designs. However, premixed combustion
systems are more susceptible to combustion instabilities than non-premixed systems.
Combustion instabilities (large-scale oscillations in heat release and pressure) have a
deleterious effect on equipment, and also tend to decrease combustion efficiency. Design-
ing out combustion instabilities is a difficult process and, particularly if many large-scale
experiments are required, also very costly. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is now
an established design tool in many areas of gas turbine design. However, its accuracy in
the prediction of combustion instabilities is not yet proven. Unsteady heat release will
generally be coupled to unsteady flow conditions within the combustor. In principle,
computational fluid dynamics should be capable of modeling this coupled process. The
present work assesses the ability of CFD to model self-excited combustion instabilities
occurring within a model combustor. The accuracy of CFD in predicting both the onset
and the nature of the instability is reported.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1362662#

Introduction
Increasing legislative pressure on pollutant emissions has led to

the adoption of lean premixed combustion technology for indus-
trial gas turbines. Lean premixed operation offers several advan-
tages, including lower combustion temperatures leading to a dras-
tic reduction in thermal NOx , accompanied by lower emissions of
soot and CO. Nevertheless there are some serious difficulties re-
sulting from reduced flame stability and increased susceptibility to
external disturbances such as acoustic perturbations. Even moder-
ate coupling between heat release and acoustic pressure fluctua-
tions can lead to self-excited combustion instability accompanied
by unacceptable levels of noise, while stronger coupling can result
in large pressure excursions and possible structural damage.
Clearly it is vital that the combustion system designer has the
information necessary to ensure that such instabilities can be
avoided or controlled. Traditionally, such information has been
obtained from experiment, but there is growing evidence that
techniques based on computational fluid dynamics~CFD! are now
sufficiently reliable to be able to make a valuable contribution to
the design process.

Computation of the unsteady flow and turbulent premixed com-
bustion in a gas turbine combustion chamber poses a serious chal-
lenge to current CFD techniques, and places severe demands on
both the physical modeling and the numerical analysis. It is nec-
essary to be able to predict the acoustic pressure field and the rates
of heat release within the flame to a high degree of accuracy in
order to capture the frequency and magnitude of the coupled os-
cillations. For maximum value in terms of combustion system
design it is also important to be able to predict the onset of un-
stable combustion, and this requires even greater sensitivity from
the modeling. Previous work in this area has been able to capture
fully developed combustion-driven oscillations using the unsteady
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations~@1,2#! and good
agreement with experimental data has been obtained~@3#!. The

inherent unsteadiness of the problem makes it a good candidate
for large eddy simulation using a variety of combustion sub-
models~@4,5#!, and successful comparisons with experiment have
been made~@6#!. Theoretical methods have been able to predict
stability boundaries~@7#!, but to date there has been no validated
CFD prediction of the onset of self-excited combustion instability.

The aim of the present work is to investigate the use of CFD for
the prediction of self-excited combustion instability in lean pre-
mixed systems. The work builds directly upon that of Brookes,
Cant, and Dowling@3# which demonstrated the value of CFD in
predicting forced oscillations. In the forced case the amplitude and
frequency of the oscillation are imposed externally and the re-
sponse of the system is measured. The self-excited case is more
challenging in that no oscillation is imposed externally and hence
all unsteadiness must originate from the solution itself. The test
case is the experiment of Langhorne@8# in which a premixed
flame is stabilized on a bluff centerbody in a long axisymmetric
duct. The experimental results for a broad range of fuel-air
equivalence ratios indicated the existence of two distinct types of
self-excited oscillation, which were named ‘‘weak buzz’’ and
‘‘established buzz.’’ Both exhibited coupling between the turbu-
lent flame and the acoustically active pressure field, but the estab-
lished oscillation which occurred at higher equivalence ratio was
observed to have higher frequency as well as higher amplitude
than the weak oscillation.

In order to try to capture this behavior, CFD simulations were
carried out over a range of fuel-air mixture strengths and the re-
sults for the unsteady reacting flow field were compared with
pressure, velocity, and heat release data from the experiment. It
was found possible to predict both types of self-excited behavior,
and most importantly to predict the transition between them, all in
good agreement with the experimental results.

Formulation
The governing equations for the present work are the compress-

ible Navier-Stokes equations for mass, momentum, and energy
conservation, augmented by a transport equation for a reaction
progress variable defined as

c5
YFR2YF

YFR2YFP
. (1)
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The problem is formulated in cylindrical polar coordinates, taking
advantage of the axisymmetric geometry to eliminate the azi-
muthal direction and consider only the axial and radial directions.
A Reynolds-averaged approach is taken, using Favre density-
weighted ensemble averaging, and a second moment closure
model is applied to calculate the Reynolds stresses~@9#!. Turbu-
lent scalar transport is modeled using a standard gradient transport
hypothesis. The resulting transport equation for the Favre-mean
reaction progress variable is

]

]t
~ r̄ c̃!1

]

]xk
~ r̄ũkc̃!5w̄1

]

]xk
S Cm

Sc
r̄

k̃2

ẽ

] c̃

]xk
D , (2)

where w̄ is the mean turbulent reaction rate, expressed as the
production rate of reaction progress variable per unit volume. This
quantity is modeled using a laminar flamelet concept, in which the
turbulent flame is assumed to consist of an ensemble of thin,
highly wrinkled surfaces that separate unburned reactants from
fully burned products. The surface has the local structure of a
laminar flame, albeit strained and curved by the local turbulent
flow. The flamelet model leads to the simple expression

w̄5rRul
0I 0S, (3)

where the grouprRul
0I 0 represents the mean reaction rate per unit

surface area andS is the flame surface area per unit volume. The
reactant densityrR is a known quantity, while the planar un-
strained laminar burning velocityul

0 is a thermochemically well-
defined quantity obtained by means of an empirical correlation
~@10#!. The quantityI 0 accounts for the change in the laminar
burning velocity due to turbulent straining and is given by

I 05E ul~a!

ul
0~0!

P~a!da, (4)

where the strained laminar flame speedul(a) is evaluated from
laminar flame computations with detailed chemistry~@11#! and the
probability density functionP(a) has been obtained from direct
numerical simulation data~@12#!. Finally, the flame surface den-
sity S is modeled using a semi-empirical correlation calibrated
against the stagnation-plate flame data of Cheng and Shepherd
@13#.

The model is implemented in the CFD codeTARTAN ~@14#!
developed specifically for unsteady combustion applications. The
equations are discretized in space using the curvature compen-
sated convective transport~CCCT! scheme of Gaskell and Lau
@15# which is third order accurate in smooth regions of the solu-
tion and is flux limited to second order near steep gradients in

order to guarantee boundedness. No other numerical smoothing is
required. Euler implicit time differencing is employed, and time
advancement is by means of thePISO algorithm originally pro-
posed by Issa@16#, and subsequently modified to deal with the
large density changes commonly encountered in combustion prob-
lems. The algorithm begins with an implicit predictor step which
updates all quantities except the pressure. There follows a correc-
tor step, in which the pressure Poisson equation is solved implic-
itly while all other quantities are treated explicitly. A second cor-
rector step repeats the process in order to achieve a second order
operator splitting error. The stability of the algorithm is governed
mainly by the convective Cousant-Friedrichs-Lewy~CFL! crite-
rion and the time step is automatically adjusted to 80 percent of
the CFL-defined value.

Results and Discussion
The test case is the experiment of Langhorne@8# ~see Fig. 1! for

which a great deal of data exists covering both forced and self-
exited oscillations. The apparatus consists of a long straight cylin-
drical tube with inside diameter 70 mm, supplied with premixed
fuel and air through a choked aperture at the entrance. An axisym-
metric bluff-body flameholder is located 0.74 m from the entrance

Fig. 1 The experimental rig of Langhorne †8‡

Fig. 2 Pressure at the flameholder versus time, equivalence
ratio Ä0.633
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and the overall length of the tube in the case considered here is
1.48 m. The exit from the tube is open to the atmosphere. The
geometry is axisymmetric, and the flameholder consists of a short
cylindrical body having a rounded nose and a flared lip at the tail
providing 25 percent blockage. The fuel is ethylene, and is sup-
plied at fuel-air mass equivalence ratios in the range 0.63 to 0.70.
The inlet temperature was 288 K and the mean velocity of the
fuel-air mixture upstream of the flameholder was 31.3 m/s. The
experimentally observed flame is axisymmetric and exhibits no
tendency toward rotational modes of oscillation.

A two-dimensional computational grid was generated for the
upper half of the full length of the tube, having a total of 363230
cells including 70 cells upstream of the flameholder. The grid was
spaced non-uniformly in both axial and radial directions, with a
high concentration of cells in the region of the flameholder. Tests
with half as many cells in each direction revealed no major
change in the solution, though the extra grid resolution near the
flameholder was found to be important at low equivalence ratio.
Tests with reduced time steps were found to produce no changes
in the unsteady solution.

Constant values were set for mass flow rate and specific entropy
at the entrance, and zero-gradient conditions were set for all vari-

ables at the exit except for static pressure which was held con-
stant. In acoustic terms this approximates to choked flow at the
inlet and perfect reflection at the outlet. No-slip conditions were
set at all walls, using wall functions for turbulence quantities.
Convective heat transfer at the walls and radiative heat transfer
throughout were neglected. Initial conditions were set for a non-
reacting flow, and a solution was obtained in order to establish the
main features of the flow field such as boundary layers and recir-
culation zones. The non-reacting flow field was observed to be
steady once converged. Ignition was simulated by artificially in-
creasing the reaction progress variable in a few cells at the lip of
the flameholder until a turbulent flame was firmly established.
Ignition was then turned off and the calculation was run until any
starting transients were eliminated and a limit cycle was reached.
A limit cycle was established for all reacting cases without the
need for special measures. Each calculation takes approximately
three days of CPU time on a Silicon Graphics Octane workstation
with a single R10000 processor.

A series of test cases was run for increasing equivalence ratio
starting at a value of 0.633. Results for this case are shown in Fig.
2 for the pressure at the lip of the flameholder and Fig. 3 for the
velocity at the exit from the tube. Following a short initial tran-

Fig. 3 Velocity at the duct exit versus time, equivalence ratio
Ä0.633

Fig. 4 Pressure at the flameholder versus time, equivalence
ratio Ä0.680

Fig. 5 Velocity at the duct exit versus time, equivalence ratio
Ä0.680

Fig. 6 Frequency of oscillation versus equivalence ratio,
showing the transition to self-excited behavior. Circled points
denote experimental results.
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sient the solution settles down to a stable low-amplitude limit
cycle. The frequency of oscillation is about 90 Hz and the mag-
nitude of the pressure fluctuation is about 20 percent. The detailed
behavior of the flame through one period of the oscillation is
shown in Fig. 7a, where contours of reaction progress variable are
displayed. Note that the whole tube downstream of the flame-
holder is shown and that the radial dimension of the tube has been
exaggerated for clarity. The flow is from the bottom of the figure
and time increases from left to right in intervals of 1 ms. Only the
domain between the leading edge of the flameholder and the exit
from the tube is shown, and the solution has been reflected in the
centerline in order to emphasize the symmetry. The sequence

shows the flame immediately behind the flameholder becoming
distorted by a vortex shed from the lip. A major portion of the
flame is detached from the flameholder and is convected down-
stream, leaving behind a small kernel of hot burning gas. The
flame is able to re-establish itself in the growing recirculation
zone, burning vigorously through the reactant mixture trapped in
the vortex, and propagating outward into the surrounding high-
velocity gas. The burned products are swept downstream as the
flame consumes the remaining unburnt material in the tube and
the sequence is ready to begin again.

By an equivalence ratio of 0.688 the system has undergone a
transition. The frequency deduced from the inlet pressure trace,

Fig. 7 „a… Contours of reaction progress variable at equal intervals through the cycle, at equivalence ratio Ä0.633 „weak
oscillation …. „b… Contours of reaction progress variable at equal intervals through the cycle, at equivalence ratio Ä0.680 „strong
oscillation ….
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shown in Fig. 4, and outlet velocity trace, shown in Fig. 5, has
risen to about 110 Hz, while the magnitude of the pressure fluc-
tuation is over 30 percent and appears to be increasing. Figure 7b
shows the detailed behavior of the flame for this case, displayed as
before but with an interval of 0.8 ms. The sequence of events is
broadly similar to that found at lower equivalence ratio, although
the re-establishment of the flame following the initial vortex in-
teraction is somewhat faster here. The key difference in flame
behavior between the two cases is the propagation of the flame
upstream of the flameholder in the higher-amplitude case. This
may be seen in the final image of the sequence in Fig. 7b, while
the first image shows the situation as the flame is in the process of
being swept back downstream. Propagation of the flame upstream
of the flameholder has been found experimentally to be an excel-
lent indicator of the higher-amplitude self-excited behavior, and is
also in agreement with theoretical findings.

The ability of the CFD calculation to capture the transition
between the two different types of self-excited oscillation is illus-
trated in Fig. 6, which shows the computed and measured fre-
quency plotted against equivalence ratio. The experimental data
points are indicated by circles, the computed points by crosses,
and error bars are shown corresponding to the estimated error in
the equivalence ratio in the measurements, and to the estimated
error in the frequency for both. In the experimental data there is a
clear transition from low frequency to high frequency at an
equivalence ratio of about 0.66, and this is matched very well by
the computations. In general there is very good agreement be-
tween computed and measured frequency at higher equivalence
ratios, but there is some discrepancy at equivalence ratios below
the transition point, i.e., within the weak or lower-amplitude re-
gime, where the computed results produce higher frequencies than
were measured. The computed amplitude of the oscillation is in
reasonable agreement with experiment for the higher equivalence
ratios, but again the agreement is less satisfactory below the tran-
sition point where amplitudes are overpredicted. Both of these
discrepancies will be investigated in future work, which will also
examine the precise mechanism of the coupling between pressure,
velocity, and heat release.

Conclusion
A series of CFD calculations has been carried out in order to

assess the capability of the technique for the prediction of self-
excited acoustically coupled combustion instabilities. An unsteady
Reynolds-averaged approach has been taken, using Reynolds
stress turbulence modeling and laminar flamelet combustion mod-
eling. Comparison with experiment has revealed a high level of
agreement with the character and the frequency of the observed
oscillation. The CFD technique has also been shown to capture
the transition point between two distinct types of self-excited os-
cillation, at a fuel-air equivalence ratio that is in good agreement
with the experimental data.
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Nomenclature
Italic

a 5 Flame tangential strain rate
c 5 Reaction progress variable

Cm 5 Model constant, value50.09
I 0 5 Strain correction factor
k 5 Turbulence kinetic energy

P(a) 5 Probability density function~pdf! of a
Sc 5 Turbulent Schmidt number, value51.0

t 5 Time
ui 5 Velocity vector component
ul 5 Laminar burning velocity
xi 5 Position vector component
w 5 Reaction rate
Y 5 Mass fraction

Greek

e 5 Turbulence energy dissipation rate
r 5 Density
S 5 Flame surface area per unit volume

Subscripts

F 5 Fuel
P 5 Products
R 5 Reactants

Diacritics

c̃ 5 Favre average ofc
c̄ 5 Reynolds average ofc
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Coupled and Uncoupled CFD
Prediction of the Characteristics
of Jets From Combustor Air
Admission Ports
The paper focusses attention on alternative approaches for treating the coupling between
the flow in the annulus supply ducts and the jets which enter combustor primary and
dilution zones through air admission ports. Traditionally CFD predictions of combustor
flows have modeled this in a very weakly coupled manner, with the port flow conditions
being derived from 1D empirical correlations and used as boundary conditions for an
internal-flow-only combustor CFD prediction. Recent work by the authors and others has
introduced the viewpoint that fully coupled external-annulus–internal-combustor predic-
tions is the way forward. Experimental data is gathered in the present work to quantify
the strength of the interaction between annulus and core flows, which ultimately deter-
mines the jet characteristics at port exit. These data are then used to illustrate the
improvement in the prediction of port exit jet characteristics which is obtained by adopt-
ing fully coupled calculations compared to the internal-flow-only approach. As a final
demonstration of the importance of a fully coupled approach, isothermal calculations are
presented for a single sector generic annular combustor. These show that quite different
primary zone flow patterns are obtained from the two approaches, leading to consider-
able differences in the overall mixing pattern at combustor exit.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1362319#

Introduction
It is rare that combustor CFD calculations include~simulta-

neously! both external as well as internal aerodynamics. The vast
majority of computational predictions of combustors available in
the open literature~and in all probability those carried out in in-
dustry! have generally been performed in what might be described
as an uncoupled~or at best a one-way coupled! two-step mode.
The external flow from compressor exit to the various entry routes
into the combustor is considered first, typically using a quasi
one-dimensional~1D! network analysis based on empirical corre-
lations of liner hole discharge coefficients, e.g., Adkins
and Gueroui@1#. Karki et al. @2# have presented a slightly im-
proved version of this where the external flow was calculated
using a 2D CFD method. This first step provides~at most! infor-
mation on the mass flow splits and jet entry angles at the various
ports in the combustor liner surface. These then act as the bound-
ary conditions ~hence one-way coupled! for the second step,
which comprises the complete internal combustor flowfield pre-
diction.

McGuirk and Spencer@3,4#, have pointed out that this practice
may be deficient in at least two important aspects. No information
is provided on velocity profile shapes, or turbulence conditions, at
the port entry location. It is likely that, under some conditions at
least, the characteristics of the jets emerging from air entry ports
are sensitive to profile and turbulence information. Since the in-
ternal combustor flow pattern is known to be highly sensitive to
jet trajectory, penetration, etc., then the above weakly coupled
practice is not to be recommended.

An early example of a combustor calculation, which contained
full coupling of both internal and external flows, was provided by

Manners@5#. However, the limitations of the orthogonal grid used
meant that the port shapes were not properly resolved. Coupled
calculations for a geometrically simple annulus/internal flow
which removed this defect were provided by McGuirk and Spen-
cer for plain round holes~@3#!, and chuted ports~@4#!, to illustrate
the sensitivity of predicted jet behavior to coupled CFD treatment.
More recently, Bain et al.@6# have examined flow coupling ef-
fects on the jet-in-crossflow flowfields found in rich burn/quick
mix/lean burn combustors. Their conclusions support the position
adopted above, i.e., that the strong coupling between jet and main-
stream flow cannot be captured by the commonly used specified
jet entry boundary conditions. Crocker et al.@7# have also arrived
at the same conclusion in their predictions of a model gas-turbine
combustor, which encompassed the whole flow from compressor
exit to turbine inlet. However, no quantitative comparison was
given between uncoupled and fully coupled solutions, and no ex-
perimental data were available for the model combustor used to
confirm the adequacy of the predictions.

Although belief in the importance of fully coupled combustor
modelling is evidently growing, detailed experimental confirma-
tion of the benefits of coupled calculations is still lacking. The
present work was carried out with this end in mind, i.e., to gather
experimental data on jet characteristics in a generic external/
internal flowfield. Experimental work to generate such data in a
specially designed test facility is described below. This is fol-
lowed by a CFD study to illustrate the differences obtained, for
the experimental setup, between boundary condition-driven and
fully coupled predictions. Finally, the CFD study is extended to
indicate the effect on predicted isothermal internal flow patterns in
a typical annular combustor of a switch from decoupled to fully
coupled treatment.

Experimental Methods
An experimental facility containing a generic annulus flow/port

flow/internal flow combination has been constructed to allow de-
tailed surveys to be made of discharge coefficients, jet exit veloc-
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ity conditions and associated jet/internal flow interactions for a
range of port shapes and annulus/core flow parameters. A water
flow facility was selected to avoid seeding problems for the LDA
measurements to be undertaken. Reynolds numbers of all flows
were sufficiently large (.23104) to provide proper simulation of
airflow at typical combustor operating conditions. Figure 1 pre-
sents a schematic of the test section of the isothermal, vertically
flowing, constant-head waterflow rig. The test section comprises a
pair of circular Plexiglas tubes of 600 mm length; the tubes are
held concentric using a set of NACA 0015 struts at the upper and
lower ends. The flow is supplied to the outer and inner tubes from
a constant head tank to provide annulus and internal~core! flows.
The core flow pipe contains a single row of six 20 mm diameter
ports approximately halfway along its length. Changing the inner
pipe allows port geometry to be varied; sharp-edged, chuted, and
stepped round holes, and D-shaped holes have been investigated
~Spencer@8#!. Valves in both upstream~supply! and downstream
~bleed! parts of the annulus flow circuit are used to control the
percentage of the annulus flow which passes through these holes,
to form a row of radially inflowing jets interacting with the core
flow. This allows conditions typical of primary zone jets~a jet/
core flow velocity ratio of 5! and dilution zone jets~velocity ratio
of 2! to be established. A square acrylic water jacket was arranged
to surround the entire working section, as recommended by Bicen
@9# to reduce refraction effects at the air-acrylic interface.

The coordinate system and nomenclature adopted in the experi-
ment are given in Fig. 2.

A simple 1D, low-power~10 mW! LDA system was available
to gather mean velocity and turbulence data. The system could be
used in either forward- or backscatter mode. The former was ad-
equate for the majority of measurements. Occasionally backscatter
was used since this gave the advantage of common receiving and
transmitting optics. Hence, when traversing through regions of
substantial refraction, constant realignment was not required. Data

rates in forward- and backscatter modes were typically 20 and 2
kHz, respectively. The entire inner pipe was rotated about its axis
using a worm and ring gear arrangement located at the lower strut
position. This obviated the need to rotate the laser optical axis
about the tube axis to measure velocities on different azimuthal
planes. The entire LDA system was mounted on a milling table
traverse to give three axes of translation. These arrangements al-
lowed all three mean velocity components and associated turbu-
lent stresses to be measured in all planes of interest with the LDA
control volume located to an accuracy of60.01 mm. More detail
of the instrumentation used may be found in Spencer@8#.

The velocity and turbulence measurements presented below are
for plain round holes and were taken on the following planes.

1 Inlet conditions~for use in CFD calculations! were measured
on planex52150 mm and confirmed to be axisymmetric to
within one percent,

2 u50° plane~through a port diameter! at eight axial locations
~x5275, 250, 230, 210, 25, 5, 15, and 40 mm!, and
around 40 radial points across whole diameter of test section,

3 u50 deg plane and at port exit (r 545 mm) for 210,x
,10 mm.

Numerical Methods
The computational approach adopted in the present work was

identical to that used in our earlier studies~@3,4#!, where full de-
tails are given, so only a summary description is provided here
~see also Spencer@8#!. The code used was based on 3D, cell-
centered, finite-volume, implicit solution of the Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations using the standard high Rey-
nolds number two equationk-« model ~Launder and Spalding
@10#! with conventional wall-functions for the wall treatment. A
SIMPLE-based pressure-correction formulation~@11#! was com-
bined with Rhie-and-Chow-based pressure smoothing to avoid
pressure uncoupling of the colocated variables~see Ferziger and
Peric @12#!. In order to treat complex-shaped domains, the Carte-
sian forms of the transport equations were transformed into a gen-
eral 3D nonorthogonal curvilinear system. Structured meshes
were generated to fit the geometries of interest using the elliptic
pde method of Thompson@13#. The method described in Ref.@4#
was used to extend these ideas to fitting the shape of port geom-
etries. Details on the particular grids used to obtain calculations
reported here are given in the results section; grid independenceFig. 1 Schematic of the test section

Fig. 2 Coordinate system for the test section „dimensions in
mm …
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tests are reported in Spencer@8#. For comparison with experi-
ments, the initial boundary conditions were taken from the mea-
surements, as detailed under~1! in the last section. For the com-
bustor calculation, boundary conditions are described fully below.

Results

Experimental Data. Table 1 provides a list of the main flow
parameters for the two cases studied in detail, which were aimed
at providing typical characteristics of a jet in the combustor pri-
mary zone~velocity ratio R55, Bleed flow ratioB550 percent!
and also the dilution zone~R52, B520 percent!. Figures 3 and 4
capture the exit profiles which characterize the jet’s entry from the
annulus flow through the ports into the cross-flowing core flow.
For a primary jet~Fig. 3! the through port radial velocity is quite
nonuniform, reaching a peak value in this profile at the rear of the
hole some 70 percent greater than the bulk velocity through the
port (Vj ). At the front of the port the velocity is negative, indi-

cating that separation has taken place and flow is actually directed
from the core flow into the hole over a small region. The fact that
the port is fed from an annulus with considerable bleed flow and
not from a plenum is indicated by the existence of a significant
axial component of velocity in the jet—peaking at 60 percent of
Vj at the front of the port. These data may be combined to indicate
the jet angle at port exit, also shown in Fig. 3 which varies from
60° to 90° over the port~ignoring the negative angles at the lead-
ing edge!. The turbulence measurements show a low turbulence
core ~around 5 percent turbulence intensity!, but high turbulence
is generated at both upstream and downstream edges; peak turbu-
lence intensity is around 40 percent at the leading edge~associated
with the small recirculation inside the port!, but even at the down-
stream edge the turbulence intensity rises to 30 percent, as a con-
sequence of the shear occurring in the portion of the annulus flow
drawn into the flow through the port. With a reduction in velocity
ratio and bleed to dilution zone conditions~R52, B520 percent!,
the jet characteristics change in several notable ways~Fig. 4!.
First the upstream edge recirculation is now not present, as evi-
denced in radial velocity, turbulence energy and jet angle profiles.
However, the radial profile shows a more distinct downstream
peak than previously; associated with this is evidence of reverse
flow in the annulus outside the port, as the axial velocity at down-
stream port exit is negative. This implies that at low bleed ratios
the port cannot capture all of its flow from upstream and some of
the flow enters the port from the downstream annulus.

The measurements taken within the core-flow allow the conse-Fig. 3 Primary jet characteristics

Fig. 4 Dilution jet characteristics

Table 1 Main flow parameters for primary and dilution test
cases

Flow Condition Primary Dilution

R(Vj /Uc) 5.0 2.0
B(ṁb /ṁa) 50 percent 20 percent

Rej ~subscripts as Fig. 2! .2.43104 .2.43104
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quences of these different jet characteristics to be captured. These
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for primary and dilution flow condi-
tions. These figures use particle paths tracked through the mea-
sured velocity field in theu50° plane to visualize the flow pattern.
These plots establish the jet trajectories very clearly and confirm
that realistic velocity fields have been set up to simulate combus-
tor primary and dilution zones.

Calculations for Experimental AnnulusÕCore-flow Condi-
tions. The CFD methodology described earlier has been applied
to the prediction of the experiments described above. Fully
coupled calculations, including both annulus and core flow in the
CFD mesh, have been carried out, as well as decoupled calcula-
tions where only the internal core flow field was predicted, the
port flow boundary conditions~mean velocity and jet angle! being
taken from the empirical calculations of Adkins and Gueroui@1#
as described in the Introduction. The values adopted as jet bound-
ary conditions are shown for the primary port configuration in Fig.
3 as dashed lines. It can be seen that the 1D correlations assume
that the jet issues through a smaller-than-actual port with an ef-
fective diameter (Aeff5Cd3Aport) to take into account the vena-
contracta effect. This practice is typical of that used in industry.
The grid used for the fully coupled calculations is shown in Fig. 7
~the internal only calculation is obviously a subset of this!. Grid
refinement studies were carried out~details reported in Spencer
@8#! and grid independence was confirmed on the finest grid used
of 100340330 ~axial, radial, azimuthal!. Inlet boundary condi-
tions for the annulus and core flow were taken from the measured
values atx52150 mm ~see Spencer@8#!. Figures 8~a! and 8~b!
present velocity vectors on theu50° plane taken from these pre-
dictions ~for R55! for coupled ~a! and internal only~b! ap-
proaches. Noticeable differences result in terms of jet spreading
and the upstream size, shape and strength of the recirculation
zone. For example, the upstream recirculation of the internal only
prediction is greater than for the coupled prediction. Although this
might be seen as moving the prediction closer to the experimental
results, it will be shown below that this is because the 1D empiri-
cal correlation substantially overestimates the radial inflow veloc-

ity over the whole of the upstream half of the port geometry; a
longer recirculation is inevitable but for quite the wrong reason.

Figure 8 shows that the inclusion of the annulus flow does exert
an influence on internal core-flow simulation. The coupled calcu-
lation indicates clearly the strong shear in the annulus which leads
to turbulence generation at the port downstream edge; indeed, for
these conditions there is a noticeable region of reversed flow pre-
dicted in the annulus just above the downstream port edge.

If the predicted jet exit profiles from the coupled calculation
and the 1D correlation deduced conditions are analyzed for the
u50° plane, then the results are as indicated in Figs. 3 and 4 via
solid ~coupled CFD! lines ~dashed lines indicate the values pre-
dicted by the 1D correlation of Adkins and Gueroui@1#!. In gen-
eral the coupled calculation agrees much better with the LDA data

Fig. 5 Measured internal flow-particle tracks. Primary configu-
ration „RÄ5, BÄ50 percent ….

Fig. 6 Measured internal flow-particle tracks. Dilution configu-
ration „RÄ2, BÄ20 percent ….

Fig. 7 Computational mesh of rig geometry

Fig. 8 Predicted velocity field. „a… Coupled and „b… internal
only.
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than the 1D correlation. The turbulence energy profile is under-
predicted in terms of the intensity, particularly at the upstream
edge.~However, it must be noted that the 1D correlations give no
information on jet turbulence levels and a sensible guess must be
made to complete the boundary conditions for the internal only
calculation.! For the primary jet case this is clearly linked to the
lack of any recirculation in the predictions. This is not, however,
as bad as it seems. Examination of Fig. 9~which shows coupled
CFD predictions over port exit for radial velocity and jet angle for
primary jet conditions! reveals that the CFD prediction has re-
sulted in a core-to-annulus direction flow within the port, although
this has not~quite! reached theu50° plane. It is suspected that
this is a local grid resolution problem which is worsened across
theu50° diameter where the grid cells are at their largest due to
the use of a structured grid to represent the circular port. The
strength of this reverse flow is quite marked~10 percent ofVj !
and in general the plots in Fig. 9 underline how crude a single
value of radial velocity or jet angle is for this important boundary
condition which drives the internal combustor flow.

Calculations for Internal ÕExternal Flow in Generic Annular
Combustor Geometry. As a final demonstration of the signifi-
cance of fully coupled versus internal-only CFD predictions, a
generic external/internal aerodynamic calculation of an annular
combustor is presented. The situation modelled corresponds to
isothermal flow in a 15° single burner sector of an annular com-
bustor ~i.e., 24 burners!. Experimental data were available for
the velocity profiles entering the inner and outer annuli of this
combustor, so the feed annuli from the combustor heatshield on-
wards were modelled in the grid. Similarly, the air-swirler char-
acteristics were also available and hence these could be placed as
boundary conditions on appropriate regions of the heatshield. The

cooling rings were captured by the grid used and boundary con-
ditions for the flows entering these features were also included.
The flow splits for inboard and outboard primary and dilution jets
werenot fixed in the fully coupled calculations, but were treated
via 1D correlations in the internal only calculation. An indication
of the geometry and the grid used is given in Fig. 10;~73357
336! cells were used in the coupled calculation. This represents
the level of mesh resolution likely to be affordable in realistic
combustor calculations.

Fig. 9 Primary jet through port velocity and flow angle-
coupled CFD prediction

Fig. 10 Modelled combustor sector for internal Õexternal aero-
dynamic study

Fig. 11 Predicted velocity fields-primary jets
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Figure 11 shows velocity vector plots on a selected plane, com-
prising fully-coupled and internal only calculations. Figure 11 dis-
plays an axial plane passing through the primary port centreline.
Large differences in primary jet penetration can be observed, lead-
ing to different impingement behavior and hence a different inter-
action with the swirler flow and a different primary zone pattern.

To illustrate the consequences of this for mixing, a conserved
scalar was released in the swirler flow~concentration5 1.0, zero
concentration in all other flows!. Plots of this scalar at combustor
exit are shown in Fig. 12~this is effectively the exit, nondimen-
sional temperature traverse in this constant density calculation!.
The overall magnitude and location of the ‘‘hot spots’’ is quite
different in the two calculations. For example, in the fully coupled
prediction, not only is the overall mixing more uniform, but maxi-
mum values are found inboard. For the internal only prediction,
the distribution is much peakier—with the maximum value now
outboard. Since the predictions described above have shown that
the jet exit conditions are modelled better by a fully coupled cal-
culation than an internal only calculation, then only the mixing
pattern results in Fig. 12~a! are reliable.

Conclusion
Experimental and computational work has been carried out to

assess the importance of retaining a strong coupling between ex-
ternal annulus aerodynamics and internal combustor flowfields in
CFD predictions of gas-turbine combustors. An isothermal flow

rig was designed to create generic annulus and core flow circuits,
connected via a single row of ports to create radially inflowing
jets. Measurements were taken of the jets that emerged from the
ports using an LDA system; two flow configurations were studied,
corresponding to primary zone and dilution zone jets. The data
indicated a strong effect of the annulus flow details on the profiles
of velocity, turbulence level, and jet angle at the port exit, which
then determined the jet behavior in the internal core flow. Varia-
tions of all these quantities were very nonuniform and could
not be adequately represented by simple 1D empirically derived
values.

CFD predictions were carried out for the experimental setup
using a standard 3D finite-volume method based on structured
grids, a pressure-correction method and a high Reynolds number
k-e turbulence model. Comparison of fully coupled and internal
only predictions showed notable differences in terms of predicted
size and strength of jet penetration and upstream recirculation.
The fully coupled predictions showed overall good agreement
with the detailed port exit profiles, indicating that these predic-
tions were a true reflection of the CFD model performance rather
than the internal only results. To illustrate the impact of fully
coupled versus internal only predictions for a combustor, isother-
mal flow in a generic single sector annular combustor was calcu-
lated. Once again substantial differences in jet penetration, pri-
mary zone flow patterns and mixing levels in the combustor were
observed between the two approaches. On the evidence of the
work reported here it is recommended that fully coupled calcula-
tions of internal/external flow should, where possible, always be
carried out in combustor CFD predictions.
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Temperature Measurements in a
Heavy Duty Gas Turbine Using
Radiation Thermometry
Technique: Error Evaluation
This paper describes a technique for the analysis of temperature measurement data ob-
tained by using a radiation thermometer in a heavy duty gas turbine (PGT2 from Nuovo
Pignone GE). The main sources of error are shown and analyzed and their influence on
measurements and techniques used to correct data read. Success in significant error
elimination in acquisition results in a more realistic and correct description of target
temperature distribution @DOI: 10.1115/1.1341205#

Introduction
Infrared temperature measurement techniques are used when

contact with a hot target is not advisable or even impossible. This
is the case, for example, with moving bodies, targets not achiev-
able by traditional instruments, surfaces characterized by such a
high temperature as to risk damaging contact sensors or when the
same contact with the measuring instrument can modify the target
temperature. The advantages in using a radiometric thermometer
instead of the traditional contact sensor in gas turbine monitoring
are as follows:

• a high level of working frequency~both for the real optic
sensor and for the electronic conditioning system!;

• a high sensitivity and accuracy of measuring temperature;
• the characteristic of not being an intrusive scanning system

~to avoid thermal and fluidynamic interference in turboma-
chinery flows!;

• the possibility, provided by a flexible optic fiber cable, of
keeping all the electronic instruments far away from the
working area.

On the other hand, there are some drawbacks:

• the need to work with very high optic efficiency;
• the limitation of using the radiation thermometer only in the

temperature range for which it was designed;
• a more complex management of the system~the need, for an

excellent spatial and temporal resolution, use of uncertainty pa-
rameters, limitation and/or control of optic contamination!;

• higher cost of this system as compared with traditional ones;
• frequent need for a technician for obtaining efficient

measurements.

Measurement Errors. Errors occurring in turbomachinery
radiometric scanning are mainly due to the hostile environment in
which the instrument must work and this causes the optic con-
tamination of the signal reaching the infrared sensor. The main
error sources are:

~a! signal dumping due to the inclination between target sur-
face and radiation thermometer axis;

~b! emitted and reflected radiation coming from hot combus-
tion gas constituting the turbine stage environment;

~c! interference due to transient events;
~d! emitted and reflected radiation coming from the mirror sys-

tem used for optic signal deviation;
~e! in a GT environment, radiation reaching a sensor is due not

only to that emitted by the target, due to its temperature,
but also to that reflecting from the surrounding hot areas.

Influence of Target Inclination Angle. Working in perfect
environmental conditions, a radiation thermometer can measure
the target temperature correctly when its surface is exactly per-
pendicular to the instrument axis. A target angular inclination
causes a signal reduction that, at a certain stage, becomes unac-
ceptable for realistic scanning. So, it is important to determine the
exact calibration curve, for each particular radiation thermometer
used in measurements, like the one shown in Fig. 1.

As Fig. 1 shows, errors in measuring can be neglected only
when working with an inclination lower than 30 deg. Then, it is
really important to guarantee this condition or predispose a system
able to determine this angle and make an automatic correction of
the acquired signal.

Emitted and Reflected Radiation Coming From Environ-
ment Gas. Combustion gas present in the first stages of turbo
engines consists of steam, CO2, CO, and SO2, unburned particles
and dust. These constituents cause a considerable number of emis-
sion, reflection, and scattering phenomena that can be sources of
serious temperature measurement errors.

The emission due to a monatomic gas concerns the UV wave-
length and only a small area of the infrared region~the one nearest
to the visible band!.

Symmetrically biatomic molecules~O2, N2, etc.! are transpar-
ent to infrared rays at low and middle temperatures, and the same
happens to the asymmetric ones~CO, NO, etc.! whose emission
can be neglected in the radiation thermometer working field.

Triatomic molecules~H2O, CO2, SO2, N2O, etc.! are, on the
other hand, characterized by a strong emission in the infrared
region so that their influence must be carefully assessed. This
problem could be solved by considering radiative behavior of
combustion gases, their composition and temperature but, in the
modern GT, concentration of these components can change
strongly and rapidly from one area to another. So the best solution
is to overcome this problem by using filters able to restrict the
working wavelength range to the field in which the influence of
hot gas is minimized~l51–1.2mm!.

Interference due to Transient Events. The main transient
events in radiometric scanning of a gas turbine are due to the sight
of the flame coming from the combustion chamber and to carbon
particles in exhaust gas. The effect of complex transient events is
generally not such a big problem in heavy duty gas turbines.
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There is a problem, however, with particles that have not com-
pleted their combustion and are dragged from the flow in the first
turbine stages. Generally, they are particles with a high volume-
surface ratio that, while finishing their oxidation, are like small
and strong moving radiation sources whose influence on measure-
ment is significant since they cause temperature over-evaluation
~shown by unreasonable and nonperiodic peaks in the output sig-
nal!. This problem can be totally eliminated by simple data post-
processing~i.e., filtering of nonperiodic spikes!.

Radiation Emitted and Reflected by Mirror. The optic sig-
nal arriving from the target to the radiation thermometer photo-
sensor can be direct or diverted by using one or more mirrors.
This technique is used when it is necessary to increase the instru-
ment view area to obtain a complete blade radiometric scanning.
Of course, their presence causes some problems in terms of radia-
tion emission and reflection due to the mirrors themselves.

The mirror must be cooled in order to reduce radiation emission
as far as possible. Experimental results show that it is sufficient to
cool the mirror at temperature at least 100°C less than the target
one, to avoid all sensitive influence on measurements. There is
also the problem of the constancy of optic mirror characteristics.
The experiment, analyzed in following sections, was carried out
without using the mirror system.

Experimental Setup. In order to acquire rotor blade tempera-
ture distribution, the radiation thermometer was positioned as
shown in Fig. 2~A!. Turbine rotation makes the target move along
the blade from TIP to HUB till a point at which the sight radiation
thermometer is covered by the next blade passage. By changing
instrument inclination, it is possible to move this point as near to
or as far away from the HUB as necessary. The instrumentation
used was:

~a! radiation thermometer: model R7QB from Land Infrared
customized;

~b! spot dimension: 4 mm circular with focal length of 100
mm;

~c! blade area inspected: 16 mm from the TIP~c. 60 percent of
the blade!.

Experiments were carried out trying to limit the optic contamina-
tion reaching the radiation thermometer sensor. These tests were
repeated using different sampling rate values to evaluate the in-
fluence of a different spatial resolution. In Figs. 3 and 4 test re-
sults obtained on the first rotor stage with a sampling rate of 2.5
Mhz ~the highest! and 0.1 Mhz~the lowest! are shown.

As can be seen, the use of a higher sampling rate allows a better
description of temperature distribution due to the possibility of
acquiring the smallest variation in time intervals. On the other
hand, it also allows to get more details on the coming radiation.
The temperature distribution obtained in this way cannot be con-
sidered as representative of the real situation. In fact:

• a turbine stage is a nonisothermal environment so that in
target radiative temperature measurement it is necessary to
consider the influence of the surroundings;

• the radiation thermometer works using a finite resolution that
causes the loss of some information with the consequent sig-
nal reduction during scanning.

Radiation Reaching. In a nonisothermal environment, radia-
tion measured by a radiation thermometer is due not only to that
actually emitted by the target, due to its temperature, but also to
that reflecting from the surrounding hot areas onto the target add-
ing to that measured by radiation thermometer@1–5#. Scientific
literature suggests considering the influence of reflected radiation
by using a correction coefficient, named apparent emissivity («a),
that must be found, on each occasion, experimentally@6,7#:

«a5
Lex~l,T!

Lb~l,T!
5

Lem~l,T!1Lr~l,T!

Lb~l,T!
.

So as not to complicate the analysis, a value equal to one is often
suggested. However, in this way what is measured is an altered
blade temperature distribution, which is often over-valued. For
this reason, the radiative model suggested by De Lucia and Lan-
franchi in 1992@8#, and subsequently upgraded by De Lucia and
Masotti in 1994@9#, was preferred. This model uses the calcula-

Fig. 1 Signal reduction due to inclination

Fig. 2 Comparation between views without and with mirrors

Fig. 3 Temperature measurement at 2.5 MHz „2MW-GT…

Fig. 4 Temperature measurement at 0.1 MHz „2MW-GT…
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tion of view factors between the different surfaces in which the
geometric problem is resolved and allows exact calculation of the
value of apparent emissivity for each blade point. In this way,
it is possible to process the outgoing target radiation, the one
measured by the sensor, in order to determine the radiation that a
black body would emit at the same target temperature. By invert-
ing Planck’s law@10,11#, it is then possible to evaluate the real
target temperature.

In the following, Fig. 5 apparent emissivity distribution is
shown, with regard to the pressure side of a first turbine stage
rotor blade, and the consequent dimensionless temperature distri-
bution against the target position on the blade~seen as a percent-
age of the axial chord!.

It can be seen that the apparent emissivity distribution is ap-
proximately opposed to the temperature distribution so that the
higher the temperature the lower the apparent emissivity deter-
mined at the same point.

Apparent emissivity values, for first rotor stage, range from a
minimum of 0.87, on the suction side, to a maximum of 1.2 on the
pressure side~from 0.8 to 2 for the stator blade!. So, the usual
hypothesis of considering a value of 1 becomes an acceptable
approximation only when a high level of precision for measure-
ments is unnecessary since errors onea evaluation can reach val-
ues of 20 percent~even 100 percent for the stator blade!.

We also need to consider that apparent emissivity is a function
of temperature distribution but also of geometric disposition of all
the target surfaces. To consider the influence of geometry, the
calculation was repeated in ten different positions between rotor
and stator. This continuous changing of the geometry due to the
turbine rotation causes a periodic variation of apparent emissivity
calculated. So, this is a function of time as well as of spatial
position. However, looking at the narrow band~see Fig. 5! in
which the apparent emissivity values are positioned, it is possible
to realized there is not a big error in considering a mean value of
the ten positions.

In terms of temperature, the exact calculation of apparent emis-
sivity, instead of using a value of one, allows avoidance of over-
evaluation of temperature distribution~15°C–45°C! far too high
to be accepted.

To confirm these results, the same analysis was carried out for
a new generation turbine characterized by a geometry and a cool-
ing system very different from the previously seen GT. Even in
this case~see Fig. 6!, the apparent emissivity distribution is oppo-
site to the temperature distribution:

And here the temperature error due to considering the mean
value of «a instead of its temporal one is minute~less than 0.3
percent versus 0.2 percent of the previous case!.

Influence of Geometry and Temperature Distribution
on Determining of «a

To understand better the importance of temperature distribution
and system geometry with regard to apparent emissivity calcula-
tion, the same process shown before was repeated for a fictitious
turbine characterized by the same geometry of that of a latest
generation machine~5 MW-GT! and the temperature distribution
of the first one examined in this paper~2 MW-GT!. The results
obtained~see Fig. 7! are only indicative and cannot demonstrate
anything but are of considerable interest.

They show that apparent emissivity distribution is similar to the
one just found for the rotor blade of the first turbomachine ana-
lyzed ~see Fig. 5!. This means that theoretical temperature distri-
bution is the main parameter influencing apparent emissivity value
while much less remarkable is the effect of view factors~and then
the influence of geometry!.

The Problem of Finite Resolution
During data aquisition, the radiation thermometer can read tem-

perature values along the blade side due to its rotation movement.
The view is only possible up to the moment at which the TIP of
the following blade covers the previous one~see Fig. 8!.

At the passage between a blade and the following one, when the
radiation thermometer sees two very different temperature distri-

Fig. 5 Apparent emissivity band „rotor blade …

Fig. 6 Apparent emissivity „rotor blade …

Fig. 7 Apparent emissivity for fictitious GT

Fig. 8 Scanning blade measurement „along blade height …
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bution ~high temperature for the blade TIP and low temperature
for HUB!, there is a major error in aquisition. The radiation ther-
mometer spot~the area seen by instrument focal system! has a
finite dimension~it is not really a point as theory supposes! and a
particular shape. The consequence is that the temperature acquired
is not the real one relative to the point seen by the instrument but
an average value of the temperature of all the blade points in the
radiation thermometer spot area. So, during blade passage, the
measured temperature is a value that is not representative of any
real situation.

To understand the influence of spot shape, it is possible to see
the variation of temperature measurement, obtained by a radiation
thermometer that scans an isothermal surface, against the percent-
age of area seen by the instrument when a rectangular or a circular
spot is used. Results are reported in dimensionless terms in Fig. 9.

As can be seen, rectangular spot behavior is linear while that of
the circular spot is different, and more complex~the latter is the
most common!. Apart from spot shape, there are two other really
important parameters: the spot dimension and the signal rate sam-
pling that cause an alteration of measurement during blade pas-
sage. The problem of correction of this kind of error was faced by
considering a sawtooth signal and simulating its scanning by ra-
diation thermometer. The main parameters are the value of LR
~the ratio between the blade visible length 1 and the radiusRspotof
the circular spot! considering the geometric dimensions of the
problem and the value of BW~ratio between the rate sampling
and the machinary rotation frequency! considering the accuracy
by which the signal is scanned. Naming the abscissa determining
the spot position on bladez, the dimensionless equations charac-
terizing instrument behavior~circular spot! in the regions in which
there are the three different temperature distributions are as
follows:

0<z<Rspot
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Since the measurement ofz abscissa cannot be carried out con-
tinuously but in an interrupted manner, it is possible to write the
discrete space covered at instanti aszi5zi11dz, dz5L/BW be-
ing the incremental spatial step made by the blade~and measured
in a direction perpendicular to that of the radiation thermometer
axis! between two following readings. Now it is possible to write
the following ratios:
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In this way, all the previous expressions can be written as a func-
tion only of LR and BW. Then, changing the value of these two
ratios, two curve families were generated to show their real influ-
ence in data aquisition.

As can be seen in Fig. 10, for a fixed value of LR, the greater
the sampling rate, in respect of rotation frequency, the lower the
reduction of the signal measured in respect of the real one. On the
other hand, the lower the sampling rate the greater the loss of
information so that the accuracy in describing temperature distri-
bution is lower~it is possible to have a reduction even greater than
10 percent; see Fig. 10 BW51!.

In our tests, sampling rate changed from 0.1 Mhz to 2.5 Mhz
while the rotation speed was 22,500 rpm. So, BW changes from
266 to 6667 with a consequent negligible signal reduction.

The LR ratio, in our case, has a value of 10 so that, considering
the worst values for BW, it is even possible to have a reduction
greater than 10 percent, as is shown in Fig. 11.

Data Analyzing Model
Temperature measurement is the result of an integration on spot

area of the radiation really emitted by the target. Information loss
concerning temperature distribution in spaces smaller than the

Fig. 9 Influence of spot shape

Fig. 10 Signal reduction for circular spot varying BW

Fig. 11 Signal reduction for circular spot varying LR
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spot diameter causes the impossibility of rebuilding the real signal
on the basis of acquired data. To overcome this problem we built
up a theoretical model of temperature distribution, simulating re-
alistically its scanning~same values for LR and BW! to obtain a
corrupted signal and compare it with the signal acquired by using
a radiation thermometer on the turbomachinery. The greater or
lesser coincidence between the corrupted theoretical signal and
the real measurement gives some information about the goodness
of the initial theoretical model. Since incorrect behavior of the
cooling system of a blade, superficial irregularity, or local oxida-
tion of some part of another blade can justify a different tempera-
ture distribution between blades, obtaining any signal periodicity,
i.e., an identical distribution on every blade, cannot be contem-
plated. In this way, the theoretical model must be built up starting
from the signal measured and using an iterative model to search
for the best congruence between the corrupted and measured ones.

Many theoretical models were built up. Those the authors con-
sider the best for analysis are presented here:

~a! simple sawtooth model~see Fig. 12!;
~b! trapezoidal model~see Fig. 13!;
~c! modified trapezoidal model~see Fig. 14!.

In Fig. 15, the application can be seen of each of these models to
the same temperature data series. In the following graphs, the
experimental measured signal (Tmeas), the theoretical model
adopted (Treal ip.), and the corrupted one~Tcorr obtained integrat-
ing the theoretical signal on the spot area! are shown.

The first model seems to fit well the acquired signal; the corre-
spondent RMS value, that is the evaluation parameter adopted to
find the best theoretical model is 0.085. The second case seems to
be the worst; here is an increase of RMS that reaches a value of
0.104. The last model is closest to the signal measured; RMS
value is 0.06, the lowest, so that this is the model used for data
analysis.

Experimental Results
Analysis was carried out on different data series obtaining in

each case coherent and comparable results. Thus only one of them
is shown here.

Difference between corrupted signal and acquired one is always
less than 1 percent.

After defining the model, the error due to the finite resolution
with which the radiation thermometer works can be estimated.

As shown in Fig. 16, errors become noticeable only during
blade passage. In terms of temperature, the maximum error is
about 2 percent~only in few cases is it more than 3 percent!.

Error Evaluation
The overall error without any correction can be evaluated as

follows:

• First correction seeks to avoid the effect of finite resolution in
temperature measurement. NamingTfin.res. the temperature ob-
tained on the basis of this correction andefin.res. the percentage
difference betweenTfin.res.and the measured temperature, it is pos-
sible to write this expression:

efin.res.5
Tfin.res.2Tmeas

Tfin.res.
⇒Tfin.res.5

Tmeas

~12efin.res.!
.

Fig. 12 Simple sawtooth model

Fig. 13 Trapezoidal model

Fig. 14 Modified trapezoidal model

Fig. 15 2MW GT temperature measurement

Fig. 16 Temperature error „Tmeas – Tcorr …
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• Then the correction due to apparent emissivity must be intro-
duced in order to consider the not so ideal environment. Defining
the intermediate temperature as radiance temperatureTl obtained
when errors due to the physics phenomena and imperfections
in radiation thermometer working are eliminated~in this case
Tl5Tfin.res.!, we can define a new error:

ereal5
Treal2Tl

Treal

so that we have

Treal5
Tl

12erad
5

Tmeas

~12erad!•~12efin.res.!
.

Temperature distribution against the genericTmeas measured,
without considering any correction (Tmeas), considering the finite
resolution of radiation thermometer (Tfin.res.) and in the case in
which we consider even the effect of apparent emissivity (Treal),
are all plotted in Fig. 17.

In terms of temperature, these errors correspond toDT of
30°C–50°C that means an error up to 6 percent.

As can be seen, these two corrections have opposite effect: the
first one causes a temperature distribution increase because of
the elimination of reduction due to finite resolution; on the
other hand, the second causes a decrease in temperature, owing
to the elimination of signal over-evaluation due to the contri-
bution of apparent emissivity~reflected radiation coming from
surroundings!.

Now it is possible to see, for data obtained by sampling with
the maximum rate~2.5 Mhz!, which is the real error without con-
sidering any correction or considering only the effect of finite
resolution.

As can be seen in Fig. 18, not using any correction causes an
error whose peaks are even greater than 7 percent~during blade
passage! and whose average value is about 4 percent–5 percent.

The same operation can be repeated for the lower sampling rate
~0.1 Mhz!; see Fig. 19.

Here, again, not using any temperature correction causes an
error whose peaks occur during blade passage while their average
value is about 4 percent–5 percent.

Conclusions
An extension of the data correction model would foresee the

improvement of a tridimensional model to better determine view
factors ~the model used is bidimensional! to consider the ever
more complex geometry of modern turbomachinery. This way of
working seems to be far better than that followed and proposed by
scientific literature up to now~in which corrections are absent or
are extremely approximate, e.g., considering«a51!.

In this analysis, correction due to surface inclination is not con-
sidered. So there is another error whose value can reach about 3
percent–4 percent.

However, by using the proposed correction it is possible to
avoid errors, in temperature evaluation, whose average value for
working temperature up to 950°C is about 40°C with peaks of
65°C, in this way allowing better system monitoring and a more
realistic description of blade temperature distribution.

Future developments could regard the definition of a better the-
oretical model in order to improve fitting to obtain the best pos-
sible final result.
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Nomenclature

BW 5 sampling rate to machinery rotation ratio
D, R 5 diameter and radius

E 5 error
L 5 radiance W m22 sr21 mm21

l 5 visible blade length
LR 5 blade visible length to radius spot ratio

T 5 temperature
z 5 abscissa of spot position on blade
« 5 emissivity
l 5 wavelengthmm

Subscripts

a 5 apparent
av 5 average
b 5 blackbody

Fig. 17 Temperature correction vs Tmeas

Fig. 18 Percentage error rate at 2.5 MHz

Fig. 19 Percentage error rate at 0.1 MHz
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corr 5 corrupted
em 5 emitted due the temperature surface
ex 5 exitent

fin.res 5 finite resolution
meas5 measured

r 5 reflected
real.hp 5 theoretical hypothesis
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An Evaluation of Engine Faults
Diagnostics Using Artificial
Neural Networks
Application of artificial neural network (ANN)-based method to perform engine condition
monitoring and fault diagnosis is evaluated. Back-propagation, feedforward neural nets
are employed for constructing engine diagnostic networks. Noise-contained training and
testing data are generated using an influence coefficient matrix and the data scatters. The
results indicate that under high-level noise conditions ANN fault diagnosis can only
achieve a 50–60 percent success rate. For situations where sensor scatters are compa-
rable to those of the normal engine operation, the success rates for both four-input and
eight-input ANN diagnoses achieve high scores which satisfy the minimum 90 percent
requirement. It is surprising to find that the success rate of the four-input diagnosis is
almost as good as that of the eight-input. Although the ANN-based method possesses
certain capability in resisting the influence of input noise, it is found that a preprocessor
that can perform sensor data validation is of paramount importance. Autoassociative
neural network (AANN) is introduced to reduce the noise level contained. It is shown that
the noise can be greatly filtered to result in a higher success rate of diagnosis. This AANN
data validation preprocessor can also serve as an instant trend detector which greatly
improves the current smoothing methods in trend detection. It is concluded that ANN-
based fault diagnostic method is of great potential for future use. However, further in-
vestigations using actual engine data have to be done to validate the present findings.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1362667#

Keywords: Engine Condition Monitoring, Fault Isolation, Artificial Neural Networks

Introduction

Model-based engine condition monitoring approach~Urban,
1972@1#; Urban and Vopolni, 1992@2#; Doel, 1994@3,4#! has not
yet been generally accepted as a routinely used tool in the practi-
cal applications. The engine condition monitoring~ECM! systems
currently in use in the airlines can be divided into two categories,
namely, the limited and the expanded systems. The limited~three-
or four-input parameters! system suffers from the unidentifiability
problem, making performance trending and fault diagnosis rely
mainly on the checkup work using limited available fingerprint
plots. Although strict Kalman filter-type analysis can be per-
formed for the expanded~eight or more input parameters! system,
the analysis calls for specially trained experts who usually are not
available in airlines.

Neural network-based approach circumvents all the above fun-
damental difficulties and emerges as a potential tool to carry out
engine condition monitoring and modular fault isolation. The use
of artificial neural network~ANN! approach~Zedda and Singh,
1998 @5#; Whitehead et al., 1990@6#; Eustace and Merrington,
1995 @7#; Roemer and Atkinson, 1997@8#; Cifald and Chokani,
1998 @9#! for performance trending and fault diagnosis could be
simple and efficient provided the network is properly trained. This
advantage allows performance analysis be automated and, as pur-
sued further, can in the future make condition monitoring a daily
or even flight-to-flight routine. Safety engine operation and effec-
tive on-condition maintenance can thus be guaranteed on a firmer
basis. The present work aims at exploring the ability and limita-

tions associated with the ANN-based engine fault diagnostic ap-
proach. These findings will be valuable as real engine data are to
be used as the input in the future.

Training and testing data are supplied by Pratt and Whitney
~P&W! using influence coefficient matrix pertaining to PW4000
engines. The standard deviations obtained from various data re-
trieving methods are used to model the data scatter. Simulated
data using this noise model and the influence coefficient matrix
are generated. Back-propagation~BP! neural networks Werbos,
1974 @10#; Haykin, 1994@11#! are trained and tested using the
simulated data. The performance of both four-input and eight-
input BP diagnostic networks is evaluated. The influence of data
scatter on the diagnostic success rate is carefully assessed. It will
be demonstrated in the present investigation that both four-input
and eight-input BP networks can achieve high success rates, ex-
ceeding the minimum 90 percent requirement, in diagnosing the
selected 15 engine faults. Although ANN-based fault diagnostic
methods have certain capabilities in resisting data contamination
while making correct diagnostic judgment, a sensor data valida-
tion preprocessor is still considered important for the present
method to be useful in the practical application.

To improve the input data quality, a preliminary autoassociative
neural network~AANN ! analysis is proposed for noise filtering
~Romer, 1998@12#; Kramer, 1991@13#, 1992 @14#; Napolitano
et al., 1996@15#; Mattern et al., 1997@16#, 1998@17#!. It is shown
that significant improvement can be achieved when autoassocia-
tive filter is introduced to augment the fault diagnostic BP net-
work. In addition, this AANN can serve as a trend detector which
provides instantaneous judgement on whether true trend change
occurs. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn and recommenda-
tions for future work are given, suggesting a roadmap for the use
of engine data of the present ANN-based approach.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Germany,
May 8–11, 2000; Paper 00-GT-029. Manuscript received by IGTI Feb. 2000; final
revision received by ASME Headquarters Jan. 2001. Associate Editor: M. Magnolet.
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Back-Propagation Artificial Neural Network
The back-propagation~BP! algorithm is adopted herein for con-

structing the multilayer perceptrons which constitute the neural
network used for fault diagnosis. The BP network is categorized
as a supervised learning process, in which information sensed is
propagated forward while error, after corrected against some tar-
geted value, are transmitted backward through the network. For
researches conducted in the area of ANN-based engine fault iso-
lation, the BP algorithm has been demonstrated as the most popu-
lar and successful method.

The BP network used in the present work consists of three
layers, namely the input, hidden, and output layers. The number of
input nodes could be four or eight, depending on the number of
sensors available. EGT, WF, N1, and N2 are assigned for the
four-input network and the additional parameters, P25, T25, T3,
and P3 are added onto the four-input ones to result in the eight-
input network. As for the output nodes, at most 23 types of faults
including engine and sensor indication errors are incorporated.
The type and explanation of these faults are listed in Table 1
below. The abbreviation for each fault is also listed in the right
column of Table 1.

In training the BP network, the synaptic weightswi j are cor-
rected using the following algorithm:

Dwi j ~n!5hS 2
]E~n!

]wi j
D1aDwi j ~n21! (1)

in which E is the targeted error,h anda are the learning rate and
momentum constant, respectively. In the following applications,
both h anda are kept within@0,1# and the appropriate values are
determined by trial-and-error method.

Training and Testing Fault Samples. The quality of the
training data holds a central position for the ANN diagnosis to be
successful. For the present engine problem the input parameters
are the deltas defined as the percentage difference of the measured
data to its baseline value. Normally these deltas are on the order
of a few percent which can easily be contaminated by random
data scatter. How to make a correct diagnostic judgment under
noisy or even incomplete input data situation becomes the main
issue to be addressed in this work.

Fault samples to be used in the subsequent analysis are gener-
ated using PW4000-94 influence coefficient matrix~EPR51.29!,
which connects the measurements with the performance related
parameters, and the standard deviations of the sensor scatters.
Noise-free data was generated by multiplying the influence coef-
ficient matrix with some predetermined severity indicators per-
taining to certain fault type. The final so-called simulated data,
however, result from the addition of a noise model to the noise-
free data. The formula is stated below:

sensor data5clean data1Ks@rand20.5# (2)

whereK is the control parameter governing the noise level,s the
characteristic standard deviation of the sensor scatter described in
Table 2, andrand the random number between@0,1#. Five typical
sensor data scatters listed in Table 2 are supplied by different user
communities of airlines and engine repair stations. These data
scatters are associated with unsmoothed raw data.

In order to result in an unbiased weight of importance for each
output node in the supervised learning process, the sensor data
in Eq. ~2! is first normalized by its maximum value and then
divided through by its scatters. This normalization can pro-
vide less-noise-contaminated data with relatively higher weight of
influence.

Fault Diagnosis Using Simulated Engine Data

Effect of Noise Level. A thorough investigation was con-
ducted using the P&W supplied data. Both four-input and eight-
input ANN architectures were studied for diagnosing the faults
listed in Table 1. Effort was exercised in finding the optimal se-
lection of training/testing data set and the ANN network that may
lead to the goal of 90 percent-or-higher success rate. Regardless
of the input node number, the training success rate cannot exceed
95 percent and the averaged testing success rate can only achieve
60 percent or so. The unbalanced training and testing success rates
indicates that the features of the fault patterns learned are incon-
sistent with the patterns provided in the test samples. In other
words, the net is overtrained and the ability of generalization is
lost. This is in sharp contrast to the results of ANN diagnosis
using noise-free data, for which nearly 100 percent success rate
can be achieved for both training and testing purposes. The cause
for this low success rate is attributed to the high noise level as-
signed in generating the simulation data, as explained below.

Table 1 Analyzed faults

Table 2 Standard deviations used for simulated engine data
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A representative case illustrating the high scatter input data can
be found with the HPT efficiency~ETA! loss, among others.
Table 3 lists a comparison of noise-free and noisy data of a 1.09
percent HPT efficiency loss. Feature discrepancy can be found by
comparing these two sets of data. It is observed that the ratio of
each pair of parameter change differs far from the theoretical
value of unity. This implies that the fault pattern corresponding to
21.09 percent HPT efficiency loss is hard to recognize as noise
effect is included. For ANN-based diagnostic method, noise level
effect is often the main cause responsible for difficulties in train-
ing the network and the low success rate in diagnosing testing
samples.

Noise Level of Actual Engine Parameters. In order to verify
what should be the proper magnitude of standard deviations, 48
PW4000 engines maintained by AMECO were analyzed. The ac-
tual engine data was extracted using the data extraction utility
provided by P&W, which has a builtin ten-point moving average
data smoothing capability. Figure 1 shows the raw and smoothed
data and the five standard deviations of Table 2. It can be ob-
served that the averaged standard deviations of raw data are com-
parable to cases 3, 4, and 5 of Table 2. The smoothed data, how-
ever, are significantly lower than those raw data given in Fig. 1, as
shown in the statistical averages listed in Table 4.

During the course of examining AMECO data, it was found
that some scatters due to trend changes are as high as the data
scatters of cases 1 and 2 of Table 2. It seems the data jump due to
trend change were accounted as data uncertainty in cases 1 and 2.

It is worth noticing that data used for diagnosis are smoothed
data. Hence a reasonable suggestion for constructing simulation
data that reflects the randomness of the measured engine data
would be using standard deviations equivalent to cases 3, 4 and 5
together with choosingK52.0.

Feasibility Study of ANN-based Fault Diagnostic Method
Training and testing fault samples used for evaluating the ANN-
based diagnostic method are generated using the scatter of case 5
and K52.0. Since HPT and TCC faults, and1Ma and 1ALT
indication errors are indistinguishable as viewed from the simu-
lated data, we combine these four fault types into two, resulting in
a total of 21 faults that are to be diagnosed.

The BP network designed has a three-layer 4-15-21 node archi-
tecture. In the generation of training data, there are 50 samples
generated for each fault. As for the testing data, the number of

samples for each fault is increased up to 100. In other words, there
will be 2200 cases to be diagnosed by a BP network which is
trained using 1100 fault samples.

The test results are illustrated in Table 5. The overall success
rate achieves a value of 91 percent which satisfies the original
90-or-higher design goal. Of the individual success rate for each
fault, it is found that LPC,1EGT, 1N2, and SVM are faults that
are relatively difficult to identify. LPC fault is often confused with
1EGT fault and1N2 and SVM faults are easily mixed up. The
reason for this has been verified by changing the standard devia-
tions of Eq.~2!. The success rates are found inversely proportional
to the level of data scatter, and LPC,1EGT, 1N2, and SVM are
faults that are more susceptible to noise contamination.

Evaluation of ANN-based Fault Diagnostic Method. The
feasibility study of ANN-based diagnosis concluded that a mini-
mum 90 percent success rate can be achieved for practical engine
operations. Since P&W has already had a method to separate air-
craft and engine instrumentation problems from the gaspath faults,
it was agreed that the presently developed neural network focuses
on the isolation of the first 15 faults listed in Table 1. In addition,
the level of data scatter should be equivalent to those of cases 3, 4,
and 5 of Table 2. Owing to the importance of data scatter on the
accuracy of the present diagnostic method, a parallel research on
noise filtering of the input data was conducted. The method and
results are presented in the next section.

Both four-input and eight-input BP neural nets were con-
structed. For each fault, 20 and 50 cases are generated for training
and testing purposes, respectively. Noise model adopts case 3
standard deviations and the noise control parameterK was se-
lected from 1 to 3.5, covering a full spectrum of diagnosis under
low to high noise levels. The threshold for the output layer to be
fired is set to be 0.3, and a successful diagnosis is regarded as one
of the fired three possible output predictions matches with the true
fault.

The four-input and eight-input diagnostic results are shown in
Tables 6 and 7, respectively. Some observations can be found
with these results:

1 success rates decrease with the increase of data scatter;
2 success rates of eight-input ANN are only marginally higher

than those of the four-input ANN;
3 FP14, LPC, 25BL, and 29BH faults are more difficult to

isolate than others;

Fig. 1 Comparison of engine scatters

Table 3 Noise effect on simulated engine data
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4 to meet the requirement of a minimum overall success rate of
90 percent, the parameterK cannot be greater than 3.0 and
3.5, respectively, for the four-input and eight-input diag-
noses.

Blind Test Results. A blind test problem set consisting of
150 faults was generated by P&W to evaluate the present ANN-
based diagnostic method. BP neural networks with four-input and
eight-input nodes, respectively, and 15 output nodes~the first 15
faults in Table 1! were trained. At most three predicted root
causes can be proposed for each diagnosis provided these causes
are fired up at the output nodes. The BP net is trained by 300
samples and the outcome is shown in Table 8. Both four- and
eight-input diagnoses achieve high success rates. A further exami-
nation of the failed cases indicates that:

1 most of the prediction errors were between HPT and TCC,
and between the bleed systems. To the knowledge of authors, this
type of isolation between similar faults has not been satisfactorily
resolved by other methods either.

2 it is interesting to see that the success rates of eight-input
diagnosis were lower than those of the four-input. The reason,
perhaps, is attributed to either that the number of 150 test cases is
not statistically sufficient to draw a general conclusion, or that the

data scatters of some sensors, for instance, T25C2 and T3C2, are
so high that some of the fault features are overly distorted.

Sensor Validation Neural Network

Autoassociative ANN. It has been clearly demonstrated in
the previous four- and eight-input fault diagnostic studies that the
success rate depends virtually on the quality of the sensor data.
For an ideal case of using noise-free training and testing data, the
success rate can be 100 percent. Therefore the design of a prepro-
cessor that can effectively reduce the input noise level is of para-
mount importance.

Autoassociative neural network attracts much attention in the
recent real-time controller design. It has the advantage of fast
computing and can perform sensor failure detection, identifica-
tion, and accommodation~SFDIA! simultaneously. Of its func-
tions for noise filtering, missing sensor replacement, and gross
error detection and identification, we only examine the noise-
filtering ability and reserve the other capabilities for future inves-
tigations. In the practical application of engine condition monitor-
ing, a sensor could be biased or failed without appreciation.
Invalid sensory information is often the source of false alarm as
data are inserted without examination into the diagnostic system.

The autoassociative ANN used is a feedforward network, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. A major distinctive feature of the autoasso-
ciative network is that it contains a bottleneck layer. The number
of bottleneck nodes should be lesser than that of the input nodes,
but larger than the degree of freedom of the system being diag-
nosed. The input and output layers have identical parameters.
Theoretically, autoassociative ANN forms a unitary mapping
which maps the input parameters onto themselves. All the noise-
filtering process is undertaken in the mapping part, namely from
the input to the bottleneck layer. Once the intrinsic states are
retrieved from the mapping process, a demapping part is followed
by decoding the bottleneck nodes back to the output nodes. In our
autoassociative architecture design we use BP algorithm with sig-
moidal nonlinearity assigned to each hidden nodes including the
bottleneck nodes.

Eight-input AANN Results and Discussions. The autoasso-
ciative network selected for discussion has a structure of 8-9-5-
9-8 in which 5 denotes the number of bottleneck nodes. In gen-

Table 4 Averaged standard deviations of AMECO data

Table 5 Test results for BP trained using normal data scatter

Table 6 Diagnostic success rates of four-input ANN

Table 7 Diagnostic success rates of eight-input ANN

Table 8 Blind test results
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eral, the convergence rate of autoassociative ANN is slow, and at
present there is no conclusive acceleration method that is found
effective for improving the present AANN BP algorithm.

In the training of the autoassociative ANN, noise-free data are
used at the output nodes while various kinds of noisy input data
are inserted from the input nodes. It could be argued that in the

real-world application, the noise-free data can never be available.
Nonetheless, the optimal condition of using noise-free data for the
output nodes is the limit an autoassociative network can do for
noise filtering. It could be anticipated that using the same noisy
data at both input and output nodes will result in a less effective
noise filtering autoassociative network. The remaining question is
about how low the noise level should be to make an acceptable
noise-filtering AANN.

Although the effectiveness of noise filtering can be evaluated
by comparing the data prior to and after filtering, however, often
the noise-filtering effect is not uniformly valid for every sensor
data. For the present AANN architecture, it is hard to filter out
noise contained in the N2C2 data while others are almost com-
pletely recovered noise free. In order to give a fair evaluation of
the autoassociative filter, we use the success rate of the diagnosed
results as the measure of filter effectiveness. In other words, the
autoassociative net is connected onto the BP diagnostic network
and we use the diagnosed output results of the integrated nets as
the basis for comparison. The BP diagnostic network is trained
using scatter-free data. Therefore the reduction of noise level is
mainly accounted in the autoassociative filter.

Illustrated in Fig. 3 are the probability density function type
exemplification of the noise-filtering effect. The abscissa variable
L measures the noise-to-signal ratio and is defined by

L5
1

M (
i 51

M

L i (2a)

L i5
Ni

Ni1Si
(2b)

Si5uX̄i u, Ni5uXi2X̄i u (2c)

in which Xi is the ith sensor data andX̄i the ith scatter-free data.
The integerM represents the number of sensors and presently we
chooseM58 for the eight-input network. Note that the parameter
L can be taken as a noise-to-signal ratio, 0<L<1, and the larger
the noise the bigger theL value. The ordinate variable is the
percentage of successful fault diagnosis for samples having noise
levels in the range betweenL and L1DL, and in Fig. 3DL
50.05.

Fig. 2 Autoassociative neural network architecture „8-9-5-9-8…
used for eight-input data filtering

Fig. 3 Success rate vs noise-to-signal ratio for input data with Õ
without autoassociative neural network „AANN … filtering

Fig. 4 Noise-filtering capability of AANN
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Sensor data are first generated according to Eq.~2!, in which K
ranges from 0 to 600. The generated data are rearranged, from
small to large numbers, into a queue using the definitionL and
then diagnosed and converted into Fig. 3.

Figure 3 shows the results obtained with and without autoasso-
ciative filtering. For diagnosis without autoassociative filtering,
the success rate above 90 percent corresponds toL<33 percent.
The tolerance of the diagnostic network can be doubled,L<68
percent, when the autoassociative filter is implemented. This is
seen from the much elevated distribution shown in Fig. 4. It is
believed that the present autoassociative network can be further
expanded and elaborated to include in the functions of missing
data replacement and sensor bias correction, making the present
neural network approach more robust for the future real-world
applications.

AANN as Trend Detector. A timely detection of trend
changes is important for engine condition monitoring. However,
of equal importance is the avoidance of false alerts. AANN is a
data validity preprocessor trained by fault samples with various
levels of trend changes. Therefore AANN can serve as a trend
detector while analyzing the input data validity. DePold and Gass
~1999! @18# proposed to detect trend using ANN trained by three
sets of filtered data. It is claimed that 66 percent of saving in
detection time response can be achieved. Noise filtering and trend
detection can be done simultaneously using the present AANN
and, in principle, the trend can be detected with no time delay, as
explained below.

Figure 4 shows the noise-filtering capability of the presently
trained AANN. The training samples used cover a range of HPC
efficiency delta from21 percent to25 percent. It is shown that
the noise can be effectively filtered to result in a filtered data trend
which is much closer to the original noise-free straight line behav-
ior. Also shown in Fig. 5 is a time series representation of this
AANN trend detection procedure. A 2 percent trend change of
HPC performance loss was assumed, and on the clean data a data
scatter corresponding toK52.0 is superimposed. As conventional
ten-point moving average or its variant of exponential memory
retention~DePold and Gass, 1999@18#! is applied to these noisy
raw data, it takes 10–12 points for trend change to be revealed.
However, contrary to these conventional smoothing methods,
AANN can detect this trend immediately without time delay.

To further examine the data validity capability of AANN, sev-
eral unreasonably large deviants or ‘‘wild’’ points were purposely
implanted in the time series. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that no false
alarm was predicted by the present AANN filter as well.

From the above observation, it is proposed that AANN can be
used as a good candidate for data preprocessing. Not only sensor

error can be detected and identified, the subsequent fault isolation
can be improved to a higher rate of success, most importantly, the
trend can be detected instantaneously which makes the neural
network-based condition monitoring a more valuable tool.

Concluding Remarks
The collaborative research on developing artificial neural net-

work fault diagnostic method has been carried out with initial
success. Both four-input and eight-input networks were con-
structed using fault samples generated by the P&W supplied in-
fluence coefficient matrix and data scatters. A proper noise model
which reflects the actual parameter scatter characteristics was ob-
tained after a study of the real engine data. The objective of the
present investigation is to evaluate the ability of the ANN-based
method in diagnosing the selected 15 faults. A minimum 90 per-
cent success rate is set as the criterion for this diagnostic method
to be considered acceptable. The conclusions drawn from this
collaboration are as follows:

1 Both four-input and eight-input BP neural networks meet the
requirement of a minimum 90 percent success rates.

2 The unidentifiability problem of the model-based linear sys-
tem approach is circumvented. A systematic diagnostic process
can be done with the limited four-input system, and the results are
almost as good as those of the expanded eight-input system.

3 An effective preprocessing method for validating the raw
data is of paramount importance. Preliminary study of autoasso-
ciative neural network has been performed for sensor data valida-
tion. It is an effective noise filtering and instrumentation fault
isolation preprocessor. The tolerance of the present diagnostic BP
network to data scatter can be significantly enhanced as autoasso-
ciative filter is used.

4 The autoassociative neural network can serve as an effective
trend detector which in principle can detect trend changes without
any time delay.

5 Engine performance might migrate when service time or
cycles accumulate. Method of adapting the parameters of an en-
gine simulation code so as to let the influence coefficient matrix
reflect and keep up with the actual engine operational condition
should be considered. This adaptive influence coefficient matrix
will be indispensable for the practical use of the present method-
ology.

6 Further examination of the presently developed neural net-
work method with actual fault cases is necessary. The high suc-
cess rate ought to be further verified using actual engine data.

Fig. 5 Comparison of data smoothing methods in trend
detection

Fig. 6 ‘‘Wild’’ points data correction by AANN filter
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Nonlinear Model Predictive
Control Experiments on a
Laboratory Gas Turbine
Installation
Results on the feasibility and benefits of model based predictive control applied to a gas
turbine are presented. For a laboratory gas turbine installation, the required dynamic
simulation model and the real-time (nonlinear) model predictive control (MPC) imple-
mentation are discussed. Results on both model validation and control performance are
presented. We applied a nonlinear MPC configuration to control the laboratory gas
turbine installation and succeeded in a real-time implementation. Although the available
computation time for prediction and optimization of the model limits the sample time, the
advantages of MPC, i.e. constraint handling, and anticipation to future (set-point)
changes are fully reached, and the control performance is good. Special attention is paid
to the performance of the applied filter that compensates for inevitable mismatches be-
tween model and process measurements. In general, the opportunities of model based
control of turbomachinery are promising.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1359478#

Introduction
Model predictive control is a control strategy that uses a model

of the installation to predict the response over a future interval,
called the prediction horizon. Future control inputs are determined
through minimizing a customized criterion,e.g.deviation from a
desired set-point, over~a part of! this future interval, the control
horizon. Of the computed optimal control moves, only the values
for the first sample are actually implemented and the algorithm
repeats the same procedure over the next sample. The main ben-
efit of MPC is its constraint handling capacity: unlike most other
control strategies, constraints on inputs and outputs can be incor-
porated into the MPC optimization. Another benefit of MPC is its
ability to anticipate to future events as soon as they enter the
prediction horizon. Finally, MPC is an essentially multivariable
control strategy, implying that control loops do not need to be
decoupled, because all interactions between multiple inputs and
outputs are accounted for by the model.

For gas turbine control, this implies that physical operation lim-
its, i.e. compressor surge, maximum allowable expander inlet tem-
perature or rotational speed, as well as limits on actuator actions
can be included into the optimization leading to optimal control of
changes in operating point even when constraints are~tempo-
rarily! reached.

In this study, we consider a small~400 kW thermal input!,
custom built, laboratory gas turbine setup. This installation serves
for experimental validation of simulation models and to test real-
time control implementations. The laboratory installation offers
the opportunity to monitor and to influence the dynamic operation
of a gas turbine. Industrial configurations are not available yet for
these experiments. Indeed, the laboratory setup is a fair represen-
tation of a gas turbine installation. The nonlinearities, dynamics,
and constraints as well as the properties of the composing com-
ponents correspond to industrial systems. Relevant time scales,
however, differ as the components have smaller dimensions.

The application of MPC to control this laboratory gas turbine

has been introduced in Essen@1# and Vroemen@2#. Vroemen@2#
introduced the standard linear MPC concept, worked out a non-
linear method based on successive linearization, and presented
preliminary simulation results. Successive linearization implies
that every sampling period an updated linear model is derived
from an underlying nonlinear model. This linear model is used for
optimization over the control horizon. This approach has been
shown to be a useful and powerful extension to linear MPC.

This paper presents experimental results obtained with the non-
linear MPC implementation on the laboratory gas turbine. In sub-
sequent sections, first the laboratory installation is briefly intro-
duced, after which the validation of the model~parameters! is
discussed, the specifics of the MPC implementation are treated,
and some typical results are addressed. The paper is concluded by
some recommendations for future research in model based control
of turbomachinery.

The Laboratory Gas Turbine
The laboratory gas turbine has been built from an industrial

turbocharger and a custom made combustion chamber. The turbo-
charger comprises a single stage radial compressor and a single
stage axial expander. Figure 1 presents a schematic view, showing
the compressor, a blow-off valve, a check-valve, a buffer tank, a
throttle valve, the combustion chamber, and finally the expander.
A compressed air facility is employed in the start-up procedure,
but also serves to disturb to the nominal operation point to exci-
tate the control system.

Three electrically powered valves provide opportunities to con-
trol the operation point of the gas turbine. The blow-off valve,
however, is only used during startup. Due to its large capacity, it
is not suited as a control input. The throttle valve influences the
pressure ratio over compressor delivery and expander inlet. As no
external load is connected to the shaft, the throttle valve simulates
the load condition of the installation. The throttle valve, therefore,
can either be used as an input to control the operation point OR as
a system parameter. The fuel valve controls the power supplied to
the gas turbine and is the most important control input. Due to the
mechanical transmissions in the valves, the rate of change is lim-
ited to full stroke in 40 s for the fuel valve and even 120 s for the
throttle valve.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
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A LabVIEW based data-acquisition system has been realized.
This system provides opportunities to measure, monitor and store
the available measurement signals, including pressures, tempera-
tures, valve positions, rotational speed, and mass flow through a
built-in orifice. The LabVIEW program is also able to implement
new valve positions during automatic control.

Figure 2 presents a photograph of the installation showing the
large buffer-tank~height over 2 meters! on the back and the com-
bustion chamber and the throttle valve, above the fuel supply line,
in front. For detailed information, the reader is referred to Essen
@2#.

Dynamic Simulation Model
A physical simulation model has been developed. This model is

preliminarily introduced in Vroemen@3# and described in detail in
Essen@1#. The model has a one-dimensional, generic, modular,
component-wise structure. Components are compressor, expander,
control valves, combustion chamber, flow-restrictions, and piping.
The physical basis and the modular approach ensure the applica-
bility of the model for a large class of compressor/expander sys-
tems.

Components are modeled by their characteristics,i.e. a set of
~nonlinear! steady algebraic equations determining the mass flow
through the component as a function of pressure, temperature,
rotational speed, etc. In this way the performance characteristics
are used as static momentum balances. The dynamic behavior of
the components is modeled by volumes, positioned in between
two components. Inside each volume the conservation equations
for mass, momentum, and energy are solved,i.e. two coupled
ordinary differential equations in pressure and temperature.

The model configuration for the laboratory gas turbine in Fig. 3
shows three volumes representing the effective volumes of the

compressor duct, the buffer-tank plus piping~plenum!, and the
combustion chamber. The describing equations for each volume
are

dT

dt
5
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pV FgS ṁin

Cp, inTin

Cp
2ṁoutT1

Q
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D2T~ṁin2ṁout!G

dp

dt
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V S ṁin
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Cp
2ṁoutT1

Q
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In which the termQ represents the added combustion power or
the extracted expander cooling power, respectively. A power bal-
ance on the rotational speed of the gas turbine shaft gives the
seventh state equation.

System simulation based the performance maps of the compo-
nents extended by dynamic coupling equations is widely accepted
in the literature and presented, among others, by Schobeiri@4# and
Garrard @5# with regard to aero engines and Botros@6,7# with
regard to compressor stations and piping. Apart from the charac-
teristics, only little detailed~geometric! system information is re-
quired.

For control purposes, fast simulation is required and the model
configuration is kept as simple as possible. Therefore, piping and
buffer tank have been lumped into a single plenum volume. Due
to its relative large size~.2 m3!, the cut-off frequency~deter-
mined by the residence time of the largest volume! of the model is
estimated at 0.2 Hz. When transients at a faster time scale need to
be controlled, the model may fail. In that case, the plenum should
be split into multiple volumes in series, combined with an insta-
tionary momentum balance, Essen@1#, allowing compressible
flow at the expense of a considerably larger simulation time. As
the required time scale for controlling the operation point~ap-
proximately 20 s! corresponds to this limit, our model of the labo-
ratory gas turbine is suitable for application in a model based
controller.

Parameter Validation
Due to the physical nature of the model, a large number of

parameters is involved. Two types of parameters are distin-
guished. The first type influences the stationary operating points
of the installation. These parameters include pressure drop factors
and efficiencies.Pressure drop factorsdetermine the mass flow
through components~often hidden in the component characteris-
tics!. Efficienciesinclude the~polytropic! efficiencies of compres-
sor and expander, and the combustion efficiency. These steady
state parameters have been validated by extensive experiments in
a systematic procedure based on a mass and power balance.

During the validation of the steady-state parameters we had to
modify the compressor performance map~available from the
original manufacturer! to have the map agree with the experimen-
tal results. Reasons for this mismatch are not fully understood but

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the gas turbine installation

Fig. 2 Photograph of the gas turbine installation

Fig. 3 Model configuration with coupling volumes between
successive components
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may be in the interaction between components and in the methods
by which the maps of separate components are determined.

Due to the lumped influence of the expander cooling system,
the neglected temperature dependency of the heat capacity, and
the inherent dynamic character of the combustion process, it ap-
peared difficult to determine the efficiencies of expansion and
combustion. In the present model, the combustion efficiency is a
static function of the fuel-air ratio. This leads, however, to signifi-
cant ~dynamic! model mismatches in the expander inlet tempera-
ture when suddenly more fuel is injected.

The second type of parameters influences the transient opera-
tion of the installation. These parameters include the size of the
effective volumes, the inertia of the gas turbine shaft, and the
move rates of control valves. The transient behavior did not intro-
duce any problems; all the inertia parameters were easy to select
from straightforward~physical! start values.

With validated parameters, the performance of the model is
good. Both steady state and transient simulations agree well with
experimental results.

Nonlinear MPC Implementation
For the gas turbine setup the emphasis is on real-time imple-

mentation of MPC and we defined rather straightforward control
objectives as set-point and trajectory control, combined with con-
straints on inputs and outputs. For our MPC configuration we use
Primacs, a package for real-time model based control that is being
developed by TNO-TPD~Delft, The Netherlands!. Although Pri-
macs was originally designed for linear MPC, the modular struc-
ture allowed us to implement thesuccessive linearisationap-
proach. The connection to the LabVIEW environment has been
established by DDE over an Ethernet connection. We succeeded
in a real-time implementation of MPC on the laboratory installa-
tion. The sample interval was limited to 1.2 s on a ordinary Pen-
tium 200 PC.

Because of inevitable model mismatches and measurement
noise or errors, afilter is required to correct the prediction of the
internal model towards the actual process measurements. In our
implementation we tested a first order integrating~output distur-
bance! filter. In this filter, a number of extra states~d! track the
offset between process measurements and model predictions. The
filter equations are given by

Fx~k11!

d~k11!G5FA 0

0 I
G Fx~k!

d~k!G1F 0
K f

G@ym~k!2yp~k!#1FB0 Gu~k!

ym~k11!5@C I#Fx~k11!

d~k11!G1Du~k!

in which yp is a process measurement andym is the corresponding
model prediction. Note that only the outputs and not the states are
updated. A basic extension to this scheme to avoid linearization
errors in the filter correction is a one-sample-ahead nonlinear pre-
diction for ym .

This first order filter performs well as long as all controlled
outputs can be measured~or accurately reconstructed by other
measurements!. Otherwise, the filter cannot correct the model pre-
dictions accurately and the controller performances degrades. In
our configuration, a problem arises with the reconstruction of the
mass flow through the compressor. As it is impossible to measure
it directly it should be reconstructed from the compressor charac-
teristic. This reconstruction, however, is not only very bad condi-
tioned by almost flat curves in the compressor map near the surge
line, but it may also be corrupted by deviations between measured
and modeledstates~rotational speed, pressure ratio!. Although we
did not attempt this, an augmented Kalman filter, that updates the
model statesinstead of theoutputs, could possibly improve this
problem. It is, however, not easy to implement in a nonlinear
setting@1# and requires sufficient measured outputs to feedback.

Results
In this section some typical experimental results are presented

and discussed with emphasis on constraint handling and robust
performance. Constraint handling appears to be a realistic advan-
tage of MPC for control of turbomachinery. Most ‘‘conventional’’
controllers cannot deal with constraints at all, especially not when
constraints~like surge and expander temperature! are not oncon-
trolled outputs. For the laboratory installation, surge and expander
temperature constraints are reached frequently. Also~move! con-
straints on the actuator inputs strongly influence the controlled
operation. Figure 4 displays the operating area of the gas turbine
installation in the compressor characteristic, indicating the con-
straints.

Note that the ‘‘surge-ratio’’ constraint is a safety margin to the
real surge line defined by the ratio of actual compressor mass flow
and the corresponding mass flow at the surge line for the same
pressure ratio.

Sine Responses. This result illustrates the capabilities of the
MPC controller to track a periodic reference trajectory. A sinu-
soidal trajectory for the rotational speed~period 75 s, amplitude
80 rev/s, mean 438 rev/s! is specified while the throttle valve
serves as a~known! load-disturbance on the installation~sine with
half frequency: period 150 s, amplitude 0.3, mean 0.7!. The fuel
valve is now the only input. In Fig. 5a both sine functions are
presented. Figure 5b shows the tracking result over a time interval
of one full period of the disturbance in a steady state response,
that is, after the switch-on phenomena vanished.

Indeed, Fig. 5b shows that the controller is able to follow the
trajectory on the rotational speed, except for the two rising flanks.
There, the temperature constraint is reached, as can be seen in Fig.
6a, which displays the expander temperature over the same time
interval. Moreover, a difference can be seen between the first

Fig. 4 Simulated operation area, limited by constraints, pro-
jected onto the compressor map

Fig. 5 „a… Sinusoidal trajectories for the rotational speed and
throttle valve disturbance. „b… Measured and predicted re-
sponses of rotational speed.
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rising and the second rising flank. This difference is caused by the
opposite influence of the throttle valve~i.e., gas turbine load!
disturbance in these two situations.

Figure 6a shows that the controller indeed manages to keep the
temperature within the constraint. Clearly, however, a temporary
constraint violation of the measured expander inlet temperature
can be seen. As the controller is able to keep the~filtered! model
value within the constraint, this appears to be a filter problem. The
controller is simply not aware of the violation because the filter is
not fast enough to compensate the mismatch of the expander tem-
perature. Indicated solutions are in a higher filter gain for this
output, a faster MPC sampling time, and, of course, in an im-
proved modeling of the~dynamic! combustion efficiency.

Figure 6b compares the actual rotational speed with the fuel
valve input. This illustrates the anticipative behavior of the con-
troller. Already 12 samples~one prediction horizon! before a
change in sign of the derivative of the rotational speed, the fuel
valve changes direction. Anticipation will be discussed in a sepa-
rate subsection.

Surge or Temperature Constraint. Close to the surge line,
depending on the rotational speed level, the simulated operating
area in Fig. 4 is either restricted by the surge-ratio constraint or
the temperature constraint. This has been verified in two experi-
ments, at two different constant rotational speeds. It is examined
whether the controller ‘‘stops’’ at the surge constraint or at the
temperature constraint when the mass flow through the expander
is forced to decrease. The experiments involve a constant set-point
on the rotational speed and a decreasing set-point on the mass
flow. As controlled inputs, both the fuel and the throttle valve are
used. The desired operating points are located across the surge
line. The corresponding constraints are indicated in Figs. 7a and
b, showing that at the high rotational speed~438 rev/s!, the con-

troller stops at the surge ratio constraint of 0.97, while at the low
rotational speed~350 rev/s!, the controller stops at the temperature
constraint of 925 K. These experimental results compare to the
expected results from the simulation and show that the MPC con-
troller is able to maintain constraints on outputs that are not con-
trolled.

Temperature Constraint Level. Results on the influence of
the level of the temperature constraint on the controlled variable
rotational speed are presented in Fig. 8. For three different values
of the temperature constraint~880, 900, and 925 K!, the same
steps are put on the set-points of the rotational speed and the
expander mass flow~not shown!. Lowering the maximum allow-
able expander temperature results in a slower system response.
Obviously, the allowed increase of the fuel flow per sample has to
be reduced. As expected, the temperature constraint does not in-
fluence the response to a lower set-point. In fact, these responses
are approximately equal. Figure 9 indicates that the controller
manages to keep the constraints, although they are temporarily
violated as discussed before.

Disturbances. A rigorous way to apply a disturbance to the
system is the injection of compressed air into the buffer tank by
~manually! opening the valve~Fig. 1!. In the experiment presented
in Fig. 10, the system response for constant rotational speed and
expander pressure is examined. The controller cannot anticipate to
this unmodeled disturbance and all deviations should be compen-

Fig. 6 „a… Expander temperature during sine response experi-
ment. „b… Comparison between control output „rotational
speed … and input „fuel valve ….

Fig. 7 „a… and „b… Expander inlet temperature and surge ratio
parameter for two experiments with constant rotational speed
and decreasing mass flow

Fig. 8 Rotational speed for different settings of the tempera-
ture constraint

Fig. 9 Expander inlet temperature
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sated by the filter. At sample 35 the compressed air valve is
opened, while at sample 90 the valve is closed again. The injected
mass flow of compressed air is approximately 0.05 kg/s~or 12
percent of the expander mass flow!. Although large filter correc-
tions must be applied, the controller manages to reach the original
set-points of both speed and pressure again. The system is there-
fore robust for large disturbances and the filter performs well at
this time scale.

Transient Response. In the simulation shown in Fig. 11, the
transient behavior during a set-point change is indicated in the
~compressor! characteristic. A new set-point has been specified at
a lower rotational speed, while the fuel valve is the only input. It
can be seen that the surge constraint is nearly reached by the
compressor mass flow. Note the difference between compressor
and expander mass flows due to depressurizing the buffer tank.
For a gas turbine like the laboratory installation, there is a poten-
tial danger of surge during fast ‘‘downwards’’ transients. A typi-
cal example is emergency shutdown. A model based controller is
able to anticipate to this problem.

Anticipation. Anticipation is the ability of the controller to
react before an actual set-point change is commanded. In this
subsection we present some results on anticipative behavior of
model predictive control. In Fig. 12a, the simulation results of a
system response to a set-point change in rotational speed with and
without anticipation are compared. The fuel valve, Fig. 12b, is the
only input and no constraints on the output nor on the temperature
are applied. Without anticipation, the controller starts responding
as soon as the set-point change is activated. Remarkable is the
‘‘inverse controller response’’ that the system displays in the case

with anticipation. First the fuel valve is closed and the rotational
speed lowers, then the fuel valve opens again and the rotational
speed rises to its new set-point value. The inverse response does
not seem to be the optimal response to the set-point change. It
appears, for instance, already better when the ‘‘negative’’ control
moves~in the first few samples! are suppressed.

This phenomenon of anticipative behavior appears to be
strongly related to the relative size of the control horizon with
respect to the prediction horizon. The prediction horizon is the
number of samples for which the future system is predicted, while
the control horizon is the number of samples for which new future
inputs are computed~in general the degrees of freedom!. Subop-
timal solutions are an inherent consequence of differences be-
tween these two horizons and cause an ‘‘inverse’’ response. These
suboptimizations can be improved by increasing the control hori-
zon relative to the prediction horizon. The influence of the size
~m! of the control horizon relative to the prediction horizon~12
samples! on the simulated performance is investigated and shown
in Fig. 13.

Conclusions
We applied a nonlinear MPC configuration to gas turbine con-

trol. We succeeded in a real-time implementation, due to hard-
ware limitations the sample time was limited to 1.2 s. We find that
MPC is a challenging, new control strategy for turbomachinery.
The performance of the implemented MPC configuration is good.
Both steady state set-point variations and transient tracking of
reference trajectories are performed well. Constraint limits are
observed and the influence of MPC tuning parameters like weight-
ing factors and length of horizons is well understood. The pres-

Fig. 10 „a… and „b… Predicted and measured rotational speed
and expander pressure during compressed air disturbance

Fig. 11 Simulated transient response displayed in the com-
pressor map

Fig. 12 „a… and „b… Simulated response of rotational speed
with and without anticipation

Fig. 13 Response of rotational speed for different settings of
the control horizon „m samples … for a prediction horizon of 12
samples
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ence of model mismatches and disturbances is handled correctly
by the filter although limited filter performance is responsible for
temporary violations of the temperature constraint during fast
transients. Anticipation is a powerful control tool, but the undes-
ired phenomenon of inverse response can only be avoided by
computationally demanding long control horizons.

To make the advantages and opportunities of model based con-
trol available to industrial turbomachinery configurations, more
research, both in simulations and in experiments is required.

The following suggestions for future research are made. First,
based on advanced hardware, the sample time should be de-
creased, allowing faster control, this should be combined with the
introduction of fast and accurate control valves and new filter
implementations. Second, more emphasis is needed on the devel-
opment of accurate control-oriented models for combustion and
especially dynamic combustion efficiency. Third, an extension of
the MPC algorithm towards amixed integer optimization, Bem-
porad@8#, should be aimed for. This strategy includes the optimal
selection of discrete events like turning machines in or out into the
performance criterion of the continuous optimization. An interest-
ing application is reported for load balancing of compressor sta-
tions in Essen@1# and Smeulers@9#. Finally, the concept of hier-
archical controller implementation, where MPC is not used as the
primary controller, but only computes the~optimal! set-points for
local controllers, seems promising to maintain the overall optimiz-
ing properties of MPC and simultaneously reduce the required
computation time.
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Structural Health Monitoring With
Piezoelectric Active Sensors
A technology for non-intrusive real-time structural health monitoring using piezoelectric
active sensors is presented. The approach is based on monitoring variations of the
coupled electromechanical impedance of piezoelectric patches bonded to metallic struc-
tures in high-frequency bands. In each of these applications, a single piezoelectric ele-
ment is used as both an actuator and a sensor. The resulting electromechanical coupling
makes the frequency-dependent electric impedance spectrum of the PZT sensor a good
mapping of the underlying structure’s acoustic signature. Moreover, incipient structural
damage can be indicated by deviations of this signature from its original baseline pattern.
Unique features of this technology include its high sensitivity to structural damage, non-
intrusiveness to the host structure, and low cost of implementation. These features have
potential for enabling on-board damage monitoring of critical or inaccessible aerospace
structures and components, such as aircraft wing joints, and both internal and external jet
engine components. Several exploratory applications will be discussed.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1365123#

Introduction
Health management of gas turbine engine components requires

a set of technologies for detecting and predicting the evolution of
damage that results from service loads and operational environ-
ments. An important part of this capability is the detection of
cracks and other forms of damage in structural components. Tra-
ditional non-destructive evaluation~NDE! techniques include
eddy current, ultrasonic, fluorescent penetrant, magnetic particle,
optical, and radiographic inspection~@1#!. These techniques are
usually performed off-wing, though some can be applied to acces-
sible on-wing parts. For prognostics and health monitoring of en-
gine components, cracks and other forms of damage must be de-
tected either between periods of engine use or while the engine is
operating. Real-time application requires a sensor system that is
permanently mounted on or near critical structures such that peri-
odic inspections can be conducted on-line without removing com-
ponents from the aircraft. The impact and benefit of such on-line
health monitoring is that it not only increases flight safety, but
also enables converting schedule-based into condition-based
maintenance, thus reducing the down time of aircraft and associ-
ated maintenance costs.

The piezoelectric active sensor and electric impedance ap-
proach has demonstrated unique features that meet the require-
ments of an on-line health monitoring sensor system. This form of
structural health monitoring is based on the use of sensor/actuator,
or active sensor elements, to obtain real-time and continuous mea-
surements that reflect the health status of the monitored structure.
This paper describes a piezoelectric active sensor-based method
that is being developed to detect the presence of cracks and other
forms of damage in gas turbine engines and other aerospace
structures.

Background and History
A health monitoring technique that measures high-frequency

acoustic signatures with piezoelectric active sensors was first re-
ported in~@2#! and later in~@3#!. The technique has been tested in
a variety of light-weight aerospace structures as well as thick-
gauge steel structures, such as a bolted steel joint on a bridge. The

technique was found to be very sensitive to incipient structural
damage, especially in metallic structures with low damping. Simi-
lar work was done by Lichtenwaler et al.@4# in which composite
helicopter blades were monitored for delamination by a pair of
PZT devices. One device was used as a sensor and the other as an
actuator, and the transfer function between them was measured.
Structural damage detection by a Wheatstone bridge circuit and a
PZT sensor was reported in~@5#!. This system eliminated the need
for expensive equipment for impedance acquisition. The technol-
ogy of using coupled impedance measurements for structural
health monitoring was summarized by Giurgiutiu and Rogers@6#.

This paper reports on recent investigations of the use of high-
frequency electromechanical~E/M! impedance spectra for the
construction of health monitoring systems designed to detect
cracks and other forms of damage in metallic structural compo-
nents. Piezoelectric lead-zirconate-titanate~PZT! sensors bonded
to gas turbine engine components have been used to acquire these
spectra. The sensors emit high-frequency~;100–500 kHz! acous-
tic excitation whose wavelength is small enough to be sensitive to
critical-sized cracks or other small flaws. Early detection of these
features can be a key capability of future prognostic health moni-
toring systems that can support maintenance-on-demand and inte-
grated prognostics and logistics business models.

Principle of Operation
A piezoceramic material, such as PZT, can work as both a

sensor and an actuator as a result of the direct and converse pi-
ezoelectric effect. When embedded in a structure and driven by an
ac voltage, a PZT patch dynamically excites the structure as a
result of its field induced strain. The mechanical response of the
structure, in turn, modulates the current flowing through the same
PZT patch. Suppose a PZT actuator with a mechanical impedance
Za along the longitudinal directionyW is clamped at one end, and
the other end is connected to a structure with a mechanical im-
pedanceZs . Using the constitutive equations of PZT material, the
coupled electric admittanceY of the PZT between two electrodes
in a transverse directionzW can be described~@7#! by

Y5 ivaF«~12 id!2
Zs~v!

Zs~v!1Za~v!

~d!2

s G (1)

Here, d, « and d are the dielectric loss tangent, the dielectric
constant, and the piezoelectric constant of the PZT material, re-
spectively.s is the mechanical compliance of the PZT,v is the
angular frequency of the driving voltage, anda is a geometric
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constant of the PZT actuator. The first term in Eq.~1! is the
capacitive admittance of a free PZT. The second term includes the
PZT’s own output mechanical impedance as well as the imped-
ance of the structure. For a given PZT sensor integrated into a
structure, the coupled electric admittance is then a unique function
of the structure’s mechanical impedanceZs and the driving fre-
quencyv. This coupled term appears in an admittance vs. fre-
quency plot as sharp peaks superimposed on a linear capacitive
impedance line. Because these peaks correspond to resonances of
the structure, they constitute a unique signature of the structure’s
acoustic behavior. As a result, changes in the impedance signature
could indicate structural integrity variations. This coupled electro-
mechanical impedance can be conveniently measured by a com-
mercial electric impedance analyzer.

PZT active sensors and electric impedance measurements for
structural health monitoring exhibit high sensitivity to incipient
damage, low power consumption, and are relatively non-intrusive
to the structure being monitored.

High Sensitivity: The high sensitivity of this technique is the
result of two factors. First, the interrogating frequency is;100–
500 kHz. A fundamental requirement for an acoustic signature-
based NDE technique is that the wavelength of the acoustic exci-
tation be comparable to the characteristic size of expected forms
of structural damage so that such damage can effectively interrupt
the transmission and reflection of stress waves. The typical oper-
ating frequency of the technique described in this paper is a few
hundred kHz. This enables detection of incipient damage on the
order of a few millimeters and is possible only when using small
low mass transducers.

The second reason for this technique’s high-sensitivity is the
availability of electric impedance measurement equipment. The
electric impedance is much simpler to measure with lower cost
and higher accuracy and resolution than its mechanical counter-
part. A commercial electric impedance analyzer can have over
100 dB of dynamic range while the mechanical frequency re-
sponse function obtained with conventional instrumentation, such
as accelerometers, force gauges and magnetic shakers, is typically
around 60–80 dB. Hence, the mapping of a mechanical character-
istic into an electrical analogue greatly facilitates the acquisition
of high resolution structural signatures.

Low Power Consumption: The typical drive level for activating
PZT sensors is only;1 V RMS with a maximum current;10
mA. The corresponding power consumption is in the range of
;10 mW.

Non-Intrusive Sensor: PZT sensor patches are small and have
little mass. A typical PZT patch is;0.75 in.30.5 in.30.01 in. and
weighs;0.26 g. As a result, PZT sensors cause little interference
with the operation of the structures they are used to monitor.

Several areas of research related to PZT crack detection are
reported in the rest of this paper. These include experimental and
analytical studies of crack detection by PZT active sensing ele-
ments, pattern recognition and temperature correction algorithms,
and investigations into the use of these devices on realistic gas
turbine engine components.

Experimental Investigation of Sensitivity and
Signature-Damage Correlation

To quantify the technique’s sensitivity, minimum detectable
crack sizes were investigated experimentally. In order to simplify
data analyses, steel beams with simple rectangular cross sections
were tested under free-free boundary conditions. The beam di-
mensions were 5.76 in.31.00 in.30.125 in. with 0.75 in.30.5
in.30.01 in. PZT patches bonded 1 in. from their ends. The beams
were hung with thin nylon strands in air, and their impedance
spectra from 50 kHz to 350 kHz were measured.

Specimen-to-Specimen Signature Variations. Part damage
is identified by variations of impedance signatures from baseline
signatures. In order to determine whether generic baseline signa-

tures could be used for different types of components, specimen-
to-specimen variations in E/M impedance spectra were studied.
Impedance signature differences between beam specimens were
found to depend primarily on variations in beam geometry and
sensor location.

Beam specimens were made of cold-rolled steel plates with
machining tolerances under 0.001 in. PZT patch positions were
made as repeatable as possible given that these sensors were
manually bonded. Nevertheless, under these conditions, dimen-
sional and sensor location variations were unacceptably large and,
hence, damage detection relative to common baseline signatures
was not found to be feasible. Figure 1 shows the electric imped-
ance spectra of four specimens having the same nominal size.
Beams one and four have a similar signature pattern, as do beams
two and three. However, the difference between the two groups is
significant and larger than that caused by typical forms of struc-
tural damage. Therefore, in this case, damage is only detectable
by comparing impedance signatures against the baselines of indi-
vidual components.

Sensor Re-bonding Repeatability. Investigations into sensor
re-bonding variability were conducted. The experiments showed
that spectral variations due to re-bonding of the PZT sensor are of
the same order of magnitude as those due to moderate amounts of
damage. This result implies that PZT sensors must be permanently
embedded in or bonded to the structures they are used to monitor.
In particular, to ensure repeatable signature readings, they cannot
be temporarily attached to a structure whenever measurements are
needed.

Correlation of Signature With Damage Location. The pos-
sibility of determining crack locations from impedance signatures
was supported by experiments that measured how the location of
small drill indents affected high-frequency resonant spectra. In-
dents were made in a free-free supported beam at increasing dis-
tances from a PZT sensor, and each indent location was shown to
correlate with a negative frequency shift of a different resonance
peak. Figure 2 shows the results of one such experiment in which
two indents were drilled in a specimen and correlated with sig-
nificant shifts in the far right peak for indent 1 and significant
shifts in the far left peak for indent 3.

Effect of Sensor Material on Signature. Different sensor
materials were tested to study their impact on damage sensitivity
and temperature stability. The effect of piezoelectric material on
the impedance signature was also investigated, and no noticeable
variation was observed between hard piezoelectric~PZT 4! and

Fig. 1 Impedance variations between identical beam
specimens
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soft piezoelectric~PZT 5A! sensors. However, hard PZT sensors
demonstrated less temperature dependence than soft PZT sensors
on the same beam specimens.

Effect of Temperature on Signature. It is well established
that environmental temperature has a significant effect on electro-
mechanical impedance signatures. Thus, an appropriate tempera-
ture correction must be employed before structural damage can be
identified by an impedance signature change. A cross correlation-
based algorithm was implemented to address this issue, and the
details will be discussed in a later section of this paper. In addi-
tion, a dual PZT patch configuration was studied as a hardware
alternative for temperature correction. This technique uses one
patch as a sensor and another as an actuator and measures the
transfer function between them, instead of observing the point
transfer function at one location with a single sensor. The dual
PZT patch configuration demonstrated less spectrum variation
with sensor temperature change than single PZT patches, without
compromising detection sensitivity. However, this method is
harder to apply because it requires an additional sensor and asso-
ciated instrumentation.

Signature Sensitivity to Damage. Cracks in metallic struc-
tures are not easy to generate under normal laboratory conditions
within short periods of time. Moreover, additional structural per-
turbations could occur during crack initiation and propagation that
could contaminate controlled tests. To accelerate testing of PZT
crack sensitivity, while strictly controlling test conditions, beam
specimen cracks were simulated by electric discharge machine
~EDM! cutting. A small 0.009 in. wire gauge was used, and the
width of the resulting simulated cracks were about 0.012 in. This
technique was used to study the effect on impedance signatures of
cracks at different locations, orientations and sizes.

Figure 3 illustrates signature pattern changes before and after
0.060 in. long EDM cuts were made on the beam specimens.
Although identical EDM notches were applied to two of these
specimens, the impact of these notches on each specimen’s signa-
ture was different. This is believed to be due to specimen
variability—the baseline signatures of beams can differ signifi-
cantly within a given frequency band. Therefore, over this interval
of frequencies, one specimen might be more sensitive to damage
than another. It was also observed that the smallest crack that can
be unambiguously detected by an impedance signature change is
approximately 0.060 in. in length, when the crack orientation is
perpendicular to the beam’s longitudinal axis and located 2 inches
from the sensor.

Table 1 quantifies these results with the damage identification
algorithm described below in Eq.~2!. The relative damage index
was calculated over a frequency band from 200 kHz to 255 kHz,
after temperature effects were corrected. The index for a crack

0.060 in. long, perpendicular to the beam’s longitudinal dimen-
sion, and 1 inch from the sensor is defined to be unity. Although
there is no quantitative relationship between values of this scalar
damage index and crack location or orientation, a positive corre-
lation nevertheless exists between index values and the extent of
structural damage. A crack parallel to the sensor’s longitudinal
dimension produces a smaller signature variation, as does a crack
2 inches from the sensor. A crack 0.12 inches long causes a larger
signature variation than a 0.060 inch crack under the same condi-
tions. Therefore, this simple statistical approach can be used for
approximate estimations of damage levels.

Finite Element Models
In order to identify specific forms of damage by impedance

signature changes, it is necessary to establish improved correla-
tion between acoustic signature changes and changes in a compo-
nent’s structural integrity. In addition, to develop robust pattern
recognition algorithms that can classify situations other than those
seen in the laboratory, a high-frequency structural model is
needed to study the signatures associated with additional types of
damage. For this purpose, a finite element model~FEM! was de-
veloped of the same free-free steel beam and PZT sensor configu-
ration used in the above experimental investigations.

An initial step toward analytical crack prediction was made by
verifying finite element model predictions at frequencies ap-
proaching those typically used in the impedance spectrum ap-
proach, but much higher than those normally studied in structural
dynamic analyses. The objective was to validate this model by
comparing analytical mode shapes and frequency responses with
experimental ones. Predictions for natural frequencies of the beam
up to 100 kHz were obtained. The effect of a PZT sensor on the
predicted modal response of a beam was also studied. Good
agreement was also found for these modes with the laser Vibro-
meter technique described below.

Fig. 2 Impedance signature variation with damage location
„solid line: before damage; dashed line: after damage …

Fig. 3 Signature changes caused by 0.060 in. EDM cracks

Table 1 Relative damage indices caused by 0.06 in. and 0.12
in. cracks
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Effect of PZT Sensor on the Modal Response. The effect of
incorporating a PZT sensor model on the modal shapes and fre-
quencies was investigated. The PZT was modeled with 64 brick
elements that had a total thickness of 0.01 in. This analysis was
performed in the frequency range from 0 Hz to 60 kHz and in-
cluded a total of 45 modes. The results for modes 20 to 25 are
listed in Table 2. The percent difference errors for the other 39
modes were similar to the values of the six reported modes. As
shown in the table, adding the PZT sensor to the beam model does
not significantly affect the frequencies of high-order modes.
Therefore, it was possible to simplify the finite element model by
omitting the PZT sensor.

Experimental Validation of Mode Shapes and Frequen-
cies. The mode shapes from the finite element model were vali-
dated by comparing them with experimental data. Collaborators at
North Carolina A&T University conducted a series of measure-
ments on the modal shapes of our canonical steel beam with a
Scanning Doppler Laser Vibrometer~SDLV! system. This system

is able to analyze structural vibrations up to 250 kHz with a sen-
sitivity of 0.5 mm/s. Complete laser vibrometer studies of cantile-
ver beam mode shapes and associated resonant frequencies were
obtained for frequencies up to 200 kHz. Good agreement was
obtained between the SDLV data and the above finite element
results. Figure 4 illustrates corresponding beam mode shapes at
45,773 Hz, as derived from the finite element model~top!, and at
45,732 Hz, as derived from the SDLV~bottom!.

Data Processing and Damage Identification
Large amounts of high-frequency impedance spectrum data

were obtained from each sample/condition pair. As a result, algo-
rithms for expediting data exploration, analysis, and reduction
were developed. These codes can extract resonance peak features,
correlate these features between sets of similarly prepared speci-
mens, and use them to detect features for distinguishing the ef-
fects of cracks and other defects. Impedance spectra consist of
resonance peaks superimposed on a slowly varying background.
Structural integrity variations can result in resonance peak shifts,
splits ~e.g., from the splitting of degenerate vibration modes in
symmetric components!, merges or the appearance of new peaks.
Two types of algorithms were developed to automate the detec-
tion and measurement of these variations.

Simple free-free beam specimens exhibited clearly separated
resonance peaks. As a result, local features of these signatures
could be extracted and used to compare multiple spectra. For this
purpose, a three-stage pattern recognition algorithm was devel-
oped. First, a peak detection algorithm locates resonance peaks
and catalogues their frequencies, amplitudes, and widths. Second,
a list of corresponding peaks in two impedance spectra~e.g., from
nominal and damaged specimens! is generated. This procedure
uses a metric that measures the alignment~in frequency domain!
of peaks from two spectra that have similar amplitudes and
widths. Finally, a routine was developed that accepted a list of
corresponding peaks from two or more spectra and returned mean,
standard deviation, and coefficient of variation statistics about
corresponding peak locations, amplitudes, and widths.

Engine component specimens exhibited complex impedance
spectra without clear indications of individual resonance peaks.
As a result, only global features of these signatures could be mea-
sured and used to compare multiple spectra. For this purpose, a
statistical delta~SD! approach that measures the dissimilarity be-
tween two impedance signatures was used. For signatures consist-
ing of n discrete impedance measurementsYi , taken over a fre-
quency range of interest, the SD metric is defined as:

SD[(
i 51

n A~Ydamage
i 2Ybaseline

i !2

DYbaseline
i (2)

Here,DYbaseline
i is the maximum baseline signature change due

to sources of noise other than structural variations.

Temperature Correction by Cross-Correlation Analysis.
Electro-mechanical impedance signatures are significantly af-
fected by environmental temperature variations that alter the ma-
terial properties of structures and the dielectric properties of sen-
sors. This hampers the utility of these signatures for structural
health monitoring. Experiments demonstrate that this temperature
variation may result in impedance spectrum changes~e.g., reso-
nance peak shifts! that are comparable in magnitude to those that
result from moderate structural damage. Hence, temperature-
induced changes might result in unacceptably high false alarm
error rates. Methods of physical compensation by secondary tem-
perature sensors and associated electrical circuits would, them-
selves, be vulnerable to temperature effects and are, thus, not a
completely effective means for temperature compensation.

A software-based method was developed to correct impedance
spectrum variations caused by thermal effects. The technique is
based on differences between spectral changes due to structural

Fig. 4 Modal shape of the beam, top by FEM „45,773 Hz…, bot-
tom by SDLV „45,732 Hz…

Table 2 Effect of PZT model on modal frequencies
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damage and changes due to temperature variations. Within certain
frequency bands, temperature-induced changes result in nearly
uniform vertical and horizontal translations of impedance spectra,
while impedance variations due to structural changes produce
relatively localized effects on E/M impedance spectra~e.g., reso-
nant peak splitting and peak-dependent resonant frequency shifts!.
This distinction enables the removal of the thermal effect by the
simple cross-correlation algorithm described in~@7#!.

The approach measures the extent to which an impedance spec-
trum curve is horizontally and vertically translated due to tem-
perature effects. Temperature effects that result in vertical dis-
placements of impedance spectra are compensated by computing
and removing the difference between the mean values of the base-
line spectrumX and the current spectrumY. On the other hand, the
cross-correlation between these signals is used to determine how
much horizontal translation of spectrumY with respect to baseline
spectrumX can be attributed to temperature effects. This approach
is effective when component damage results in minor and local-
ized perturbations in impedance signatures.

Figure 5 illustrates the cross-correlation method of temperature
compensation. The top, or first, plot shows a baseline impedance
signature before and after a thermal shift. The second shows the
result of applying a thermal correction. The third shows the ther-
mally corrected signature of a damaged specimen versus the base-
line. The bottom plot shows the cross-correlation coefficient cor-
responding to the horizontal thermal shift of the spectrum and
how the correction is determined. The circle on the curve indi-
cates the peak location~780 data points! of the cross-correlation
coefficient, if there is no thermal shift. Due to the thermal shift,

the peak is actually moved to the asterisk. Moving the new im-
pedance signature by the distance between these two locations,
with respect to the baseline, yields thermally corrected results that
retain the damage variations, as shown in the third plot.

Engine Component Studies
In addition to the simple cantilever beam experiments reported

above, we have studied the detection of cracks with high-
frequency impedance spectra in several jet engine components.
These components were selected in order to investigate the feasi-
bility of using E/M impedance signatures for structural health
monitoring of realistic components with complex geometrical
shapes. The specific parts used in these studies were selected on
the basis of sample availability and part accessibility.

Isolated Component. Cracks measuring 5 mm30.5 mm30.5
mm inscribed on engine airfoils by a Dremel tool were found to
be consistently detectable with PZT sensors. However, significant
specimen-to-specimen variability implies that damage is best
assessed by tracking changes in the spectra of individual
components.

In Situ Component. In order to mature this technology and
better gauge downstream commercialization risks, PZT prognostic
sensors were included in a seeded-fault engine test~SFET!. The
goals of this test were to~1! evaluate the PZT sensor’s survivabil-
ity in a harsh engine environment~i.e., determine the robustness
of the sensor and adhesive to high temperatures and extreme vi-
bration levels!, ~2! determine the repeatability of the high-
frequency impedance measurements during and after engine cy-
cling, and ~3! evaluate the sensitivity of the sensor to seeded
engine faults.

Five PZT patches were mounted on the external surface of the
Nozzle Static Structure~NSS! of a retired F100 engine. This lo-
cation was selected because of its accessibility, susceptibility to
significant noise and vibration, and exposure to moderately high
temperatures.~PZT sensors lose their piezoelectric properties
above a characteristic Curie temperature.! Broadband impedance
signatures were acquired from these sensors when the engine was
shut down and while it was operating in idle, intermediate, and
augmentation modes. The measurements demonstrated good re-
peatability over a 100 kHz frequency window, despite the pres-
ence of strong grounding noise and electromagnetic interference
from other instrumentation cables. As expected, the signature pat-
terns shifted as the temperature of the NSS increased. The patterns
subsequently returned to their baseline values when the engine
cooled to ambient temperatures.

All the sensors survived a two week engine test during which
about twenty 90 minute engine cycles~idle, intermediate, aug-
mentation, and stop! were executed. No cracks in or performance
degradation of the sensors were observed.@During the second
week of the SFET, one sensor was partially debonded from the
NSS. This was subsequently found to have resulted from defective
bonding~i.e., an air bubble was trapped in the adhesive! and water
intrusion into the bonding layer. The sensor was re-bonded, and
good signatures were obtained for the remainder of the SFET.#

After verifying sensor survivability and data repeatability, five
artificial cracks were made in the externally accessible NSS to
simulate structural damage on an engine component. Noticeable
signature changes occurred when a 3/8 inch crack was made in the
NSS 2.5 in. from one of the sensors. Only a limited opportunity
for experimentation existed during the SFET. As a result, this
defect size was selected to be small enough to be of interest to
applications engineers, but large enough to assure initial detect-
ability during the SFET. It is not known whether smaller cracks
could have been detected and, if not, whether 3/8 inch cracks are
at the theoretical lower limit of detectability. The variation from
baseline increased significantly when the crack was subsequently
expanded to 1 inch.

Fig. 5 Temperature compensation by cross correlation
analysis
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In summary, three conclusions can be drawn from the results of
the SFET. The PZT sensors can survive an engine environment
without failure or noticeable degradation in performance. The
E/M impedance signatures demonstrated good repeatability, even
in the presence of strong electromagnetic interference and ground-
ing noise. Induced cracks ranging in size from 3/8 inch to 1 inch
were reliably detected on nozzle static structures. Hence, sensor
survivability and measurement repeatability risks were signifi-
cantly addressed by the SFET. Although damage sensitivity was
demonstrated, work remains to be done on discriminating damage
effects from other potential sources of spectrum variations.

Summary
This paper has reviewed investigations into the use of PZT

active sensors for gas turbine engine component damage detec-
tion. A technique for automated damage detection with PZT
patches has been demonstrated based on global spectrum changes
measured by a sum of squared impedance differences over a range
of discrete frequencies. Correlation of impedance spectrum re-
sponses with the location and size of various forms of damage
was also experimentally investigated, and a novel approach for
temperature correction of impedance spectra was introduced. Uses
of this technology with representative gas turbine engine compo-
nents were presented. A finite element model at high frequencies
was also developed which shows that the dynamics of a cantilever
beam can be accurately predicted at frequencies typically used in
the impedance approach. This has paved the way for analytically
predicting impedance spectrum changes caused by structural
damage.
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A Fiber-Optic Tip-Shroud
Deflection Measurement System
A Dutch utility faced the fact that a second stage set of turbine blades of a gas turbine had
to be replaced long before the estimated lifetime as a result of tip shroud deflection. This
deflection caused the risk of loss of support between the individual tip shroud segments.
The goal of this paper is to find the cause of the problem, to see how it increases with
time, and to take appropriate action to prevent the problem from occurring again. A
fiber-optic tip-shroud deflection monitor has been developed and tested on a gas turbine
to study this phenomenon in real time. The optical system is based on astigmatism to
derive distance information from the measured optical signals. Characteristic features
from the system are the good spatial resolution of about 1 mm, the distance resolution of
about 0.1 mm and the distance from the probe tip to the target of about 20 mm. These
specifications are difficult to achieve with, for example, capacitive sensors. The probe tip
can with stand temperatures of about 500°C. The system can be calibrated in situ, given
a stable operation of the gas turbine. This is accomplished by stepping the probe tip over
some distance and recording the signals corresponding to a certain point on the tip
shroud. The instrument has been used to monitor the tip-shroud deflection in a gas turbine
at various loads and over a time span of several months. The results indicate that the
deflection can be divided in a part depending on the load and a part that is a permanent
deflection. Based on the results, it can be judged whether blades need to be rejected
because of a too large deflection.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1364498#

Introduction
One of the Dutch utilities faced the fact that a second stage set

of turbine blades had to be replaced long before the estimated
lifetime as a result of tip shroud deflection. This deflection caused
the risk of loss of support between the individual tip shroud seg-
ments. There was a need to understand the nature of the problem.
If a correlation could be developed between operation of the gas
turbine and the development of the deflection then there would be
an outlook into the possibility of predicting the deflection which
could lead to cost savings related to blade replacement.

Different systems have been described in the literature, optical
triangulation~Barranger@1#! or astigmatism~Davinson@2,3#!, ca-
pacitive ~e.g., Chivers@4#, Müller @5#!, microwave~Grzybowski
@6#!. All have their advantages and drawbacks. The optical trian-
gulation system is insensitive to all kind of environmental influ-
ences, but bulky and expensive. The capacitive sensors find wide
use, but have poor spatial resolution or low sensitivity at large
measurement distance. They rely on a frequency shift of an oscil-
lating signal in a situation when a blade passes as compared to the
situation when no blade tip is present. This makes them unsuited
for shrouded blade rows. The microwave technology is fairly new.
The astigmatic sensor head can be made compact, has good sen-
sitivity at large measurement distances and an extremely good
spatial resolution. Diode laser technology makes the ground sta-
tion compact as well. Because of these properties the astigmatic
sensor was chosen for the measurement problem at hand.

Measurement Principle
In order to understand the starting points for the development of

a sensor to measure the deflection in real time it is necessary to
understand the deflection problem. This problem is shown in Fig.
1, which is taken from a technical information letter~Ref. @7#!. It
can be seen that the second stage blades support each other

through the contact between the individual tip shroud segments. If
the blades start to deflect or ‘‘bend’’ then the contact surface
reduces which eventually leads to rejection of the blades because
of the risk of failure of the row. The measurement problem fo-
cuses on the measurement of the step size at the contact of the two
segments. This step could be measured using conventional capaci-
tance type sensors but there are two problems. First, the tip
shrouds feature labyrinth sealing, which is accomplished by two
strips on top of the shroud. This prevents the sensor of being
placed close to the surface of the shroud, this would result in poor
sensitivity of the sensor unless it would have a large diameter.
Second, to have a good measurement of the step size, an excellent
spatial resolution is required. To overcome these, an optical ap-
proach has been chosen which is made possible by advances in
fiber-optic and laser technology. The probe of the measurement
system is based on optical astigmatism, see Fig. 2. This principle
has been published by~Davinson@2#! but to our knowledge there
is no published use of this technique on a gas turbine. Using this

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Germany,
May 8–11, 2000; Paper 00-GT-053. Manuscript received by IGTI Oct. 1999; final
revision received by ASME Headquarters Oct. 2000. Associate Editor: D. Wisler. Fig. 1 Tip shroud deflection
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principle the system can measure distances at about 20 mm from
the probe tip with a spatial resolution of about 1 mm.

System Configuration

Probe Optics. Laboratory experiments have shown that the
best configuration for the optical system is an astigmatic objective
consisting of a planoconvex spherical and a planoconvex cylindri-
cal lens. Through the center of the lenses a small hole has been
drilled through which a laser beam is focused onto the target. This
configuration is shown in Fig. 3.

The average image distance of the astigmatic optic is about 100
mm when the object distance is 22 mm. This results in a big
enough image spot at the four fibers that create a four quadrant
detector, see Fig. 2. The fibers have a 400mm diameter. A varying
distance of the target around the 22 mm distance from the probe
tip results in an image shape that varies from a horizontal ellipse,
through a circle to a vertical ellipse.

Mechanical construction. The probe, mounted on the gas
turbine, is shown in Fig. 4. All components in the probe are ca-
pable of handling a temperature of 600°C. There is one exception,
which is the weld of the gold-coated fiber within the pressure
feedthrough. This feedthrough can withstand a pressure of 100 bar
and a temperature of 200°C. This feedthrough is located 15 cm
outside the gas turbine. The local temperature there is about
100°C. Using a dummy probe, equipped with thermocouples, the
temperatures at different points in the probe were determined. It
was determined that there were no points where the temperature
exceeded the acceptable values. The gold-coated fibers in the hot
end of the probe are protected by a 0.7 mm diameter stainless
steel capillary. Their outer end is mounted in a 2 mmdiameter
ferrule that slips into a mounting plate. The entire probe is
mounted on a flange that used NPT thread to fix it to the turbine.
Using a spring, the probe is pressed against a reference surface.
Cooling air from the compressor is used to keep the probe at an
acceptable temperature. The construction is mainly from grade
310 stainless steel.

Signal Processing. Figure 5 shows the layout of the cabinet

that houses the fiber optics, detectors, and laser system. Signals
from the detector fibers are first guided to the detection cabinet
outside the gas turbine package. This is done by tapered fibers,
reducing the fiber diameter from 400 to 100mm. Then they are
combined using bifurcated fiber combiners and fed into the two
silicon detectors. The signals are amplified and then directed to a
digital, averaging, storage oscilloscope. Triggering of the system
is accomplished by use of the key-phasor signal. Illumination of
the target is accomplished by a near infrared diode laser having a
maximum power of 100 mW. This laser is sine modulated to
avoid problems with drift of the detectors and possible stray light.
The modulation frequency is 333 kHz. When the signals are ac-
quired by the oscilloscope, they are processed by the controlling
PC. Every period of the modulation is reduced to a single ‘‘dis-
tance’’ signal point by determination of the amplitude of the sig-
nal in that period. As a result we have two arrays of signals~A and
B!. Each successive data point corresponds to a measurement at a
distance of 1.2 mm from the previous point~tangential distance!.

Calibration
As is shown in Fig. 2, the output of the sensor can be described

in terms of (A2B)/(A1B), whereA5113 andB5214. The
numbers here refer to the optical radiation signal collected by a
fiber with that number. Typical calibration curves are shown in
Fig. 6.

The calibration curves form the relation between the measured
signals and the actual distance from the target to the probe tip.
These curves are stored in the computer and used in the distance

Fig. 2 Principle of the astigmatic optic deflection probe

Fig. 3 Optical configuration of the astigmatic probe. Spherical
lens fÄ25 mm. Cylindrical lens fÄ83 mm.

Fig. 4 Tip shroud deflection probe, mounted on the turbine

Fig. 5 Layout of the detection cabinet
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calculations. The normalization of the signal~by the division by
A1B! results in a calibration that is hardly depending on the
reflection of the target or the laser power.

Fiber-optic Deflection Monitor Specification
The resulting deflection sensor has the specifications listed in

Table 1.

Result

Measurements. The system has been used to monitor the tip
shroud deflection of the second stage of a gas turbine at different
loads of the engine in order to see whether a correlation between
the deflection and turbine power exists. Figure 7 shows an ex-
ample of the recorded distances with the system. One quarter of a
revolution is shown. The distance scale is in relative units as the
interest is in the distance difference from one shroud segment to
another. As can be seen, the distance rises sharply and then de-

creases gradually. This means that the tip shrouds, and possibly
also the blades, are leaning ‘‘forward’’ which can be expected
with a turbine under load. An interesting feature can be seen at
about one third of the trace corresponding to a single shroud seg-
ment. There is a disturbance in the distance signal. This is caused
by the passage of a cooling hole underneath the measurement
spot. At blade number 15 in the graph this disturbance is very
large. This is caused by an enlargement of the hole for identifica-
tion purposes. This can be seen in Fig. 8.

As we are mainly interested in the ‘‘steps’’ occurring at the
transition from one shroud segment to the other, it is possible to
reduce the distance measurement set to 92 steps. Such sets are
shown in Figs. 9–11.

The mechanical measurements are correlated to the optical
measurements by means of the tip shroud with the enlarged cool-
ing channel outlet, visible in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6 A series of three successive calibration runs, showing
the good reproducibility

Fig. 7 Example of the distance signal of the tip shroud moni-
tor, the arrow shows the measurement at the enlarged cooling
hole position

Fig. 8 Picture of the tip shroud segments. The picture shows
the cooling holes and the enlarged hole for identification of the
blades.

Fig. 9 Step sizes with turbine on turning gear, 1200 rev Õmin

Fig. 10 Step sizes with turbine at full load, 36 MW. Turbine
frequency 85 Hz.

Table 1 Tip shroud deflection monitor specifications

Spatial resolution 1 mm
Distance resolution~after several minutes of
measurement time!

0.1 mm

Free distance from probe tip 20 mm
Maximum probe temperature 500°C
Maximum pressure 8 bar
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Interpretation of Findings. The results show the following.

1 The distance step from a certain tip shroud segment to the
next is not the same from one start to another.

2 The average step size is larger at larger loads~2.3 mm at 36
MW versus 2.0 mm at 14 MW!

3 On turning gear the average step size is smaller than at rest
~1.4 mm versus 1.9 mm!.

Ad 1. This is probably caused by the fact that the blades are
loosely mounted in the disk. This means that at a start all blades
more or less ‘‘tumble’’ over when the engine switches from turn-
ing gear to load. This will not occur at exactly the same time for
all the blades.

Ad 2. The increased average step size at larger loads suggests
that there is an elastic contribution to the deflection.

Ad 3. As a result of the loose mounting, on turning gear the
blades are inclined backwards. The steps with the engine at rest
are all measured after pressing the blades in the direction of
rotation.

These results show the importance of the on-line measure-
ments. The tip shroud deflection under full load conditions is
more severe than with the turbine at rest. It is the deflection under
load that is the cause of possible problems.

On-line Calibration of the System
The measurement campaigns on the gas turbine have shown

that it is desirable to increase the stability of the calibration as the

high temperature of the probe gives rise to small distortions. It
would be nice if the system could be calibrated in situ. This has
been realized by mounting the probe on a translation mechanism.
Under stable operating conditions, the probe can be traversed in
such a way that the distance to the target changes in a controllable
way. A certain point on one of the tip shroud segments is taken as
a reference point. This point is used for obtaining the distance
signal related to a certain setting of the translation mechanism and
hence of the probe tip. A calibration curve can then be constructed
by moving the probe, e.g., 0.5 mm stepwise and recording the
distance signal.

Conclusions. A fiber-optic tip-shroud deflection monitor has
been developed and tested on a gas turbine. The optical system is
based on astigmatism to derive distance information from the
measured optical signals. Characteristic features from the system
are the good spatial resolution of about 1 mm, the distance reso-
lution of about 0.1 mm and the distance from the probe tip to the
target of about 20 mm. The probe tip can withstand temperatures
of about 500°C. The system can be calibratedin situ, given a
stable operation of the gas turbine. The instrument has been used
to monitor the tip-shroud deflection in a gas turbine at various
loads and over a time span of several months. The results indicate
that the deflection can be divided in a part depending on the load
and a part that is a permanent deflection. Based on the results, it
can be judged whether blades need to be rejected because of ex-
cessive deflection.
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Gas Turbine Compressor
Washing State of the Art:
Field Experiences1

Technology development in gas turbine compressor washing over the last 10 years and
today’s state of the art technology is presented in this paper. Based on various long term
field tests and observations, correlation between rate of power degradation and atmo-
spheric conditions can be established. Questions about compressor on line washing with
water alone against the use of detergents, as well as washing frequencies are also ad-
dressed in this paper. Performance degradation behavior between gas turbines of differ-
ent sizes and models can be explained with an index of sensitivity to fouling. The imple-
mentation of an optimized regime of on line and off line washing in the preventive turbine
maintenance program is important. It will improve the plant profitability by reducing the
costs of energy production and contribute to a cleaner environment.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1361108#

Introduction
Gas turbine~GT! cleaning was made in the early days by crank

soak washing and/or by injecting solid compounds such as nut-
shells or rice husks at full speed with the unit on line. This method
of on line cleaning by soft erosion has mainly been replaced by
wet cleaning since the introduction of coated compressor blades
for pitting corrosion protection. Further, unburnt solid cleaning
compounds and ashes may also cause blockage of sophisticated
turbine blade cooling systems if ingressed into the GT air cooling
stream. At the beginning of the introduction of compressor wet
cleaning in the 1980’s, time intervals between on line washing
and the combination with off line washing had to be established.
Further, there was also a belief among many users that on line
washing could replace off line washing. Hoeft@1# quoted that an
airflow reduced by 5 percent due to fouled compressor blades will
reduce output by 13 percent and increase heat rate by 5.5 percent.
With today’s large scale use of gas turbines in combined cycle
base load application as well as with their increase in nominal
output, gas turbine compressor washing has gained more and
more attention by their owners.

Combination and Frequency of On Line and Off Line
Washing

A first long term test on the combined effect of on line and off
line washing at various washing intervals was performed over
4000 operating hours in the mid 1980’s at the Energieproduktie-
bedrijf Utrecht~UNA! PEGUS 100 MW combined cycle plant in
The Netherlands~two gas turbines of 30.7 MW site output and
one 38.6 MW steam turbine.! The plant is situated beside the
Merwedekanaal on the southwestern outskirts of Utrecht, some 60
km from the sea. A very busy motorway crosses over the canal
near the plant and local industries include chemicals and food
processing. Together all these various activities give rise to dust,
salts, and fine aerosols in the air. The gas turbines ran on natural

gas ~no fouling of the hot section! and all power measurements
were made with the gas turbine running in temperature control
mode at base load hot gas inlet temperature. All results, see Fig. 1,
have been corrected to new and clean guaranteed conditions.

The following was established during the above test.

• Without cleaning, the power output degradation tends to sta-
bilize itself with increasing operating hours. It was confirmed in
the unit tested, that the degradation of output was stabilizing at 90
percent base load~new and clean!.

• Power recovery after off line washing~soak and rinse proce-
dure! is significantly higher than after an on line washing.

• On line washings were performed at time intervals in the
range between 700, 350, and 120 operating hours. It showed that
plant performance is significantly higher at shorter on line wash-
ing intervals, thus preventing incremental power degradation.

• The combination of both washing methods is the most effec-
tive and economical.

• Based on the evaluation of the above performed measure-
ments and extrapolated to 8000 operating hours, it was estimated
that improved performance equivalent to approx. US $450,000 per
year can be achieved with the combination of both on line and off
line compressor washing methods on one 30 MW gas turbine, the
operating and maintenance cost of the systems are not considered
in the above figure.

1This paper was awarded by IGTI the 1998 John P. Davis Award which recog-
nizes gas turbine application papers which are judged to be of exceptional value to
those supplying or using gas turbines and their support systems, further also for being
an excellent contribution to the literature of gas turbine engine technology.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm, Sweden,
1998; ASME Paper No. 98-GT-420. Manuscript received by the IGTI Division Mar.
1998; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters Nov. 2000. Associate Edi-
tor: R. Kielb.

Fig. 1 Typical effect of on line and off line compressor wet
cleaning
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Improvements With Shorter On Line Washing
Intervals

In the Spring of 1990, UNA and Turbotect decided jointly to
conduct a second long term field test on a 66 MW gas turbine
operating in the Lage Weide 5 combined cycle plant located on
the same site. The tests were conducted over 18 months under the
combined on line and off line wet cleaning regime, from 18th
May 1990 to 18th November 1991. During the entire test period
the gas turbine unit operated for a total of 8089 h. An outage for
a major overhaul~at 26,408 op. h! took place after 3915 operating
hours since the beginning of the test. Thus the tests aimed to give
some comparative indications of the effectiveness of more fre-
quent on line washing as applied to a new machine, and to one
that operated for several years, as well as on the plant’s perfor-
mance. The gas turbine also ran on natural gas. The air inlet
filtration system consists of a weather louvre, a first stage coarse
filter, and a second stage fine filter. For further references see
Stalder and van Oosten@2#.

Results of the Improved Compressor Cleaning Regime.
On line compressor washes were performed, in the average every
four days at base load with the gas turbine on temperature control
mode. Gas turbine performance was measured before and after
each wash.

Observations have shown a sustained high output level close to
the nominal guaranteed rating, despite difficult atmospheric
conditions.

In the first evaluation block, see Fig. 2, the gas turbine plant
was operated at a load factor of 97.6 or 2.4 percent below the
original guaranteed site power output at new and clean conditions.
During this period 38 compressor on line washes were performed,
in the average of one every four days. In addition, three off line
washes were performed by taking the opportunity when the gas
turbine plant was shut down for a few days, this, respectively,
after intervals of 760, 2435, and 605 op h. The average power
output increase after an off line wash was approximately 1800
kW. The trend analysis of the performance tests made in this
period is nearly horizontal, showing that aging due to mechanical
wear and tear of the gas turbine had already stabilized.

In the second evaluation block, Fig. 2, the gas turbine started in
a practically new and clean condition as the result of some work
made during the major overhaul. The corrected results of the com-
pressor wet cleaning regime in the second evaluation block show
that the gas turbine plant operated for 4174 h at a load factor of
100.16 or 0.16 percent above the original guaranteed site power
output at new and clean conditions. At the end of this period the
number of operating hours of the gas turbine was 30,725. During
this second period, 45 compressor on line washes were performed,
also on the average of one every four days. In addition, two off
line washes were performed, one after 1143 and the second 1381
op. h later. The average power output increase after each off line
wash in the second period was approximately 1 MW.

Discussion of the Results for the Improved Washing
Regime.

• Out of the 83 on line washes made during the total testing
period covering 8089 operating hours, 87 percent or 72 on line
washes have demonstrated a positive power recovery with the unit
in operation at full load.

• 712 kW was the average power output recovery measured
after an on line wash. This relative small amount represents ap-
prox. 1 percent of the nominal gas turbine power output.

• No secured results on efficiency improvements could be dem-
onstrated because of incomplete data over the testing period with
regards to gas analysis and densities to determine the lower heat-
ing value, the latter being necessary to have accurate corrected
efficiencies and turbine inlet temperature by heat balance
calculations.

• Power recovery, due to off line cleaning, is not as significant,
if the unit’s performance is close to nominal guaranteed values.

• On line and off line cleaning are complementary.
• Shut-downs and start-ups can positively affect compressor

fouling by spalling off deposits. The deposits may soak humidity
during standstill and the swelled up material will partly spall off
as the shaft is accelerated during start up of the gas turbine.

• The test program confirmed that frequent on line cleaning
extends the time interval between off line cleaning operations.
Thus it is a real benefit to the operator, because the scheduled
down time allowed for maintenance can be reduced, if the fre-
quency of off line cleaning with its associated cooling down time
can be reduced. The availability and performance, as well as the
overall profitability of the plant will be improved.

• The obtained results demonstrated that a combined on line
and off line washing regime can effectively be applied to a new or
to an old engine.

• The unit performance measured in the second evaluation pe-
riod with above regime of washing shows that the power output
trend was most probably following the aging of the unit.

• Also worth note is the impact of the major overhaul on the
unit performance. The work involved in readjusting shaft align-
ment and clearances in the hot section path, etc., are likely to
improve output and efficiency of the turbo group and can offset
the cost for the overhaul.

Considerations on the Economical Profitability. The aver-
age power degradation over 4000 operating hours at the above
tested plant and when compressor cleaning is not performed is up
to 10 percent. By using similar criteria as presented by Diakun-
chak@3#, the plant production profitability during above regime of
on line and off line compressor wet cleaning was improved by US
$1,175,000 over 8000 operating hours, representing a very sub-
stantial additional profit. An amount of approximately US $20,000
was spent for the chemical cleaner consumed during the program,
representing a very marginal cost as compared to the improved
profitability. Further, and without a regime of on line and off line
compressor wet cleaning, there will be an additional loss of prof-
itability due to reduced steam production as a result of compressor
fouling in a combined cycle application. The reduction in mass
flow has a greater effect on the steam production than the increase
in exhaust temperature due to compressor fouling.

Compressor Fouling Phenomena
The cause of fouling and fouling rates of axial gas turbine com-

pressors is a combination of various factors which can be divided
into the following categories.

• Gas turbine design parameters.
• Site location and surrounding environment.
• Plant design and layout.
• Atmospheric parameters.
• Plant maintenance.

Fig. 2 Summarizes the pattern of the corrected power output
for the complete test period
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Gas Turbine Compressor Design Parameters. Smaller en-
gines have a higher sensitivity to fouling than larger engines.
Tarabrin et al.@4–19# concluded that the degree of the particles
deposition on blades increases with growing angle of attack. Fur-
ther, that the sensitivity to fouling also increases with increasing
stage head. Multishaft engines are more sensitive to fouling than
single shaft engines. Design parameters such as air inlet velocity
at the inlet guide vanes~IGV!, compressor pressure ratio, aerody-
namical and geometrical characteristics will determine the inher-
ent sensitivity to fouling for a specific compressor design.

Site Location and Surrounding Environment. The geo-
graphical area, the climatic condition and the geological plant
location and its surrounding environment are major factors which
are influencing compressor fouling. These areas can be classified
in desert, tropical, rural, artic, off-shore, maritime, urban, or in-
dustrial site locations. The expected air borne contaminants~dust,
aerosols! and their nature~salts, heavy metals, etc.!, their concen-
tration, their particle sizes and weight distribution, as well as the
vegetation cycles and the seasonal impact are important param-
eters influencing the rate and type of deposition.

Plant Design and Layout. Predominant wind directions can
dramatically affect the compressor fouling type and rates. Orien-
tation and elevation of air inlet suctions must be considered to-
gether with the location of air/water cooling towers in a combined
cycle plant, the possibility of exhaust gas recirculation into the air
inlet, orientation of exhaust pipes from lube oil tank vapor extrac-
tors, as well as with other local and specific sources of contami-
nants such as location of highways, industries, seashores, etc.

Other plant design parameters which affect the rate of compres-
sor fouling are as follows.

• The selection of the appropriate type of air inlet filtration
system~self-cleaning, depth loading, cell, pocket, mat, pleat, oil-
bath filter, etc.!, the selection of filter media, the number of filtra-
tion stages, weather louvres inertial separators, mist separators,
coalescer, snow hoods, etc. Design parameters such as air velocity
through the filters, filter loading and their behavior under
high humidity, pressure drops, etc., are also factors of high
consideration.

• In case inlet conditioning systems are used, to have appropri-
ate mist eliminators installed downstream of evaporative coolers.
Inlet chilling in humid areas will result in continuous saturated
conditions downstream. Thus, the presence of dust contamination
in the air can combine with the moisture and additionally contrib-
ute to compressor fouling.

Plant Maintenance. Quality of air filtration system mainte-
nance, frequency of compressor blade washing~deposition leads
to higher surface blade roughness which in turn leads to faster rate
of degradation!, prevention of potential bearing seal oil leaks into
air inlet stream, periodic water quality control in closed loop
evaporative cooling systems, etc., are all measures which can
positively influence compressor fouling and their rate of fouling.

Atmospheric Parameters. Ambient temperature and relative
humidity ~dry and wet bulb temperatures!, wind force and direc-
tion, precipitation, fog, smog, or misty condition, atmospheric
suspended dust concentration related to air density, air layer mix-
ing by air masses, etc., are parameters which impact on the rates
of fouling.

Correlation Between Rate of Power Degradation and
Atmospheric Condition

Based on various field tests and observations, a correlation be-
tween rate of power degradation and atmospheric conditions pre-
vailing at site can be established. As a result of the test conducted
over 18 months under the combined on line and off line washing
regime and presented earlier in this paper, we would like to first
discuss herewith one of the most important observations made.

Disparity in Power Loss Gradients. Out of 40 measured
continuous operating periods~without shut-downs and start-ups!,
a total of 14 operating periods each between 70 to 72 hours can be
directly compared; the power output level at which the gas turbine
was operated was always approx. the same. Power output mea-
surements were made at the beginning of each period after on line
washing ~100 percent reference point! and at the end of each
period, prior to on line washing of the next period. Figure 10 in
Appendix A shows the power output losses over 70 operating
hours. One can see that there is a widespread disparity in resulting
power losses over such a short period, the highest loss in perfor-
mance was 3.1 percent output and the end of one period shows
even a gain of 0.5 percent power output. This surprising result
was obtained on the same unit, with the same air inlet filtration
system, the same washing nozzle system, the same washing pro-
cedure, and the same detergent.

Explanation for the Correlation Between Rate of Power
Degradation and Atmospheric Condition. It is generally as-
sumed that power losses will depend on the amount of humidity in
a specific environment. With the data collected during the above
comparative test periods, the total quantity of water and vapor
mass flow ingested by the compressor was determined. The re-
spective compressor air mass flows have been calculated by
means of the heat balance. It was observed that the average in-
gested total humidity~water and vapor! amounted to 7.7 tons/h, or
in total 548 tons during 70 operating hours. The lowest average
value during a period was 4.1 tons/h and the highest was 11
tons/h. The plot below in Fig. 3 shows the measured power losses
versus the total quantity of humidity~water and vapor! ingested
by the compressor for each of the selected comparative operating
periods of 70 h. see also Fig. 10 in Appendix A. The results of this
test clearly indicates that there must be a correlation between the
mass flow of absolute humidity and the loss in power output. Loss
in power output increases with increasing mass flow of absolute
humidity until it reaches, on the unit tested, a peak at approx. 400
to 450 tons~total over 70 h! before decreasing again.

Correlation Between Power Loss Gradients and
Humidity. Due to the combination of pressure drop and in-
creased velocity in the air inlet, humidity content in the air will
start to condense in saturated condition. For instance and assum-
ing a 250 MW gas turbine unit with an air velocity of 0.5 Mach at
IGV’s and an air mass flow of 500 m3/s, operated at 12°C gas
turbine compressor inlet temperature and 90 percent relative hu-
midity ~RH! as compared to 60 percent relative humidity, then the
total condensing water mass forming droplets will be up to 6.3
tons/h at 90 percent RH as compared to 3.1 tons/h at 60 percent
RH. The latent heat released by the condensing water will be
higher at 90 percent RH, therefore the static temperature drop in
the air inlet at 90 percent RH is 7°C whereas it is 10°C at 60
percent RH. See also the illustrated psychrometric chart in Fig. 4
below.

Fig. 3 Power losses vs. total absolute humidity for 14 com-
parative operating periods
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The above mass flow amount of condensed water droplets are
impressive and give rise to the following explanation or combina-
tion thereof for power degradation patterns.

~a! Influence of humidity. Surface wetness of compressor
blades operating in saturated condition will modify the aerody-
namic boundary layer and cause a decrease in performance.

~b! Latent heat release.The ingested air temperature will in-
crease at the compressor bellmouth entry as condensation occurs
and latent heat is released, thus reducing cycle efficiency.

~c! Water wettable and water soluble deposits.With lower
amounts of condensed water droplets, the ingested soil will com-
bine with the water droplets and deposit on the vane and blade
profiles. The rate of deposition will increase with the resulting
roughness. Above a certain amount of formed condensed water
droplet mass flow, the blading will be naturally washed and power
losses due to fouling will be generally recovered to some extent.

~d! In the case of hydrocarbon type of deposits.The same
effect as above will occur in the lower range of condensed water
droplet mass flow. However, water being a poor hydrocarbon dis-
solver, the natural washing effect in the higher range of condensed
water droplet mass flow will be very limited, if at all. Power
losses due to fouling will continue until reaching equilibrium.

~e! Combination of water wettableÕsoluble and hydrocar-
bon type of deposits.This type of deposit is very common and
pending upon the mass relationship of hydrocarbon vs. water
wettable/soluble parts, and their respective embeddement in the
deposition layers, the natural washing effect in the high range of
condensed water droplet mass flow can also be very limited.

~f! Fouling rate in the low range of ambient temperature.
The flattening of the saturation curve in the low ambient tempera-
ture range~,approx.210°C!, in the psychrometric chart, shows
that the amount of water droplets which can combine with soil is
very much reduced and thus lower fouling rates if at all, can be
expected.

~g! Duration and sequence of operation in saturated condi-
tion. The changes in rate of power losses noticed over a given
operating period will be very much influenced by the duration and
sequences of operation in saturated condition~vs. dryer condi-
tion!. For instance, it is most probable that a high amount of water
droplet mass flow ingested in the beginning of an operating period
with a clean compressor will affect the changes in rate of power
loss differently then if it would occur towards the end of such an
operating period.

Discussion on Washing Technology, Acquired Know
How and Experiences

Fouling Deposits. Most fouling deposits are mixtures of wa-
ter wettable, water soluble, and water insoluble materials. Very
often pH 4 and lower can be measured in compressor blade de-
posits. This represents a risk of pitting corrosion. Furthermore,

these deposits become more difficult to remove if left untreated as
the aging process bonds them more firmly to the airfoil surface,
thus reducing cleaning efficiency.

Water soluble compounds cause corrosion since they are hygro-
scopic and/or contain chlorides that promote pitting corrosion.
They can be rinsed, however, they can also be embedded in water
insoluble compounds. Water insoluble compounds are mostly or-
ganic such as hydrocarbon residues or from silica~Si!.

On Line and Off Line Compressor Cleaners. The cleaners
available today in the market are generally nonionic and designed
to fulfill gas turbine engine manufacturers specification for both
on line and off line cleaning, thus also simplifying stock keeping
and handling on site. Off line cleaning being done at crank speed,
crank-soak washing method, with the engine cooled down~re-
quires cooling down time!, whereas on line cleaning is made dur-
ing operation of the engine. The used detergent and demineralized
water in on line cleaning application must generally fulfill the
manufacturers fuel specification.

Function of a Compressor Chemical Cleaner. The main
constituent of a cleaner is its surfactant~surface active agent! the
purpose of which is to reduce surface tension of the solution en-
abling it to wet, penetrate, and disperse the deposits. Such rapid
intimate mixing cannot be achieved with water alone. Surfactants
are therefore needed for water insoluble deposits—both liquid and
particulate types—to enable their removal from compressor blade
surfaces and to prevent redeposition.

Foaming of the Compressor Cleaner. The amount of foam
generated by a compressor cleaner is an indication of the degree
of activity and therefore of the effectiveness of the surfactants
used in the cleaner. Foam being light, will help to achieve a better
distribution and penetration of the cleaning solution into the de-
posits during off line washing, it will keep moisture inwards and
thus extend the contact time. The foam will be rapidly displaced
during rinsing and will help to remove surfactants left on the
blade surface. Water films alone will tend to drain off the blades
more rapidly thus reducing contact time during the off line soak-
ing period. In addition, foam also acts as a dirt carrier.

Corrosion Inhibitors ÕCompressor Rinse. Some compressor
cleaners do contain a corrosion inhibitor claimed to inhibit corro-
sion by neutralizing the influence of salts during a certain period
and thus sparing a time-consuming dryout run after off line wash-
ing. This may be important for jet engines that are frequently not
reoperated immediately after compressor crank washing. How-
ever, the above situation is different in a stationary gas turbine
generating plant. pH or conductivity measurements in off line
effluent water have shown that salts are often left behind to some
extent after washing with the cleaner agent only, thus rinsing with
water alone will be beneficial to remove the salt solution after
washing, consequently a blow-run followed by a dry-out run is
recommended. The blow-run at crank speed shall help to drain all
trapped water in the GT internal piping systems and the completed
dry-run at no-load shall give the assurance that the mechanical
condition of the GT has been reestablished and that the latter is
ready for start by the plant dispatcher.

Corrosion inhibitors have a high affinity to surfaces and will
tend to form a film on the blades, therefore there is a high poten-
tial risk during on line cleaning that this film can produce a de-
composed material deposit in the temperature range of 200°C, in
the middle section of the compressor. Our recommendation is to
eliminate the salts left behind by doing a demineralized water
rinse of the same duration as the cleaning period with detergent
after each on line cleaning.

Hot or Cold Water for Off Line Washing. Hot wash water
will soften the deposits better than cold water, further it will also
help to prevent thermal shocks and thus reduce the cooling time
period. However, hot water has also several disadvantages, it has

Fig. 4 Psychrometric chart for air inlet saturating condition
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to be hot enough~in the range of 60 to 80°C!, which means that
the wash skid will require a heating system, heating energy, an
insulated tank, and piping. The heater will have to be started ap-
prox. 12 h before washing~depending on heater capacity!. Thus,
washing will have to be scheduled in advance. Whereas many
users are washing their engine off line by opportunity. Using cold
water will reduce the manufacturing and installation cost of the
washing skid as well as the aux. energy consumption~they can be
significant for large engines having a high cleaning solution injec-
tion mass flow!. Using cold water~approx..15°C! will also sig-
nificantly increase maintenance scheduling flexibility. A weaker
softening of deposits by cold water is by far compensated by more
frequent washing~combined on line and off line washing regime!
and good cleaner surfactant performance.

Water Based Cleaners Against Solvent Based Cleaners.
Water based cleaners have a broader range of application as they
are able to deal with oily soils, water soluble salts and particulates
~silica, clay, etc.!. Solvent based cleaners have a more specific
application where the oily portion in deposits is predominant. For
off line washing, to facilitate effluent water disposal, water based
cleaners must be easily bioeliminable and biodegradable and they
should comply to the Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development~OECD-302B! requirements. Whereas, when using
solvent based cleaners, effluent water generally needs to be
handled and treated as used oil. Cleaner selection is normally
dictated by the type of deposits, the available effluent water dis-
posal system and the relevant local regulation for effluent water
disposal.

For on line washing, the selection and the quality of the type of
cleaner can play a very important role. Water based cleaners di-
luted with demineralized water in ratios as recommended by de-
tergent manufacturers have much lower residual formation~nor-
mally ,0.1 to 0.7 percent at 200°C, see Fig. 5, whereas solvent
based cleaner can have up to 3 percent or more of residual forma-
tion at 200°C. Turbotect also recognized in a very early stage that
the selection of raw materials used in the manufacture of the
cleaners for both solvent and water based cleaners is most impor-
tant. An inappropriate selection of raw materials can lead to the
formation of resinlike deposits or oily films on blade profiles dur-
ing the decomposition, generally in the middle section of the com-
pressor. Such sticky deposits can collect dirt washed off from the
front and foul the compressor downstream. Thus, frequent wash-
ing may lead to an undesired result whereby no power recovery
after washing will be achieved. Properly selected raw materials in
the manufacture of cleaners will not lead to the formation of such
gummy build-up deposits. In order to reduce likewise deposits
downstream of the compressor, it is also preferable to use water
based cleaners for on line washing~lower residual content!.

Solvent based cleaners do have a better cleaning efficiency
against oily type deposits. Figure 6 below shows cleaning effi-
ciencies on oily deposits achieved by demineralized water and
various water based and solvent based cleaners. Note that cleaning
efficiency will also be affected by the injection time.

Compressor On Line Cleaning With Water Only. Some
plant operators are doing on line washing regime tests by compar-
ing the power recovery results using demineralized water only
against using a detergent cleaner. The value of such tests can be
very important because it will help the plant users to understand
the phenomena of compressor fouling by monitoring very closely
the unit’s performance and to experiment various washing re-
gimes. As already mentioned before, compressor fouling behavior
is plant specific. Water as on line cleaning media will certainly
work, however, only if the deposits are totally water wettable
and/or water soluble. We believe that a minority of engines will
have only such deposits. Using water only as cleaning media will
impose very short time intervals between washings to avoid any
build-up at all. As otherwise it can be detrimental in case the
deposits are water insoluble or a combination of water soluble and
insoluble compounds, the insoluble part will not be washed off,
thus allowing further build-up of deposits in the front stages.
Therefore, we generally recommend the use of water based clean-
ers for on line washing, which leads us to the subject of optimum
washing regime.

Detergent Use and Optimum Washing Regime. An opti-
mum washing regime shall keep power decay to a minimum by
applying combined on line and off line cleanings. An on line
washing period shall always be started with a clean engine after
an overhaul or an off line cleaning. The time intervals between on
line washing shall be kept short, approx every 3 days to every day.
However, depending on the type of deposits~portion of insoluble
compounds!, detergent cleaners may be used for every second or
third on line wash or up to once a week only. Between times, on
line cleaning can be made with demineralized water only. In case
the time intervals between detergent on line washes is extended,
there will be a higher risk of downstream contamination due to
larger portions of insoluble compounds being lifted at once and
carried through the compressor. Thus, we recommend frequent on
line cleanings with detergent in order to have only minute portion
of insoluble compounds being washed off at any given time.

On Line Compressor Cleaning Efficiency. Deposits on the
profile of the first stage vanes are primarily responsible for a sig-
nificant reduction in air mass flow through the compressor, thus
reducing the power output. On line cleaning is most effective in
removing such deposits on the first stage guide vanes, thus restor-
ing design air mass flow, i.e., see Figs. 7 and 8. Frequent on line
cleaning keeps the first stage guide vanes clean. Droplets of clean-
ing solution may survive up to the sixth stage, however most are
vaporizing by then and the residue/ashes will be centrifuged along

Fig. 5 Material residual percent vs. temperature for water
based product. Note that product ‘‘C’’ showed an oil film at
200°C. „WB: Water based cleaner; R-mix: Ready for use WB
cleaner. …

Fig. 6 Comparison of cleaning efficiency. „WB: Water based
cleaner; DI-water: Demineralized water. …
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the compressor casing. Therefore, no cleaning solution will be
available for removing deposits on downstream stages.

The above pictures of the IGV~Fig. 8! are very interesting and
show a very effective on line washing, when observing the film
deposit on the blade tip, one can easily conceive the severeness of
power loss and deposits on this first stage if no on line wash had
been applied by the operator.

Off Line Compressor Cleaning Efficiency. The off line
cleaning method is very efficient for removing all deposits on all
the compressor stages. For this purpose off line washing shall
preferably be performed at variable crank speed, e.g., by injecting
the cleaning and rinsing solution during coast down of the shaft
after an acceleration of up to say 500 to 600 rpm. By doing this,
the pattern of the centrifugal forces on the injected solution
through the compressor will decrease and allow a better wetting
and distribution on the blade and vane surfaces of all stages. By
contrast, off line washing at high and constant cranking speed will
end up in lower off line cleaning efficiency. Conductivity mea-
surements in rinsing water as well as checks on the clarity/
turbidity of rinsing water will help to assess the cleaning
efficiency.

Off Line Cleaning Intervals. Irrespective of the compressor
performance degradation, a sound combined on line and off line
washing regime should incorporate at least four off line compres-
sor cleanings per year in order to remove the salt laden deposits
on the downstream stages. This recommendation being also valid
for a peak load unit running only few hours per year.

Washing Equipment and Procedure

System Engineering and Equipment. The following two ba-
sic principles have been determined by Turbotect for the engineer-
ing of both on line and off line injection systems.

• Limit the injection mass flow to what is absolutely required
for a good cleaning efficiency.

• Totally reliable nozzle injection system, giving due consider-
ation to all operational aspects.

On Line Cleaning Injection System Design Criteria. The
objective is to achieve the highest washing efficiency at the small-
est injection mass flow for the following essential reasons.

• On line injection mass flow.Gas turbine engine manufactur-
ers are very much concerned with deposition of washed off dirt
from the front stages onto downstream compressor stages. Fur-
ther, that washed off dirt may enter into sophisticated airfoil film
cooling systems of turbine blades with the potential to clog them,
resulting in temperature hot spots. In this respect, also a sound
isolation scheme to avoid run-off effluent water penetrating into
the internal engine piping systems during off line washing is of
prime importance. Low level of flame detector intensities during
on line cleaning on units with Dry Low NOx ~DLN! combustors
are also claimed for potential tripping of the units~e.g., fogging of
flame detector lenses, etc.!. Some users also observe higher CO
emission levels during on line washing. Small quantity on line
cleaning injection mass flow combined with the optimum washing
regime will counteract against above claimed potential problems
in modern gas turbines. Therefore, a small injected quantity of on
line cleaning solution mass flow is preferable. For instance, Tur-
botect’s on line compressor cleaning system for a 120 MW heavy
duty engine comprises 30 injection nozzles, the total mass flow
applied is only a fraction of comparative on line washing systems.
This low mass flow has demonstrated that it does not impair the
cleaning efficiency and has further also the advantage to lower
significantly overall demineralized water and cleaner consump-
tion. In addition it will also reduce the required size, volume, and
cost of the washing skids.

• Wetting. A very effective wetting of the IGV’s is reached by
a uniform and finely distributed atomized cleaning solution. Drop-
lets are subject to gravity, they must be stable in size and small
enough that they do not cause blade erosion, and light enough that
they do not drop out of the air stream before they reach the com-
pressor blade surface. A nonuniform wetting of the IGV’s will
result in spot cleanings and heavier droplets will most likely fall
to the bottom, wasting some injected cleaning solution.

• Equipment. The on line nozzle injection design is of prime
importance to achieve a high washing efficiency. The nozzles are
designed to inject a small quantity of fine atomized cleaning so-
lution into the air stream where it will be thoroughly mixed and
carried uniformly into the compressor bellmouth. A relatively
high number of nozzles positioned in the air inlet casing on both
up-stream and down-stream sides of the bellmouth are ensuring a
better distribution of the injected fluid into the air stream and
consequently a better wetting.

The nozzle atomizer is integrated in a spherical body which can
be rotated in two dimensions to set the spray angle. The adjust-
ment of the spray angle allows proportioning of atomized cleaning
solution massflow which shall penetrate into the air stream from
the mass flow which shall remain trapped in the boundary layer
for root and tip blade cleaning. The nozzle body is installed flush
mounted under the surface of the intake structure and penetration
of the nozzle into the air stream is minimal to avoid inducing
vibration into the air stream. Further, this design also prevents
misuse of the nozzles as climbing support during compressor in-
take inspection. Its design is ruling out loss of any parts into the
air stream~see Fig. 9!.

Off Line Cleaning Injection System Design Criteria. The

Fig. 7 Picture of a compressor which was washed on line ev-
ery four days with detergent during approx. a one month con-
tinous operation period

Fig. 8 First stage guide vanes of the same compressor „pic-
tured in 1 Õ3 vane length from the tip and from the root …, washed
on line every four days with detergent during approx. a one
month continous operation period
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objective again is to achieve the highest washing efficiency at the
smallest injection mass flow for the following essential reasons.

• Off line injection mass flow. First at all it is obvious that
users are interested in low quantity effluent water to be disposed
off. It is also claimed that off line water effluent transported up to
the exhaust during off line washing may wet and soak into the
expansion joint fabric~i.e., or also in recuperator compensator!.
Thereupon some expansion joint fabric may lose some of their
thermal insulation capacity, resulting in overheating of the fabric
which can damage the expansion joint.

• A low off line injection mass flow will also reduce the po-
tential risk and measures to be taken against trace metals and
alkali compound contaminations in exhaust systems where selec-
tive catalytic reactors~SCR! for NOx reduction or CO catalysts
are installed. A low off line injection mass flow will significantly
reduce the required size, volume and cost of washing skids and
consequently the overall water and cleaner consumption.

• WettingÕEquipment. A very effective wetting of the IGV’s
suction area is achieved by using full cone jet spray nozzles. The
number of nozzles will be defined by the area to be wetted, usu-
ally the area between two struts. The necessary off line injection
mass flow characteristic will therefore be determined by the area
to be wetted and impacted by the jet spray and the distance be-
tween their location of installation in the inlet casing up to the
area of impact, the injection pressure is generally between 5.5 to 6
bars. The spray jets are also subject to gravity, the nozzle is de-

signed such that an angle~up to 5 deg! can be adjusted for com-
pensation. The off line washing~soaking! and rinsing method can
be considered as a mechanical erosion of deposit layer and soak-
ing time will allow the cleaner to penetrate and soften the deposit
layers. For instance, systems with high atomization pressure will
have no impact pressure on the IGV’s, this because the spray
pressure will have lapsed approx. 20 cm from the nozzle outlet
and the atomized droplets will need to be carried by the small air
stream produced at crank speed. These high pressure systems do
not show the same effectiveness in removing salts and insoluble
compounds on downstream stages.

• Drainage. The effluent water collection system to drain the
dirty water outside the engine and the isolation scheme to hinder
run-off water to penetrate sensitive systems such as sealing and
cooling air systems, instrumentation air systems, etc., during
washing is of prime importance.

The physical location of the air systems taps on compressor
casing is also important. Taps on the bottom are likely to drain
run-off water, they should be preferably located in the upper part
of the casing. Drains in air inlet casing, in the compressor casing,
combustion chamber, and exhaust should be located at the lowest
point. The drain diameters should allow a good run-off, it can be
observed that sometimes they get plugged because of dirt being
not properly evacuated. A good isolation and drainage concept
will insure that no dirty water ingress into cooling, sealing-air, and
other systems during the off line washing procedure.

Paint and Corrosion Damage in Air Inlet Manifolds. Some
users are claiming that the corrosion protective paint applied
originally inside the air inlet casing gets softening and some de-
taching paint spots are depositing by the air stream on IGV’s due
to frequent on line washings, this possibly because of the chem-
istry involved in the cleaner.

Chemistries involved in the formulation of compressor cleaners
are very soft. These cleaners have all been tested for e.g. immer-
sion corrosion, sandwich corrosion, and hot corrosion on metals,
alloys, coatings, etc., used in the manufacture of compressors;
effect on polymeric materials, on rubber, silicone elastomers, on
epoxy adhesives, on painted surfaces, etc., according to existing
US MIL-C-85704B specification ‘‘Cleaning Compound, Turbine
Engine Gas Path.’’

Fig. 9 On line injection nozzle „patented … allowing orientation
and fine tuning of the spray in any direction

Fig. 10 Appendix A
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Investigations conducted together with paint manufacturers
have shown that softening and detaching paint systems in air in-
lets are caused for various reasons or combination thereof; even
paint systems have shown damages in units where no on line
washing were performed. Casings are also very often wetted by
the existing condensed water generated in saturated condition.
Herewith some causes for potential paint degradation in air inlet
casings: Quality of surface preparation was not sufficiently carried
out ~sharp edged material to rough the surface by blasting is a
prerequisite!. Recommended paint thickness, drying time and ap-
plication temperatures to be followed. In case of paint repairs, old
paint should be grinded away and not removed with liquid paint
removers. Combination of selected paint systems~type, 1 or
2 component systems, etc.! for priming, first coat and finish
coating are not compatible. Some paint systems show swelling
characteristics.

Outlook for the Future
Close monitoring of compressor performance, atmospheric pa-

rameters, together with performance evaluation and histograms
will help improve washing regimes, and possibly to predict foul-
ing and energize automatically on line washing whenever neces-
sary. Such aptitudes will definitely improve overall plant profit-
ability together with well engineered compressor washing
systems. Many users are also facing severe fouling at ambient
temperatures below110°C where compressors operate under
conditions where icing becomes a risk. On line washing in this
temperature range and below is the next coming challenge to be
addressed.

Conclusions
Fouling rates can vary very much and are very specific to each

plant. The gas turbine unit design parameters, the site location and
its surrounding environment, the climatic conditions, the plant
concept, design, and its layout are given once the plant has been
built. The site weather parameters are then having the largest im-
pact on fouling rates and performance degradation. Therefore im-
provements on the plant profitability by reducing the impact of
compressor fouling can only be related to the plant maintenance,
monitoring of plant performance, the performance of the installed
washing system, the selection and quality of the detergent used
and the optimum chosen washing regime.
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of a Gas Turbine With a Waste
Heat Recovery Section
The objective of the paper is to assess the feasibility of the neural network (NN) approach
in power plant process evaluations. A ‘‘feed-forward’’ technique with a back propagation
algorithm was applied to a gas turbine equipped with waste heat boiler and water heater.
Data from physical or empirical simulators of plant components were used to train such
a NN model. Results obtained using a conventional computing technique are compared
with those of the direct method based on a NN approach. The NN simulator was able to
perform calculations in a really short computing time with a high degree of accuracy,
predicting various steady-state operating conditions on the basis of inputs that can be
easily obtained with existing plant instrumentation. The optimization of NN parameters
like number of hidden neurons, training sample size, and learning rate is discussed in the
paper. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1361062#

Introduction

Usually, industrial cogeneration plants are composed by sec-
tions equipped with similar parallel units and produce power and
heat products like hot water, superheated steam, and so on. To
generate these products, and to satisfy the facility demands, fuel
enters the cogeneration plant and electricity is usually sold to~or
bought from! the external National~Regional! grid. Planning the
plant production capacity and the load allocation in the various
sections and units requires the optimization of a cost function
which takes the various aspects~plant initial cost, maintenance,
consumables, and emissions of pollutants! into consideration.

During the last few years industrial plants have been equipped
with electronic control and supervision systems which receive sig-
nals coming from the various measurement stations~pressures,
temperatures, mass flow rates, and so on! distributed in the plant.
Such data may be used to recognize the actual status of compo-
nents by establishing status parameters to be imported into plant
simulators.

The optimization requires iterative calculations which may take
a long computing time when physical and empirical simulators are
used. Equations are usually nonlinear and this introduces some
difficulties of solution, which are also connected with the really
high accuracy levels in predicting the plant behavior that are
needed for cost optimization. Thus, the on-line use of optimiza-
tion tools requires the adoption of numerical simulators perform-
ing only straightforward calculations.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that neural network
~NN! techniques may be used to establish accurate numerical
simulators of the plant units.

A cogeneration plant unit has been selected~@1#! that consists
of a single shaft heavy duty gas turbine driving an electric gen-
erator. The exhaust gases from the gas turbine pass through a
single pressure level steam generator and a water heater.

The physical simulator, developed for the optimum load allo-
cation~@2#!, has been used to produce the data base for NN train-
ing and testing.

After a brief description of the features and peculiarities of the
unit and of the physical simulator, the development of the NN
simulator is discussed together with the results.

Description of the Unit
A schematic diagram of the investigated industrial combined

gas-steam section of a cogeneration plant is shown in Fig. 1. The
section consists of two gas turbines~parallel units! whose exhaust
gas available heat is recovered in the waste heat boilers~consist-
ing of economizer, evaporator, and superheater! and water heat-
ers. Electricity generated in gas turbines and steam and water
from waste heat recovery devices are supplied according to the
different facility demands. There is a possibility of bypassing ex-
haust gases to the stack~Fig. 1, station 4!. Steam and hot water

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Germany,
May 8–11, 2000; Paper 00-GT-185. Manuscript received by IGTI February 2000;
final revision received by ASME Headquarters January 2001. Associate Editor: M.
Magnolet. Fig. 1 Cogeneration plant
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temperatures are controlled by an attemperator and by water mass
flow rate adjusting. The numerical prototype is related to a turbo-
gas~TG! unit.

The Physical Simulator
A modular numerical prototype has been designed and pro-

grammed. The computer models are generic in nature and apply to
any manufacturer’s components. Each module is described by
conservation equations at the steady state~mass, energy, and mo-
mentum!, by the second law of thermodynamics, by constitutive
and auxiliary equations describing phenomena on physical or em-
pirical basis, and by control equations.

Modules that have been developed are compressor, combustion
chamber, expander, heat exchange devices~economizer, evapora-
tor, superheater!, pumps, valves, connections, splitters, junctions,
electric generator, and electric grid. Variables entering the single
module are quantities related to the thermodynamic state and to
geometric and global parameters that are suitable for representing
the functional characteristics of the component and its specifica-
tions. The model of a plant component is adjusted according to the
kind of problem to be solved, design~inverse! or part load~direct!
analysis. The solution of inverse and direct problems for the heat
exchangers is achieved through an«-NTU ~effectiveness–number
of transfer units! method. Turbomachine behavior is described by
a one-dimensional approach accounting for quantities like angles
of incidence and deviation, loss coefficients, mass flow rates, pres-
sure, temperatures, and so on. Losses and flow deviations are
estimated by empirical correlations. Detailed descriptions of the
developed component modules have already been presented in
previous papers~@2,3#!.

The component simulation implies the prediction of the desired
output by solving a problem of constrained optimization. The so-
lution is achieved once an appropriate unbalance function has
vanished, satisfying a partial objective function. Cerri@3# has al-
ready described the solution method in detail. This method has
been implemented to solve several problems described by Bohn
et al. @4,5# and Cerri et al.@2,3,6,7#.

In this case the minimum differences between the desired and
calculated superheater outlet steam temperature and the desired
and calculated hot water temperature have been obtained.

The unit boundary conditions are

1 ambient pressure, temperature, and relative humidity;
2 electric power;
3 actual statuses of components;
4 bypass gas flow rate.

Operating conditions have been predicted as a function of the
above quantities. Calculated variables are fuel mass flow rate,
combustion chamber exit temperature, blade and gas tempera-
tures, compressed air and exhaust gas temperatures, steam and
water mass flow rates, and so on.

A very accurate simulation has been performed, since small
errors in the expected behavior of the components may cause
great differences from the point of view of optimization. The
simulator modules have been calibrated with experimental data.
Figure 2 shows the gas turbine exhaust temperature versus power
output. In this figure the solid line represents the expected curve,
the circles represent the in situ measurement points, and the tri-
angles represent the points calculated by the simulator. It may be
observed that the simulator is able to give an accurate response in
the entire range. A map representing the TG unit behavior is given
in Fig. 3, in the case of exhaust gas bypass completely closed and
hot water temperature at the exit of heater fixed at 140°C. The
figure shows the variation of gas turbine exhaust temperature,
steam temperature, hot water, and steam and fuel mass flow rates
as a function of the produced electric power. The calculated fuel
mass flow rates are compared with the measured ones. The agree-
ment is good. It may be seen that the steam temperature rises with

the gas turbine power, and then stabilizes due to the attemperator
intervention. Steam and hot water mass flow rates increase ap-
proximately linearly with gas turbine power.

Background of the Neural Network Approach
NNs have been applied successfully to a number of engineering

problems, which are highly nonlinear in nature. In recent years
renewed interest is due to the development of new net topologies
and algorithms~@8–10#!. NNs can represent the physical knowl-
edge of complex systems. Physical rules contain the physical
knowledge of the system behavior. NNs can extract such knowl-
edge from the data presented to them and reproduce it.

A NN derives its computing power from massively distributed
structures and from its ability to learn from examples. NNs may
learn complex relationships among plant parameters from avail-
able experimental or simulated data. Neural computing is fault
tolerant because the knowledge is not contained in one place, but
is distributed throughout the system. If some processing elements
are destroyed the behavior of the network as a whole is only
slightly altered. If more processing elements are destroyed the
behavior of the network will degrade just a bit further, whereas
traditional computing systems are rendered useless by even small
amounts of damage to the memory.

Figure 4 shows the scheme of an artificial neuron. Input quan-
tities xi are linearly combined using the weightswi , then multi-
plied by an activation function to obtain the output. Different
types of activation function can be used: sigmoidal, linear, hyper-
bolic tangent, logistic, etc. For the present study the logistic type
activation function has been chosen.

Fig. 3 Waste heat recovery and water heater section

Fig. 2 Gas turbine power output versus gas expander exit
temperature
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Single artificial neurons are combined to build a network. Vari-
ous architectures are possible. The literature and the authors’ pre-
vious experience~@11,12#! suggest that feed-forward NNs with a
back propagation algorithm are the most suitable for the subject of
this work.

A schematic architecture of the feed-forward NN considered for
the present study is shown in Fig. 5. The first layer on the left
contains the input neurons, the middle layer contains the hidden
neurons, and the layer on the right the output neurons. Although
architectures with multiple hidden layers can be applied, it has
been shown that one hidden layer is usually sufficient. The input
vector x5(x1 , . . . ,xN) is linearly combined by the weightsw
5(w11, . . . ,wNM) to obtain the output y. Vector y
5(y1 , . . . ,yM) and weightsu5(u1 , . . . ,uMJ) bring to the neu-
ral network outputzi5Sum jym . Vector t5(t1 , . . . ,tJ) is the de-
sired output, and vectore5(e1 , . . . ,eJ) is the error, calculated as
the difference between the output vectorz and the targett.

Topology, node characteristics, and training or learning rules
characterize the NN models. The latter specify an initial set of
weights and indicate how these weights should be updated to im-
prove performance.

Setup of the Neural Network Simulator
The aim of the research activity was to produce a simulator

reproducing the behavior of the turbo-gas unit~consisting of gas
turbine, waste heat boiler, and water heater! using the NN ap-
proach. Input values have been chosen according to the applica-
tion within physically acceptable ranges. Such variations of input
and output quantities are shown in Table 1. The database has been
created by means of the physical simulator. In order to train the
NN, input and output quantities have been divided into two parts:

training and verification data sets~see Table 2!. The validation
~test! data set consists of a subset of the training data.

Training. NN training is a theoretical issue that has attracted
great attention in the literature and continues to do so. NN behav-
ior is influenced by the size and efficiency of the training set, by
the architecture of the network, and by the physical complexity of
the problem being solved.

In the case considered here there are five input neurons and 16
output neurons. Choosing the appropriate number of hidden neu-
rons is extremely important. To obtain the optimum value of this
number, experiments have been performed while keeping other
parameters constant. The training started with five hidden neu-
rons; then the number was progressively increased. Figure 6
shows the root mean square error~RMSE! as a function of the
number of hidden neurons. It may be observed that a number of
47 hidden neurons gives the best result.

The NN learns about its environment through an iterative pro-
cess of adjustment. Ideally the network becomes more knowl-
edgeable after each iteration of the learning process. The learning
algorithm modifies the weights associated with each processing
element to minimize the error between the target and the network
actual output. The learning rate is a coefficient that limits the
intensity of this modification. High values correspond to fast
learning processes, but might cause instability problems. Also the
learning rate has been optimized. Figure 7 shows the influence of
different learning parameters on the RMSE. The RMSE is given
as a function of the epoch size, a number that represents how

Fig. 5 Feed-forward artificial neural network
Table 2 Sample size distribution

Fig. 4 Artificial neuron with activation function

Table 1 Ranges of variability
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many times each data set has been presented to the network. In
this application the total number of epochs was 20,000. For the
sake of clarity, the range 0–2000 has been magnified. It may be
observed that when the learning parameter increases the learning
process becomes faster~the curve has a steeper descent!. Further,
at high numbers of epochs the learning process becomes slower
and the curves for learning rates of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 are almost the
same. A learning rate value of 0.86 has been chosen for all suc-
ceeding investigations. The achieved RMSEs for the training and
validation sets are 0.006,045 and 0.006,074, respectively. It may
be concluded that the learning process is quite fast and the sample
size is sufficiently high to give small training and validation~test!
errors. The optimized parameters of the trained NN are shown in
Table 3.

Validation and Cross Validation. After the optimization of
the NN parameters, the results of training were evaluated and
compared with the expected values. Then the network was tested
to assess its general performance. The trained turbo-gas unit net-
work with optimized parameters has been validated with 964 data
sets already used for the training and further verified with 1679
new sets of data. Errors have been calculated as differences be-
tween the values obtained by the neural network and the desired
ones calculated by the simulator.

The maximum and mean absolute errors during both validation
and verification on NN outputs with respect to the desired values
are reported in Table 4. It may be observed that the maximum
absolute errors are very low, demonstrating good capability in
predicting the outputs. An error analysis for the 964 data sets used
for the validation is shown in Table 5. Most of the points are very
close to the expected values. More than 800 points present errors
of almost zero~up to one decimal point! for each NN output
variable. Higher errors occur in only a few points.

The trained network was also verified with 1679 new data sets.
The absolute error level distribution of NN verification results is
shown in Table 6. The absolute errors on fuel mass flow rate,
expander exit pressure, waste heat boiler exit pressure, and steam
mass flow are zero at all the 1679 points. Some other network
output variables show absolute errors lower than one decimal
point for about 1500 points. Errors higher than 0.5 are observed at
only a few points.

Results of the Neural Network Simulator
Figure 8 shows the variation of gas turbine exhaust tempera-

ture, steam temperature, hot water and steam mass flow rates, and
fuel mass flow rate as a function of the electric power. Values
calculated by the physical simulator, indicated by the lines, are
compared with NN values, indicated by circles. The figure is re-

Fig. 7 Optimization of the learning rate value

Table 3 NN optimization configuration

Fig. 6 Optimization of the number of hidden neurons

Table 4 Comparison of NN and simulator results
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ferred to the ISO conditions, with zero gas bypass. The deteriora-
tion and fouling factors have been set at the new status of
components.

A very close fit has been achieved between the NN output and
results obtained with the physical simulator.

Once the network accuracy has been demonstrated, a very im-
portant aspect is the calculation time. A comparison has been
performed between the physical simulator and the NN simulator.
The ratio of the NN calculation time to the physical simulator
calculation time for one operating condition is about one to 1000.
The NN computing time was really short.

Conclusions
This work has demonstrated that it is possible to generate maps

related to cogeneration plant operating conditions using a NN ap-
proach. In order to provide data to train a NN, a numerical proto-
type of the turbo-gas unit was developed. A method of plant op-
eration planning based on the real simulation of plant components
has been proposed. The prototype has shown a good response and
prediction capability on components when boundary conditions
vary.

A NN simulator was set up and optimized. When the number of
hidden neurons increases, the complexity of the NN and the train-
ing time increase dramatically. However, the network has shown
very encouraging results. The trained NN is capable of predictingFig. 8 Waste heat recovery and water heater section

Table 6 Results of NN verification

Table 5 Results of NN validation
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various operating conditions with good accuracy almost instanta-
neously. From the present investigation the following conclusions
can be drawn.

1 The learning is not only affected by the number of input and
output variables; the relationships between input and output vari-
ables also play an important role.

2 The number of hidden neurons depends not only on the num-
ber of input and output neurons, but much more on the relation-
ship between the input and the output. The higher the complexity
of the problem, the greater the number of hidden neurons.

3 The NN has predicted almost all the desired output variables
with quite good accuracy within the established domain. There-
fore, the NN prediction capabilities in gas/steam cogeneration
plants seem to be good.

4 A comparison between the NN calculation time and that of
the physical simulator has shown a really significant difference in
favor of the first. Such a short time allows the utilization of NNs
for on-line control purposes and in each case the computing time
is an important aspect.

Further investigation should be devoted to the following.

1 Comparison of multilayer NNs with other kinds of existing
networks to verify the possibility of improving performance.

2 In order to improve neural network training and to extract
more information from the plant different prototypes may be de-
veloped. Each prototype may represent a component or a part of
the plant.
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A Study of Integrally Augmented
State Feedback Control for an
Active Magnetic Bearing
Supported Rotor System
State feedback controller designs allow for pole placement in an effective manner, but
reduction of static offset is difficult. On the other hand, classical control methodology
allows for the increase of system type and the elimination of static offset. An integrally
augmented state feedback controller provides the benefits of standard feedback designs
while allowing for the elimination of static offsets (through the increase of system type).
Static offset is a particular problem with magnetic bearing supported rotor systems, in
that gravitational effects, current biasing, and operational loading tend to exacerbate this
problem. In order to assess the effectiveness of this technique, an integrally augmented
state feedback controller is developed, implemented, and tested for a magnetic bearing
supported rotor system. Results for several selected configurations are presented and
compared. Some conclusions and recommendations concerning the effectiveness of inte-
grally augmented state feedback controller designs are presented.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1360686#

Background
The concept of using magnetic media for the suspension of

metallic material is not a new one. One of the earliest researchers
investigating the magnetic suspension problem was Earnshaw@1#
who contemplated the possibility of using permanent magnets for
suspension. In his studies, he encountered the inherent instability
of the magnetic suspension problem and concluded that suspen-
sion of metallic material with permanent magnets was not fea-
sible. This man, although gifted with remarkable insight, was lim-
ited by the technology of the times.

Through the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s advances in semiconduc-
tor technology made possible the development of active magnetic
~electromagnets! for suspension of metallic media. Researchers at
Charles Stark Draper Laboratories at MIT successfully designed,
constructed and tested a working magnetic suspension system
~@2#!. Since the 1970s much research has been focused on using
magnetic suspension systems for varied applications ranging from
high speed trains to ball valves. One application borne of the
advances in silicon based technology and the ever increasing
speed of data acquisition systems is the use of active magnetic
bearings~AMB ! for support of high speed rotors.

High speed turbomachinery applications are often limited by
the vibration of the conventional roller bearings used to support
the rotating structure~Humphris et al.@3#!. Because conventional
bearings have fixed characteristics, there is no avenue for active
vibration suppression of the rotating structure. AMB, on the other
hand, provides a means for vibration suppression of the rotating
structure since the characteristics of the bearing may be actively
controlled electronically. Initially, efforts in the design of AMB
supported rotor systems involved the design of analog circuitry to
provide stability for the rotor system. Humphris et al.@3# devel-
oped analog controllers using classical design techniques to stabi-
lize an AMB supported rotor. Williams, Keith, and Allaire@4#

developed both analog controllers and digital controllers for vi-
bration reduction in a radial AMB system and provided a com-
parison of the results. Eventually, the design techniques employed
to develop the controllers for AMB supported rotor systems ad-
vanced from the classical techniques to the use of state-space
design techniques. Burrows et al.@5# presented a pole-placement
controller for a flexible rotor system using state-space analysis
techniques. Hung@6# developed a nonlinear controller using feed-
back linearization and compared the results to a PD controller
design. More recently, Shafai et al.@7# present a study of the
synchronous vibration problem along with an overview of LQG/
LQT, H` , and quantitative feedback theory.

The development of state-space based control methodologies
provides an effective avenue for pole placement of the compen-
sated system. The judicious selection of closed-loop poles, in turn,
provides the engineer with the ability to develop desirable tran-
sient response characteristics for the compensated system. How-
ever, the reduction or elimination of static offset is difficult. Clas-
sical control methodologies, on the other hand, provide an
effective avenue for the reduction or elimination of static offsets
through increasing the system type~i.e., PI and PID controllers!.
Researchers have combined the two methodologies through the
design of state–feedback control systems employing integral aug-
mentation. Czarkowski and Kazimierczuk@8# used integral con-
trol with state feedback to control a pulse-width modulated push-
pull dc converter. Saif@9# employed a state feedback approach
with integral action to control a multivariable servomechanism.
Additionally, the idea of using integral compensation in conjunc-
tion with sliding mode or variable structure control has been in-
vestigated by Chung et al.@10# and by Ho and Sen@11#.

This paper presents the modeling, design, implementation and
testing of an integrally augmented state-feedback controller for
use in an active magnetic bearing supported rotor. First, descrip-
tions of the experimental model and the simulation model are
presented. Next, the controller design methodology is described
and the controller design is implemented and tested. Results are
then presented and discussed for some selected parametric con-
figurations. Finally, some conclusions and recommendations con-
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cerning the effectiveness of an integrally augmented state feed-
back control system for use in an active magnetic bearing
supported rotor system are presented.

Experimental Model
Experimental tests were performed in order to validate the be-

havior predicted by the simulation model and to gain some insight
into the dynamical responses that are to be expected. A photo-
graph of the experimental test rig is shown in Fig. 1. It has two
basic components: a flexible shaft and an auxiliary clearance bear-
ing rig. The shaft is made of steel and is 9.8 mm in diameter and
0.91 m in length. It is supported at the left end by a ball bearing
suspended in a frame by four springs and at 76.2 mm from the
right end by a magnetic bearing. The stiffness of the left support,
for both horizontal and vertical directions, is 17,000 N/m. A rigid
disk with threaded boreholes for placing imbalance screws is po-
sitioned at the midpoint of the bearing span.

The rotor is driven by an adjustable speed motor with feedback
speed controller. Shaft vibration is measured using four eddy cur-
rent proximity sensors fixed to measure displacements. The sen-
sors are fixed at 90 degrees from each other and 45 degrees from
the vertical axis. The signals from these sensors are used to cal-
culate the horizontal and vertical displacements of the rotor.

Simulation Model
Figure 2~a! shows the simulation model used for this investiga-

tion. It consists of a flexible rotor supported by a magnetic bearing
at one end and springs at the other end. A block diagram for the
system is shown in Fig. 2~b!. The rotor is modeled using the
bending mode shapes and natural frequencies~obtained through
finite element analyses! for a shaft supported by a spring con-
straint ~spring constant is 17,000 N/m! at the left end and free at
the right end. The finite element code uses 73 stations and the first
four modes~two rigid body and two flexible modes! are included
in the simulation model. The rotor equations of motion can then
be written as:

q̈y1VGq̇x1vn
2qy5fTFy,amb1fTFy,l in1fTFy,imb , (1a)

q̈x2VGq̇y1vn
2qx5FTFx,amb1FTFx,l in1FTFx,imb , (1b)

where

Fy,l in5FNb1
Cyq̇y

Fx,l in5FNb1
Cxq̇x

Fy,imb5cV2 sinVt,

Fx,imb5cV2 cosVt,

Fy,amb5moaNT
2S I 1

2

~d2yb!22
I 2

2

~d1yb!2D ,

Fx,amb5moaNT
2S I 3

2

~d2xb!22
I 4

2

~d1xb!2D ,

I 15I 1
B1 i 1 ,

I 25I 2
B1 i 2 ,

I 35I 3
B1 i 3 ,

I 45I 4
B1 i 4 ,

I 1
B5KaV1

B ,

I 2
B5KaV2

B ,

I 3
B5KaV3

B ,

Fig. 1 Photograph of experimental apparatus

Fig. 2 „a… Schematic diagram of simulation model, „b… block
diagram of model system

Fig. 3 Amplifier Õcoil bandwidth as a function of magnetic
bearing gap
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I 4
B5KaV4

B ,

The amplifiers used with the magnetic bearing are pulse width
modulation ~PWM! amplifiers of moderate bandwidth. Experi-
mental testing has shown that the bandwidth is~approximately! a
linear function of the relative gap between the soft iron core of the
magnetic bearing and the stator coils. Some experimental data and
the linear curve fit are shown in Fig. 3. Based upon this testing,
the governing differential equations for the coil/amplifier dynam-
ics are:

İ 112~h11h2~d2xb!!I 15KA~h11h2~d2yb!!V1 (1c)

İ 21~h11h2~d1yb!!I 25KA~h11h2~d1yb!!V2 (1d)

İ 31~h11h2~d2xb!!I 35KA~h11h2~d2xb!!V3 (1e)

İ 41~h11h2~d1xb!!I 45KA~h11h2~d1xb!!V4 (1f)

The physical displacements of the rotor at the magnetic bearing
location can be obtained using the following coordinate transfor-
mation:

xb5(
i 51

N

FNb,i
Qx,i ,

yb5(
i 51

N

FNb,i
qy,i ,

Controller Design
The governing equations for the model system, as shown above

in ~1!, are highly nonlinear. In order to design a controller/
estimator for the system, a reduced order linearized model is em-
ployed. For the rotor, only the first mode~rigid body rotation
about the left spring support! is considered and the governing
equations are linearized about the bearing center position and the
respective bias currents. In addition, the individual coil currents
are not observable. However, inspection of the governing equa-
tions shows that they can be manipulated so that the individual
coil currents are replaced with the new variablesI 1

Bi 12I 2
Bi 2 and

I 3
Bi 32I 4

Bi 4 . The resulting system of equations is completely ob-
servable.

xG D5ADx̄D1BDūD (2a)

ȳD5CDx̄D (2b)

AD51
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Ky 0 2Gy vG1 Ki 0 0 0

0 Kx 2vG1 2Gx 0 Ki 0 0

0 0 0 0 2
KA

t
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 2
KA

t
0 0

f1 ,Nb
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 f1 ,Nb
0 0 0 0 0 0

2
BD51

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

KA

t
~ I 1

B1I 2
B! 0

0
KA

t
~ I 3

B1I 4
B!

0 0

0 0

2
CD5S f1 ,Nb

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 f1 ,Nb
0 0 0 0 0 0

D
where:

Ky5
2amoNT

3~ I 1
B3

1I 2
B3

!f1 ,Nb

d3

Kx5
2amoNT

3~ I 3
B3

1I 4
B3

!f1 ,Nb

d3

Ki5
2amo~nt2!f1 ,Nb

d2

Gy5f1,nb
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t5
1

2p~h11h2d!

The design states and the model states are related as:
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x̄D5S q1
x

q1
y

q̇1
x

q̇1
y

I 1
Bi 12I 2

Bi 2

I 3
Bi 32I 4

Bi 4

x1
b

y1
b

D
The state estimator is designed using the first six states. The last

two ~integral states! are calculated directly from the measured
position data. Using the estimated states, the control law can be
formulated as:

ū52Kcx̄e (3)

Pole placement is used to select the feedback gainsKc for this
study and the base values that were used are:

S 3001 j sP 3002 j sP

3001 j sP 3002 j sP

s I s I

210,000 210,000

D
Please note that identical values are used for the poles in both

the horizontal and vertical directions. Values forsP and s I are
varied in the studies that are presented. Specific values are shown
on the respective figures. Experience with the model has shown
that s I is the primary pole for the selection of the integral feed-
back gains,sP is the primary driver for the selection of the pro-
portional feedback gains, and the last two poles~210,000 values
are shown! are the primary drivers in the selection of the current
feedback gains~see Table 1!.

Discussion
The controller/estimator design described above was imple-

mented on the experimental facility and tested. The primary ob-
jective of the tests were to evaluate the robustness of the control-
ler design and the effectiveness of integral augmentation in
reducing steady-state errors. A major source of such effects can
result from modeling errors and unexpected sideloading. In order
to simulate a~large! modeling error and provide a substantial
~gravity! sideloading, a mass of 0.82 kg was added at the right end
of the rotor shaft. The test procedure consists of adding the mass,
supporting the extra weight with a strap around the shaft, activat-
ing the magnetic bearing control system, allowing transient effects
to die down, and removing the strap support. The dynamic behav-
ior of the shaft before and after the release of the support strap
were observed and recorded. Test results for selected cases are
shown below.

Figures 4a and 4b show the experimentally observed vibra-
tional behavior for the nonspinning rotor. Similar behavior is ob-
served for the corresponding simulation responses. For the system
with no integral augmentation, the rotor drops and oscillates for a
few cycles before settling at a new equilibrium position that is
substantially below the original operating position. AssP is in-
creased, the effective stiffness of the bearing increases and the
steady–state position offset decreases accordingly. For the system
with integral augmentation, the rotor drops, but recovers in an
exponential fashion. There is some oscillation as the equilibrium
position is approached, but the final result is no steady-state offset.
As s I is increased, the integral action of the controller increases,
resulting in a faster return to the nominal operating position.

For the spinning rotor, similar results are observed. Figures 5a
and 5b show the experimentally observed vibrational behavior for
the rotor spinning at 90 Hz. Again, similar behavior is observed
for the simulated responses. The controller was designed to allow
for the inclusion of gyroscopic effects, but they are negligible for
this system. For the system with no integral augmentation, the
rotor settles rapidly into a new~and lower! equilibrium position.
For the system with integral augmentation, the rotor again recov-
ers in an exponential fashion with no discernable steady-state
offset.

Fig. 4 „a… Experimental rotor response for the nonspinning
system without integral augmentation „s IÄ0…, „b… experimen-
tal rotor response for the nonspinning system with integral
augmentation „sPÄ100…

Table 1 Simulation model parameters

Parameter Value Units

a 3.2231024 m2

cx ,cy 75.0 N s/m
h1 2.703103 1/s
h2 2.873106 1/s m
Ka 0.42 amps/V
NT 160
V1

B 4.0 volts
V2

B 2.0 volts
V3

B 3.5 volts
V4

B 3.5 volts
d 1.531023 m

c48 2.531025 kg m
mo 1.2631026 H/m
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Summary and Conclusions
An integrally augmented controller for a flexible rotor system

was designed, implemented, and tested. The objective was to il-
lustrate the methodology for the development of such a controller
and to test its effectiveness. A model for a flexible shaft rotor
system with a magnetic bearing supporting one end was devel-
oped and used to design a controller/estimator for the system. A
nonlinear model for the bearing amplifier/coil dynamics was iden-
tified and used in the system model. Simulation studies and ex-
perimental tests were conducted. The system responds very well
to a linear controller, even though it is, in fact, quite nonlinear. It
was found that an integrally augmented state feedback controller/
estimator was very successful in providing good transient dy-
namic control and the virtual elimination of steady-state offset.
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Nomenclature

a 5 pole face area
AD 5 estimator linear state matrix
BD 5 estimator input matrix
CD 5 estimator output matrix
cy 5 rotor damping inY direction, N sec/m
cx 5 rotor damping inX direction, N sec/m
d 5 radial clearance in magnetic bearing, m

h1 , h2 5 amplifier bandwidth linear constants
Ky 5 elastic stiffness inY direction, N/m
Kx 5 elastic stiffness inX direction, N/m
I a 5 rotor polar mass inertia matrix, kg m2

I j
B

5 bias current for the ‘‘j th’’ coil, amps
i j 5 control current for the ‘‘j th’’ coil, amps
N 5 total number of modes considered

Nb 5 node number at rightmost bearing
NT 5 number of coil turns per leg
qx 5 rotor modal coordinate vector inX direction
qy 5 rotor modal coordinate vector inY direction

t 5 time, s
ū 5 state feedback control law

Vj
B

5 bias voltage for the ‘‘j th’’ coil, volts
xb 5 rotor displacement at magnetic bearing inX direction,

m
yb 5 rotor displacement at magnetic bearing inY direction,

m
x̄ 5 state vector

xI
b

5 integral of rotor displacement at magnetic bearing in
X direction, m

yI
b

5 integral of rotor displacement at magnetic bearing in
Y direction, m

x̄e 5 estimated state vector
C 5 rotor spring-supported/free modal rotation matrix
F 5 rotor spring-support/free modal displacement matrix
G 5 CTI aC
V 5 rotor operating speed, rad/s

mo 5 permeability of free space, H/m
vn 5 matrix of rotor free–free natural frequencies, rad/s
c 5 imbalance vector, kg m

Subscripts

~˙ ! 5 differentiation with respect to time
@ # 5 matrix quantity

(¯) 5 indicates a vector quantity
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Improving the Stability of
Labyrinth Gas Seals
The flow through labyrinth seals of turbomachinery generates forces which can cause
self-excited vibrations of the rotor above the stability limit. The stability limit is reached
at a specific rotating speed or power. The continuous growth of power density and
rotating speed necessitates an exact prediction of the stability limit of turbomachinery.
Usually the seal forces are described with dynamic coefficients. A new, easy-to-handle
identification procedure uses the stability behavior of a flexible rotor to determine the
dynamic coefficients. Systematic measurements with a great number of labyrinth seal
geometries lead to reasonable results and demonstrate the accuracy and sensitivity of the
procedure. A comparison of the various methods used to minimize the excitation indicates
which seal is more stable and will thus improve the dynamic behavior of the rotor.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1359772#

Introduction
High performance turbomachinery shows a continuous trend

towards higher power density and better efficiency. One of the
best methods to increase efficiency is by reducing the leakage
losses. This can be achieved by decreasing the clearance between
the rotating and the nonrotating parts, possibly combined with
new geometries of the cavity and/or a somewhat roughened stator
surface.

On the other hand, fluid-induced forces in labyrinth seals which
are possibly increased by the hydrodynamic bearing excitation can
cause unstable vibrations of the rotor. Therefore an accurate and
reliable prediction of the working mechanisms and the magnitude
of the exciting forces is necessary. This objective is mainly
achieved by influencing the flow in the seal, especially the flow in
circumferential direction. The use of active elements as magnetic
bearings, that would avoid such kind of stability problems, are
considered only sporadically.

The fluid-rotor interaction is usually described in the following
linear reaction-force/motion model, which uses direct and coupled
stiffness and damping coefficients~@1#!. In gas seals the added-
mass terms are negligible.

FW 52S K k

2k K
D S x

yD2S C c

2c C
D S ẋ

ẏD (1)

The above equation assumes small motions around the centered
position, but even for small deviations out of this position the
coefficients in the matrices remain skew-symmetric~@2#!. The lin-
earity of the equation can be assumed up to an eccentricity ratio of
0.5. The destabilizing force caused by the cross-coupled stiffness
is counteracted by the direct damping. In case of instability, the
vibrations due to unbalance are overlaid with the vibration of a
large amplitude at the lowest natural frequency.

The labyrinth seal forces result from a specific circumferential
pressure distribution. The experimental determination of the
forces can be performed in two ways: either by a direct measure-
ment of the forces acting on the bearings or the casing or indi-
rectly considering the pressure distribution. When damping coef-
ficients are required in addition to the stiffness coefficients, then a
motion of the rotating rotor relative to the casing is necessary.

The forces developed in gas labyrinth seals are smaller than in
liquid seals by at least one order in magnitude; therefore, only few
experimental results are available. Childs@1# gives a survey of the
experimental approaches and the investigated seal geometries. All
authors use very stiff and heavy rotors, which are forced to per-
form a motion by means of more or less complicated mechanisms
with hydraulic~@3–5#! or electromagnetic~@6#! shakers. Other au-
thors employ shaft-in-shaft arrangements~@7#! to decouple the ro-
tating from the whirling motion of the rotor.

In still other new concepts the stiff rotor is carried in active
magnetic bearings~@8,9#!. Meanwhile Wagner and Steff@2# have
succeeded in carrying out first measurements with gas seals by
using the latter cited test rig, which is designed for high pressures
and rotating speeds.

Identification Procedure and Test Rig
A different approach employs a flexible rotor and uses the

change in the dynamical behavior caused by the flow through a
labyrinth seal for identification purposes~@10#!. The flow-induced
forces change the stiffness of the rotor and implicitly the fre-
quency of the self-excited vibrations. On the other hand, the ex-
citation and damping of the seal exert an influence on the stability
of the system. Assuming a circular whirling orbit, the unknown
dynamic coefficients of Eq.~1! can be expressed by the measur-
able changesDr and Dq from the initial values in the dynamic
system.

Dr 52K2cV (2)

Dq5k2CV (3)

The measurement of the changes is performed at the stability
limit of the rotordynamic system. The excitation or damping of
the rotor is obtained by means of a magnetic bearing that is placed
on the rotor in addition to the test-seal. With the magnetic bearing,
normal and cross-forces can be applied to the rotor. Note, that the
magnetic bearing is not used as a bearing in the traditional sense
and therefore needs no highly-sophisticated and expensive control
system. The actual use of a magnetic bearing was inspired by the
work of Ulbrich @11#.

The value ofDr is given by the magnetic stiffness necessary to
compensate the flow-related whirl frequency variation. The
change in magnetic excitation, which is needed to destabilize or
stabilize the rotor with and without flow through the test-sealq
andq0 , representsDq ~see Fig. 1!.

By repeating the measurement ofDr andDq for two whirling
frequencies, the stiffness and damping coefficients can be calcu-
lated. It turns out that the accuracy of the damping coefficients is
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improved considerably when measurements are carried out at
backward whirling frequencies, too. The dynamic coefficients in
this paper are identified by a least square fit using the changes in
dynamic behavior at minimum three forward and three backward
whirling frequencies.

The test apparatus employed in numerous identification runs is
displayed in Fig. 2. The diameter of the rotor carried in hydrody-
namic bearings is 23 mm. The spacing between the bearing and,
accordingly, the whirling frequency varies from 770 to 890 mm or
26 to 35 Hz, respectively. The test-seals are located by pairs sym-
metrically to the inflow region in the midspan position of the
shaft. The prerotation of the flow entering into the seals is gener-
ated with a guide vane ring. High amplitudes of the unstable rotor
are avoided with catcher bearings.

As the magnetic bearing is not placed at the same axial position
as the test-seal, a conversion procedure is used~@12#!. The simple
and experimentally validated procedures use the amplitudes of the
bending modes. In addition, also the influence on the bending
mode shape is considered which is caused by the compensation of
the whirl frequency shift.

Seal Geometry and Accuracy of Measurement
Both the test-seal internals and the guide vane ring can be eas-

ily removed and changed to other labyrinth geometries or guide
vane angles. As a reference for all following measurements, a
see-through labyrinth is used in teeth-on-rotor configuration
~TOR29, tooth width 0.8 mm! with 9 cavities. The pitch is 4 mm
and the cavity height is 3.75 mm. The clearance, located at a
diameter of 180 mm, is held constant at 0.5 mm for all geom-
etries. In Table 1 the nomenclature of the seal geometry is
summarized.

The entry swirl and the circumferential flow in the cavities have
a great influence on the magnitude of the generated forces. There-
fore, a number of investigations were carried out to improve the
rotordynamic response by disturbing the circumferential flow.
Leie and Thomas@13# and Benckert and Wachter@14# used swirl
brakes mounted in the cavities or in front of the seal. An almost

total reduction of the lateral force is reported by the latter authors,
when 8 swirl webs are placed at the entrance of the labyrinth.

In the present paper, an arrangement with 4~4DB! and with 8
~8DB! swirl brakes in front of the reference seal~TOR29! is in-
vestigated~see Fig. 3!. The best known use of swirl brakes was
reported in the high-pressure-fuel turbopump of space shuttle
~@15#!. In this application a honeycomb-stator is inserted in the
seal beside the swirl brake.

In general, it is expected that honeycomb seals show favorable
dynamic characteristics and, last but not least, smaller leakage
rates. First investigations of Hawkins et al.@4# indicate that a
16-cavity TOR seal does not improve the stability significantly.
Unfortunately the number of cavities, the honeycomb cell width
and the pressure levels differ and therefore a direct comparison
with the actual results is not possible. When the reference seal
~TOR29! is used with a honeycomb-stator, the leakage rate is
reduced to 60 percent of the initial value. As to isolate the effects,
the seal is first used without swirl brakes. The main dimensions of
the honeycombs are mentioned in Fig. 4.

As mentioned before, the seal geometry and the guide vane ring
can easily be removed and changed. The preswirl, which is of
outstanding importance for the generation of the exciting forces, is
varied by using guide vanes with different nozzle angles. The
magnitude of the entry swirl is estimated out of the metered mass-
flow through the seals and the nozzle area and angle. This is
maybe only an approximation of the real entry swirl, but the in-
flow situation in the real axial turbomachinery is inhomogeneous,
too, and therefore probably very similar. On the other hand the
geometry of the seal entrance is held unchanged for all test runs
and, accordingly, the comparison of different seal concepts re-
mains absolutely reliable.

Fig. 1 Change in stability of the forward and the backward
mode caused by the seal

Fig. 2 Test rig for the identification of dynamic coefficients

Fig. 3 Arrangement of swirl brakes at the entrance of the seal

Table 1 Nomenclature of the used seal geometries
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The accuracy of the procedure is determined by the clear iden-
tification of the stability limit. With very few exceptions, the ro-
tordynamic stability limit can be fixed within61–2 N/mm. The
deviations of the measured points from the best fitted line are
usually smaller than 1.5 percent~@16#!. Only with low pressure
differences and therefore small seal forces are the relative devia-
tions higher. When the forces are stronger and the vibrational
behavior rougher, then the absolute deviations are high. The typi-
cal course of the absolute and relative deviation in dependence of
the pressure difference is illustrated in Fig. 5. Of great benefit for
the accuracy and sensitivity of the procedure is the arrangement
with two seals in parallel that helps simultaneously double and
average the forces.

The position of the journal in the hydrodynamic bearing re-
mains the same with and without flow through the test seal; in
consequence, the bearings are expected to have any influence on
the results. Additionally, this is confirmed by the good reproduc-
ibility of the measurements. All four dynamic coefficients of a
see-through labyrinth with 4 cavities remain nearly the same after
a total disassembly and reassembly of the test rig~Table 2!, de-
spite an assumptive changed alignment of the bearings and there-
fore a somewhat altered behavior of the bearing.

Experimental Results
Previous measurements have demonstrated the expected strong

dependency of the cross-coupled stiffness with the entry swirl and
the pressure difference~@16#!. However, the influence of the ro-
tating speed is small in the investigated range up to a maximum
rotor surface velocity of 47 m/s. Next, the effectiveness of mea-
sures to minimize the exciting forces is investigated.

The dynamic coefficients of a see-through seal with 9 cavities
used as reference are displayed in Fig. 6. The cross-coupled stiff-
ness shows the usual almost linear dependency on the preswirl.

The behavior of the direct damping is distinctive different. Even
without entry swirl, the damping values differ from zero and do
not depend on the preswirl. With an increased pressure difference,
the leakage rate and the preswirl are higher, too.

In a next step, swirl brakes are placed at the entrance of the
seal. The swirl brakes are equally spaced on the circumference as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Four swirl brakes suffice to reduce the cross-
coupled stiffness by more than 50 percent~see Fig. 7!.

Eight brakes on the circumference allow an even further reduc-
tion. It is remarkable to see that the direct damping is increased
simultaneously. In case of zero preswirl and small drag due to
rotation, there is no difference between the measurement with and
without brakes. The swirl brakes have no influence on the leakage.

Now the swirl brakes are removed and the stator of the seal is
replaced by a honeycomb stator. Again the cross-coupled stiffness
is reduced, although not as strongly as with swirl brakes. At the
same time the direct damping is decreased, too~see Fig. 8!.

Because of the smaller leakage with the honeycomb stator the
dynamic coefficients of the reference seal are converted to the

Fig. 4 See-through labyrinth with honeycomb-stator

Fig. 5 Relative and absolute deviation between measurement
and least square fit

Fig. 6 Cross-coupled stiffness and direct damping of a see-
through labyrinth seal with 9 cavities

Fig. 7 The effect of swirl brakes on the dynamic coefficients
„ iDB- i number of swirl brakes on circumference …

Fig. 8 The effect of a honeycomb stator on the dynamic coef-
ficients „HW: honeycomb …

Table 2 Reproducibility of identified dynamic coefficients
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same preswirl values. In both cases the cross-coupled stiffness
with negligible swirl is very small. Therefore, a comparison does
not make sense.

Now the question is, which labyrinth seal concept is more
suited from the rotordynamical point of view. The comparison of
the lateral forceFT divided by the whirling amplitudea of the
circular modal vibration indicates the magnitude of the excitation
at a specific whirling frequencyV. The excitation can be calcu-
lated by inserting the actual dynamic coefficients in Eq.~2!. A
negative excitation indicates that the seal contributes to the stabil-
ity of the system.

The comparison of the actual seal concepts for two preswirl
velocities is displayed in Fig. 9. The cross-coupled stiffness is
given by the intersection with the ordinate and increases along
with the swirl. Due to the direct damping the excitation is reduced
with increasing whirling frequency. The see-through seal employ-
ing swirl brakes shows by far the lowest excitation. The honey-
comb seal is favorable only with lower whirl frequencies, whereas
at higher whirl frequencies the see-through labyrinth without swirl
brakes seems to be advantageous. In Fig. 9 again a conversion of
the dynamic coefficients to a common basis in terms of swirl was
necessary.

In a last step it would be interesting to find out the results
produced by a combination of the least leaking seal with the seal
showing the most favorable rotordynamic response. In this case
then the honeycomb seal is equipped with 8 swirl brakes on the
circumference, as practiced with the see-through seal.

Figure 10 demonstrates that swirl brakes help to effectively
reduce the cross-coupled stiffness and increase the direct damping
of a honeycomb seal~TOR2938H!. The exciting force of the hon-
eycomb seal is now the same as for the see-through seal with
smooth rotor and swirl brakes~TOR298DB!.

Conclusions
The easy manageable and remarkably accurate identification

procedure is suited for comparing labyrinth gas seal concepts with
regard to the rotordynamic stability behavior. The investigations
demonstrate the importance of considering not only the cross-
coupled stiffness, but also the damping capability of the seal.

The use of swirl brakes at the entrance of the seal is highly
effective. The swirl brakes reduce the preswirl and, as a conse-
quence the cross-coupled stiffness, and they even increase the
direct damping. In the investigated case only 8 swirl brakes on the
circumference are sufficient to reduce the exciting force to a quar-
ter of the initial value. Swirl brakes are perfectly well suited for a
subsequent installation in turbomachines with stability problems.

Seals with labyrinth rotor and honeycomb stator cannot always
be recommended due to the small direct damping. With high
whirling frequencies the traditional concept with smooth rotor
generates the smaller excitation. Nevertheless, the honeycomb
seal considerably reduces the leakage rate. In conclusion, the use
of a honeycomb seal in combination with swirl brakes turns out to
be the optimum solution to minimize both the leakage and the
rotordynamic excitation.

Nomenclature

a 5 Amplitude of the vibrational mode
C, E, K 5 Direct damping, inertia, stiffness coefficients

c, e, k 5 Cross damping, inertia, stiffness coefficients
cu0 5 Entry swirl
FT 5 Lateral force
Dr 5 Change in direct stiffness of the magnetic bearing
Dp 5 Pressure difference
Dq 5 Change in magnetic excitation at the stability limit
x, y 5 Coordinates of displacement

V 5 Whirling frequency
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A Novel Limit Distribution for the
Analysis of Randomly Mistuned
Bladed Disks1

A recently introduced perturbation technique is employed to derive a novel closed form
model for the probability density function of the resonant and near-resonant, steady state
amplitude of blade response in randomly mistuned disks. In its most general form, this
model is shown to involve six parameters but, in the important practical case of a pure
stiffness (or frequency) mistuning, only three parameters are usually sufficient to com-
pletely specify this distribution. A series of numerical examples are presented that dem-
onstrate the reliability of this three-parameter model in accurately predicting the entire
probability density function of the amplitude of response, and in particular the large
amplitude tail of this distribution, which is the most critical effect of mistuning.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1339001#

Introduction
The high sensitivity of both the free and forced responses of

bladed disks to mistuning, i.e., to the existence of small blade-to-
blade differences in their structural properties that arise for ex-
ample during the manufacturing process, has been known and
studied for at least three decades~see in particular the works of
Whitehead@1#; Ewins @2#; Huang @3#; Griffin and Hoosac@4#;
Kielb and Kaza@5#; Kaza and Kielb@6#; Basu and Griffin@7#;
Sinha@8#; Wei and Pierre@9,10#; Sinha and Chen@11#; Mignolet
and Lin @12#; and references therein!. It has in particular often
been found that this phenomenon leads, in two ways, to a dra-
matic increase in the computational effort required for an accurate
determination of the forced response of bladed disks. First, the
presence of variations in the structural characteristics of the blades
across the disk directly violates the assumption of periodicity,
which is often employed to reduce the number of degrees-of-
freedom required to model the bladed disk. Second, and more
importantly, the unpredictability of the small changes in the struc-
tural parameters of the blades has quite naturally led to the mod-
eling of certain of these properties as random variables. Then, the
response of a given blade cannot be expressed by a single deter-
ministic quantity; rather it is characterized by a probability density
function from which all information, such as mean and variance
of the response, probability that the response exceeds a certain
threshold, etc., can easily be computed. The determination of
these probability density functions from a similar description of
the random structural properties of the blades is, however, not a
simple task since the relationship between the response of a multi-
degree-of-freedom system and its masses, stiffnesses, and damp-
ing coefficients is severely nonlinear, especially in the neighbor-
hood of the resonances.

To circumvent this difficult problem, many investigators turned
to Monte Carlo simulations. This technique requires first that a
large number of sets of the structural properties of the blades be
simulated consistently with their specified probabilistic model.
Then, for each of these bladed disks, deterministic structural dy-
namics methods are employed to determine the corresponding re-
sponse of the blades. Finally, a statistical analysis of the produced

population of blade responses is conducted to obtain an estimate
of the corresponding probability density function. Clearly, the
Monte Carlo simulation technique is very versatile but it is also
extremely computationally intensive; 100,000 simulations of
bladed disks have sometimes been used~see Mignolet and Lin
@12#, in particular! to obtain accurate estimates of the tails of the
probability density function. Although a novel, adaptive perturba-
tion scheme has been introduced~Lin and Mignolet @13#! that
leads to substantial savings in the computational effort associated
with the Monte Carlo simulation approach, this technique still
remains numerically intensive.

Alternate approaches to evaluate the distribution of the re-
sponse of the blades have also been suggested. The combined
closed-form perturbation~CFP! method developed by Mignolet
and Lin @12# relies on an interpretation of the equations of motion
of the bladed disk as a transformation, from one set of random
variables to another, i.e., from the structural properties of the
blades to their responses. Accordingly, a multifold integral repre-
sentation of the probability density function of the amplitude of
blade response has been derived which can be evaluated in the
limit of a small mistuning. This technique provides a nonparamet-
ric description of the probability density function since this curve
is computed point per point.

The advantage of nonparametric estimation techniques, such as
the CFP method but also as the Monte Carlo simulation approach,
is of course their capability to resolve accurately the details of the
sought distribution. This is, however, often achieved at the ex-
pense of a large computational effort, as already demonstrated in
connection with the Monte Carlo simulation strategy. This situa-
tion can be remedied by turning to parametric estimation tech-
niques, i.e., by specifying a model for the distribution that in-
cludes only a few parameters, say from one to six, and evaluating
these unknowns to satisfy at best some available data. The success
of such approaches is clearly conditioned by the availability of a
meaningful functional form of the distribution of blade amplitude.

The use of parametric techniques for the estimation of the prob-
ability density function of the amplitude of blade response has
been the focus of some previous investigations. In particular,
Sinha @8# and Sinha and Chen@11# relied on the central limit
theorem to motivate the use of the normal distribution to approxi-
mate the probability density function of the response of the
blades. As such, their approach required knowledge of only the
first two moments, i.e., mean and variance, of the response of the
blades; given these two quantities, all other moments and prob-
abilities could easily be estimated. Unfortunately, a thorough
parametric study~Mignolet and Lin @12#! has demonstrated that

1An early version of this paper has been presented at the Turbo Expo’96 in
Birmingham, United Kingdom~ASME Paper 96-GT-414!.
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this Gaussian model does not represent very accurately the prob-
ability density function of the amplitude of blade response in
structural dynamic systems that are representative of turboma-
chines. In this light, the goal of the present investigation is to
partially remedy this situation by providing a new parametric
model that accurately matches the distribution of the resonant and
near-resonant response of the blades in a broad range of situa-
tions. The parameters of this model can, in particular, be esti-
mated from the values of the first moments of the amplitude of
blade which can be computed by relying on a small size simula-
tion, as was done here for simplicity, or on moment estimation
techniques as already accomplished with the present model by
Mignolet and Hu@14#. Note finally that the present investigation
focuses solely on the probabilistic aspects of the response of a
typical blade, the corresponding analysis for the highest respond-
ing blade on the disk has been conducted elsewhere~Mignolet
et al. @15#!.

Since the derivation of the distribution model relies extensively
on the adaptive perturbation scheme recently introduced~Lin and
Mignolet @13#!, the main results of this technique are first briefly
reviewed.

The Adaptive Perturbation Scheme
Modeling the bladed disk as a linearN-degree-of-freedom sys-

tem leads to the set ofN equations of motion

M Ẍ1CẊ1KX5F~ t !, (1)

whereM, C, andK denote, respectively, theN3N mass, damp-
ing, and stiffness matrices of the system whileF(t) and X(t)
represent the time-dependent excitation and response vectors the
j th components of which will be written asF j (t) and Xj (t),
j 51,2, . . . ,N.

Mistuning of the bladed disk is easily modeled by allowing
some or all of the components of the matricesM, C, andK to be
random with standard deviations that are small with respect to
their corresponding mean values. This situation has led quite natu-
rally to the formulation of perturbation techniques among which is
the adaptive perturbation scheme recently proposed~Lin and Mi-
gnolet@13#!. In deriving this approach, it was first argued that the
analysis of theN-degree-of-freedom system, Eq.~1!, should be
achieved not in the physical coordinates,X(t), as in Eq.~1!, but
rather in terms of a set of variablesq(t) that accurately represent
the contributions of the various mode shapes in the response.
These new coordinates can be related to the physical ones by the
relation

X~ t !5Tq~ t !, (2)

whereT denotes anN3N transformation matrix.
Selecting the columns ofT to be the mode shapes of the mis-

tuned bladed disk leads of course to a set of variablesq(t) that
correspond exactly with the system’s modal coordinates. Unfortu-
nately, this selection yields arandom transformation matrix the
probabilistic description of which is an extremely challenging
task. Thus, it was suggested that the columns ofT should be
selected as the mode shapes of a fixed system that is ‘‘close’’ to
the one described by Eq.~1!. In view of the comprehensive quali-
tative analysis performed by Wei and Pierre@9,10#, it was sug-
gested~Lin and Mignolet@13#! to choose the columns of the trans-
formation matrixT to be the mode shapes of the tuned system
when the blade-to-blade coupling is large~with respect to the
mistuning! and those of the decoupled system when this coupling
is small ~with respect to the mistuning!.

Introducing the above-mentioned change of variables, Eq.~2!,
in Eq. ~1! and premultiplying the resulting relations byTT leads to
the transformed equations of motion

M 8q̈1C8q̇1K8q5F8~ t !, (3)

where the symbol .T denotes the operation of matrix transposition
and

M 85TTMT; C85TTCT; K85TTKT, and F85TTF.

When the excitation vector is a single frequency harmonic
function of the form

F j~ t !5Re@ F̄ j eivt# j 51,2, . . . ,N, (4)

where Re@Y# denotes the real part of an arbitrary complex number
Y andF̄ j are constants, it is readily shown that the system reaches
a steady state response of the form

qj~ t !5Re@ q̄ j eivt# j 51,2, . . . ,N. (5)

Introducing Eqs.~4! and~5! into Eq.~1! leads to the linear system
of complex equations

HZ5F̃, (6)

where

ZT5@ q̄1q̄2q̄3¯q̄N# (7)

F̃T5@ F̄1F̄2F̄3¯F̄N#. (8)

Finally, the elementsH jl of the impedance matrixH can be ex-
pressed as

H jl 5K jl8 2v2M jl8 1 ivCjl8 , (9)

whereM jl8 , Cjl8 , and K jl8 represent thejl elements of the trans-
formed mass, damping, and stiffness matricesM 8, C8, andK8,
respectively.

Considering the magnitude of the termsH jl , it is first noted for
the base configuration, which is the tuned system when the cou-
pling is stronger than the mistuning and the decoupled system in
the reverse case, that the matrixH5H̄ is diagonal, i.e.,

H̄ j l 50 for j Þ l . (10)

Further, the magnitude ofH j j is ‘‘small’’ when the excitation
frequency is close to one of the natural frequencyv l of the base
system but is otherwise ‘‘large.’’ On this basis, it is suggested to
partition the response vectorq(t) in terms of the components
qS(t) andqL(t) which are associated with small and large diago-
nal elements ofH̄, respectively. That is,

q~ t !5FqS~ t !
qL~ t !G (11)

where qS(t) and qL(t) are vectors of dimensionsd31 and (N
2d)31, respectively. The above-mentioned partition can be
achieved directly from the physical variablesX(t) by selecting the
transformation matrixT to be

T5@FSFL#, (12)

where FS and FL denote theN3d and N3(N2d) matrices
whose columns are the base system’s mode shapes associated
with the natural frequenciesv l that are close to~for FS! and far
from ~for FL! the excitation frequencyv.

Proceeding with this partitioning, it is found that the linear
system of equations~6! becomes

FHSS HSL

HLS HLL
G FZS

ZL
G5F F̃S

F̃L
G , (13)

where the matricesHSS, HSL , HLS , and HLL are of respective
dimensions d3d, d3(N2d), (N2d)3d, and (N2d)3(N
2d) while the vectorsZS , ZL , F̃S , and F̃L haved, (N2d), d,
and (N2d) components.

The computation of the steady state componentsZS andZL can
now be performed. Specifically, it is found that
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ZS5GSS@ F̃S2HSLHLL
21F̃L# (14)

and

ZL5HLL
21@ F̃L2HLSZS# (15)

where

GSS5@HSS2HSLHLL
21HLS#21. (16)

Resonant Limit Distribution „Large Coupling…
The determination of a limit distribution for the amplitude of

blade response in the presence of a resonant or near-resonant ex-
citation will be achieved by relying on the formulation of the
adaptive perturbation scheme~Lin and Mignolet@13#! reviewed in
the previous section. Specifically, in the presence of a large cou-
pling, assume first that

~a! only one of the natural frequencies of the base system is
close to the excitation frequency, i.e.,d51.

~b! The tuned bladed disk is a classically damped system with
small damping ratios, as usually encountered in turbomachinery
applications.

~c! The response of the bladed disk is dominated by the effects
of the component of the excitation along the mode shape corre-
sponding to the‘‘close’’ natural frequency. This assumption is
quite natural for a lightly damped dynamic system; the compo-
nents of the excitation along the other mode shapes are all off-
resonant and thus will yield contributions to the response of the
blades that are much smaller than the resonant one. Then, one can
set F̃L50 in Eqs.~14! and ~15!.

Under these conditions, the steady state response of the bladed
disk can be expressed as, see Eqs.~14! and ~15!,

ZS5GSSF̃S (17)

and

ZL52HLL
21HLSZS52GSSHLL

21HLSF̃S (18)

in the modal coordinates,q(t), or equivalently, as

Xj~t!5Xj
~c! cosvt1Xj

~s! sinvt5Aj cos~vt2wj!5Ej
TTq~ t !

5Re@Ej
T@FSFL#Zeivt#

5Re$GSSF̃SEj
T@FS2FLHLL

21HLS#eivt% (19)

in the physical coordinates. Note in the above expression thatEj
designates the vector of dimensionN whose components are all
zero except thej th one which equals one.

To obtain simple expressions for the components of the re-
sponse,Xj

(c) and Xj
(s) , and the corresponding amplitude and

phase,Aj andw j , it is further assumed that

~d! the level of mistuning is small enough to neglect the terms
that are of second and higher order in the components of the
deviation matrix dH5H2H̄. This includes products such as
dHLLHLS ,HSLHLL

21HLS , . . . ,

and finally that

~e! the imaginary part ofH̄LL
21 is small with respect to its real

component. This assumption is quite natural since the damping
level is small and the excitation frequency is not close to the
natural frequencies associated with the mode shapes included in
the matrixFL . In such situations, the transfer function consists
mainly of a real component.

Under these additional assumptions, the components of the re-
sponseXj

(c) andXj
(s) , and the corresponding amplitude and phase,

Aj andw j , can be expressed as

Xj
~c!5

~y2y11y3y0!cosfF2~y2y02y3y1!sinfF

y2
21y3

2 (20)

Xj
~s!52

~y2y11y3y0!sinfF1~y2y02y3y1!cosfF

y2
21y3

2 (21)

Aj
25

y0
21y1

2

y2
21y3

2 (22)

and

tanw j5
Xj

~s!

Xj
~c! (23)

where

y05Im$Ej
T@FS2FLH̄LL

21HLS#%uF̃Su

52Ej
TFLH̄LL

21 Im$HLS%uF̃Su (24)

y15Re$Ej
T@FS2FLH̄LL

21HLS#%uF̃Su

5Ej
T@FS2FLH̄LL

21 Re@HLS##uF̃Su (25)

y25Re@HSS# and y35Im@HSS# (26)

with

FHSS

HLS
G5@FSFL#T~K2v2M1 ivC!FS (27)

and

cosfF5
Re@ F̃S#

uF̃Su
and sinfF5

Im@ F̃S#

uF̃Su
(28)

At this point, note that the variablesy0 , y1 , y2 , and y3 are
linear combinations of the deviations in the components of the
mass, damping, and stiffness matrices that are associated with the
mistuning. Thus, under very general conditions~for example the
Borel conditions, see Papoulis@16#!, it can be argued thaty0 , y1 ,
y2 , andy3 are well approximated by Gaussian random variables
with respective meansm j and standard deviationss j , j 50, 1, 2,
or 3. In the absence of mistuning, the impedance matrixH5H̄ is
diagonal and the vectorHLS5H̄LS vanishes identically. Thus, the
variabley0 is proportional to the mistuning terms and it is con-
cluded that

m050. (29)

Considering next the termy2 , it is observed that the diagonal term
H̄SS of the tuned impedance matrix is purely imaginary at reso-
nance so that the corresponding mean valuem2 vanishes identi-
cally, i.e.,

m250 at resonance. (30)

Stiffness mistuning. In the case of a pure stiffness mistuning,
it is seen from Eq.~27! that the imaginary parts ofHLS andHSS
are, respectively, zero and a fixed constant. Then,

y050 (31)

and

y35deterministic constant (32)

so that the probabilistic model of the response given by Eqs.
~20!–~22! can be rewritten in the form

Xj
~c!5

~ ȳ2 cosfF1sinfF!ȳ1

ȳ2
211

(33)

Xj
~s!52

~ ȳ2 sinfF2cosfF!ȳ1

ȳ2
211

(34)
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Aj
25

ȳ1
2

ȳ2
211

(35)

with

ȳ15
y1

y3
and ȳ25

y2

y3
.

In the above model,ȳ1 is a normal random variable with meanm̄1
and standard deviations̄1 , ȳ2 is a normal random variable with
zero mean and standard deviations̄2 .

Further, it has been shown in the case of the system displayed
in Fig. 1 ~see Lin@17#! that the random variablesȳ1 and ȳ2 are
independent. Then, under these conditions, the probability density
function of the amplitudeAj can be expressed as

pA~a!5
1

ps̄1s̄2
E

1

` s2

As221
expF2

s221

2s̄2
2 G

3H expF2
~as2m̄1!2

2s̄1
2 G1expF2

~as1m̄1!2

2s̄1
2 G J ds

(36)

and the corresponding first three moments of this distribution can
be computed as

E@Aj #5
m̄1

A2ps̄2

expF 1

4s̄2
2GK0F 1

4s̄2
2G (37)

E@Aj
2#5Ap

2

s̄1
21m̄1

2

s̄2
expF 1

2s̄2
2GerfcF 1

&s̄2
G (38)

E@Aj
3#5

m̄1
313m̄1s̄1

2

2A2ps̄2
3

expF 1

4s̄2
2G H K1F 1

4s̄2
2G2K0F 1

4s̄2
2G J ,

(39)

whereK0 andK1 are the modified Bessel’s functions of order 0
and 1 and erfc is the complimentary error function.

Given the three parametersm̄1 , s̄1 , and s̄2 , the distribution
and the moments of the amplitude of response of the blades can be
numerically evaluated from Eqs.~36! to ~39!. Alternatively, Eqs.
~36!–~39! can be used to estimate the distribution of the blade
amplitudes,pA(a), given only the first three moments of this
function. This computation is accomplished by first determining
the parametersm̄1 , s̄1 , ands̄2 that correspond to the given first
three moments of the response according to Eqs.~37!–~39!. Then,
the probability density function of the amplitudes is obtained from
Eq. ~36!. Note that the first moments of the amplitude of blade
response can be computed by relying on a small size simulation,
as was done here for simplicity, or on moment estimation tech-
niques as was accomplished by Mignolet and Hu@14#.

It should finally be noted that Gaussian distributed components,
Xj

(c) and Xj
(s) , can be represented by the present model, Eqs.

~33!–~35!, by neglecting the variability ofȳ2 , or equivalently by
assuming thats̄2!1. This condition requires, in view of Eq.~26!,
that Re@HSS#!Im@HSS# for all possible mistuned systems. The lat-

ter inequality can be rewritten with Eq.~27! assk /kj!z j , where
kj andz j are the modal stiffness and damping ratio andsk is the
standard deviation of the random stiffnesses. In general, however,
sk /kj andz j are both of the same order of magnitude~typically a
few percent! so that the response componentsXj

(c) andXj
(s) cannot

be assumed to be Gaussian random variables.

Resonant Limit Distribution „Small Coupling…
In the presence of a small blade-to-blade coupling, it has been

shown ~see, for example, Wei and Pierre@9,10# and Lin and
Mignolet @13#! that perturbation techniques yield reliable esti-
mates of the steady state response of the blades provided that the
base configuration is the uncoupled mistuned system and that the
‘‘small quantities’’ are the blade-to-blade coupling terms. Then,
the modal matrix@FSFL# reduces to the identity matrix and the
coordinatesqj (t) and Xj (t) coincide. Further, selectingd50
yields the following expression for the steady state response

Z5~Ĥ1DH !21F̃5~ I N1Ĥ21DH !21Ĥ21F̃

5Ĥ21F̃2~Ĥ21DH !Ĥ21F̃1~Ĥ21DH !2Ĥ21F̃1 . . . (40)

whereĤ andDH denote the impedance matrix of the uncoupled
bladed disk and the matrix of the small coupling terms, respec-
tively. Further, I N designates the unit matrix of dimensionN
3N. Considering the system shown in Fig. 1, it is readily shown
that Ĥ is diagonal so that the response of thej th degree-of-
freedom can be written as

Xj~ t !5Xj
~c! cosvt1Xj

~s! sinvt5Aj cos~vt2w j ! (41)

where

Xj
~c!5

~y2y11y3y0!

y2
21y3

2 (42)

Xj
~s!52

~y2y02y3y1!

y2
21y3

2 (43)

Aj
25

y0
21y1

2

y2
21y3

2 (44)

and

tanw j5
Xj

~s!

Xj
~c! (45)

where

y05Im$Ej
T@ F̃2~DHĤ21!F̃1~DHĤ21!2F̃1 . . . #% (46)

y15Re$Ej
T@ F̃2~DHĤ21!F̃1~DHĤ21!2F̃1 . . . #% (47)

y25kj2mjv
2 and y35cjv (48)

with mj , cj , andkj denoting the mass, damping coefficient, and
stiffness associated with thej th blade. It can be shown that the
model given by Eqs.~42!–~44! is still, approximately, applicable
when each blade is represented by a multi-degree-of-freedom
model provided thatmj , cj , and kj designate thej th blade’s
modal mass, damping coefficient, and stiffness corresponding to
the natural frequency being excited, i.e.,v l'v.

Note the similarities between the models corresponding to
small and large blade-to-blade coupling, i.e., Eqs.~42!–~45! and
~20!–~23!, respectively. In fact, Eqs.~20!–~23! reduce exactly to
Eqs. ~42!–~45! if the phase angle of the excitationfF is set to
zero. Further, Eq.~30!, and in the case of pure stiffness mistuning
Eq. ~32!, also apply in the small coupling case. On the basis of
these similarities, it is suggested that the model given by Eqs.
~20!–~23! is an accurate representation of the random response of
mistuned bladed disks in a broad range of situations.

Fig. 1 One DOF per blade bladed disk model
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Numerical Examples
To exemplify the usefulness of the limit distribution derived in

this paper, the bladed disk shown in Fig. 1 is first considered.
Following previous investigations~Sinha @8#; Sinha and Chen
@11#; Mignolet and Lin@12#!, the blades will be assumed to have
the same mass (m50.0114 kg), damping coefficient~cj
51.443 Ns/m, approximately 1 percent of the critical value!, but
have different stiffnesses. Specifically, the parameterskj are se-
lected to be random variables with meankt5430,000 N/m and
standard deviationsk58000 N/m. Further, the aerodynamic and
structural coupling between blades are modeled by springs and
dashpots of common valueskC andcC . In the sequel, it will be
assumed that the coefficientcC vanishes and thatkC545,430 or
2271 N/m in the large and small coupling analyses, respectively.

It is further assumed that the blades are subjected to a resonant
r th engine order excitation of the form of Eq.~4! with

F̄ j5F0eic j j 51,2, . . . ,N (49)

v5v r5
Akt14kC sin2S pr

N D
m

(50)

and

c j5
2p

N
r ~ j 21!. (51)

In all numerical examples presented in the following, the value
F051 N has been used.

The assessment of the reliability of the model given by Eqs.
~33!–~39! was accomplished by comparing the probability density
functions of the amplitude of blade response predicted by this
model and obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. More specifically,
the three parametersm̄1 , s̄1 , and s̄2 were selected so that the
first, second, and third moments of the random amplitude of blade
response estimated by simulation exactly matched their model
counterparts, Eqs.~37!–~39!. Then, the probability density func-
tions obtained from Eq.~36! and by simulation were plotted and a
visual comparison of these two curves was accomplished. In some
cases, small fluctuations in the obtained values of the parameters
m̄1 , s̄1 , and s̄2 were achieved to obtain an improved matching
between model and simulation distributions. Note that the simu-
lation results correspond to the exact steady state responses of the
blades, not to the simplified equations obtained under assumptions
~a!–~e!.

The large coupling limit was investigated first. Shown in Fig. 2
are the probability density functions of the amplitude of blade

response corresponding to a third engine order (r 53) excitation
for stiffness mistuning of both Gaussian and uniform distribu-
tions. Note, as predicted by the above-mentioned theoretical de-
velopments, that these two probability density functions are al-
most identical to each other, thereby demonstrating the existence
of a ‘‘limit distribution’’ for the amplitude of blade response.

Also shown in Fig. 2 are the corresponding three-parameter
approximations obtained from Eq.~36! with the parametersm̄1 ,
s̄1 , and s̄2 estimated as discussed previously. The excellent
matching of these curves with the Monte Carlo results clearly
demonstrates the validity of the three-parameter distribution of
Eqs.~35! and~36!. Additional results displaying a similar match-
ing for different engine ordersr, different numbers of bladesN,
and a near-resonant excitation, not presented here for brevity~see
Lin @17#!, confirm the reliability of the three-parameter model in
the large coupling case.

Turning now to the small coupling limit,kC52271 N/m,
shown in Fig. 3 are the probability density functions obtained by
Monte Carlo simulations for both Gaussian and uniform stiffness
mistuning together with their respective three-parameter approxi-
mations. It should first be noted from this figure that the amplitude
of blade response does not admit, in contrast to the large coupling
case, a limit-type distribution. That observation is consistent with
the definition ofy2 , see Eq.~48!. Further, as expected, the three-
parameter model of Eqs.~35! and ~36! provides a very accurate
representation of the amplitude of response in the presence of

Fig. 2 Probability density functions of blade response, Gauss-
ian and uniform distributions of stiffnesses, NÄ24, rÄ3, large
coupling case. Monte Carlo „MC… simulations and limit distribu-
tion „LMT…, Eq. „36….

Fig. 3 Probability density functions of blade response, Gauss-
ian and uniform distributions of stiffnesses, NÄ24, rÄ3, small
coupling case. Monte Carlo „MC… simulations and limit distribu-
tion „LMT…, Eq. „36….

Fig. 4 Probability density functions of blade response, Gauss-
ian distribution of stiffnesses, NÄ24, rÄ0, large coupling case.
Monte Carlo „MC… simulations and limit distribution „LMT…, Eq.
„36….
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Gaussian stiffnesses but is also quite reliable, especially in the
important high amplitude tail, in the uniform case.

The probability density functions of the amplitude of blade re-
sponse corresponding to the engine ordersr 50 and r 5N/456
were found to exhibit unusual features. In the large coupling limit
and for r 50, this statistical distribution is very similar to itsr
53 counterpart, see Figs. 2 and 4, but the response to a sixth
engine order is characterized by much smaller values of the stan-
dard deviation of the blade vibration and of the estimated param-
eter s̄2 than for other values ofr. In fact, in this latter case a
Gaussian approximation, i.e., Eqs.~35! and ~36! with s̄250, of
the probability density function of the blade amplitude matches
quite well the simulation results. In the small coupling limit, the
case r 5N/456 does not exhibit the unusual properties it has
whenkC is large but it is the zeroth engine order excitation that
distinguishes itself from other values ofr. Nevertheless, the cor-
responding three-parameter approximation is quite reliable as can
be seen from Fig. 5.

To further assess the accuracy of the limit distribution, Eq.~36!,
in predicting the statistical distribution of the amplitude of blade
response, the three-degree-of-freedom per blade model considered
by Griffin and Hoosac@4# and shown in Fig. 6 has been consid-
ered. The disk was assumed to support 72 blades the properties of
which are~see Griffin and Hoosac@4#!

Fig. 5 Probability density functions of blade response, Gauss-
ian distribution of stiffnesses, NÄ24, rÄ0, small coupling case.
Monte Carlo „MC… simulations and limit distribution „LMT…, Eq.
„36….

Fig. 6 Three DOF per blade bladed disk model

Fig. 7 Probability density function of response of DOF 1,
Gaussian distribution of stiffnesses, NÄ72, rÄ9, 3 DOF model.
Monte Carlo „MC… simulation and limit distribution „LMT…, Eq.
„36….

Fig. 8 Probability density function of blade response, Gauss-
ian distribution of stiffnesses, nonconforming case, c
Ä0.7215 NsÕm, small coupling case. Monte Carlo „MC… simula-
tions and limit distribution „LMT…, Eq. „36….

Fig. 9 Probability density function of blade response, Gauss-
ian distribution of stiffnesses, nonconforming case, worst
matching in the weak-to-strong coupling transition. Monte
Carlo „MC… simulations and limit distribution „LMT…, Eq. „36….
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m150.0114 kg; m250.0427 kg; m350.0299 kg

k1~mean!5430,300 N/m; k2517,350,000 N/m;

k357,521,000 N/m;k6530,840,000 N/m;c51.3814 Ns/m.
Mistuning was simulated by letting the stiffnessesk1 j be

Gaussian random variables with the above mean and a standard
deviation of 8000 N/m. Shown in Fig. 7 are the probability den-
sity functions of the amplitude of response of the blade~degree-
of-freedom 1! corresponding to a ninth engine order and a unit
excitation force obtained by both simulation and the limit distri-
bution. In this case again, Eq.~36! leads to a very good approxi-
mation of the Monte Carlo results.

As a final assessment of the usefulness of Eq.~36! in the analy-
sis of randomly mistuned bladed disks, the applicability of this
limit distribution in situations that do not conform to the stated
assumptions, i.e., large or small coupling and hypotheses~a!–~e!,
was investigated. In this respect, note first that the neglect of the
term HSLHLL

21HLS ~assumption~d!! in comparison toHSS in the
expression forGSS, Eq. ~16!, is only valid when the damping
termscv j are typically larger than the level of mistuning. In view
of the excellent results obtained when these quantities are ap-
proximately equal~see Figs. 2 and 3 wherecv j'8000 N/m!, it
was desired to investigate the situation in which the damping co-
efficient is reduced to half of its previous value, i.e.,c
50.7215 Ns/m in the model of Fig. 1, while maintaining the stan-
dard deviation of stiffness mistuning to be 8000 N/m. Although a
very small degradation in the reliability of the three-parameter
approximation could be observed, the matching between model
and simulation probability density functions is still excellent, see,
for example, Fig. 8 forkC52271 N/m. Finally, the matching be-
tween simulation results and the three-parameter model was also
investigated for values of the coupling stiffness in the weak-to-
strong transition region, i.e., forkCP@5000;20,000# N/m for the
model of Fig. 1. It was found that the least satisfactory matching
occurs in a narrow zone of coupling stiffnesses, i.e., betweenkC
54000 N/m andkC510,000 N/m. However, even in the worst
case situation, atkC56814 N/m, see Fig. 9, the three-parameter
model still provides a fair approximation of the distribution of
blade response.

Summary
The determination of a reliable model of the probability density

function of the amplitude of the resonant and near-resonant re-
sponse of the blades in mistuned bladed disks has been accom-
plished by relying on perturbation methods. The case of a strongly
coupled bladed disk was first considered and a general represen-
tation of the response of the blades was derived, Eqs.~20!–~23!,
that involves six parameters. Interestingly, a separate treatment of
the opposite case, i.e., of a weakly coupled bladed disk, has led to
a similar model and thus demonstrated the generality of Eqs.
~20!–~23!.

The important case of a pure stiffness, or frequency, mistuning
of a strongly coupled bladed disk was also considered. It was
demonstrated in this situation that Eqs.~20!–~23! reduce to the
three-parameter model given by Eqs.~33!–~35! for which a closed

form expression of the probability density function was obtained,
Eq. ~36!. The corresponding first three moments of the amplitude
of response were also given and a parametric identification tech-
nique was described in which these moments are matched to their
simulation counterparts. This straightforward approach has led to
extremely reliable approximations of the Monte Carlo results for
a wide variety of cases with different numbers of blades, en-
gine orders, distributions of the random stiffnesses, etc.; see in
particular Figs. 2–4 and 7. Although the reliability of the pro-
posed three-parameter model is somewhat lessened in situations
that do not conform to the stated assumptions, e.g., when the
blade-to-blade coupling is in the strong-to-weak transition region,
it still provides a good approximation of the important high am-
plitude tail of the distribution. The reliable matching between the
simulation results and those predicted by Eq.~36! demonstrates
the importance of the three-parameter model, Eqs.~33!–~35!, and,
in a broader sense, of the general six-parameter representation,
Eqs.~20!–~23!.
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Identification of Mistuning
Characteristics of Bladed Disks
From Free Response Data—Part I
The focus of the present two-part investigation is on the estimation of the dynamic prop-
erties, i.e., masses, stiffnesses, natural frequencies, mode shapes and their statistical
distributions, of turbomachine blades to be used in the accurate prediction of the forced
response of mistuned bladed disks. As input to this process, it is assumed that the lowest
natural frequencies of the blades alone have been experimentally measured, for example,
in a broach block test. Since the number of measurements is always less than the number
of unknowns, this problem is indeterminate in nature. In this first part of the investigation,
two distinct approaches will be investigated to resolve the shortfall of data. The first one
relies on the imposition of as many constraints as needed to ensure a unique solution to
this identification problem. Specifically, the mode shapes and modal masses of the blades
are set to their design/tuned counterparts while the modal stiffnesses are varied from
blade to blade to match the measured natural frequencies. The second approach, based
on the maximum likelihood principle, yields estimates of all the structural parameters of
the blades through the minimization of a specified ‘‘cost function.’’ The accuracy of these
two techniques in predicting the forced response of mistuned bladed disks will be assessed
on simple dynamic models of the blades.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1338949#

Introduction
A large number of investigations have focused, in the last thirty

years, on the assessment of the effects of mistuning, i.e., small
blade-to-blade variations of their mechanical and/or geometrical
properties, on both the free and forced responses of the entire
disk. Most notably, it was shown that the free response can exhibit
mode shapes which are localized to one or a few blades in contrast
to their tuned counterparts which extend to the entire disk@1#.
Further, it was demonstrated that the amplitude of the forced re-
sponse varies greatly within a given disk from one blade to an-
other, sometimes by a factor of 1 to 4 or larger, even when the
relative fluctuations in the blade properties are as low as 1 to 2
percent~see@2–5#, and references therein!. Not only have these
phenomenological observations been clarified but computational
approaches have been developed to quantitatively assess these ef-
fects @6–13#.

In most of these analyses, the variations of the blade properties
were either specified or modeled as random variables with given
means, standard deviations, and probability density functions,
thereby generally sidestepping the issue ofcharacterizationof the
mistuning from experimental data. In order to have a fully realis-
tic description of the mistuning phenomenon, it would however be
necessary to accurately estimate the fluctuations in the model pa-
rameters, i.e., stiffness, mass and damping terms, the correlations
between these properties, and possibly their statistical distribu-
tions. The goal of the present work is thus the estimation of the
statistical properties of these dynamic parameters by relying on
experimental data.

A previous investigation of this identification problem@14# has
relied on the availability of measurements of the forced response
of consecutive blades in a series of disks, as obtained for example
from strain gauges or light probes. The methodology proposed
therein quite successfully recovered not only the blade structural
properties but also the somewhat elusive blade-to-blade interac-

tion terms which are known to play an important role in the analy-
sis of mistuning. However, the measurement of the forced re-
sponse of a series of bladed disks, which is required to obtain a
good characterization~means, standard deviations, correlations,
probability density functions, . . .! of the variations of the struc-
tural properties of the blades, is a time-demanding and expensive
task. Thus, it would be highly desirable to develop an alternative
methodology for the determination of the mistuned properties of
the blades that utilizes the results of simple and inexpensive dy-
namic tests. In this light, the goal of the present two-part paper is
more specifically to assess the usefulness of blade alone free re-
sponse~broach block! test data to accomplish this task. Certainly,
such measurements do not allow the determination of the blade-
to-blade interaction effects, in contrast to the procedure recently
introduced by Mignolet and Lin@14#. However, they can be used,
as will be demonstrated, to provide structural dynamic models that
exhibit forced resonance response characteristics, e.g., mean and
largest amplitudes, that very closely approximate those corre-
sponding to the tested bladed disks given the blade-to-blade inter-
action effects. Before addressing the specific details of the identi-
fication problem of concern here, it is important to first assess the
feasibility of this task.

Free and Forced Response Indetermination
The characteristics of the free response of a system, i.e., natural

frequencies and mode shapes, do not constitute sufficient informa-
tion to recover uniquely its entire dynamic model, i.e., its mass
~M! and stiffness~K! matrices. To accomplish this task, it is also
necessary to dispose of either the modal masses or stiffnesses of
the system. In this light, the identification of the mistuning char-
acteristics of blades from only the measured values of the frequen-
cies, as obtained in a broach block test, appears to be a severely
indeterminate problem. Fortunately, it is the forced response of
the bladed disk which is of concern here and it should be noted
that the resonant response of a system does not depend either on
all the details of the mass and stiffness matrices but rather only on
the corresponding modal characteristics. This observation indi-
cates that a reliable prediction of the forced response of mistuned
bladed disks does not necessarily require the accurate determina-
tion of all their structural dynamic characteristics. Thus, it is pos-
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sible that an identification strategy be devised that leads to a very
good estimation of the forced response while requiring only the
knowledge of the natural frequencies. This property is especially
true if close approximations of the mass and stiffness matrices of
the system are available, as is the case in mistuned bladed disks
for which the tuned structural properties can be estimated accu-
rately, by finite elements for example.

To exemplify this situation, consider a single-degree-of-
freedom system whose mass (m8) and stiffness (k8) deviate only
slightly from their assumed valuesm andk. Then, the amplitude
of steady state response to an excitation of frequencyv and mag-
nitudeF0 is

A5
F0 /m8

A~v822v2!214z2v2v82
, (1)

wherev8'Ak8/m8 is the measured natural frequency of the sys-
tem andz its damping ratio. It is seen from the above-mentioned
relation that approximating the correct massm8 by its assumed
valuem leads only to an error of orderum82mu/m8!1. However,
replacing bothm8 andk8 by m andk implies the approximation
v8'Ak/m, which may lead to a serious error in the estimation of
the amplitude of response whenv'v8 ~resonant condition! and
z!1 ~small damping ratio! which are of interest here. In this case,
the availability of the natural frequency is a necessary but also
sufficient condition for the reliable estimation of the amplitude of
the forced resonant response.

Identification Algorithms Formulation

Random Modal Stiffnesses„RMS… Approach. The above
discussion suggests a first identification strategy of mistuned
bladed disks in which the mass matrix is taken equal to its tuned
counterpart while the mistuning affects only the stiffness matrix.
An additional assumption is necessary if each blade is modeled as
an N-degree-of-freedom system withN.1. Indeed, in this case
there are at leastN(N11)/2 stiffness elements to be evaluated but
only as many asN measured natural frequenciesvn , n
51,2, . . . ,N. In the spirit of the above discussion, it is then as-
sumed that the mode shapes of the blades are unaffected by mis-
tuning so that the modal matrixF is given by its tuned counterpart
F t . If the mode shapes are normalized with respect to the mass
matrix, i.e., if

F t
TMtF t5I N , (2)

where I N denotes theN3N identity matrix, it is found that the
stiffness matrix of a blade is readily obtained as

KRMS5F t
2TLF t

21 (3)

whereL is the diagonal matrix containing the measured natural
frequencies, i.e.,

L5diag~v1
2,v2

2, . . . ,vN
2 !. (4)

According to the above strategy, only the modal stiffnesses of the
blades are affected by mistuning and thus only these quantities
vary randomly from blade to blade.

Maximum Likelihood „ML … Method. In the random modal
stiffnesses strategy described in the previous section, the indeter-
mination in the estimation of the mass and stiffness matrices is
resolved by adding enough constraints~constancy of mode shapes
and mass matrix! to yield a unique solution. A different approach
can be undertaken in which the unknown structural parameters are
chosen to optimize a certain ‘‘cost function.’’

To formulate such an optimization problem, note first that small
fluctuations of the structural parameters of the blades do, intu-
itively, appear more likely to occur than large ones, or more gen-
erally that the possible variations in these parameters are not all
equally ‘‘plausible.’’ Thus, when facing several distinct sets of

structural parameters yielding natural frequencies equal to their
measured values, it is suggested here to select the one which had
the highest probability of occurrence. This selection strategy is
consistent with the maximum likelihood principle~see Benjamin
and Cornell@15#, for a complete presentation! which is based on
the fact that the outcome of an experiment that has the maximum
probability is the most likely one to be observed. Reversing the
argument, it is assumed in the maximum likelihood formulation
that the event that occurred was indeed the most probable one.
Then, it is assumed here thatthe ‘‘true’’ values of the masses and
stiffnesses of the model of a blade are the most likely ones given
the observed values of the natural frequencies of that blade.

The application of this estimation strategy to the present prob-
lem can be described as follows. Due to nonzero tolerances, in-
service wear, and/or small variations in material properties, the
stiffness and mass matrices of a blade,K andM, are not exactly
equal to their design counterparts,Kt andMt , but rather fluctuate
around these quantities. Then, introduce first the vectorX that
contains the unknown deviations of the elements of the stiffness
and mass matricesK andM from their tuned values. Next, accord-
ing to the maximum likelihood principle, it is suggested to seek
the values ofX that maximize the joint probability function,
pX(X), of the deviations of the elements of the stiffness and mass
matrices of the blades. This function must be maximized under
the constraints that the dynamic model of a given blade does
indeed possess the corresponding measured natural frequencies
v j , j 51,2, . . . ,m. Note that the number of such measurements
does not necessarily equal the number of degree-of-freedom, i.e.,
m<N. These conditions can mathematically be expressed as

Cj[det~K2Mv j
2!50 j 51,2, . . . ,m. (5)

The above procedure clearly relies on a prior knowledge of the
probability density functionpX(X) of the stiffness and mass ele-
ments of the blade model but in practical situations this informa-
tion is not available. Fortunately, it has recently been demon-
strated@11# that the forced response of mistuned bladed disks
appears to depend only slightly, in most cases, on the shape of the
distribution of the mistuned blade properties; it depends mainly on
the variances and correlations of these variables. Thus, one can
assume a specific shape of the unknown probability density func-
tion pX(X) without seriously compromising the accuracy of the
prediction of the forced response analysis. On this basis and on
the common place character of the normal distribution in physical
processes, it is assumed that the stiffnesses and masses are jointly
normally distributed so that

pX~X!5
1

~2p!s/2Adet~KXX !
expF2

1

2
XTKXX

21XG , (6)

wheres is the number of stiffness and mass parameters to esti-
mate, andKXX denotes thes3s unknown covariance matrix of
the deviations of these variables with respect to their means. The
goal of the maximum likelihood approach, which is to estimate
the vectorX that maximizespX(X), Eq. ~6!, can be accomplished
by selecting the vectorX that minimizes the argument of the
exponential, i.e.,

e5XTKXX
21X. (7)

In addition to yielding the measured natural frequencies, see
Eq. ~5!, it will be assumed that the blade model must also satisfy
the following two sets of linear constraints:

D j[dj
TX5ej j 51,2, . . . ,p, (8)

and

D̃ j[d̃j
TX5ẽj j 51,2, . . . ,q. (9)

The first set of constraints is introduced to account for possible
relationships existing between the elementsMi j and Ki j of the
mass and stiffness matrices as a consequence of the selected dy-
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namic model of the blades and holds the same for all blades ana-
lyzed. For example, in the spring–mass system shown in Fig. 1, it
can be shown thatK2252K12 (5k2), or K121K2250, andM12
50. On this basis, the set of Eq.~8! will be referred to as the
modeling constraints.

The second set of constraints, Eq.~9!, differs from the first one,
Eq. ~8!, in that the vectorsd̃j and/or the coefficientsẽj are not the
same for all blades considered, as weredj andej , but rather vary
from blade to blade. Such a set of constraints is encountered in
particular when the dynamic model of the blade is required to
match not only measured natural frequenciesv j but also observed
mode shapesfj . Indeed, in this case, it is necessary to also en-
force the conditions (K2v j

2M )fj50 which are linear in the el-
ements of the stiffness and mass matricesK andM and thus can
be written in the form of Eq.~9!. Further, the corresponding pa-
rametersd̃j andẽj will involve the measured values ofv j andfj ,
and thus will vary from blade to blade.

The separation of the modeling and mode shape constraints into
two separate sets, Eqs.~8! and~9!, may appear unnecessary at first
since they are both of the same form. Note, however, that the
existence of thedeterministicconstraints, Eq.~8!, implies that the
random deviations of the masses and stiffnesses from their tuned
values are not linearly independent or equivalently that a subset
X2 of p of these structural parameters can be expressed as a linear
combination of the remaining ones stored in the vectorX1 . Fur-
ther, this linear deterministic dependence ofX2 on X1 is associ-
ated~see Lutes and Sarkani@16#! with a singular covariance ma-
trix KXX so that the definition ofe, Eq. ~7!, appears unclear in
view of the lack of existence of the inverseKXX

21. In fact, this
situation is not unexpected since the linear deterministic depen-
dence ofX2 on X1 implies that the statistical distribution ofX2 is
completely dictated by its counterpart forX1 . Correspondingly,
the most likely vectorX will be found by maximizing the likeli-
hood ofX1 alone. Equivalently, the proposed mistuning identifi-
cation approach will rely on the minimization of

e15X1
TKX1X1

21 X1 , (10)

whereKX1X1
is the covariance matrix ofX1 and is obtained by

deleting the rows and columns ofKXX corresponding to the ele-
ments ofX that belong to the dependent subsetX2 .

To complete the separation of the identification problem into
independent (X1) and dependent (X2) subsets of structural param-
eters, note that the partitioning ofX into X1 and X2 can be re-
versed by writing

X5L1
TX11L2

TX2 , (11)

where the matricesL1 andL2 contain only zeros and ones.
The minimization ofe1 , under the constraints given by Eqs.

~5!, ~8!, and~9!, will be accomplished by the Lagrange multipliers
technique. Specifically, the new function to minimize is

f 5X1
TKX1X1

21 X11(
j 51

m

l jCj1(
j 51

p

m jD j1(
j 51

q

m̃ j D̃ j , (12)

wherem, p, andq are the number of measured natural frequencies,
modeling constraints, and observed mode shapes, respectively,
and l j , m j , and m̃ j are the corresponding Lagrange multipliers
associated with each set of constraints. The minimization off for
each blade will involve its partial differentiation with respect to
each element ofX1 andX2 and each Lagrange multiplier. Then,
setting these partial derivatives to zero provides a sufficient num-
ber of equations to estimate all the elements of the vectorsX1 and
X2 , i.e., the masses and stiffnesses of the blade considered.

When the blade structural model is aN-degree-of-freedom sys-
tem, the natural frequency constraints given by Eq.~5! are non-
linear conditions, i.e., polynomials of orderN, in the elements of
the stiffness and mass matrices. This nonlinearity renders a direct
determination of the minimum off a difficult problem. To palliate
this situation, it is proposed to proceed with a linearization of the
frequency constraints. This approximation can in fact be viewed
as the first step in an iterative solution of the exact minimization
of f, Eq. ~12!. Specifically, a first-order Taylor expansion of Eq.
~5! around estimatesK8 andM 8 of the stiffness and mass matrices
yields ~see Rivas-Guerra@17# for a proof!

11trace@~DK2v j
2DM !~K82v j

2M 8!21#50 (13)

for j 51,2, . . . ,m where DK5K2K8 and DM5M2M 8. Ex-
panding the trace in the above equation leads to the following
linearized form of this constraint as

Cj[11aj
T~X2X8!50 (14)

where the vectoraj depends on the current estimatesK8 andM 8
of the stiffness and mass matrices, or equivalentlyaj5aj (X8).

At this point, the minimization of Eq.~12! can be performed
with the linearized constraints, Eq.~14!. Specifically, it is found
that the deviations in structural properties stored in the vectorsX1
andX2 satisfy the symmetric system of equations

F 2KX1X1

21
@L1a# @L1d# @L1d̃# 0

@L1a#T 0 0 0 @L2a#T

@L1d#T 0 0 0 @L2d#T

@L1d̃#T 0 0 0 @L2d̃#T

0 @L2a# @L2d# @L2d̃# 0

G F X1

l

m
m̄
X2

G5F 0
g
e
ẽ
0

G
(15)

wherel, m, m̃, e, and ẽ are the vectors containing the values of
l j , m j , m̃ j , ej , andẽj , respectively. Further, the elementsgj of
the vectorg are defined as

gj5211aj
TL1

TX181aj
TL2

TX28 for j 51,2, . . . ,m. (16)

Finally, the notation @L1a# defines the matrix
@L1a1 L1a2 ¯ L1am# and similarly for@L1d# and @L1d̃#.

It was found in general that the solution of Eq.~15! with the
frequency constraints linearized with respect to the tuned system,
i.e., X185X2850, yields a blade model whose natural frequencies
match very well their measured counterparts,v j , j
51,2, . . . ,m, except when two or more of these values are very

Fig. 1 Two-degree-of-freedom per blade disk models
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close to each other. In these near veering conditions, the minimi-
zation of Eq.~12! with the nonlinear frequency constraints was
achieved iteratively by solving Eq.~15! first with X185X2850.
Then, the corresponding solution vectorsX1 andX2 were used to
update the estimatesK8 andM 8 of the stiffness and mass matrices
in Eq. ~13!, or equivalently the values ofX18 and X28 , and the
process was repeated until the natural frequencies of the blade
model matched their measured counterparts to an acceptable level
of accuracy~see@18# for more details!.

Two important observations can be drawn from the above de-
velopments. First, the random model stiffness~RMS! approach
can be viewed as a special case of the constrained maximum
likelihood ~ML ! method in which the masses and mode shapes
have been fixed to their tuned counterparts by using Eqs.~8! and
~9!, respectively. Second, note that the ML formulation developed
above is equivalent to the constrained minimization of a weighted
sum of the square deviations of the structural parameters from
their tuned values. Thus, given a set of natural frequencies, the
maximum likelihood estimates of the structural parameters always
correspond to the masses and stiffnesses closest, in the above
sense, to their tuned counterparts that agree with these frequen-
cies. Certainly, the corresponding dynamic model of the blade is
the most likely one to be present but there exists a nonzero prob-
ability for larger excursions of the structural parameters from their
tuned values. It is thus concluded that the ML method will in
general underpredict somewhat the level of mistuning. Since the
RMS formulation is a special case of the ML approach, it can be
expected that it will also lead to an underprediction of the
mistuning.

Numerical Results
To assess the validity of the procedures developed in the pre-

vious section, a series of numerical experiments were performed
in which the structural properties, i.e., masses and stiffnesses, of a
large number~240,000! of blades were simulated as random vari-
ables. For simplicity, each blade was modeled either as a one- or
as a two-degree-of-freedom dynamic system, see Figs. 1 and 2.
Note that the nominal values of the parameters of the latter model
~Fig. 2! have already been used in prior investigations of the mis-
tuning phenomenon@6,8# while the tuned values of the two-
degree-of-freedom system~Fig. 1, model 1! were selected to
match at best the three-degree-of-freedom model considered by
Griffin and Hoosac@2# . Once the ensemble of masses and stiff-
nesses~‘‘original’’ values! were generated, the natural frequencies
of each blade were determined and served as input to the RMS

and ML procedures to recover estimates of these structural prop-
erties. Following the earlier discussion on the indetermination of
this identification problem, it is not expected that the masses and
stiffnesses recovered by either the RMS or the ML approach
would match their original counterparts. However, it is desired
that the characteristics of the forced response, i.e., mean, standard
deviation, and distribution of the amplitudes of vibrations, of
disks supporting blades with the ‘‘recovered’’ structural proper-
ties be close to their counterparts for blades with the ‘‘original’’
masses and stiffnesses. Thus, the ensuing numerical results will
focus almost exclusively on comparing the forced response pre-
dictions obtained from both the ‘‘original’’ and ‘‘recovered’’
structural properties of the blades for the engine order excitations
shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Effects of Mass and Blade Alone Mode Shape Variations.
One of the most salient differences in the formulations of the
random modal stiffnesses~RMS! and maximum likelihood~ML !
methods is the absence in the former approach of any mass and/or
mode shape variability, although blade-to-blade fluctuations of
these structural properties are expected to be present in physical
disks. To assess the adequacy of this assumption, it is proposed
here to first proceed with a thorough parametric study and then to
seek theoretical confirmation by analyzing the simplest mistuned
system, i.e., the uniformly mistuned bladed disk in which all the
blades are identical but differ from the design/tuned ones.

Mass Mistuning: Importance. As a starting point to quantify
the reliability of the modeling of mistuning by the random modal
stiffnesses approach, consider the single-degree-of-freedom per
blade model shown in Fig. 2 and assume that the masses and
stiffnesses of different blades are independent of each other and
normally distributed with standard deviationssk50.01kt and
sm50.01&mt . Then, shown in Fig. 3 are the relative errors in
the predicted mean and standard deviation of the amplitude of the
highest responding blade for different engine order~r! excitations
at the corresponding tuned natural frequencyv r . Note that, as the

Fig. 2 Single-degree-of-freedom per blade disk model

Fig. 3 Errors „a… in the mean and „b… in the standard deviation
of the maximum amplitude of resonant response of the blade.
ML, RMS, and IRMS approaches, single-degree-of-freedom
blade model excited at the tuned natural frequency corre-
sponding to the r th engine order, v r

t .
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engine order increases, the errors in means and standard devia-
tions also increase. In particular, it is seen that the errors in stan-
dard deviations can be as high as 20 percent for engine orders
larger than 6.

Further, it should be emphasized that the errors in means and
standard deviations for the blade exhibiting the maximum re-
sponse are both negative, which suggests that the RMS approach
could seriously underpredict the maximum amplitudes caused by
mistuning. To confirm this expectation and assess the importance
of the errors shown in Fig. 3, the probability density function of
the amplitude of the highest responding blade was investigated for
different values ofr. Note first that for the zeroth engine order
excitation (r 50), the original and the RMS curves almost exactly
match~see@17#! which is expected since the corresponding errors
in mean and standard deviation are very low, see Fig. 3. Further,
for r 55, the probability density function of the blade exhibiting
the maximum response, computed on the basis of the RMS struc-
tural properties shows a slight shift to the left with respect to its
exact counterpart. Forr 56, the magnitude of this shift is sharply
amplified and remains almost constant forr .6, see Fig. 4 forr
59. This difference between the original and RMS probability
density functions is clearly associated with the large errors in
means and standard deviations shown in Fig. 3.

The effect of a shift to the left of the probability density func-
tion is to decrease the probability that the amplitude exceeds large
values. An example of this situation is displayed in Table 1, where
the probabilities that the maximum amplitude exceeds 1.3 times
the tuned amplitude are presented for both the original set of
structural properties and those estimated by the RMS approach. It
is seen for low values of the engine order that the probabilities of

exceeding this level are well predicted by estimating the structural
properties with the RMS approach but forr>6 this method fails
to provide even a reasonable estimate of these probabilities. In
fact, it is seen from Table 1 that the RMS estimation strategy
yields unsafe estimates of the probabilities.

To further confirm the above findings, the two-degree-of-
freedom system shown in Fig. 1~model 1! was also considered.
Mistuning was simulated in the system by modeling the blade
parameters~k1 , k2 , m1 , andm2! as independent normal random
variables, each one of which was characterized by a coefficient of
variation of 0.5 percent, i.e.,sm1

/m1t5sm2
/m2t5sk1

/k1t

5sk2
/k2t50.005. Note that this small amount of variability was

found to be large enough to cause severe mistuning problems~see
Griffin and Hoosac@2# for results on a similar model!.

Then, shown in Fig. 5 are the relative errors in mean and stan-
dard deviation of the amplitude of the highest responding massm2
as computed from the RMS estimated structural parameters. Note
that the disk was excited in ther th engine order mode in the first
frequency band of the bladed disk. As in the one-degree-of-
freedom model, it can be seen that the errors increase with the
engine order but not monotonically. Further, the probability den-
sity functions of the maximum amplitudes of the response of the
degree-of-freedom two, which is shown forr 59 in Fig. 6, exhib-
its a definite shift to the left as seen in connection with the one-
degree-of-freedom blade model, Fig. 4. This figure suggests again
that the probability that the amplitude exceeds a certain value
could be seriously underpredicted by relying on structural param-
eters estimated by the RMS approach. To confirm this suspicion,
presented in Table 2 is a comparison, original versus RMS, of the
probabilities that the maximum amplitudes of the degrees-of-
freedom one and two at the ninth engine order excitation exceed
their exact mean values by one standard deviation. These results
demonstrate again that the RMS strategy can lead to a serious

Fig. 4 Probability density function of the amplitude of the
highest responding blade. Original parameters, estimated by
ML, RMS, and IRMS approaches, single-degree-of-freedom
blade model excited at the tuned natural frequency corre-
sponding to the ninth engine order, v9

t .

Fig. 5 Errors „a… in the mean and „b… in the standard deviation
of the maximum response of the mass m 2 . ML, ML with first
mode fixed „mf …, RMS and IRMS strategies, two-degree-of-
freedom blade model 1 excited at the lowest tuned natural fre-
quency corresponding to the r th engine order, v r ,1

t .

Table 1 Probabilities that the maximum amplitude exceeds 1.3
times the tuned response, RMS and ML approaches, single-
degree-of-freedom blade model excited at the tuned natural fre-
quencies v r

t .
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underestimation of the forced response of mistuned bladed disks
thereby corroborating the findings of the one-degree-of-freedom
blade model study.

Mass Mistuning: Uniformly Mistuned Bladed Disk. The
reliability of the forced response estimates obtained through the
RMS approach at the zeroth engine order is not unexpected, since
this excitation emphasizes blade alone behavior which parallels
the broach block testing strategy. In order to understand the prob-
lems encountered at high engine orders, note first that the natural
frequencies of a tuned disk@19,12# are given by

v r
25

kt14kc sin2~pr /Nb!

mt
(17)

for the one-degree-of-freedom per blade model shown in Fig. 2. In
Eq. ~17!, Nb is the number of blades on the disk andkc is the
coupling stiffness~see Fig. 2!. It is seen from Eq.~17! that each
natural frequency of the disk involves the sum of the blade alone
stiffness and a coupling term. When the disk is mistuned, the
symmetry of the system is lost and Eq.~17! cannot in general be
used. However, consider the rare but possible situation in which
all the blades happen to have the same mass (m8) and stiffness
(k8) which are not identical to the tuned values. The exact natural
frequencies of this uniformly mistuned disk are

v r8
25

k814kc sin2~pr /Nb!

m8
. (18)

Next, assume that the RMS identification strategy is used to esti-
mate the structural properties of the blades. In view of Eqs.~2!–
~4!, it is found that

mRMS5mt (19a)

kRMS5mRMSv
25mt

k8

m8
(19b)

so that the natural frequencies of a uniformly mistuned disk whose
structural properties have been recovered by the RMS approach
would be

~v r
2!RMS5

k8

m8
1

4kc sin2~pr /Nb!

mt
. (20)

Comparing Eqs.~18! and ~20!, it is seen that the RMS approach
cannot account for the randomness in the system natural frequen-
cies associated with the termkc /m8 which is approximated
through the RMS procedure by the constantkc /mt . Neglecting
high order terms in the variations ofm82mt , the difference be-
tween the exact and estimated disk frequencies can thus be esti-
mated as

~v r !RMS2v r8'
2kc

v r8

~m82mt!

mt
2 sin2~pr /Nb!. (21)

In fact, Eq.~21! can be viewed as an expression for the change
in the r th tuned natural frequency of the disk that is obtained as a
consequence of variations in the blade mass and stiffnesswhile
keeping the blade alone natural frequency constant, i.e., from Eq.
~19! k8/m85kRMS/mRMS. Then, the nonvanishing right-hand side
of Eq. ~21! indicates that the RMS approach does not account

properly for the variations in thedisk natural frequencies that
occur due to the mistuning in both masses and stiffnesses. This
observation suggests that the poor reliability of the RMS-based
forced response prediction, see Fig. 3, may be a result of a slightly
erroneous assessment of the closeness between the excitation fre-
quency and the disk natural frequency of the resonating mode. To
confirm this assumption, note that the resonant forced response of
the two mistuned systems, exact~original! and estimated by the
RMS, will be similar if the differences between the respective
natural frequencies are typically much less than the corresponding
half-power bandwidths or equivalently if

kc sin2~pr /Nb!

kt14kc sin2~pr /Nb!

sm

mt
!z, (22)

wherez is the damping ratio in ther th mode of the bladed disk.
The above formula confirms the findings of Table 1 and Fig. 3,
i.e., for low engine orders the difference in the natural frequencies
of the disk modes are small enough to be within the bandwidth of
the corresponding peaks and no real difference in behavior is pre-
dicted. Further, as the engine order,r, increases the difference
between frequencies also increases as a fraction of the bandwidth
and the responses for the original bladed disk and for the one
whose properties were estimated by the RMS method become
quite different from each other so that large errors are observed.

The criterion given by Eq.~22! indicates that the coupling stiff-
ness,kc , and the damping ratioz should also play important roles
in the reliability of the RMS approach. Specifically, an increase in
the coupling stiffness and/or a decrease in the damping ratio
should provoke a worsening of the RMS-based forced response
prediction. A thorough study of the effects of these parameters
~see Rivas-Guerra,@17#! has indeed confirmed these expectations
obtaining in particular almost linear relationships between the er-
rors in mean and standard deviations and the coupling stiffness
kc .

A final validation of the above explanation of the poor reliabil-
ity of the RMS-based forced response prediction and of the use-
fulness of Eq.~20! will be provided in Part II in connection with
the improved random modal stiffnesses~IRMS! approach.

Maximum Likelihood Results. The above discussion has
clearly demonstrated the need to estimate both stiffness and mass
properties of the blades, as is accomplished in particular by the
ML approach. The assessment of the reliability of this technique
in predicting the forced response will be accomplished as was
done in connection with the RMS method by comparing the char-
acteristics, i.e., statistics and probability density function, of the
forced response of the systems shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In this
light, note first that the maximum likelihood approach relies on
the availability of the covariance matrixKXX , see Eqs.~6! and
~15!. In this first phase of the investigation, the exact covariance
matrices will be used in all cases but the selection of this matrix
and its influence on the reliability of the ensuing forced response
prediction will be discussed in detail in Part II.

The corresponding results for the one-degree-of-freedom model
~Fig. 2! are presented in Fig. 3 with their RMS counterparts.
Clearly, the errors implied by the ML approach are much smaller
than the ones obtained through the RMS technique. In fact, it was
found that these errors were almost one order of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding values of the RMS approach. An-
other basis for comparing these two techniques is the probability
density function of the amplitude of the highest responding blade.
The corresponding curves, shown in Fig. 4 forr 59, clearly dem-
onstrate that the ML estimation strategy, in contrast to the RMS
approach, provides estimates of the structural properties of the
blades which lead to a very accurate prediction of the forced re-
sponse of mistuned bladed disks. As a final check, the probabili-
ties that the maximum response exceeds 1.3 times the tuned value
were computed on the basis of the structural parameters estimated
by the ML approach. Comparing the ML values with their RMS
counterparts, see Table 1, it is clear that the maximum likelihood

Table 2 Probabilities that the maximum amplitude exceeds its
mean value by one standard deviation, RMS approach, two-
degree-of-freedom blade model excited at the lowest tuned
natural frequency corresponding to the ninth engine order,
v9,1

t .
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~ML ! approach performs consistently better than the random
modal stiffness~RMS! technique for this first example.

Note from Fig. 3 that the ML errors increase with increasing
engine order, as already observed in connection with the RMS
approach. This behavior can be explained by the same arguments.
Specifically, at low engine orders the response of the disk empha-
sizes blade alone behavior, which is what is observed experimen-
tally in the broach block test. As the engine order is increased, the
coupling between blades becomes more important and shifts the
response behavior away from the test conditions. In other words,
the parameters estimated by both the ML and the RMS methods
yield the measured mistuned frequency of each blade, but they do
not provide the correct mistuned frequencies of the corresponding
bladed disks. Note, however, that the ML errors are much smaller
than their RMS counterparts which increase more rapidly with the
coupling stiffness. This increased accuracy of the ML method is
clearly associated with the improved reliability of the approxima-
tion of the masses of the blades which are estimated to fit the
measured natural frequencies at best as opposed to being set to the
tuned value as in the RMS strategy.

The analysis of the forced response prediction for the two-
degree-of-freedom per blade model shown in Fig. 1~model 1! was
carried out here by assuming that the two frequencies of the
blades were measured, see Part II for a discussion of the effects of
unmeasured frequencies. The results presented in Figs. 5 and 6
confirm the excellent reliability of the ML estimation procedure.
Further, a comparison of the ML and RMS results demonstrates
again the increased reliability of the former approach over the
latter one as already observed in connection with the one-degree-
of-freedom blade model.

Mode Shapes Mistuning: Importance. The previous discus-
sion has emphasized in particular the importance of modeling the
blade-to-blade mass~or modal masses! variations. It would be
very desirable as well to assess the role of variations of the blade
alone mode shapes on the reliability of the estimates of the forced
response statistics of the corresponding mistuned bladed disks. To
this end, the two-degree-of-freedom per blade model shown in
Fig. 1 ~model 1! was again considered but, in addition to the two
frequency constraints used before~see Fig. 5!, one constraint of
the form of Eq.~9! was used withf1 equal to its tuned counter-
part, f1

t , for all blades.
The relative errors in the mean and standard deviation of the

maximum amplitude of response of mass 2 are presented in Fig. 5

~curve ML ~mf!, mf5mode fixed! together with their RMS and
ML ~no mode fixed! counterparts. It is clearly seen from these
figures that the use of an identification methodology that does not
include the variability of the mode shapes can lead to large errors
in the subsequent prediction of the forced response of the corre-
sponding mistuned bladed disks, especially at large engine orders.

Recognizing further that the difference between the RMS and
mode constrained ML methods lies in the neglect, in the former
approach, of the variability in the modal masses, provides a con-
firmation of the earlier finding that mass mistuning should indeed
be estimated to obtain reliable forced response estimates.

Mode Shapes Mistuning: Uniformly Mistuned Bladed Disk.
The analysis of uniformly mistuned bladed disks performed in
connection with one-degree-of-freedom per blade models demon-
strated a very important ‘‘interaction’’ between the blade-to-blade
coupling and the mass mistuning, see Eq.~21!. Further, this rela-
tion provided a solid basis to explain the steady worsening, with
increasing engine order, of the forced response estimates obtained
by the RMS approach. It is desired here to extend this analysis to
the case of a multi-degree-of-freedom per blade model that exhib-
its mistuning in all properties, especially mode shapes, to assess
the existence of a similar interaction but with the mode shape
mistuning terms. To this end, note first that ther th engine order
natural frequencies of the bladed disk,v r , j , and the associated
modal blade deflections,cr , j , satisfy the eigenvalue problem
@19,12#

~K1K ~r !!cr , j5v r , j
2 ~M1M ~r !!cr , j , (23)

whereK (r ) andM (r ) areN3N matrices that involve, respectively,
the stiffness and mass coupling between blades as well as the
engine orderr ~see Lin and Mignolet@12# for definitions!. In the
special case of a nearest-neighbors-only coupling through a stiff-
ness matrixKC , it is found thatK (r )54KC sin2(pr/N) and M (r )

50.
For the disk whose blade structural parameters have been esti-

mated by the RMS approach, Eq.~23! takes the form

~KRMS1K ~r !!cr , j
~RMS!5@v r , j

~RMS!#2~Mt1M ~r !!cr , j
~RMS! . (24)

At this point, recall that the dynamic model of the blades esti-
mated by the RMS approach exhibits the correct natural frequen-
cies so that

L5FTKF5F t
TKRMSF t , (25)

where, as in Eqs.~2!–~4!, F andF t denote the blade alone modal
matrices of the mistuned and tuned blades normalized with re-
spect to their corresponding mass matrices,M andMt , andL is
the diagonal matrix containing the measured natural frequencies.
Then, premultiplying Eq.~23! by FT and Eq.~24! by F t

T lead to
the two relations

~L1FTK ~r !F!~F21cr , j !5v r , j
2 ~ I N1FTM ~r !F!~F21cr , j !

(26)

and

~L1F t
TK ~r !F t!~F t

21cr , j
~RMS!!5@v r , j

~RMS!#2~ I N1F t
TM ~r !F t!

3~F t
21cr , j

~RMS!!. (27)

Introducing the mode shape mistuning matrixdF5F2F t , it is
found that

FTK ~r !F5F t
TK ~r !F t1dFTK ~r !F t1F t

TK ~r !dF1O~dF2!
(28)

and similarly forM (r ). Introducing these approximations in Eq.
~26! and proceeding to first order in the mistuning yields

v r , j
2 5@v r , j

~RMS!#212~F t
21cr , j

~RMS!!T

3F t
T$K ~r !2@v r , j

~RMS!#2M ~r !%dF~F t
21cr , j

~RMS!!. (29)

Fig. 6 Probability density function of the maximum amplitude
of response of the mass m 2 . Original parameters, estimated by
ML, RMS, an IRMS approaches two-degree-of-freedom blade
model 1 excited at the lowest tuned natural frequency corre-
sponding to the ninth engine order, v9,1

t .
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Solving this relation for the RMS based natural frequencies
v r , j

(RMS) and expressing the RMS modal blade deflectioncr , j
(RMS) as

a perturbation of its tuned valuec r , j
t finally yields to first order

@v r , j
~RMS!#25v r , j

2 22@cr , j
t #T@K ~r !2v r , j

2 M ~r !#dFF t
21c r , j

t .
(30)

As expected, it is found that the natural frequencies of the disk
determined from the RMS estimates of the blade structural param-
eters deviate from their true values by a term that involves both
the blade-to-blade coupling~in K (r ) andM (r )! and the mistuning
in mode shapedF. Note that the variations in masses are also
present in Eq.~30! but do not explicitly appear because the modal
matricesF and F t have been normalized with respect to their
corresponding mass matrices. In fact, in the case of a one-degree-
of-freedom per blade model, one hasF51/Am and F t51/Amt
and Eq.~30! reduces to Eq.~21!.

As before, the difference in the natural frequenciesv r , j
(RMS) and

v r , j , see Eq.~30!, exhibits many of the same features as the
forced response of randomly mistuned bladed disks. Specifically,
the presence of unmodeled mistuning in the mode shapes nega-
tively affects the accuracy of the prediction of both the free and
forced responses of the disk. Further, this effect is minimized
when either the coupling is reduced or when the engine order is
selected to ber 50 value at which the excitation emphasizes the
blade alone response of the system.

Beside these important similarities in behavior, there are also
some significant differences which must be highlighted. For ex-
ample, it can be seen that the difference betweenv r , j

2 and
@v r , j

(RMS)#2 vanishes forr 50 but the errors in the predicted mo-
ments of the forced response, see Fig. 5, do not. More impor-
tantly, Eq.~30!, as was Eq.~21!, is indicative of a shift in natural
frequencies of the bladed disk which only modifies the location of
the resonance, not the magnitude of the corresponding forced re-
sponse. If this observation also held in connection with a ran-
domly mistuned disk, the distribution of the maximum amplitude
of blade response observed on a given disk as the excitation fre-
quency is varied would be the same if the parameters were the
true ones, or estimated by either the RMS or ML method. The

results of Fig. 7 and Table 3, however, contradict this scenario and
thus provide a limitation to the validity of Eqs.~21! and ~30! for
the physical interpretation of the behavior of the RMS approach.
Interestingly, note that the above-mentioned results are very simi-
lar to those relating to the maximum amplitude of response that
occurs on a given disk at the resonance frequency of the tuned
system, see Fig. 6 and Table 2, thereby demonstrating a strong
consistency in the characteristics of the RMS approach.

Summary
This investigation has focused on the estimation of the blade-

to-blade variations of their structural properties, in particular
masses and stiffnesses, from measurements of the natural frequen-
cies of these blades only. Practically, this identification task does
not represent an end result but rather a necessary first step in the
accurate prediction of the forced response of turbomachine disks
that would support the blades tested. It is thus in terms of forced
response accuracy that the reliability of the suggested identifica-
tion strategies has been assessed.

Since the knowledge of the natural frequencies of a system does
not represent enough information to reconstitute its entire dy-
namic model, i.e., mass and stiffness matrices, the present identi-
fication problem is in fact indeterminate. In this first part of the
investigation, two distinct procedures have been introduced to re-
solve the indeterminacy, the first one of which relies on the speci-
fication of additional constraints to ensure a unique solution to the
problem. In the context of small mistuning, it was suggested that
the mode shapes of the blades and the modal masses~or, in fact,
equivalently the mass matrix! could be maintained equal to their
design/tuned counterparts while the modal stiffnesses would vary
from blade to blade to match the measured natural frequencies.

Clearly, this first procedure, termed the random modal stiff-
nesses~RMS! approach, is computationally quite attractive. Un-
fortunately, it was demonstrated that the reliability of the forced
response of the corresponding mistuned disks predicted by relying
on these estimates of the dynamic properties of the blades varies
substantially, from excellent to poor, depending in particular on
the level of blade-to-blade coupling, excitation characteristics~en-
gine order number!, etc. In all cases investigated, it was found that
the RMS-based forced response predictionunderestimatesits ex-
act counterpart leading to an unsafe estimate of the fatigue life. As
an example of poor accuracy, it was demonstrated that the prob-
ability that the maximum amplitude of blade response exceeds
specific levels can be underestimated by 50 percent or more!~see
Tables 1–3!.

The poor reliability of this technique was justified by investi-
gating the natural frequencies, not of the blade alone, but of the
entire bladed disk and noting that the dependence of the latter
values on the masses and stiffnesses of the blades is different than
it is for the former ones. Equivalently, given the mass distribution
of the blades, their modal stiffnesses can be selected to provide
either accurate estimates of the blade alone natural frequencies or
of the natural frequencies of the entire bladed disk, but not of
both. Thus, by matching precisely the measured values of the
blade alone frequencies, the RMS approach leads to slightly erro-
neous estimates of the bladed disk modal characteristics, see Eq.

Fig. 7 Probability density function of the maximum amplitude
of response of the mass m 2 . Original parameters, estimated by
ML and RMS approaches, two-degree-of-freedom blade model
1 excited in a ninth engine order excitation in a frequency
sweep around the corresponding lowest tuned frequency, v
« b0.95v9,1

t ,1.05v9,1
t c.

Table 3 Probabilities that the maximum amplitude exceeds its
mean value by one standard deviation, ML and RMS
approaches, two-degree-of-freedom blade model 1 excited
in a ninth engine order excitation in a frequency sweep
around the corresponding lowest tuned frequency, v
«†0.95v9,1

t ,1.05v9,1
t
‡.
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~21!, which in turn provoke large discrepancies in the prediction
of the forced response of the entire system near or at resonance in
the presence of a small damping ratio.

To palliate this situation, a second strategy was introduced that
aims at estimating all of the structural parameters of the system.
Then, to resolve the indeterminacy associated with the shortfall of
measurements, it was suggested to select the dynamic parameters
of the blades to be the ‘‘most probable ones given the observed
values of the natural frequencies.’’ This maximum likelihood
~ML ! estimation strategy is probabilistic in nature and requires an
a priori model of the statistical distribution of the masses and
stiffnesses of the blades. Proceeding with a preliminary assess-
ment of the reliability of this approach, a simple Gaussian distri-
bution of these parameters was assumed and the identification
problem was found to be equivalent to the minimization of a
simple, quadratic cost function, Eq.~7!. Additionally, three types
of constraints were introduced, the first one of which is required
and is associated with the matching of the observed natural fre-
quencies by the identified model~frequency constraints!. The re-
maining two sets of constraints are optional and were described as
modeling and mode shapes constraints, respectively. The former
conditions were shown to be associated with fixed relationships
between the structural parameters of the blade that are associated
with its assumed dynamic model. On the contrary, the latter type
of constraints is characterized by coefficients that vary from blade
to blade and is encountered in particular when requiring that the
blade model exhibits a measured or specified mode shape. Al-
though the frequency constraints are intrinsically nonlinear, it was
shown that the determination of the structural parameters accord-
ing to the ML method with these constraints can generally be
accomplished noniteratively by solving one linear system of equa-
tions, Eq.~15!, although a few iterations are recommended when
the natural frequencies of the blades alone are close together.

A preliminary parametric study of the reliability of the ML
method has shown that this procedure yields generally very reli-
able estimates of the forced response of mistuned bladed disks, in
contrast to the RMS approach. A more detailed assessment of the
ML method is presented in the companion paper~Part II!.

The availability of mode shape constraints enabled the assess-
ment of the importance of mode shape mistuning on the forced
response of bladed disks, a seldom discussed issue. In fact, com-
parisons were made between the reliability of the forced response
predictions corresponding to identified blade models in which
only the modal stiffnesses vary from blade to blade~the RMS
approach!, both modal stiffnesses and masses fluctuate~the ML
approach with mode constraints!, and modes shapes as well as
modal parameters are mistuned~unconstrained ML approach!.
The results of this analysis indicate that the inclusion and accurate
estimation of the blade-to-blade variability of their mode shapes
are essential to accurately predict the forced response of mistuned
disks from measurements of the corresponding blade alone natural
frequencies.
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Identification of Mistuning
Characteristics of Bladed Disks
From Free Response Data—
Part II
The focus of the present two-part investigation is on the estimation of the dynamic prop-
erties, i.e., masses, stiffnesses, natural frequencies, mode shapes and their statistical
distributions, of turbomachine blades to be used in the accurate prediction of the forced
response of mistuned bladed disks. As input to this process, it is assumed that the lowest
natural frequencies of the blades alone have been experimentally measured, for example
in a broach block test. Since the number of measurements is always less than the number
of unknowns, this problem is indeterminate in nature. In this second part of the investi-
gation, the maximum likelihood method (ML) will first be revisited and a thorough as-
sessment of its reliability in a wide variety of conditions, including the presence of mea-
surement noise, different distributions of blade structural properties, etc., will be
conducted. Then, a technique that provides a bridge between the two identification meth-
ods introduced in Part I, i.e., the random modal stiffnesses (RMS) and maximum likeli-
hood (ML) approaches, will be presented. This technique, termed the improved random
modal stiffnesses (IRMS) method is based on the maximum likelihood concepts but yields
a mistuning model similar to that of the random modal stiffnesses technique. Finally, the
accuracy of the RMS, ML, and IRMS methods in predicting the forced response statistics
of mistuned bladed disks will be investigated in the presence of close blade alone natural
frequencies. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1338950#

Detailed Assessment of the ML Approach
In regards to the maximum likelihood~ML ! approach, the focus

of the first part of this investigation was on both the formulation
and the overall assessment of the methodology, see Figs.
~I.3!–~I.7!.1 To provide a confirmation of the reliability of the ML
approach, its behavior in situations that do not conform to the
assumptions made during its formulation should be investigated.
Specifically, it is necessary to evaluate the consequences of choos-
ing a covariance matrix that does not closely match its exact coun-
terpart, to investigate the reliability of the ML approach when the
original population of stiffnesses and masses follows a non-
Gaussian distribution, to assess the influence of measurement
noise in the natural frequencies and the effects of unobserved
blade alone natural frequencies.

Effects of Incorrect Assumed Covariance Matrix. It was
noted in Part I that the maximum likelihood approach relies on the
availability of the covariance matrixKXX , see Eqs.~I.6! and
~I.15!. Since the maximum likelihood principle is used to solve a
problem which otherwise would be indeterminate, it should not be
expected that this covariance matrix can be obtained solely from
the estimation process.

As the matrixKXX cannot be obtained from the measured fre-
quencies, an estimate of this quantity must be selected from prior
information about the process~es! that created the randomness of
the stiffnesses and masses, i.e., the manufacturing and/or the in-
service wear. An attractive way to obtain such a prior estimate is
to quantify the fluctuations of the stiffnesses and masses that re-

sult from the randomness in the geometrical and materials prop-
erties of the blades. This task can in particular be achieved by
relying on the techniques developed by Collins and Thomson@1#,
Shinozuka and Astill@2#, and Vaicaitis@3#.

Note further in relation to the determination ofKXX that this
matrix can be multiplied by an arbitrary scalar constant without
affecting the value of the vectorX that minimizes Eq.~I.7!. In this
light, it is not necessary to estimate the exact numerical values of
the elements of the covariance matrixKXX , only their relative
values with respect to a particular element of this matrix are
required.

Consider for example the one-degree-of-freedom per blade
model shown in Fig.~I.2! in which the vectorX was chosen as

X5F kj

v t
2 mj

G , (1)

wherev t
25kt /mt is the tuned blade alone natural frequency. Ac-

cordingly, the covariance matrixKXX is

KXX5F sk
2 rkmskv t

2sm

rkmskv t
2sm v t

4sm
2 G5F1 0

0 2G1024kt
2 (2)

since the coefficient of correlation of the masses and stiffnesses,
rkm , vanishes in view of their assumed statistical independence.
Using the above form of the covariance matrix in Eq.~I.15! with
one frequency constraint, i.e.,m51, led to an excellent forced
response prediction for all engine orders, see Fig. I.3.

Then, note that the exact covariance matrix, Eq.~2!, can be
written asKXXexact

5@0
1

2
0# by a multiplication by 1/sk

2. This ob-
servation demonstrates that the structural estimates only depend
on the ratio of variances (v t

4sm
2 )/sk

2, not on the variances of the
masses and stiffnesses,sm

2 and sk
2, separately. Equivalently, the

covariance matrix specifies only therelative variations and corre-
lations between masses and stiffnesses.

1To avoid duplication, all equations and figures marked with a roman numeral I in
this part will refer to the equations and figures with the same number in Part I.

Contributed by the Structures & Dynamics Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS for publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF ENGI-
NEERING FORGAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the S&D Di-
vision, May 4, 1999; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters June 9,
1999. Editor: H. D. Nelson.
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To test the robustness of the ML approach, two different incor-
rect covariance matrices were used and the corresponding forced
response statistics were computed. In the first case, the ratio of the
variances was selected to be half of its exact value, i.e.,
v t

4sm
2 /sk

250.5(v t
4sm

2 /sk
2)exact, resulting in a covariance matrix

KXX5@0
1

1
0#. In the other one, on the contrary, this ratio was

chosen to be twice as large, i.e.,v t
4sm

2 /sk
252(v t

4sm
2 /sk

2)exact,
resulting in a covariance matrixKXX5@0

1
4
0#. Shown in Table 1

is the behavior of the errors in the statistics of the forced response
as functions ofv t

4sm
2 /sk

2. These results indicate, as expected, that
the errors in mean and standard deviation are larger when an
incorrect covariance matrix is selected than they are when the
exact covariance matrix is used (v t

4sm
2 /sk

252). However, the
errors obtained with these incorrect covariance matrices are still
much smaller than the ones corresponding to the RMS approach,
see Table 1. These results demonstrate that the forced response of
the bladed disk can be very well estimated even if the assumed
covariance matrix is not exact.

In assessing the effects of the assumed covariance matrix, it
should further be noted that the RMS technique is in fact a par-
ticular case of the ML approach in which the assumed covariance
matrix has been selected asKXX5@0

1
0
0#. This observation sug-

gests that the RMS approach can be viewed as a limiting or
‘‘worse case’’ version of the ML strategy.

As a final check of the mildness of the effects of selecting an
incorrect covariance matrix, consider the two-degree-of-freedom
per blade model~model 1! shown in Fig. I.1. Defining the vector
X as

X5@k1 k2 vd
2m1 vd

2m2#T, (3)

wherevd
2 is the average of the squared natural frequencies of the

tuned blades, leads to the exact covariance matrix

KXX5F 88.82 0.30 0 0

0.30 0.30 0 0

0 0 46.85 0

0 0 0 1.00

G , (4)

after scaling by the original element~4,4!. Then, to assess the
effect of an incorrect covariance matrix, it was assumed thatKXX
is the identity matrix, which is clearly very different from the
exact one, Eq.~4!. The results of the corresponding identification,
see Table 2, confirm the above-mentioned findings that the errors
in the predicted response of the bladed disk are affected by select-
ing an incorrect covariance matrix. However, even with a broadly
incorrect covariance matrix, the ML strategy stills performs much
better than the RMS approach. Note finally that the existence of a
minimum of the errors in the predicted statistics of the forced
response when the assumed covariance matrixKXX is close to its
exact counterpart could be used, in connection with experimental
data, to estimate the exactKXX .

Effects of a Non-Gaussian Distribution of the Structural Pa-
rameters. In the formulation of the ML strategy, it was assumed
that the masses and stiffnesses follow a jointly Gaussian distribu-

tion, Eq.~I.6!. An assumption on the distribution of these param-
eters was required to obtain an expression for the probability den-
sity function of the vectorX. Further, the specific choice of the
Gaussian distribution was motivated by the frequent appearance
of this distribution in practical problems~resulting from the cen-
tral limit theorem! but also by the simple mathematical optimiza-
tion problem that leads to Eq.~I.7!. The excellent results obtained
in the previous sections in connection with masses and stiffnesses
that follow a Gaussian distribution justify the assessment of the
ML approach when the population of masses and stiffnesses is not
normally distributed. To achieve this task, the blades properties of
the single-degree-of freedom model~see Fig. I.2! were first simu-
lated as uniformly distributed random variables, then the natural
frequencies corresponding to these populations of blade properties
were computed and used as input to the ML approach~still based
on the Gaussian assumption, Eq.~I.6!! to estimate the blade stiff-
nesses and masses. Once these parameters were obtained, the
forced response of a series of mistuned bladed disk was deter-
mined. Shown in Fig. 1 are the corresponding probability density
functions of the amplitude of the highest responding blade for a
ninth engine order excitation,r 59. Note again that the ML curve
matches very well its exact counterpart, much better than the ran-
dom modal stiffnesses~RMS! prediction does. This comparison

Fig. 1 Probability density function of the amplitude of the
highest responding blade. Original parameters, estimated by
ML and RMS approaches, single-degree-of-freedom blade
model excited at the tuned natural frequency corresponding
to the ninth engine order v9

t , uniform distribution of blade
parameters.

Table 1 Errors in the mean and in the standard deviation of
the amplitude of the highest responding blade for different as-
sumed covariance matrices „ML approach … and for the RMS
approach, single-degree-of-freedom blade model excited at the
tuned natural frequency corresponding to the ninth engine or-
der, v9

t .

ML, Ex. KXX,
v t

4sm
2 /sk

252
ML, Inc. KXX,
v t

4sm
2 /sk

251
ML, Inc. KXX,
v t

4sm
2 /sk

254 RMS

Mean 20.15% 20.73% 0.29% 22.65%
Stand. Dev. 20.35% 24.11% 2.61% 215.78%

Table 2 Errors in the mean and in the standard deviation of
the amplitude of the highest responding blade, mass m 2 , for
different assumed covariance matrices „ML approach … and for
the RMS approach, two-degree-of-freedom blade model 1 ex-
cited at the lowest tuned natural frequency corresponding to
the ninth engine order, v9,1

t , both blade alone natural frequen-
cies measured.

ML, Ex. KXX,
Eq. ~4!

ML, Inc. KXX,
KXX5Ident. RMS

Mean 20.023% 0.188% 21.092%
Stand. Dev. 0.024% 1.389% 27.674%
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demonstrates that the ML can reliably be used to predict the
forced response of mistuned bladed disks regardless of the distri-
bution of the mass and stiffness mistuning.

Effects of Measurement Noise„Errors in the Measurement
of Frequencies…. No measurement system has a perfect accu-
racy. When physical variables, the natural frequencies of the
blades in the present context, are measured there always exists a
certain margin of error which can adversely affect the reliability
of the data analysis/estimation process results. In this light, it is
necessary to investigate the influence of small errors in the mea-
surement of the blade natural frequencies on the prediction of the
forced response of the bladed disks. In order to accomplish this
goal an artificial noise factor was introduced in the computation of
the simulated ‘‘experimental’’ natural frequencies. That is, for the
one-degree-of-freedom per blade model these values were first
obtained as

v j5Akj

mj
~11ev!, (5)

whereev , which represents the measurement noise, is a normal
random variable with zero mean and standard deviationse . Then,
both the ML and the RMS approaches were used to estimate the
structural parameters from these noisy natural frequencies from
which in turn the forced response of the entire disk was computed.
As demonstrated by the probability density functions presented in
Fig. 2, the reliability of the ML and RMS approaches in predicting
the forced response does not substantially change due to the pres-

ence of a measurement noise of standard deviationse
50.25 percent. The corresponding results for a standard deviation
of 0.50 percent, not shown here for brevity, demonstrate that large
errors in the prediction of the forced response can occur. Shown in
Table 3 are the errors in the mean and standard deviation of the
forced response at a zeroth engine order excitation for different
levels of measurement noise. On the basis of the above results, it
is concluded that the measurement of the natural frequencies
should be accurate to within 0.50 percent, preferably 0.25 percent,
to avoid noise corruption. This recommendation corresponds to
the particular case wheresk50.01kt , sm50.01&mt and rkm
50 ~see Fig. I.2! for which the standard deviation of the natural
frequencies due to mistuning only issv50.01()/2)v t . In this
light, a standard deviation of the noise,se , of 0.1 percent corre-
sponds to a signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! of 5)58.66 when the
signal is considered to be the fluctuations in frequency associated
with mistuning. Similarly, standard deviations of the noise of 0.25
and 0.50 percent are equivalent to SNR53.46 and 1.73. Then, the
results shown in Table 3 indicate that the ML technique yields
reliable estimates of the forced response statistics provided that
the measurement errors on the natural frequencies do not exceed
1/4 to 1/3 of the variability of these frequencies due to mistuning.

Effects of Unobserved Blade Frequencies.Finite element
methods, which are widely used in practice, yield blade models
that possess hundreds of degrees of freedom and are thus imprac-
tical for mistuning analyses. Fortunately, reduced order modeling
strategies@4,5# have been proposed that provide a dynamic re-
sponse prediction of accuracy equivalent to that of a full finite
element model but with a much smaller number of degrees of
freedom, 10 to 20 say. It is, however, not expected that the 10 to
20 natural frequencies needed to identify such models will be
reliably determined from a broach block test so that a lack of
measured natural frequencies is also expected to occur. In the
RMS estimation procedure, this further indetermination is re-
solved by enforcing additional constraints, i.e., the unknown mis-
tuned frequencies are replaced by the tuned frequencies of those
particular modes. The ML technique is, however, designed to
work with indetermination. Thus, the only difference in the ML
procedure lies in the fewer number of constraints associated with
the minimization of Eq.~I.7!. Although the full dynamic model of
the blades can still be estimated, note that no information exists on
the variability of the modal impedance of the modes whose fre-
quencies were not measured. Thus, it should be expected that the
forced response of mistuned bladed disks at these frequencies will
not be predicted properly.

To assess the reliability of both the RMS and ML estimation
strategies in the presence of unobserved frequencies, the structural
parameters of the two-degree-of-freedom blade model~model 1!
were determined assuming that the second frequency of each
blade,v2 , was not recorded. Once the structural parameters of the
blades were computed, the disk was excited in both its low and
high frequency bands and the statistics of the corresponding
forced response were compared to their exact values. As expected
the results of neither the ML nor the RMS strategy were satisfac-
tory in the high frequency band~not shown here!. On the contrary,
the behavior of both estimation methods in the low, observed,
frequency band was found to be very similar to the situation in
which the two frequencies were known. A summary of the results,

Fig. 2 Probability density function of the amplitude of the
highest responding blade. Original parameters, estimated by
ML and RMS approaches, single-degree-of-freedom blade
model excited at the tuned natural frequency corresponding
to the ninth engine order v9

t , measurement noise of
standard deviation Ä0.25 percent.

Table 3 Errors in the mean and in the standard deviation of
the amplitude of the highest responding blade for different
measurement noise strength, ML approach, single-degree-of-
freedom blade model excited at the tuned natural frequency
corresponding to the zeroth engine order, v0

t .

Table 4 Errors in the mean and in the standard deviation of
the amplitude of the highest responding blade, mass m 2 , when
either one or the two blade alone natural frequencies are mea-
sured, two-degree-of-freedom blade model 1 excited at the low-
est tuned natural frequency corresponding to the ninth engine
order, v9,1

t .
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presented in Table 4, indicates only a slight degradation in the
accuracy of the predicted statistics of the forced response.

Estimation of the Variations in the Mode Shapes. The im-
portance of estimating the blade alone mode shape variability was
demonstrated in Part I by comparing the ML results obtained with
and without mode shape constraints, see Fig.~I.5!. The excellent
reliability of the unconstrained ML results shown would indicate
that this approach has well captured the blade alone mode shape
variability. To confirm this expectation, the probability density
function of the modal response ratio mass 2/mass 1 was deter-
mined for both the original population of blade stiffnesses and
masses and the one identified by the ML approach~without mode
shape constraints!. The results of this investigation are plotted in
Fig. 3 for the mode shape associated with the lowest natural fre-
quency; a similar accuracy was also observed for the high fre-
quency mode. The good matching between the two curves shown
in Fig. 3 indicates that the ML approach can also provide accurate
estimates of the variability of the mode shapes of the blades.

This finding is very positive but it is also quite surprising and it
is necessary to clarify how and how well mode shape variability
can be extracted from the sole knowledge of the fundamental
natural frequencies of the blades. To this end, note first that the
variation of any structural parameter will in general produce a
change in both the natural frequencies and the corresponding
mode shapes. Equivalently, the variations in frequencies and
modes are linked to each other through the fluctuations of the
structural parameters that created them. If this link is ‘‘strong’’
enough or, in a statistical terminology, if the coefficient of corre-
lation between the random changes in natural frequencies and
modes is large enough, the knowledge of the former will provide
a good basis to estimate the latter.

An approximate expression for the coefficient of correlation
between natural frequencies and mode shapes can be obtained by
proceeding with perturbation techniques. Specifically, denote first
by Kt , Mt , v j

t , andfj
t the tuned stiffness and mass matrices and

their corresponding natural frequencies and mass normalized
mode shapes,j 51,2,..., N. Clearly, these quantities satisfy the
eigenvalue problem

Ktfj
t5~v j

t !2Mtfj
t and ~fj

t !TMtfl
t5d j l , (6)

whered j l denotes the Kronecker symbol. Next, let the variations
of these properties due to mistuning be

dK5K2Kt ; dM5M2Mt ; dv j
25v j

22~v j
t !2 and dfj

5fj2fj
t (7)

and note that they satisfy the perturbed eigenvalue problem

~Kt1dK !~fj
t1df!5@~v j

t !21dv j
2#~Mt1dM !~fj

t1df!
(8a)

with the normalization condition

~fj
t1df!TMt~fj

t1df!51. (8b)

Then, assuming a representation of the mode shape perturbation in
the form

dfj5(
i 51

N

a j i fi
t (9)

and keeping first-order terms only in Eq.~8!, lead to the expres-
sionsa j j 50 and

a j i @~v i
t!22~v j

t !2#5~fi
t!T@~v j

t !2dM2dK#~fj
t ! iÞ j (10)

and

dv j
252~fj

t !T@~v j
t !2dM2dK#~fj

t !. (11)

Using these relations, the statistical moments of the coefficients
a j i and of the variations of the natural frequenciesdv j

2 can be
determined in terms of the corresponding moments of the stiffness
and mass mistuning matricesdK anddM , if they are known. In
particular, in the likely case of zero mean fluctuations of the struc-
tural parameters, it is found that the coefficient of correlation be-
tween the change in natural frequencydv j

2 and the mode shape
variation expansion coefficienta j i can be expressed as

corr~a j i ,dv j
2!5

Eba j i dv j
2c

AE@a j i
2 #E@~dv j

2!2#
. (12)

Thus, following the above discussion, reliable estimates of the
mode shape variability and consequently of the subsequent forced
response prediction should be obtained when corr(a j i ,dv j

2) is
large. This argument is corroborated by the analysis of the two-
degree-of-freedom per blade model shown in Fig. I.1~model 1!
which yielded excellent mode shape estimates~see Fig. 3! and is
associated with corr(a12,dv1

2)50.551.
To further validate the adequacy of the above coefficient of

correlation as an indicator of the reliability of the identification
process, a second two-degree-of-freedom per blade model, de-
fined as model 2 in Fig. I.1, was constructed that is of the same
form as model 1 but with different tuned values. For this rather
arbitrary model, the coefficient of correlation was found to be
corr(a12,dv1

2)50.116. The small value of this quantity suggests
that the statistical distribution of the mode shapes obtained by
using the ML method should not closely match its true counter-
part. This expectation is confirmed in Fig. 4. Relying on the ar-
guments developed in Part I, the worsening in mode shape pre-
diction when switching from blade model 1 to 2 should be
accompanied by a similar degradation in the reliability of the
forced response estimates. Shown in Fig. 5 are the errors in the
mean and standard deviation of the response of massm2 as func-
tions of the engine order and corresponding to both the ML and
RMS methods. Note indeed that both ML errors are larger than
those shown in Fig. I.5 but also that they are still smaller than
their RMS counterparts which incidentally always correspond to
corr(a12,dv1

2)50. The above comments suggest that the correla-
tion betweena j i anddv j

2, Eq. ~12!, can be used as a measure of
the reliability of the ML method in predicting the forced response
of mistuned bladed disks.

Fig. 3 Probability density function of the ratio of the modal
displacements of masses 1 and 2, low frequency mode. Origi-
nal parameters, estimated by ML and RMS approaches, two-
degree-of-freedom blade model 1.
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In practical applications, it is unclear that the statistical mo-
ments of the stiffness and mass variations would be known a
priori, see the earlier comments regarding the covariance matrix
KXX . However, the values of these moments obtained by appli-
cation of the ML method can be used as a basis to estimate the
coefficient of correlation and thus to provide a measure of confi-
dence on the forced response prediction. In fact, performing these
computations on the two models led to corr(a12,dv1

2)50.640 for
model 1 and 0.206 for model 2, both of which agree well with the
exact values of 0.551 and 0.116.

Randomized Maximum Likelihood. It was observed in the
first part of this investigation that the ML method leads, by for-
mulation, to an underprediction of the level of mistuning in the

blade structural properties. In turn, this underestimation of the
variability of the blade masses and stiffnesses provokes a similar
error in the statistics of the amplitude of forced response and a
shift to the left of the corresponding probability density function,
both of which were noted in Part I. These findings suggest that the
introduction in the ML formulation of a bias toward higher mis-
tuning levels might be beneficial. Clearly, however, this bias can-
not be deterministic as that would correspond to a shift in the
tuned system.

The procedure suggested here involves first the generation of a
random target vectorXT of mass and stiffness deviations for each
blade. Then, the randomized maximum likelihood estimates of the
blade properties stacked in the vectorX minimize the error

«RML5~X2XT!TKXX
21~X2XT! (13)

while satisfying frequency, modeling, and mode shape constraints
given by Eqs.~I.5!, ~I.8!, and~I.9!.

To test the reliability of this randomized ML strategy, the one-
degree-of-freedom per blade model of Fig. I.2 was reconsidered
with sk /kt5sm /mt50.01. The random componentskT and mT

of the target vectorXT5@kT v t
2mT#T were selected as indepen-

dent random variables with zero means and respective standard
deviationsskt andsmt . Then, shown in Fig. 6 are the errors in
the mean and standard deviation of the amplitude of the highest
responding blade as function ofs for a 12th engine order excita-
tion at the corresponding tuned natural frequency. Fors50, the
regular ML method is recovered and small negative errors in the
forced response prediction are obtained. More importantly how-
ever, note that both errors practically vanish fors50.01 and an
extremely accurate prediction of the forced response is obtained.
These results and others, not shown here for brevity, demonstrate
that very low errors in the forced response statistics are typically
obtained when the standard deviations of the target properties, i.e.,
of the vectorXT , are close to their exact counterparts. In this
light, it is recommended that the covariance matrix of this random
vector be selected to match the one used in the ML formulation,
i.e., KXX .

Improved Random Modal Stiffness„IRMS … Method

Introduction. It was demonstrated in the first part of this in-
vestigation that the RMS approach provides a model of the blades
that is appropriate for blade alone analyses but does not correctly
represent the dynamic behavior of the blade as part of the disk.
Since the prediction of the response of the entire disk is ultimately
the purpose of the present identification effort, it can be ques-
tioned whether this approach can be modified to focus on the
blade as a substructure of the disk system as opposed to a struc-
ture on its own.

To accomplish this task, it is suggested here toselect the modal
stiffnesses of the blades, keeping their modal masses and mode
shapes equal to their tuned values, so that the natural frequencies
of the corresponding uniformly mistuned disk in the selected en-
gine order, not of the blades alone, be exactly matched.

An inspection of Eq.~I.23! immediately reveals a difficulty in
this effort: Since the blade structural parameters are not known,
the natural frequencies of the corresponding uniformly mistuned
disk cannot be predicted in advance! To palliate this situation, it is
proposed here to proceed in two steps. First, the ML approach is
used to produce estimates of the masses and stiffnesses of the
blades from which the unknown natural frequencies of uniformly
mistuned disks can themselves be estimated. Second, the modal
stiffnesses of the actual blade model are then selected to exactly
match these system-wide frequencies.

In this light, this new RMS-type formulation cannot be consid-
ered as an independent identification approach since it uses the
results of the ML approach. Rather, it may be considered as a
‘‘model simplification’’ technique in which the randomness is
concentrated on the modal stiffnesses of the blades. The benefits
of investigating such a strategy are twofold. First, the analysis will

Fig. 4 Probability density function of the ratio of the modal
displacements of masses 1 and 2, low frequency mode. Origi-
nal parameters, estimated by ML and RMS approaches, two-
degree-of-freedom blade model 2.

Fig. 5 Errors „a… in the mean and „b… in the standard deviation
of the maximum response of the mass m 2 . ML, ML with first
mode fixed „mf …, RMS and IRMS strategies, two-degree-of-
freedom blade model 2 excited at the lowest tuned natural fre-
quency corresponding to the r th engine order, v r ,1

t .
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provide additional information on the appropriateness of a modal-
stiffness-only modeling of mistuning as well as on the validity of
Eq. ~I.30! to clarify the issues associated with this modeling. Sec-
ond, this technique could be used to adapt the ML methodology to
situations that privilege the RMS approach.

Formulation. According to the above strategy, the general
formulation of the proposed technique, termed the improved ran-
dom modal stiffnesses~IRMS! method, proceeds as follows. First,
estimates of the blade stiffness and mass matricesK and M are
obtained by the ML method. Then, a tuned disk is considered in
which each blade is characterized by the identified stiffness and
mass matricesK and M, respectively. This system possessesN
natural frequencies that are associated with ther th engine order,
i.e., v r , j , wherej 51,2, ... ,N. From Eq.~I.23!, these frequencies
are solutions of the characteristic equation

det@~K1K ~r !!2v r , j
2 ~M1M ~r !!#50 j 51, ...,N;

and r fixed. (14)

To meet the requirements and format of the IRMS method, the
corresponding identified stiffness and mass matricesK IRMS and
M IRMS, respectively, should satisfy the following conditions.

~1! Exhibit mode shapes and modal masses equal to their tuned
counterparts. As in Eqs.~I.2!–~I.4!, this condition is equivalent to
the relations

M IRMS5F t
2TF t

21 and K IRMS5F t
2TL IRMSF t

21 (15)

whereL IRMS denotes the diagonal modal stiffness matrix for the
mistuned blade, i.e.,

L IRMS5diag~L11,L22, ..., LNN!. (16)

~2! Yield system natural frequencies corresponding to the en-
gine orderr that exactly match those predicted on the basis of the
ML estimates of the stiffness and mass matrices. This last condi-
tion implies that the natural frequenciesv r , j , j 51,2,..., N, deter-
mined from Eq.~14! must also satisfy the relation

det@~K IRMS1K ~r !!2v r , j
2 ~M IRMS1M ~r !!#50. (17)

Introducing Eq.~15! into Eq. ~17! leads to the conditions

detbL IRMS1Aj
~r !c50 j 51,2,..., N; r fixed, (18)

where the matrixAj
(r ) of elementsAj ,pq

(r ) is defined as

Aj
~r !5F t

TbK ~r !2v r , j
2 M ~r !cF t2v r , j

2 I N . (19)

Once theN equations~18! have been solved for theN elements
L j j of the diagonal matrixL IRMS, the IRMS estimates of the mass
and stiffness matrices of the blade can be computed by Eq.~15!.
In connection with a one-degree-of-freedom per blade model,
these computations are readily accomplished and yieldmIRMS

5mt and

kIRMS5mt L115mtv r
22 bk~r !2v r

2m~r !c. (20)

Solving Eq. ~14! for the natural frequenciesv r yields v r
25(k

1k(r ))/(m1m(r )) so that

kIRMS5
~mt1m~r !!k1~mt2m!k~r !

~m1m~r !!
. (21)

For the system shown in Fig. I.2, the above expression simplifies
further to

kIRMS5
mt

m
k1

~mt2m!

m F4kC sin2S pr

Nb
D G . (22)

In the case of a two-degree-of-freedom system, Eq.~18! still ad-
mits a closed form solution as@6#

L1152
1

2
~A2,11

~r ! 1A1,11
~r ! !

6
1

2
A~A2,11

~r ! 2A1,11
~r ! !224S A2,11

~r ! 2A1,11
~r !

A2,22
~r ! 2A1,22

~r ! D ~A1,12
~r ! !2 (23)

and

L225
A2,11

~r ! A2,22
~r ! 2A1,11

~r ! A1,22
~r ! 1~A2,22

~r ! 2A1,22
~r ! !L11

A1,11
~r ! 2A2,11

~r ! (24)

from which the masses and stiffnesses of the blade can be evalu-
ated. It is important to note from Eq.~23! that the existence of the
parameterL11 is not guaranteed since the term inside the square
root is not always positive. Even when it is, the corresponding
solutionsL11 and L22 may not be greater than zero, which is
required to obtain a positive definite stiffness matrixK IRMS. Note
also that when a bonafide solution does exist, it may not be unique
because of the6 sign in Eq.~23!. In most cases, however, the
‘‘correct’’ solution exists and is quite evident; it corresponds to
valuesL j j 'v j

2 as can be expected by comparing Eqs.~I.3! and
~15!. In the general caseN.2, a closed form solution for the
parametersL j j was not found but an iterative numerical technique
based on Newton’s method was successfully employed~see Delor
@6# for details!.

It should finally be noted that the IRMS technique described
above reduces exactly to the RMS approach whenr 50 since the
corresponding matricesK (0) andM (0) vanish identically. This re-
sult is consistent with the motivation behind the IRMS develop-
ments since a zeroth engine order excitation favors the blade alone
behavior on which the RMS method is based.

Numerical Results. The reliability of the IRMS strategy was
first assessed by considering the one-degree-of-freedom per blade
model shown in Fig. I.2. Shown in Fig. I.3 are the relative errors
in the mean and standard deviation of the corresponding maxi-
mum amplitude of resonant response on the disk as functions of
the engine orderr for the ML, RMS, and IRMS approaches.
Clearly, the IRMS method leads to excellent estimates of the
forced response statistics, its errors are typically much smaller
than the ones corresponding to the RMS approach~except of
course forr 50 where they are equal! and of the same order of
magnitude as their ML counterparts.

Fig. 6 Errors in the mean and in the standard deviation of the
maximum amplitude of resonant response of the blade as func-
tions of the standard deviation of the target properties. Ran-
domized ML strategy, single-degree-of-freedom blade model
excited at the tuned natural frequency corresponding to the
12th engine order, v12

t .
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The results of a similar study conducted on the basis of the
two-degree-of-freedom per blade models shown in Fig. I.1~mod-
els 1 and 2! can be seen in Figs. I.5 and 5, respectively. Clearly, in
both of these cases, the errors associated with the proposed IRMS
method are typically close to their ML counterparts, except forr
50, and smaller than those corresponding to the RMS approach.
Interestingly, it can be observed that the IRMS technique some-
times leads to an overprediction of the mean and standard devia-
tion of the response which is in contradiction with the ML and
RMS methods that consistently underpredict the values of these
moments.

Identification of Mistuning in the Presence of Veering
Small changes in the values of the masses and stiffnesses of a

dynamic system usually imply correspondingly small changes in
its mode shapes. However, when two or more of its natural fre-
quencies are close together, small perturbations of the system pa-
rameters can often lead to large variations of the corresponding
mode shapes. This situation, referred to as mode veering, is in
particular encountered in connection with weakly coupled bladed
disks where a small mistuning can produce a dramatic localization
of the mode shapes@7#. Note, however, that the veering phenom-
enon is not limited to the disk modes, it can also be encountered in
connection with their blade alone counterparts. In fact, a recent
investigation @8# has demonstrated that some wide chord fan
blades exhibit a series of very closely spaced natural frequencies
and that the corresponding blade alone mode shapes vary dramati-
cally from blade to blade as a consequence of the small geometric
and material differences between them.

In this context, it is desired here to assess the reliability of the
RMS, ML, and IRMS identification techniques when two of the
blade natural frequencies are close together. To this end, the two-
degree-of-freedom shown in Fig. I.1~model 2! was selected and
the tuned values of the parametersk2 and m2 were varied to
simulate different configurations. Of particular importance in the
analysis of the veering phenomenon is the subsystem coupling
which is here represented by the stiffnessk2 . The reliability of the
three identification methods will thus be assessed for different
values of this parameter. In order to provide a worst case scenario,
the massm2 was chosen, for a given stiffnessk2 , so that the two
natural frequencies of the system are as close as possible, i.e.,

m25
k2

k12k2
m1 . (25)

Shown in Table 5 are the four sets of values ofk2 andm2 that
were considered as well as the corresponding relative differences
in the frequenciesv1 and v2 , i.e., 2(v22v1)/(v21v1). For
each of these four cases, the reliability of the forced response
estimates was evaluated for different engine order excitations and
it was found that the largest errors in the mean and standard de-
viation occurred at larger engine orders,r 56 to 9, only for case 4,
see Fig. 5, while they were associated withr 50 for the three
other blade models and for both the RMS and ML approaches.
This observation which is somewhat contrary to prior findings, see

Fig. I.5 and 5 for example, may be explained by noting that the
natural frequencies of the corresponding tuned disks exhibit a
veering atr 50. Then, relying on past findings~see, for example,
Kruse and Pierre@9# and Kaiser et al.@10#!, it may be argued that
the amplification of the forced response by mistuning would be
particularly significant for such an excitation thereby increasing
the likelihood of larger errors.

Consequently, shown in Fig. 7 are the relative errors in the
mean and standard deviation of the maximum amplitude on the
disk of the forced response of mass 2 for a zeroth-order excitation.
Most notable on these figures are the sharp increases in the RMS
errors as the two blade alone frequencies approach each other and
the much less serious worsening of the ML forced response pre-
diction, the latter of which is consistent with the continuous de-
crease of the mode shape-natural frequency coefficient of correla-
tion as shown in Table 5. The improved behavior of the ML
method over the RMS approach, although less dramatic, was also
observed for other values of the engine order~see Delor@6#!. Note
finally that the iterative process described in connection with the
satisfaction of the nonlinear frequency constraints in the ML for-
mulation was found to be required in cases 1–3 as can be ex-
pected since an increased closeness of the two frequencies implies
a more limited validity of the linearized approximation given by
Eqs.~I.13! and ~I.14!.

The reliability of the IRMS method is not adequately described
by Fig. 7 since this approach automatically reduces to the RMS
technique forr 50. For other values of the engine order, it was
typically found that the IRMS approach yielded errors of the same
order of magnitudes as the ML method for cases 3 and 4 but
exhibited substantially larger errors for case 2 and, especially,
case 1. In conjunction with this observation, it was also found for
these last two systems that Eqs.~23! and ~24! did not yield ac-
ceptable values ofL11 andL22, i.e., real and positive, for a frac-
tion of the blades analyzed that increased from 0 forr 50 to

Fig. 7 Errors „a… in the mean and „b… in the standard deviation
of the maximum response of the mass m 2 as functions of the
relative difference of frequencies. ML, RMS and IRMS strate-
gies, two-degree-of-freedom blade model 2 excited at the low-
est tuned natural frequency corresponding to the zeroth engine
order, v0,1

t .

Table 5 Blade parameters and modal characteristics for the
four cases considered in the veering analysis Rel. Freq. Diff.
Ä2„v2Àv1…Õ„v2¿v1…
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almost 50 percent for case 1 withr 512. This absence of an IRMS
model for certain sets of measured natural frequencies was proved
@6# to be indeed associated with the closeness of the two natural
frequencies and is by itself indicative of the breakdown of the
logic associated with the formulation of the IRMS strategy. In this
light, the appearance of large errors in the forced response predic-
tion for the blades for which a model was in fact obtained is not
surprising. On this basis, it is tentatively suggested that the IRMS
method not be used when two natural frequencies are within 5 to
10 percent or less of each other.

Summary
This two-part investigation has focused on the estimation of the

blade-to-blade variations of their structural properties, in particu-
lar masses and stiffnesses, from measurements of the natural fre-
quencies of these blades only. Practically, this identification task
does not represent an end result but rather a necessary first step in
the accurate prediction of the forced response of turbomachine
disks that would support the blades tested. It is thus in terms of
forced response accuracy that the reliability of the suggested iden-
tification strategies has mostly been assessed.

In this second part of the investigation, a detailed study of the
reliability and properties of the maximum likelihood~ML ! formu-
lation, developed in Part I, was first undertaken. This study re-
vealed the following.

~i! The ML estimation strategy is most reliable when the as-
sumed distribution of the parameters of the blades is accurate.
However, even when this a priori model is vastly in error, i.e., the
probability density function of the masses and stiffnesses is highly
non-Gaussian~uniform for example! or the estimated covariance
properties are far from their exact values, the estimates of the
characteristics of the forced response still represent close approxi-
mations of the behavior of the disk, generally much better than the
RMS prediction, see Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 1.

~ii ! The ML estimation approach is only mildly sensitive to
small errors on the observed values of the blade natural frequen-
cies. The reliability of the estimates of the forced response of the
mistuned disks is unaffected by measurement noise of magnitude
less than 1/4 to 1/3 of the variability of the natural frequencies
corresponding to mistuning, see Table 3 and Fig. 2.

~iii ! The determination of the entire set of natural frequencies of
the blades is not necessary to obtain an accurate estimate of the
forced response of the corresponding mistuned bladed disks; it is
really only necessary to determine the natural frequencies of the
blade modes~first bending, first torsion, etc.! that will be excited
under the specified external loading, see Table 4.

~iv! The variability of the blade alone mode shapes can be quite
well predicted by the ML estimation strategy although no direct
measurement of these modes is used, see Figs. 3 and 4. This
capability was found to be linked to the existence of a statistical
correlation between the variability in blade alone mode shapes
and natural frequencies. Further, an approximate expression for
the corresponding coefficient of correlation was derived that was
shown to be related directly to the reliability of the ML forced
response prediction. Interestingly, it was shown that this coeffi-
cient could also be estimated from the population of identified
blade models. Practically speaking, it is then possible to gauge
directly, without any prior knowledge of the mistuning actually
present, the reliability of the forced response statistics produced
from the measured blade alone natural frequencies.

~v! Improvements in the reliability of the ML method in pre-
dicting the forced response can be achieved by biasing this tech-
nique toward higher mistuning levels. This was accomplished

here by forcing the blade masses and stiffnesses to be close not to
their tuned counterparts but rather to randomly perturbed~target!
values thereof. This approach was shown to yield a reduction in
the errors of the ML forced response prediction which is espe-
cially dramatic when the statistics of the target masses and stiff-
nesses closely match their exact mistuning counterparts.

It was demonstrated in the first part of this investigation that
given the mass and mode shape mistuning of the blades, their
modal stiffnesses can be selected to provide either accurate esti-
mates of the blade alone natural frequencies or of the natural
frequencies of the entire bladed disk, but not of both. Thus, by
matching precisely the measured values of the blade alone fre-
quencies, the RMS approach does not predict properly the behav-
ior of the blades as components of the disk. This important obser-
vation suggested the introduction of a third technique, termed the
improved random modal stiffnesses~IRMS! method, in which the
random modal stiffnesses are in fact selected to match the behav-
ior of the blade as part of a tuned assembly of similar blades. This
approach is not per se an identification technique since it requires
the prior determination of the ML estimates but it can be con-
strued as a model simplification strategy or as a bridge between
the ML and RMS formulations. As expected, the IRMS formula-
tion led to errors in the forced response prediction that were
smaller than their RMS counterparts although both of these ap-
proaches are similar in that they do not include mistuning in either
mass or mode shape.

The last focus of the present investigation was on the assess-
ment of the reliability of the three, ML, RMS, and IRMS, ap-
proaches when some of the blade alone frequencies are close to-
gether. This numerical study demonstrated an increase of the
errors of the ensuing forced response prediction for all three meth-
ods but confirmed again the superiority of the ML formulation
over its RMS counterpart.
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Engine Fuel Droplet
High-Pressure Vaporization
Modeling
The objective of this investigation was to characterize the high-pressure vaporization
processes of engine fuels, which are too complex in composition to be described with
conventional methods. To do so a comprehensive model was developed for the transient
vaporization process of droplets of practical engine fuels using continuous thermodynam-
ics in which high-pressure effects are fully considered. Transport equations are derived in
a spherical coordinate system for the semi-continuous systems of both gas and liquid
phases. A general treatment of vapor-liquid equilibrium is presented, which can be ap-
plied with any type of cubic equation of state. Relations for the properties of the continu-
ous species are formulated. The model is further applied to calculate the transient high-
pressure vaporization processes of droplets of representative engine fuels—diesel and
gasoline. The high-pressure vaporization processes of droplets of two single-component
fuels are also predicted for comparison. The results clarify the characteristics of the
vaporization processes of engine fuel droplets and indicate the significant effects of fuel
type on the vaporization behavior. The comparison with the results of the single-
component cases also emphasizes the importance of considering the influence of multi-
component fuels in practical applications.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1361058#

Introduction
Droplet high-pressure vaporization is of special interest to the

research of internal combustion engines due to the high-pressure
conditions in the combustion chamber when the fuel droplets are
sprayed. The resulting droplet vaporization process typically has
two important characteristics. One is the process happens in a
high-pressure environment, causing many important aspects that
are not adequately considered by low-pressure models such as the
gas absorption into liquid phase, the pressure-dependent thermo-
physical properties, the more complex vapor-liquid equilibrium,
and the possible critical state at the droplet surface. Another char-
acteristic is that the fuel droplet is usually complex and composed
of hundreds of species. However, these characteristics are not
considered by most of vaporization models currently employed
for engine theoretical analyses.

Several investigations have been conducted on droplet high-
pressure vaporization, including the studies reviewed by Givler
and Abraham@1# and those reported recently by Stengele et al.
@2#, Curtis et al.@3#, Aggarwal et al.@4#, Zhu and Aggarwal@5,6#,
and Givler and Abraham@7#. Most of these works concentrated on
the vaporization of single-component fuel droplets. Few works
appear in the literature on liquid mixtures, in which the liquid
mixtures were represented by just two components with distinctly
different boiling temperatures@e.g., Lazar and Faeth@8#, Aggar-
wal, et al.@4#, Stengele et al.@2#, and Hsieh et al.@9##. In order to
reproduce the distillation characteristics of practical engine fuels
with acceptable accuracy, the number of discrete components cho-
sen to represent practical fuels should be large enough. As a re-
sult, a high requirement of computer resources is needed to per-
form numerical analyses with these methods.

The multicomponent nature of engine fuel composition plays an
important role on the engine performance. The flame propagation
in engine combustion chambers is a function of both the fuel
composition and the mixture ratio~Kuo @10# and Turns@11#! and

thus is directly linked to the engine performance. The spatial dis-
tribution of the mixture ratio and the fuel composition are also
important considerations for determining the location of the spark
plug. The volatility of the fuel has a significant effect on diesel
spray penetration~Robert et al.@12#! and thus influences the die-
sel fuel time-space distribution. For port injection gasoline en-
gines, the fuel composition and the corresponding volatility are
essential to the engine transient behavior~Shayler et al.@13#!. The
fuel chemical reactions and the pollutant formation and oxidation
processes are directly related to the fuel composition. These issues
highlight the necessity of considering fuel composition in engine
fuel modeling.

A new approach to treating real fuel mixtures is to employ the
thermodynamics of continuous systems, in which the fuel compo-
sition, and consequently the system properties, are represented
and described by a continuous probability density function. This
idea of treating complex mixtures has been mostly applied in
chemical engineering. Only recently was it applied to the field of
droplet evaporation by Tamim and Hallett@14# and to the field of
spray combustion by Lippert and Reitz@15# and Lippert @16#.
These studies have made important steps in the low-pressure va-
porization applications of continuous thermodynamics, however,
there is generally no model available for treating the high-pressure
vaporization processes of droplets of practical liquid fuels. In this
paper, a comprehensive model is developed for the high-pressure
vaporization processes of complex fuel droplets using continuous
thermodynamics. Typical results of representative engine fuels—
diesel and gasoline—along with the results for two single-
component fuels for comparison, are then presented and analyzed.

Problem Formulation
The formulation considered here deals with two semi-

continuous mixture systems, which include both discrete species
~such as the nitrogen for the gas phase and the dissolved gas for
the liquid phase! and continuous ones~such as the fuel mixture
vapor for the gas phase and the liquid fuel for the liquid phase!. A
general molar distribution function for the compositions of the
systems is defined as
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where the superscriptp representsv or l, denoting the properties
of the gas or liquid phase, respectively.ys is the mole fraction of
the sth discrete species,yf the mole fraction of the continuous
one,N the total number of discrete species, andd the dirac delta
function. t is some characterizing property that is chosen to be
molecular weight in this paper. The molar distribution function
f (t) is only applicable for the continuous species. In the present
paper, theG distribution was chosen for the distributions of both
fuel liquid and vapor phases such that
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where g is the origin, a and b are parameters controlling the
shape, andG ~a! is the gamma function, with the mean molecular
weight u5ab1g and variances25ab2. With the use of the
continuous thermodynamics theory~Gal-Or et al.@17# and Zhu
and Reitz@18#! for the continuous species, the conventional theory
for the discrete species, and assumptions that fuel droplets vapor-
ize in nonconvective stagnant environments, we derive in the fol-
lowing, in a spherical coordinate system, the transient governing
equations for both gas and liquid phase semicontinuous systems,
along with the interphase conditions at the droplet surface.

Governing Equations for Gas Phase. The continuity equa-
tion for theN discrete species is given by
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whereu is the molar-averaged velocity,rs and r are the molar
densities of thesth discrete component and the total mixture, re-
spectively.Dsm is the diffusivity of thesth species with respect to
the gas mixture. Here Fick’s law is assumed to be applicable for
the semicontinuous system. The continuity equation for the con-
tinuous species can be derived as~Zhu and Reitz@18#!
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where (un)p is thenth moments about the origin of the vapor or
liquid distribution, which is defined as
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Any number of equations can be derived from Eq.~6! with dif-
ferent values ofn, but for the two-parameter distribution of Eq.
~3!, n52 will suffice for the calculations.

The momentum equation for the gas mixture is given by
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where P is pressure,m and l are the viscosity and the second
viscosity coefficient, respectively. For a nonreacting system, the
energy equation for the mixture is
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whereI is the specific internal energy of the gas mixture, which is
related to the pressure and temperature by
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whereh is the enthalpy, which is obtained from JANAF tables for
the discrete species and is obtained for the continuous fuel species
from the following formula

h~t,T!5@cp1~T!1cp2~T!t#T (11)

The coefficientscp1 andcp2 are given by Chou and Prausnitz@19#
for various fuels. The energy fluxJh in Eq. ~9! is given by
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wherek is the thermal conductivity of the mixture, and

Dm
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The cubic equation of state~EOS! is employed for the semicon-
tinuous system and the subsequent vapor-liquid equilibrium cal-
culation, which can be written in a general form as~Reid et al.,
@20#!

P5
RuT

V2b
2

a

V21qbV1wb2 (14)

whereq andw are constants depending on the type of cubic equa-
tion of state.a and b are functions of temperature and species
mole fraction. The formulas in Zhu and Reitz~@18#! are employed
for calculating the constantsa andb for the semicontinuous sys-
tems containing hydrocarbon fuels.

Governing Equations for Liquid-Phase. The forms of the
governing equations used for the liquid-phase directly relate to the
model employed to describe the droplet interior flow. As indicated
in Tamim and Hallett@14#, the effects of departures from the
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well-mixed state are of less importance for mixtures with closely
spaced component boiling points, and further, the effects on the
total fuel concentration are even less. Studies of high-pressure
evaporation have also shown that the gas absorption is mainly
limited in a thin outer layer of the vaporizing droplet throughout
the droplet lifetime ~Givler and Abraham@7# and Zhu and
Aggarwal @6#!. Here we approximate the droplet interior with a
two-zone model, in which the dissolved gas is assumed to exist
only in the outer layer of the droplet and all other liquid properties
are assumed well mixed. Similar models have been employed by
other researchers~Curtis et al.@3# and Gradinger and Boulouchos
@21#!. With this interior model and based on the mass balance on
the droplet surface, the governing equations for the mass and the
composition of the liquid phase can be derived as~Zhu and Reitz
@18#!
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whereṁ is the vaporization rate.cl andxf are the molar density
and the fuel molar fraction of the liquid phase, respectively.R is
the droplet radius. (un) l is thenth moments about the origin of the
liquid distribution and is defined in Eq.~7!. The equivalent molar
fraction of liquid phasexf eq is defined as

xf eq5vaxf1~12va! (17)

whereva is the ratio of the volume of the absorbed-gas layer to
the total droplet volume. Zero and unity values ofva correspond
to no gas absorption and the infinite diffusion coefficient condi-
tion, respectively. However, the present calculations show thatva
has little effect on the droplet vaporization behavior except for a
slight influence on the results of the liquid composition. In the
following, va is taken to be 0.5.

Boundary Conditions and Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium. At
the droplet surface, the boundary conditions are expressed using
the mass conservation Eq.~15!, the energy Eq.~18!, and thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, Eq.~19!:
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whereDHvs and DHvt are the enthalpies of vaporization of the
discrete and the continuous species, respectively.Js andJt are the
molar fluxes on the droplet surface of the discrete and continuous
components, respectively. They are given by
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Equation~19! expresses the vapor-liquid equilibrium at the drop-
let surface. For the semicontinuous system considered here and
using cubic EOS~14!, the fugacity coefficients are derived as
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where the quantitiesa with double subscripts are cross terms cal-
culated via mixing rule~Reid et al.,@20#!. With Eq. ~22! and the
formulas for EOS parametersa and b given by Zhu and Reitz
@18#, the ratio of the fugacity coefficients in the vapor and liquid
phases for the continuous fractions are further expressed as an
explicit function of molecular weight
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where the quantitiesk with double subscripts are interaction coef-
ficients, which are taken to be zeros in this paper. It is worth
noting that the equations derived above are general for a cubic
EOS. Therefore, any type of cubic EOS covered by Eq.~14! can
conveniently be used for vapor-liquid equilibrium and/or vapor-
ization process calculations using the above equations. In this pa-
per the Peng-Robinson EOS was selected for both the vapor-
liquid equilibrium and the vaporization process calculations.

For a mixture system, the heat of vaporization of each species is
defined as the difference between the partial molar enthalpy of
that species in the vapor and liquid phases. The following thermo-
dynamic relation gives the partial molar enthalpy for both the
discrete and continuous species

H̄k2H̄k
052RuT2

]

]T
~ ln wk! (26)

Thermophysical Properties. The thermodynamic and trans-
port properties are considered to be functions of pressure, tem-
perature, and composition. A set of empirical formulas is derived
for calculating the critical properties and the boiling temperature
of the continuous species. They are formulated forn-alkanes from
c2 to c20 with the following form:
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x5x01x1t1x2t2 (27)

wheret is the molecular weight. Table 1 gives all the constants
for the specified range of molecular weights. It was found that the
relative errors of these formulas are generally less than 3 percent
as compared to the data of Reid@20#.

The method reported by Chung et al.@22# was employed to
calculate the thermal conductivity and viscosity of the mixture at
high pressures. For discrete species, the diffusivity was calculated
by means of the Chapman-Enskog theory in conjunction with the
collision integrals given by Reid et al.@20#. For continuous spe-
cies, the formulas of Tamim and Hallett@14# were employed for
the diffusivities of the vapor, and the first and second moments of
the composition. The diffusivity of the enthalpy diffusion in Eq.
~13! was taken to be the same as that of fuel vapor. All the diffu-
sivities were corrected for pressure effects by using the Takahashi
correlation~Reid et al.@20#!. A generalized thermodynamic cor-
relation based on a three-parameter corresponding state~Byung
and Michael@23#! was used to calculate the enthalpy correction
for high-pressure effects. The liquid density was directly calcu-
lated by Peng-Robinson EOS.

An arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical method with a dy-
namically adaptive mesh was employed to solve the governing
equations for the gas-phase system~Zhu and Aggarwal@6#!. The
governing equations for the liquid-phase system were solved us-
ing a Runge-Kutta numerical method. The solutions for both sys-
tems are coupled with each other through the regressing droplet
surface conditions.

Results and Discussion
Two representative engine fuels—diesel and gasoline—were

chosen to be the liquid mixtures studied. The composition param-
eters of the diesel fuel were:aL518.5, bL510.0, andgL50.0,
with uL5185 andsL543, and those of the gasoline fuel were
aL55.7, bL515.0, andgL50.0, with uL585.5 andsL535.8
~Tamim and Hallett@14#!. These parameters were chosen so that
the calculated distillation curves with the distributions reproduce
best the corresponding ASTM D86 experimental data. Very nar-
row distributions were also employed to approximate the single-
component test liquid, withaL5100,bL50.1, andgL set so that
the mean molecular weight of the narrow distribution was equal to
the molecular weight of the single-component liquid to be repre-
sented. With this method, the single-component liquid is approxi-
matelyn-tridecane for diesel andn-hexane for gasoline.

Calculations were first carried out for the vapor-liquid equilib-
rium of a system containing liquid and nitrogen. Figure 1 presents
the phase-equilibrium calculations for single-component
n-butane-nitrogen,n-heptane-nitrogen andn-decane-nitrogen sys-
tems, compared with the corresponding experimental data~Knapp
et al. @24#! for each system. Eachn-alkane was represented by a
very narrow distribution by taking the parameters with the method
stated above. For all three systems, the theoretical prediction
matches the experimental data for the liquid-phase equilibrium
mole fraction closely, but deviates slightly from the gas-phase
data. This may be attributed to the intrinsic limitations of the
cubic EOS employed and the precision of the formulas for calcu-
lating the EOS parametersa and b. Nevertheless, overall good

agreement is obtained. This indicates the applicability of the
present vapor-liquid equilibrium model for hydrocarbon liquid
mixtures.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the phase-equilibrium concentra-
tions versus temperature at four reduced pressures for both diesel-
nitrogen and gasoline-nitrogen systems~solid curves!, respec-
tively, together with results for two single-component liquid-
nitrogen systems~dashed curves!. Here a single-component liquid
with aL5100.0,bL50.1, andgL5175.0 is used for comparison
with diesel and one withaL5100.0, bL50.1, andgL575.5 is
used for comparison with gasoline. ThePr represents the reduced
pressure of the pure fuel.~The critical pressure used here forPr is
determined to be 18.6 atm for diesel and 33.0 atm for gasoline!.
The results of both liquid mixture-nitrogen systems generally
show similar characteristics, e.g., with increasing pressures the
critical mixing temperature and the fuel vapor mole fraction de-
crease, and the gas absorption in liquid phase increases and be-
comes significantly large in the supercritical regime. However, for
the same reduced pressure, the gas absorption in liquid gasoline is
obviously larger than that in liquid diesel, whereas the critical
mixing temperature of the gasoline case is considerably smaller
than that of the diesel case.

For the diesel case, as shown in Fig. 2~a!, the predicted gas
solubility is very close to that of its single-component counterpart
case. Only at high temperature is the gas solubility of the single-
component liquid slightly larger. However, the single-component
liquid shows a higher boiling temperature and a smaller critical
mixing temperature. At a certain temperature, the vapor mole
fraction of the diesel case is larger than that of its single-
component counterpart case over the whole subcritical pressure
range or in the supercritical pressure range beyond the vicinity of
the critical mixing point. For the gasoline case as shown in Fig.
2~b!, the above-mentioned differences for the diesel case become
more pronounced. Consequently, the single-component droplet
vaporization process may occur with a very different vaporization
rate and reach its critical state much earlier. These phenomena
clearly display the difference in phase-equilibrium results for both
kinds of fuels and imply a strong influence of fuel composition on
the droplet vaporization process, especially for volatile fuels.

Figure 3 presents the critical mixing pressures versus critical
mixing temperature for phase equilibria of both diesel- and
gasoline-nitrogen systems. The critical mixing pressure decreases
with increasing temperature. The critical mixing pressures of the
diesel-nitrogen system are considerably larger than those of the
gasoline-nitrogen system. Due to nitrogen being the dominant
species in air, these results imply that, for typical engine condi-
tions, it may be impossible for gasoline fuel in homogenous

Fig. 1 Predictions of single-component n -butane-nitrogen,
n -heptane-nitrogen, and n -decane-nitrogen vapor-liquid equi-
librium systems using semicontinuous vapor-liquid equilib-
rium model, compared with corresponding experimental data
of Knapp et al. †24‡

Table 1 Constants for calculating critical properties and boil-
ing temperature for alkane fuels c 2 to c 20

Critical
pressure

~bar!

Critical
temperature

~K!

Boiling
temperature

~K!

x0 5.55903 101 2.26363 102 1.11663 102

x1 23.31773 1021 3.64713 100 2.95823 100

x2 6.32613 1024 26.30573 1023 24.23933 1023
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charged gasoline engines to reach its critical mixing state, but it is
possible for diesel fuel in diesel engines to experience a critical
mixing vaporization process, see Fig. 3.

We now focus on the transient vaporization process of a droplet
of diesel fuel and a droplet of gasoline fuel. The corresponding
single-component liquid droplets were also calculated and are pre-
sented for comparison. The droplets are initially 0.03 mm in di-
ameter and at 273 K and are suddenly put into a nitrogen envi-
ronment at 950 K for the diesel droplet and at 500 K for the

gasoline droplet. These environmental parameters are approxi-
mately the conditions experienced by these fuels in engines~see
Fig. 3!. The environmental pressures considered ranged from sub-
to supercritical.

Figure 4~upper part! presents the calculated diesel droplet tem-
perature versus time at four different reduced pressures, for both
diesel fuel~solid curves! and its single-component fuel counter-
part ~dashed curves!. An obvious characteristic is that the tem-
perature of the liquid mixture droplet is entirely transient no mat-
ter whether the pressure is subcritical or supercritical, whereas the
single-component droplet reaches a steady temperature at subcriti-
cal conditions. For the liquid mixture droplet, the fuel boiling
temperature continuously increases with increasing droplet tem-
perature. This is seen in Fig. 5, where both the variation in droplet
boiling temperature,Tb at Pr50.1 and the critical mixing tem-
perature,Tc at Pr53.0 are presented. As the evaporation process
proceeds, the lighter species are continuously preferentially dis-
tilled, and the heavy species become more and more dominant in
the composition~see Fig. 7!. Correspondingly, the boiling and
critical mixing temperatures increase continuously. The former
increases almost at the same rate as that of the increase in droplet
surface temperature. Therefore, the diesel droplet never reaches
the boiling state, and the heat-up process spans the whole droplet
lifetime. Due to the continuous increase in critical mixing tem-
perature and the relatively small droplet size, the diesel droplet
reaches its critical mixing state at a relatively high reduced pres-
sure ofPr57.

Fig. 2 Phase-equilibrium in terms of pressure-temperature
diagrams for „a… diesel-nitrogen system, diesel fuel with distri-
bution parameters aLÄ18.5, bLÄ10.0, and gLÄ0.0, and for „b…
gasoline-nitrogen system, gasoline fuel with parameters aL
Ä5.7, bLÄ15.0, and gLÄ0.0. Solid lines: real fuels; Dashed
lines: single-component fuels.

Fig. 3 Critical mixing temperature versus critical mixing pres-
sure for both diesel-nitrogen and gasoline-nitrogen vapor-
liquid equilibrium systems. Typical homogenous charge gaso-
line and diesel engine operating conditions are shown in the
cross-hatched regions.

Fig. 4 Surface temperatures „upper … and area regression rates
„lower … of droplets versus time at four different reduced pres-
sures. Solid lines: diesel fuel. Dashed lines: single-component
fuel.

Fig. 5 Time histories of boiling temperature at reduced pres-
sure of 0.1 and critical mixing temperature at reduced pressure
of 3.0 for diesel droplet
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Figure 4~lower part! also shows the change of the diesel drop-
let surface area versus time at the same four reduced pressures
~solid lines!, together with the results for the single-component
liquid ~dashed lines! at two pressures ofPr50.1 andPr57. The
droplet surface regression rate increases progressively with pres-
sure mainly as a result of the reduced heat of vaporization and the
reduced liquid density due to the rapid increase in gas absorption
at high pressures. The remaining heavy components in the fuel
mixture causes the regression rate to decrease near the end of its
lifetime ~e.g., seePr53 case!. An interesting behavior on these
curves is that volumetric dilation occurs during the initial period
of vaporization. This is because the initial surface vapor fraction
and the vaporization rate are very small due to the low volatility
of the fuels. Consequently, the change in density effect dominates
the initial regression process and contributes to the volumetric
dilation. It is also worth noting that the single-component droplet
has a larger vaporization rate and a shorter lifetime, and it gains
its critical mixing state much earlier. Siebers@25# and Higgins
et al. @26# have experimentally observed that the multicomponent
fuels have longer liquid penetration lengths compared to single-
component fuels. Lippert@16# has also numerically predicted that
the amount a single-component spray mass vaporizes through
critical phase change is larger than that of a multicomponent spray
mass. These findings are totally supported by the results presented
here.

Figure 6 presents the vaporization rate and the fuel vapor mole
fraction at the droplet surface at a pressure ofPr53. Compared to
its single-component case, diesel fuel has a larger vapor mole
fraction at the initial stage due to the lighter components distilling
off first, and a smaller one at the later stages due to the heavier
component remaining in liquid phase. Consequently, the vaporiza-
tion rate of the diesel fuel droplet is initially larger and becomes
smaller later on. As also seen from the figure, the vaporization
rate and the surface vapor mole fraction of both fuels are all
extremely small, especially at the beginning of the process which,
as stated above, partly contributes to the obvious initial volumetric
dilation. Similarly, the smaller initial vaporization rate and surface
vapor mole fraction of the single-component fuel results in a
slightly more obvious volumetric dilation, and their subsequent
more rapid rise contributes to the larger surface regression rate,
and hence a shorter lifetime, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 7 shows the time histories of the mean molecular weight
and the width of the composition distribution of the diesel liquid
for the same three cases as those of Fig. 4. As the vaporization
process proceeds, the volatile components continuously distill out,
resulting in a continuous increase in mean molecular weight of the
liquid. Correspondingly, the width of the liquid distribution de-
creases as the lighter end of the distribution shrinks.

Figure 8 presents the change of the nondimensional droplet
surface area versus time at three different reduced pressures, for

both the gasoline droplet~solid curves! and its single-component
counterpart~dashed curves!. Due to the high volatility of this fuel,
no volumetric dilation exists during the initial vaporization period.
However, a more pronounced reduced regression rate is observed
for gasoline fuel during the late period of vaporization, especially
at higher pressures. Consequently, the gasoline droplet has a con-
siderably larger droplet lifetime than its single-component coun-
terpart does. This point can also be seen in Fig. 9, where the
droplet lifetimes of both diesel and gasoline~solid curves! and

Fig. 6 Mass vaporization rate and vapor mole fraction at drop-
let surface versus time at reduced pressure of PrÄ3. Solid
lines: diesel fuel. Dashed lines: single-component fuel.

Fig. 7 Mean molecular weight of diesel droplet and variance of
diesel liquid phase distribution versus time at three different
reduced pressures

Fig. 8 Surface area regression rates of droplets versus time at
three different reduced pressures. Solid lines: gasoline fuel.
Dashed lines: single-component fuel.

Fig. 9 Normalized lifetimes versus ambient pressure of drop-
lets of diesel and gasoline and the single-component counter-
part fuels. Solid lines: real fuels. Dashed lines: single-
component fuels.
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their single-component counterparts~dashed curves! are pre-
sented. The lifetimes are normalized by the lifetime of the diesel
droplet at 1 atm~3.14 ms! for the results of diesel and its single-
component counterpart, and by the lifetime of the gasoline droplet
at 1 atm~7.40 ms! for those of gasoline and its single-component
counterpart. For single-component droplet, the change of lifetime
with increased pressure is a competing result of the increased
droplet heat-up time, reduced mass transfer rate, and reduced heat
of vaporization. But for the liquid mixture droplets, besides the
above competing factors, the lifetime is also closely related to the
characteristics of the fuel composition. As seen from the figure,
the lifetime of the diesel droplet increases with increasing pres-
sure at low pressures and then decreases with increasing pres-
sures. The single-component counterpart droplet has a shorter life-
time and the difference between them increases with increasing
pressure. However, for gasoline and its single-component coun-
terpart, the lifetimes increase drastically with increasing pressure
in a pressure range that the fuel may experience in gasoline en-
gines~see Fig. 3!. At higher pressures, a huge difference occurs
between the predicted lifetimes of both fuel droplets. Neverthe-
less, the general trends with increasing pressure of both the mix-
ture fuels are similar to those of their single-component
counterparts.

Conclusions
The transient high-pressure vaporization processes of practical

engine fuel droplets were investigated. A comprehensive model
has been developed for droplets of complex liquid mixtures using
continuous thermodynamics, which considers the transient,
spherically-symmetric conservation equations for both the gas and
liquid semicontinuous phases, pressure-temperature-composition
variable thermophysical properties, and a general treatment of the
vapor-liquid equilibrium at the droplet surface. This model pro-
vides a practical means for modeling the transient high-pressure
vaporization process of droplets of engine fuels. The calculated
results characterize the vaporization processes of representative
engine fuels, in this case diesel and gasoline droplets, and indicate
the important influence of fuel volatility. The comparison with the
results of single-component droplets also emphasizes the impor-
tance of considering multicomponent effects in practical applica-
tions, especially for high-pressure environments and volatile fuels.
These results also demonstrate that the present model can be the
basis for further study of the vaporization and combustion behav-
ior of commercial petroleum fuels.
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Modeling Atomization of
High-Pressure Diesel Sprays
This paper deals with a numerical and experimental characterization of a high-pressure
diesel spray injected by a common-rail injection system. The experiments considered a
free non-evaporating spray and they were performed in a vessel reproducing the practical
density that characterizes a D.I. diesel engine at injection time. The fuel was supplied at
high pressure by a common-rail injection system with a single hole tip. The computations
have been carried out by using both the TAB model and a hybrid model that allows one
to describe both liquid jet atomization and droplet breakup. In order to validate the
breakup model, an extensive comparison between data and numerical predictions has
been carried out in terms of spray penetration, Sauter mean diameter, near and far spray
cone angles, and spray structure.@DOI: @10.1115/1.1361110#

Introduction
Over the past few years, D.I. diesel engine spray-combustion

system technology has been dramatically improved in order to
meet the more and more stringent pollutant emissions and fuel
consumption standards. Diesel combustion is highly dependent on
effective liquid fuel atomization, which controls the evaporation
rate and the air-fuel mixing, and therefore emission levels and
brake power of the engines~@1–4#!. A deep knowledge of spray
dynamics as well as of the interaction between liquid and gas
phases is necessary in D.I. diesel engines design. Currently the
experimental-CFD integrated approach represents a cost-efficient
way of designing the spray-combustion systems~@1,5–8#!. Optical
diagnostic techniques provide the necessary insight into spray dy-
namics and the combustion process as well as data for the valida-
tion of CFD models~@1,2,9–13#!. Numerical simulations could
give detailed information on spray dynamics and guidelines to
measurements, reducing the number of experimental test cases
~@1,3,14,15#!. Since spray modeling still remains a critical part of
ICE simulations, especially when dealing with high-pressure high-
dense sprays~@6,7,14#!, this work is aimed at assessing the accu-
racy and the limits of spray models by using an integrated numeri-
cal and experimental approach. A free non-evaporating spray
from a common-rail fuel injection system, typical of H.S.D.I. pas-
senger car diesel engines, has been experimentally characterized
at 1200 bar of rail pressure. Three different ambient densities,
representative of engine conditions at injection, have been consid-
ered. Measurements were used in order to validate the high-
pressure spray models. Simulations have been carried out by using
three different spray models:~a! the TAB model~@16#!, in order to
make clear its inadequacy in modeling high-pressure sprays;~b! a
hybrid model, which has been previously developed in@6# and
applied with success in in-line pump mechanical injection system
spray simulations. The hybrid model allows accounting for flow
conditions inside the nozzle hole, like cavitation and liquid turbu-
lence, that are found to be important at high injection pressures;
~c! an updated version of the hybrid model. Modifications to the
hybrid model have been deemed necessary in order to predict with
a certain level of accuracy the structure of sprays from high-
pressure common-rail injection systems. Detailed comparisons
with experiments and discussions of model accuracy are pre-
sented. It will be demonstrated that flow conditions inside the

nozzle as well as droplet detachment from the liquid jet surface
have to be taken into account in spray modelling.

Experimental Setup and Test Conditions
The spray has been generated by an electronic controlled

common-rail~CR! injection system supplied by Bosch@2#. Avail-
able software has allowed to define the pressure of the fuel in the
rail and the duration and timing of the injection.

The spray has been injected by an axial single-hole injector,
0.18 mm in diameter,L/D55.56, in an optically accessible vessel
controlled in pressure with a constant gas temperature of 300 K.
The use of an axial single-hole nozzle is an exemplification of the
experimental scheme that enables us to orient the injector body in
the most convenient way with respect to the stroboflash/
strobodrum axes. It did not affect the behavior of the emerging
fluid because the pressure gap through the nozzle was unvaried. A
commercially available injector has typically five to six holes,
0.18 mm in diameter, distributed around the space. Finally, the
interference of liquid coming from other holes could interfere
with the examined one, producing a loss of accuracy.

Three different ambient pressure values have been considered:
2.0, 3.5, and 5.0 MPa.

The vessel was filled with nitrogen at a density varying from
1.17 Kg/m3 to 58.48 Kg/m3 at ambient temperature. The injection
pressure was 120 MPa and the delivered quantity per stroke
11.825 1023 g for a nominal injection duration of 1.0 ms.

A calibration fluid ~ISO 4113! has been used to simulate the
diesel fuel. The hydrodynamic properties at 15°C and atmos-
pheric pressure of the ISO 4113 fluid are densityr1

5825 kg/m3, kinematic viscosityn152.531026 m2/s, surface
tensions150.0284 N/m. Fluid mass injected per single shot at
Pinj5120 MPa is 11.82531023 g.

An electronic signal synchronized the CR injection with the
high speed photography apparatus~ImpulsPhysik GmbH!.

A stroboflash lamp~20,000 fl/s! has frozen the emerging fuel
from the nozzle on a Kodak 3200 ISO film rotating on a drum at
3600 rpm. The temporal resolution can be adjusted up to 50ms.
The prints of the processed film have been analyzed by Image
ProPlus professional software for bidimensional image processing
intensity of the transmitted light~@12,13#!.

Dealing with the errors in measurements, it must be noted that
the tip has been defined as the axial distance between the tip of the
nozzle and the envelope of the spray. The resolution was1/21
pixel and, taking into account the magnification ratio of the opti-
cal apparatus and the smoothing of the boundary of the spray, it
did not exceed1/20.5 mm.
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The error on the spray-cone angle was practically negligible. In
fact as spray completely developed (t,500ms), the straight lines,
centered at the nozzle exit and developing along the boundary of
the jet and compensating for the surface instability waves, were
uniquely defined. In the image process the zoom function was
largely used. An estimation of the spray-cone angle could be bet-
ter than 0.2 deg.

Numerical Methodology

CFD Code and Grid. The computations were carried out by
using the CFD KIVA-3 code~@1#! by modeling the experimental
bomb with a grid size of 0.530.531 mm3 in the region close to
the nozzle exit, as shown in Figure 1. The effect of grid resolution
has also been investigated by considering coarser grids with a cell
size typical of ICE calculations.

Fluid Dynamics Initial Conditions. Initial quiescent flow
conditions have been assumed. Turbulence effects have been
modeled by using the standardk-« model, modified to account for
compressibility. The initial kinetic energyk of the gas-phase was
assumed to be uniform throughout the computational domain and
equal to 60 cm2/s2. The initial dissipation rate« was initialized by
using a uniform turbulence length scale equal to 0.01 cm.

Spray Sub-Models. Droplet collision and coalescence are
calculated according to the approach used in the KIVA-3 code
~@17#!. In modeling the dispersion of the particles by turbulence,
the droplet fluctuation velocity was evaluated assuming an isotro-
pic Gaussian distribution with a variances252/3k, k being the
turbulence kinetic energy of the gas phase. The drop drag coeffi-
cient is calculated according to~@18#!. The total number of in-
jected parcels is 20,000 for the TAB and the original hybrid mod-
els and 12,000 for the updated hybrid model because in this case
new computational parcels are created during the simulation.

Injection Methodology. According to the method proposed
in ~@4#! ~i.e., it is assumed that the dynamics and the breakup of a
liquid column are indistinguishable from those of a train of drop-
lets!, the liquid injection is simulated by injecting blobs whose
size is equivalent to the nozzle effective diameter~i.e., so-called
‘‘blob injection’’ methodology!.

Nozzle and Injection Parameters. The global discharge co-
efficient cD has been set equal to 0.65 from experiment. In order
to assign a blob size and the maximum injection velocity, this

value has been determined as the product of a contraction area
coefficientca , assumed equal to 0.73~@1#!, and a flow rate reduc-
tion coefficientcf determined equal to 0.9 from experiments of
Chaves et al.@11#. Because of the lack of measurements, injection
velocity has been evaluated by assuming that the maximum injec-
tion velocity is that given by Bernoulli’s equation multiplied by
the flow rate reduction coefficientcf . The slope of the injection
velocity curve during the needle opening and closing period has
been derived by Tennison et al.@19# for the same injector and rail
pressure as used in this research. Pressure fluctuations in the rail
have been neglected.

Spray Model Description

TAB Model. The TAB model is a droplet secondary breakup
model based on the so-called ‘‘vibrational’’ drop breakup mode.
Droplet oscillation and distortion are modelled by using a simple
forced harmonic oscillator, based on the analogy suggested by
Taylor between an oscillating and distorting droplet and a spring
mass system~@16#!. The aerodynamics force is analogous to the
external forceF, the surface tension is analogous to the spring
restoring force, while the damping force is related to the liquid
viscosity. The governing equation of such a system is the

m• ẍ5F2k•x2z• ẋ, (1)

wherex is the displacement of the droplet equator from its equi-
librium position,m the mass of the droplet,k the spring-equivalent
elastic constant, andz the system dumping constant. The charac-
teristic oscillation frequencyv of the droplet that controls the
breakup time is given by

v25Ck•
s l

r l•r 3 , (2)

where r l and s l are the density and the surface tension of the
liquid, respectively. According to O’Rourke and Amsden@16#, the
value of the constantCk is 8. Further details about this model can
be found elsewhere~@6,16#!. The exclusive use of the TAB model
or its modified versions in high-pressure spray calculations is re-
ally not appropriate since the atomization of the injected ‘‘blobs’’
is in effect modelled by a secondary breakup model as TAB is.
The application of the TAB model~or modified versions! to simu-
late also the atomization process is justified elsewhere~@14#! by
the attempt to overcome the problem of the definition of a pre-
scribed droplet size distribution for a secondary breakup calcula-
tion. In this work, the use of TAB in conjunction with the so-
called ‘‘blob’’ injection methodology is presented just as an
example of its inadequacy in high-pressure spray applications.

Hybrid Breakup Model. This model was presented in a pre-
vious work ~@6#! and it was applied with success to an in-line
pump injection system. It will be referred to as theHM -1 model.
In the following, a brief description of the model will be given.
Further details can be found elsewhere in@6#. The hybrid breakup
model considers both the atomization of the liquid jet and the
droplet breakup~secondary breakup!.

Atomization Model. The atomization process is supposed to
be the result of the simultaneous effects of liquid jet cavitation
and turbulence and aerodynamic interaction with the surrounding
gas.

Turbulence-induced atomization sub-model.To account for
the effects of the liquid jet turbulence on atomization, a modified
version of the model of Huh and Gosman@15# is used. The model
postulates that the turbulence fluctuations in the jet are responsible
for the initial perturbations on the jet surface. Then, these waves
grow according to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities until they detach
as atomized droplets. The time scale of atomization is assumed to
be a linear function of two time scales,tT andtw,T ,

tA,T5tspn,T1texp,T5C1•tT1C4•tw,T , (3)Fig. 1 Representation of the grid used in the calculations
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wheretT is the turbulent time scale for the spontaneous growth
time tspn,T andtw,T is the wave growth time for the exponential
growth timetexp,T .

The time scaletw,T is derived from the Kelvin-Helmholtz in-
stability theory on an infinite plane for an inviscid liquid. The
length scale of the turbulenceLT is assumed to be the dominant
length scale of the atomization process: hence, the atomization
length scaleLA,T and the wavelength of surface perturbations
LW,C are expressed as functions ofLT :

LA,T5C2•LT , Lw5C3•LT . (4)

Assuming that half a surface wave is detached as a secondary
drop from the jet,LA,T andLW,T are related by

LA,T50.5LW.T . (5)

Introducing Eq.~5! into Eq.~4!, the constantC3 can be expressed
as a function ofC2 ~i.e.,C352•C2!. Due to the lack of turbulence
measurements for fuel injectors, a simple force balance, based on
the pressure drop along the nozzle downstream length, allows one
to estimate the liquid jet average turbulent kinetic energyKavg and
its dissipation rate«avg at the nozzle exit: The liquid jet turbulent
length and time scales are expressed as

LT5cm

Kavg
3/2

«avg
, (6)

tT5cm

Kavg

«avg
. (7)

The constantcm is equal to 0.09. The turbulence time and length
scales of the parent drops~i.e., liquid jet! during their downstream
motion are assumed to be constant contrary to the original model
by Huh and Gosman@15#, where they are assumed to vary with
time. This assumption has been supported by calculations which
show a very short parent-drop lifetime due to the fast atomization
process typical of the high-pressure sprays which makes negli-
gible the variations ofLT andtT with respect to their initial values
computed at the nozzle exit~i.e., Eqs.~6! and ~7!!. The model
constants have been set according to Huh and Gosman@15#: C1
51.0, C252.0, C451.5.

Cavitation-induced atomization sub-model.Experiments re-
veal that cavitation or more frequently super-cavitation takes
place at the nozzle exit under high injection pressure operating
conditions~@1,9,10,20#!. The sub-model tries to give an estimation
of the cavitation-induced atomization characteristic time as the
sum of two terms:

tA,C5tspn,C1texp,C5tcav1C5•tw,C (8)

wheretcav is the cavitation time scale for the spontaneous growth
time tspn,C andtW,C is the wave growth time for the exponential
growth time texp,C . With respect to the original approach pre-
sented by Arcoumanis et al.@1# and according to Bode et al.@20#,
Eq. ~8! allows one to account for the time required for the pertur-
bations to become unstable before determining the atomization
outcome.

In Eq. ~8!, tspn,C is calculated according to Arcoumanis et al.
@1# and represents the time needed for the spontaneous growth of
the perturbations induced by bubble collapsing or bursting. As in
Arcoumanis’s model, the characteristic time scale of the cavita-
tion is assumed to be the smaller of the collapse time and the burst
time:

tcav5min~tcoll ;tburst!, (9)

where the collapse timetcoll of a bubble with radiusRcav is evalu-
ated from the Rayleigh theory~@21#!

tc50.9145•RcavArL

pv
. (10)

The burst time, calculated taking into account the time required
for the cavities to reach the jet surface, is defined as

tburst5
r hole2Rcav

uL8
, (11)

whereuL8 is the velocity jet fluctuation (uL85A2Kavg/3). Rcav is the
radius of an equivalent bubble having the same area as all the
cavitating bubbles, defined as

Rcav5Ar hole
2 2r e

2, (12)

wherer e is the radius of the effective flow area at the nozzle exit
andr hole is the geometrical nozzle radius. The exponential growth
time scale can be formally derived assuming that perturbations
undergo Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities; hence,tW,C can be ex-
pressed as

tw,C5
1

F r l•rg

~r l1rg!2 S u

Lw,C
D 2

2
s l

~r l1rg!•LW,C
3 G0.5, (13)

wherer l andrg are the liquid and gas density, respectively, while
s l is the surface tension of the liquid fuel. The length scale of the
cavitation-induced atomizationLA,C is estimated according to Ar-
coumanis et al.@1#

LA,C52p~r hole2Rcav!. (14)

Atomization characteristic time.In order to simulate the dis-
integration of the liquid jet, it is necessary to determine which is
the driving process. Based on the experimental results of Fath
et al.@9#, it is assumed that, within a distanceDex of 400mm from
the nozzle exit, cavitation and turbulence are competing and at-
omization is driven by the process that presents the lower atomi-
zation characteristic time scale. Beyond that distance, the atomi-
zation is supposed to be controlled by turbulence only. Hence, the
atomization time scale is given by

tA5H min~tA,T ;tA,C!, Dex<400mm

tA,T , Dex.400mm
. (15)

The choice of 400mm as a criterion can be crude if one con-
siders that cavitation is influenced by operating conditions and
nozzle geometry. Justifications for the use of that value lie in the
fact that the experiment of Fath et al.@9# has been carried out
under conditions typical of a part load injection of practical diesel
engines.

Owing to the jet breakup, the diameter of the blob injected is
assumed to decreasecontinuouslywith time according to the fol-
lowing law:

dr

dt
52

LA

tA
, (16)

where the atomization length scale is equal toLA,T or LA,C de-
pending on which process is controlling the atomization. To con-
serve mass, the number of dropsN in the computational parcel of
radiusr after the breakup event is adjusted with time according to
N0r 0

35Nr3 ~N0 is the number of parent drops of radiusr 0 in the
computational parcel!. The spray cone angleq is calculated as

tan
q

2
5

LA /tA

U
, (17)

whereU is the relative velocity between liquid jet and surround-
ing gas.

Secondary Breakup Model.According to Habchi et al.@7# the
blob Weber numberWe ~We5rGdU2/sL , rG being the gas den-
sity, d the particle diameter,U the relative velocity, andsL the
surface tension! is taken as decisional criterion to distinguish be-
tween atomization and secondary breakup regimes. In this model,
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it is assumed that all parent blobs having a Weber numberWe
>1000 undergo the atomization process, as suggested by Habchi
et al. @7# while the secondary breakup model processes all drop-
lets having a Weber number lower than the limit value of 1000. It
must be pointed out that in reality the Weber number is not rep-
resentative of distinguishing between liquid jet breakup and drop
breakup. The Weber number as a criterion is used in calculations
only because the liquid column emerging from the nozzle hole is
simulated by a train of parent or ‘‘blob’’ droplets. The secondary
breakup is simulated by the TAB model with constantCk set
equal to 1.0, according to Beatrice et al.@22# and Bianchi and
Pelloni @6#.

Updated Hybrid Model. In the very early period of injec-
tion, when the needle is opening, the blob Weber number could be
lower than 1000; hence,HM -1 may treat the very first injected
blobs by using the TAB model.

In order to overcome this weakness, an update to the previous
hybrid models was introduced and all injected blobs were treated
by the atomization sub-model previously presented. In a manner
similar to that proposed by Reitz@23#, atomization is simulated
postulating that new drops with radiusr c are created from a parent
~or blob! droplet with radiusr according to

r c5CoLA , (18)

whereCo is a constant taken equal to 0.4. The reduction in size of
the parent drop is assumed to follow Eq.~16!. During the primary
breakup events driven by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities,
shedding-off of small droplets from the injected parent blobs oc-
curs and new computational parcels are formed. In this work, the
model by Su et al.@24# has been used in order to account for the
mass of the new small droplets using the following equation:

mshed5
4

3
pr1(

i 50

j

ni~r i
32r i 11

3 !, (19)

where mshed is the mass shed from the parent parcel,r l is the
density of the liquid fuel,ni is the number of droplets in the parent
parcel at time stepi, and r is the radius of the droplets in the
parent parcel in the subscripted time step. The summation starts at
i 50, which is the time when the droplets begin the breakup pro-
cess and end at termj, when enough mass exists to create a new
parcel. The optimum threshold value of mass that allows new
parcel creation has been set equal to 20 percent of the injected
parcel mass based on those used by Habchi et al.@7# in their
model. This particular value of the percentage has been found to
give better agreement in terms of predicted SMD and spray struc-
ture with respect to measurements. The breakup of child droplets
formed after the shedding process is evaluated by using the TAB
model with constantCk set equal to 1.0, as in the original hybrid
model. In the following, the updated hybrid model will be referred
to asHM -2.

Numerical Results
In order to test the spray models, the three injection conditions

experimentally investigated have been simulated. Hence, for a
fixed rail pressure of 120 MPa and an ambient temperature of 300
K, three different ambient pressures have been considered: 2.0
~Case A!, 3.5 ~Case B!, and 5.0 MPa~Case C!.

Model Performance. In order to compare the model behav-
ior, Case A has been simulated. Then the performance of the
updated hybrid model has been investigated also in Cases B and
C.

Figure 2 shows the tip penetration versus time calculated for
Case A by using the TAB model, the hybrid model (HM -1), and
the updated hybrid model (HM -2). Figures 3 and 4 compare the
predictions of the three models in terms of overall spray SMD and
far spray cone angle, respectively. Figures 2 and 4 present a com-
parison with experimental data while no measurements of the

overall spray SMD were available. Figure 9 compares the experi-
mental and calculated spray structures at different instants after
the start of injection~A.S.O.I!.

In the very early period from A.S.O.I., all three models under-
predict the spray tip penetration, giving about the same results.
Reasons for this discrepancy can be attributed to the sub-model
used for evaluating the injection rate and to experimental errors.
The injection sub-model seems to provide an underestimation of

Fig. 2 Comparison between numerical and measured tip
penetration-Case A

Fig. 3 Comparison between numerical predictions of overall
spray SMD-Case A

Fig. 4 Comparison between experimental and numerical pre-
dictions of far cone angles-Case A
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the flow rate in the needle opening period due to uncertainties in
determining the flow discharge coefficient in this highly unsteady
phase. When the experiments are concerned, the temporal resolu-
tion of the pictures was 50ms, which was also the uncertainties of
the first frame in the spray evolution sequence.

Differences among model predictions occur from 300ms
A.S.O.I. The TAB model gives an overprediction of the spray tip
penetration, leading to a difference of about 1.9 cm at 1000ms
A.S.O.I. The original and the updated hybrid models are much
more accurate with respect to experiments: the little difference
with measurements can be explained by experimental uncertain-
ties. The latter are found to be significant in very early period
from the start of injection~i.e., up to 200ms!. The original hybrid
model provides more accurate predictions of the tip penetration
than the updated version, as it will be confirmed later when Cases
B and C will be discussed. A detailed investigation of the spray
structure will show that this better agreement does not prove a
superior capability of the original hybrid model because of inac-
curacy in the spray structure prediction. Analysis of the spray tip
penetration is not sufficient to validate the performance of a spray
model: overall SMD~Fig. 3! and main cone angle~Fig. 4! must be
checked too. Analysis of Fig. 3 confirms previous findings that the
TAB model predicts a too short drop lifetime and therefore a too
small spray SMD from the very early instants A.S.O.I.. As one
can note in Fig. 3, at 100ms after the start of injection, the TAB
model gives a spray SMD of about 7mm. If the influence of flow
conditions on atomization rate are accounted for, as inHM -1 and
HM -2, the spray SMD decreases more gradually, reaching in both
cases the minimum value at about 200ms A.S.O.I. Then, all mod-
els predict an increase of SMD due to coalescence processes,
typical of high dense sprays. The use of particle shedding
(HM -2) determines a lower atomization rate and therefore
HM -2 predicts a minimum droplet size about twice as large as
HM -1 at 200 ms A.S.O.I.. Analysis of Fig. 3 shows that the
predictions of overall SMD evolution in time are consistent with
SMD measurements of common rail sprays injected at the same
conditions as those considered in the present work~see Tennison
et al. @1# for a more detailed comparison!. The HM -1 model
gives better agreement with respect to the evolution of the far
cone angle~Fig. 4!, while the updated version of the hybrid mod-
els gives a slight overprediction. This behavior ofHM -2 is typi-
cal of this case characterized by an ambient pressure of 2.0 MPa.
As one can see in the following, the same tuning of theHM -2
model constants gives predictions of the far spray cone angle in
very good agreement with experiments. By contrast, the TAB
model predicts a very narrow far cone angle of 7 Deg that is far
away from measurements.

The previous results are confirmed also in Cases B and C, char-

acterized by an ambient pressure of 3.5 and 5.0 MPa, as shown
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively, where the measured and numeri-
cal evolutions of the spray tip penetration are compared for Cases
B and C. Figure 7 shows a comparison between the measured
and the predicted far spray cone angle by using the updated hybrid
model. The agreement in terms of spray tip penetration still re-
mains better if hybrid models are used, confirming the poor accu-
racy of the TAB model. Dealing with the far cone angle, it is
seen that the updated hybrid model gives predictions in fairly
good agreement with measurements in both cases, as shown
in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 compares the spray structure predicted by the three
models at 300, 600, and 900ms A.S.O.I.. The spray images refer
to the distribution of the droplet density expressed as grams of
liquid per cm3 of the gas phase. Figure 9 directly compares the
calculated and the experimental spray shapes at 300, 600, and 900
ms A.S.O.I. for theHM -1 andHM -2 models. Analysis of Fig. 9
gives a useful insight into the model performance showing details
of the spray structure that explain the reasons why the updated
hybrid model seems to be more suited in high-pressure spray
modelling than the original hybrid model and, especially, than the
TAB model.

The previous analysis of the TAB predictions of spray penetra-
tion, SMD, and far cone angle have demonstrated significant in-
accuracies. Analysis of Figs. 8 and 9~the latter must be seen
relative to the experimental part only! provides further doubts on
the TAB model since it predicts a very narrow near cone angle of

Fig. 5 Comparison between numerical and measured tip
penetration-Case B

Fig. 6 Comparison between numerical and measured tip
penetration-Case C

Fig. 7 Comparison between experimental and numerical pre-
dictions of far cone angle at different ambient pressures- HM-2
model
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about 10 Deg, three times lower than expected, as indicated by
measurements of Tennison et al.@19# ~i.e., about 30 Deg! for
spray injection conditions like those examined in this analysis.
Therefore, the TAB model is totally inaccurate in high-pressure
spray modelling because of lack of physical ground. In fact, the
TAB basic theory does not account for any of the main processes

that drive liquid jet atomization~i.e., liquid jet cavitation and tur-
bulence and aerodynamics interaction with surrounding gas!. Bea-
trice et al. @22# have detected inaccuracies also in secondary
breakup modeling suggesting an improved setting of the constant
Ck .

This setting has been confirmed also by Bianchi and Pelloni@6#,

Fig. 8 Comparison of the breakup model influence on the spray density predictions.
Plane passing through the spray axis.
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who demonstrated that the original value ofCk leads to an evalu-
ation of the droplet breakup time that is almost an order of mag-
nitude lower than the experimental one.

By contrast, when the influence of flow conditions inside the
nozzle is taken into account, as in hybrid models, the shape of the
spray close to the nozzle exit is well captured. As one can note in
Figs. 8 and 9,HM -1 represents a great improvement with respect
to the TAB model, whileHM -2 provides even a better agreement
predicting a near cone angle of about 30 Deg very close to the
value reported in the literature by Tennison et al.@19#. The droplet
shedding—off procedure used to simulate drop detachment from
the liquid jet surface determines more accuracy in modeling the
spray structure especially after 300ms A.S.O.I. Comparing the
experimental and the calculated structures of the spray at 600ms
and 900ms A.S.O.I.. one can note that the application ofHM -1 to
common-rail sprays reveals inaccuracies in capturing both the in-
ner and the outer region details. In particular,HM -1 predicts a
narrow spray with a dense core extending from the nozzle exit to
a distance of 2 cm from the injector. The presence of droplets in
the periphery is coarse. Hence, the spray is less dispersed and
droplet momentum is conserved along the spray axis determining
good agreement in spray tip penetration predictions. On the con-
trary, significant improvements are achieved by using theHM -2
model. In particular, by using the droplet shedding procedure, a
very dense region is predicted only close to the nozzle exit and
the experimental characteristic conical shape in the inner region of
the actual spray is captured. Moreover, since the droplet disper-
sion in the periphery is modelled with more accuracy, the spray
shape results in good agreement with that given by experimental
images. It must be pointed out that theHM -2 model slightly
under-predicts the spray tip penetration with a maximum error of
9 percent.

Trying to draw some conclusions, calculation results and
comparisons with experiments indicate that the influence of
nozzle flow conditions must be taken into account in modelling
high-pressure diesel sprays. The TAB model is therefore far from
being accurate in such calculations. With reference to hybrid
models, the update proposed to the hybrid model allows improv-
ing drastically the accuracy of computations in terms of spray
structure. This is extremely important in spray combustion calcu-
lations because spray dynamics determines the air-fuel distribu-
tion and therefore the ignition point and the following combustion
development.

Effect of Grid Resolution
Even if the results of previous calculations are in good agree-

ment with experimental data, it is not possible to apply spray
models without considering the effect of the grid resolution. This
is even a more critical issue for high-pressure sprays since the
numerical procedure usually adopted in spray computations as-
sumes that the volume occupied by liquid is small with respect to
the volume occupied by the gas phase. This could not be verified

in high dense sprays, especially near the orifice. Following a com-
mon methodology, also in this research spray models were tested
on a fine grid resolution of 0.530.531 mm3 in the x, y, and z
directions, respectively, wherez is coincident with spray axis. The
finer resolution in thex andy directions is required because of the
highest velocity gradients in the cross-spray sections. On the other
hand, this resolution could provide numerical problems in high
dense sprays~@25,26#!. This grid is much finer than that usually
adopted for I.C.E. computations, also when dealing with small-
bore diesel engines. In fact, practical ‘‘engine’’ grids have cells of
about of 1 mm3. This resolution is not adequate to solve accu-
rately the spray dynamics as shown by Abraham@25#. On the
other hand, currently it is impossible to make use of relatively fine
grids ~0.530.531 mm3! because of the limits in computational
storage and run time.

In order to investigate the effects of the cell size on numerical
results, three different mesh resolutions have been considered in
simulating Case B: afinegrid ~0.530.531 mm3!, which is the
grid used for all previous calculations, amedium grid ~0.75
30.7531 mm3!, and acoarsegrid ~13131 mm3!. The updated
hybrid model has been adopted for these calculations. In Fig. 10,
the influence of grid resolution on the tip penetration is presented.
It is seen that the coarse grid predicts a lower penetration while
the fine grid gives the best agreement with experimental data. The
effect of grid resolution on SMD is shown in Fig. 11. Despite the
fact that the values of SMD are reasonable for all the grids con-
sidered, it is possible to note that different grid resolutions deter-
mine different droplet size predictions. This is mainly due to the
differences in the turbulence levels as one can note in Fig. 12,
where the turbulence kinetic energy is compared for the fine and
coarse grids. Using the coarse grid determines inaccuracies in

Fig. 10 Influence of grid resolution on tip penetration

Fig. 11 Influence of grid resolution on SMD

Fig. 9 Comparison between numerical „on the right … and ex-
perimental „on the left … spray structure
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solving the steep gradients in the gas phase induced by momen-
tum transfer from the liquid phase that in turn affect atomization
and breakup rate as well as droplet turbulent dispersion. As a
result, the use of a coarse grid causes a radial dispersion of the
spray with a reduction of the axial spray velocity, as one can see
in Fig. 13, which compares the predictions of spray density on a
plane passing trough the spray axis at 600ms A.S.O.I. given by
coarse and fine grids. As the grid becomes coarser, the spray
presents a more dense core more downstream of the nozzle exit.

Summarizing the previous results, it is clear that the influence
of the cell size is controversial because spray sub-models do not
provide converged solutions as the grid is refined. Definitive con-
clusions are far from being drawn. Computation results seem to
identify the problem of the convergence mainly in numerical as-
pects.~a! If the grid size gets closer to the nozzle hole diameter,
the assumption that the volume occupied by liquid must be small
with respect to the volume occupied by the gas phase is violated.
Hence, the calculation of high-dense spray becomes numerically
critical especially for the collision and coalescence sub-models.
This weakness is visible in the results of this research, which
show a dramatic sensitivity of the predicted spray SMD to the grid
size ~Fig. 11!. ~b! The second issue is that the Langragian-
Eulerian approach used in spray-gas calculations overpredicts the
momentum exchange between liquid and gas phase close to the
nozzle orifice. This aspect can be eliminated by high grid refine-

ments that allow a more accurate resolution of the high velocity
gradients preventing the overestimation of momentum diffusion.
Unfortunately, this procedure moves in the opposite direction than
that required by the first issue previously addressed. What one can
conclude from the above discussion is that the numerical solution
of high-pressure spray equations needs to be addressed further.
Currently, coarser grids cause an underprediction of spray pen-
etration and an overprediction of the radial dispersion of the drop-
lets, with consequent effects on the air/fuel distribution in vapor-
izing sprays and, in turn, on the combustion process. Hence,
simulation and testing of spray models in a bomb with a relatively
fine grid could not be enough to draw firm conclusions when
spray models are applied in engine spray combustion calculations
with a relatively coarse grid.

Summary and Conclusions
This research has been focused on an integrated numerical and

experimental study of spray from a common-rail system for pas-
senger cars. The aim was to develop a reliable model for the
simulation of liquid jet atomization and droplet breakup of high-
pressure diesel fuel spray.

The experiments considered a free non-evaporating spray and
they were performed in a vessel reproducing the practical densi-
ties that characterize passenger car H.S.D.I. diesel engines at in-
jection time.

The extensive comparison with experiments has shown that
flow conditions inside the nozzle and simulation of droplet de-
tachment from the liquid jet surface have to be modeled to
achieve fairly accurate predictions of the main spray parameters.

Grid resolution strongly affects the numerical simulation when
dealing with high-pressure spray because the spray models tested
seem to not provide converged solutions. Aspects of the numerical
solution of high-pressure spray equations need to be addressed in
the future.
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The Frequency Analysis of the
Crankshaft’s Speed Variation: A
Reliable Tool for Diesel Engine
Diagnosis
The speed variation of the crankshaft may be easily and accurately measured using a
shaft encoder and counting the pulses of the internal clock of the data acquisition system.
If the crankshaft would be a rigid body, the variation of its angular speed could be
directly correlated to the total gas-pressure torque. Actually, the variation of the crank-
shaft’s speed has a complex nature being influenced by the torsional stiffness of the
cranks, the mass moments of inertia of the reciprocating masses and the average speed
and load of the engine. Analyzing only the lower harmonic orders of the speed variation
spectrum can filter out the distortions produced by the dynamic response of the crank-
shaft. The information carried by these harmonic orders permits to establish correlations
between measurements and the average gas pressure torque of the engine, and to detect
malfunctions and identify faulty cylinders.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1359479#

Introduction
The methods devised to detect nonuniformities in the contribu-

tions of the cylinders to the total engine output, by analyzing the
variation of the measured crankshaft’s speed, may be classified in
four groups: pattern recognition, statistical estimators, order do-
main methods, and a combination of these methods. A good over-
view of the current state of the art was presented by Williams@1#.

Pattern recognition methods~@2,3#! require a large amount of
experimental data obtained on the same engine operating with
known faults at various speeds and loads. These reference patterns
are used to form basic sets for comparison with measured speed
waveforms. Statistical estimators methods are based on an engine
roughness parameter~@4–7#!, determined from the measured
speed fluctuation. Sometimes, a model of the powertrain is con-
sidered and order domain analysis is used to identify the faulty
cylinder~s! ~@8–14#!.

Order domain methods are suitable for steady-state operating
conditions when all the factors that influence the crankshaft’s
speed variation may be considered as periodic functions of time
~crank angle!. In this case, the dynamic behavior of the crankshaft
can be described, fairly accurately, by linear differential equations
and, if an accurate dynamic model of the crankshaft is available,
the calculations are in close agreement with the measurements
~@12,14#!. All these methods involve a large amount of calculation
to detect and identify faulty cylinders.

The method developed in this paper is basically an order do-
main method, but it is based only on information supplied by the
lowest harmonic orders of the measured speed. It could be also
applied in cases when a dynamic model of the crankshaft is not
available.

Crankshaft’s Dynamics
A pertinent correlation between the angular motion of the

crankshaft and the gas-pressure torque of each cylinder may be
developed using the lumped-mass torsional dynamic model of the
crankshaft. This model has been extensively used with very good
results to predict and control torsional vibrations~@15,16#!, to cor-

relate the amplitude of the major harmonic orders of the crank-
shaft’s speed variation with the average Indicated mean effective
pressure~IMEP! of the engine~@14#! and to detect differences in
the operation of individual cylinders, based on the measured
crankshaft’s speed variation~@8,9,11,13#!.

The external torque acting on the crankshaft is mainly a contri-
bution of the gas-pressure and reciprocating inertia torques, cor-
responding to each cylinder of the engine. Under steady-state op-
erating conditions, the variation of the reciprocating inertia torque
may be considered identical for all cylinders, and shifted in the
crank-angle domain according to the firing order of the engine.
The gas-pressure torque may differ from cylinder to cylinder, but,
for steady-state operating conditions, the gas-pressure torque of a
given cylinder undergoes little deviation from cycle to cycle. In
this situation the torque corresponding to a cylinder is a periodic
function of time~or crank angle! and may be expressed as a Fou-
rier series. Usually 24 harmonic components are necessary to rep-
resent the gas-pressure torque for a four-stroke engine.

The resultant torque acting on the crankshaft is the sum of the
individual torques contributed by each cylinder. This summation
may be performed for each harmonic component separately, the
resultant torque being obtained by adding the contribution of all
harmonic components. The dynamic response of the crankshaft
results from the superposition of the responses to each harmonic
component of the resultant engine torque. While the higher har-
monic components of the gas pressure torque may excite torsional
vibrations of the shafting at different engine speeds, the frequen-
cies of the lower harmonic components are much lower than the
first natural frequency of the shafting for all operating speeds of
the engine.

The typical phase angle diagrams of the lower harmonic orders
of the resultant gas pressure torque for four-stroke, four- and six-
cylinder engines with uniform firing intervals are shown in Figs. 1
and 2. The diagrams show that, if all cylinders operate identically,
only the resultants of the major orders1 will subsist in the fre-
quency spectrum of the resultant torque~@12,16#!. Actually, the
operation of all cylinders cannot be absolutely identical and small
contributions of nonmajor harmonic orders will be present in the
spectrum of the resultant gas pressure torque.

Because the lower harmonic components of the resultant gas
pressure torque do not excite torsional vibrations, the dynamicContributed by the Internal Combustion Engine Division of THE AMERICAN

SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FORGAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the ICE
Division Feb. 9, 2000; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters Dec. 6,
2000. Associate Editor: D. Assanis.

1The major orders, for a four-stroke engine, are multiples of half of the cylinder
number.
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response of the shafting to these harmonic orders should reflect
their amplitudes, permitting to estimate the average gas pressure
torque ~or IMEP! and detect differences in the operation of the
cylinders.

Experimental Investigation
Extensive experimentation was conducted on two four-stroke,

direct injection diesel engines, a four-cylinder~DDC Series 50!
and a six-cylinder~Cummins 6CTA 8.3!.

The engines were run at constant speed and different loads, and
several nonuniformities have been simulated. To simulate a faulty
cylinder, the nut connecting the high-pressure fuel line to the cor-
responding element of the injection pump was slightly unscrewed
and a leakage was introduced in the fuel supply of the cylinder.
Controlling the tightness of the high-pressure fuel line, the amount
of fuel injected into the cylinder may be reduced gradually from
the rated value to zero, to simulate a wide range of nonuniformi-
ties up to a complete misfire.

The pressures were measured in all cylinders by piezoelectric
pressure transducers~Kistler 6123! via charge amplifiers~Kistler
5010!. The crankshaft’s speed variation was determined using a
high precision hollow shaft encoder~PEI-5VL670 HAZ 10! with
360 divisions on the optical disc. The hollow encoder was
mounted on the flywheel and permitted the coupling of the engine
to the dynamometer. An absolute pressure transducer~OMEGA
PX176-025 A5V! was used to measure the crankcase pressure and
all experimental data were sampled and recorded by a 24-channel
data acquisition system~DSP Technology! having an internal
clock with a 10 MHz frequency.

The IMEP of each cylinder was calculated from the pressure
traces and the measured speed was subjected to a discrete Fourier
transform ~DFT! to determine the amplitudes and phases of its
harmonic components.

Harmonic Structure of the Resultant Gas Pressure
Torque

The resultant gas pressure torque was calculated from the pres-
sure variation measured in each cylinder and then subjected to a
DFT to obtain its spectrum. When all cylinders operate fairly
uniform, the spectrum of the total gas-pressure torque contains
mainly the major harmonic orders of the engine with insignificant
contribution of other orders. This is true for both the four-cylinder
engine~Fig. 3! and for the six-cylinder engine~Fig. 4!.

Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the resultant gas pressure
torque for the four-cylinder engine with all cylinders operating
fairly uniform. The harmonic components of the resultant gas
pressure torque are basically the major harmonic orders of the
four cylinder engine~k52, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12!. Small differences in
the cylinders’ operation result in negligible contributions of the
nonmajor harmonic orders. Compared to the amplitude of the sec-
ond harmonic order (k52) the maximum amplitude of a nonma-
jor order (k51) is only about 1 percent.

The same situation is valid for the six-cylinder engine~Fig. 4!
when the cylinders are contributing uniformly to the resultant gas
pressure torque. On the contrary, when a large nonuniformity is
introduced by suppressing the fuel injection into a cylinder, the
lower nonmajor orders play a large role in the frequency spectrum
of the resultant gas-pressure torque~Fig. 4!. The analysis of Fig. 4
shows that, both for uniform and nonuniform contribution of the
cylinders, the dominant component of the spectrum is the third
harmonic order, which is the first major order of this engine. At
the same time, the values of the amplitudes of the third harmonic
order reflect the differences in the average engine torque for the
two operating conditions.

The frequency spectra of the resultant gas pressure torque, for
two different irregularities in the operation of the cylinders, but
for the same value of the IMEP~or average torque! are presented
in Fig. 5. Analysis of Fig. 5 shows that, in spite of the fact that the
engine operates with completely different cylinder loadings, the
amplitudes of the major harmonic orders of the average torque
have almost the same value if the average torque~or IMEP! is the

Fig. 1 Typical phase angle diagrams of a four-stroke, four-
cylinder engine and the corresponding lowest harmonic order

Fig. 2 Typical phase angle diagrams of a four-stroke, six-
cylinder engine and the corresponding lowest harmonic order

Fig. 3 Frequency spectrum of the resultant gas-pressure
torque for the four-cylinder engine, idling at 720 rpm

Fig. 4 Frequency spectra of the resultant gas-pressure
torque. Six-cylinder engine, 1200 rpm.
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same. Because in both cases shown in Fig. 5 there is a nonuniform
contribution of the cylinders, the amplitudes of the lowest har-

monic orders~k51/2,k51, andk51 1
2) are significant and reflect

the degree of nonuniformity.

Estimation of the Average Gas-Pressure Torque From
the Measured Crankshaft’s Speed

If the lowest major order has a frequency that is far from the
first natural frequency of the shafting, the amplitude of this order,
in the crankshaft’s speed spectrum, will be proportional to the
amplitude of the corresponding order in the resultant gas-pressure
torque spectrum. This dependency could be used to determine a
quantitative relationship between the amplitude of the first major
order of the engine, calculated by a DFT of the measured speed,
and the average IMEP, or gas-pressure torque.

In Fig. 6, the frequency spectrum of the measured speed is
presented for the two cases considered in Fig. 4. There is a very
close relationship between the crankshaft’s speed and gas-
pressure spectra in both cases. The major difference occurs for the
ordersk57.5 andk58 that have a significant contribution in the
speed spectrum, and are completely insignificant in the gas-
pressure torque spectrum. This discrepancy is caused by the fact
that the shafting is close to resonance with the eighth harmonic
order when the engine is running at 1200 rpm. This situation
points out the necessity to choose the lowest major order for the
correlation to the average IMEP of the engine.

An interesting fact is that, even if the contribution of the cylin-
ders is very different, the amplitude of the lowest major harmonic
order in the crankshaft’s speed spectrum always reflects the aver-
age value of the IMEP. This property is further proved by com-
paring the amplitudes of the third order for two different operating
conditions ~Fig. 7! at the same speed~1200 rpm! and load
(IMEP>0.604 MPa).

Based on this property, the experimental six-cylinder engine
was operated at 1200 rpm with different loads and, both with
uniform and nonuniform contribution of the cylinders. The results
are presented in Fig. 8.

Inspection of Fig. 8 shows that, for a given engine speed, the
dependency of the average gas-pressure torque on the amplitude
of the third harmonic order of the measured crankshaft’s speed is
quite linear. Similar linear dependencies may be obtained for
other engine speeds to build a complete map for correlating the
average gas-pressure torque~or IMEP! to the amplitude of the
third harmonic order of the measured speed.

Direct Algorithm for Detecting NonUniform Cylinder
Operation

When the cylinders are uniformly contributing to the total en-
gine torque, the first three harmonic orders~k51/2, k51, andk

51 1
2) play an insignificant role in the frequency spectrum of the

total gas-pressure torque~see Figs. 3 and 4! and, consequently,
appear with a very low contribution in the frequency spectrum of
the crankshaft’s speed~see Fig. 6!. On the contrary, if a cylinder
generates less work with respect to the others, the first three har-

Fig. 5 Frequency spectra of the resultant gas-pressure
torque. Six-cylinder engine, 1200 rpm.

Fig. 6 Frequency spectra of the crankshaft’s speed. Six-
cylinder engine, 1200 rpm.

Fig. 7 Frequency spectra of the crankshaft’s speed. Six-
cylinder engine, 1200 rpm.

Fig. 8 Average gas-pressure torque as a function of the am-
plitude of the third harmonic order of the measured speed
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monic orders have a larger contribution in the frequency spectrum
of the gas-pressure torque~see Fig. 5! and determine larger am-
plitudes of the corresponding components in the frequency spec-
trum of the crankshaft’s speed~see Figs. 6 and 7!.

If the frequency spectrum of the crankshaft’s speed correspond-
ing to uniform cylinders operation is compared to the spectrum
corresponding to a faulty cylinder~see Fig. 6! one may see that
the major difference is produced by the amplitudes of the first
three harmonic orders. As far as the cylinders operate uniformly,
these amplitudes are maintained under a certain limit. Once a
cylinder starts to reduce its contribution, the amplitudes of the first
three harmonic orders start increasing. These amplitudes may be
used to determine the degree by which a cylinder reduces its con-
tribution to the total gas-pressure torque. This situation is illus-
trated in Fig. 7. If a cylinder does not work, the amplitude of the
half harmonic order (k51/2) has almost the same value as the
amplitude of the first major order (k53), while if the contribution
of a cylinder is reduced by 35 percent with respect to the others,
the amplitude of the half order is only about half the amplitude of
the first major order, for the same value of the total gas-pressure
torque of the engine. A scale could be established in this way to
estimate the degree of malfunction.

The identification of the faulty cylinder may be achieved by
analyzing the phases of the lowest three harmonic orders.

Figure 9 presents this situation in detail. The upper part of the
figure shows the pressure traces of the six cylinders, in a sequence
corresponding to the firing order with cylinder #5 disconnected.
Underneath, the three harmonic curves, representing the lowest
three orders of the measured speed, are drawn respecting the mea-
sured amplitudes and phases. It is seen that, only for the expan-
sion stroke of cylinder #5 all three curves have, simultaneously, a
negative slope. The phase angle diagrams of these orders are
placed on the right-hand side of the figure and, on each one, the
vector corresponding to the harmonic component of the measured

speed is also represented. One may see that, for each of the three
considered orders, the vectors are pointing toward the group of
cylinders that produce less work. The cylinder that is identified
three times among the less productive cylinders is the faulty one.

Based on this observation, the following algorithm may be
developed.

• The phase-angle diagrams, considering the firing order of the
engine~which corresponds tok51/2!, are drawn for the lowest
three harmonic orders placing in the top dead center~TDC! the
cylinder that fires at 0 deg in the considered cycle.

• On these phase angle diagrams, the corresponding vectors of
the measured speed are represented in a system of coordinate axes
having on the vertical the cosine term and on the horizontal the
negative value of the sine term~Fig. 9!.

• The cylinders toward which the vectors are pointing are the
less contributors and receive a ‘‘-’’ mark. If there are cylinders
that receive a ‘‘2’’ mark for all three harmonic orders they are
clearly identified as less contributors to the engine total output.
This procedure is presented in Table 1 for the case shown in Fig.
9 ~cylinder #5 disconnected!.

• This algorithm was able to identify a faulty cylinder as soon
as its contribution dropped below 15 percent with respect to the
contribution of the other cylinders

Conclusion

1 The DFT of the measured crankshaft’s speed, under steady-
state operation conditions at constant load shows insignificant
variation of the amplitude of the lowest major harmonic order.
This is valid both for uniform and nonuniform contributions of the
cylinders to the total engine output and the lowest major harmonic
order may be used to correlate its amplitude to the IMEP/gas-
pressure torque for a given engine speed. This correlation may be
stored as a map in the PROM of the engine controls and used to
determine, on-line, the IMEP/gas-pressure torque of the engine.

2 The amplitudes of the lowest two harmonic orders~k51/2
andk51! of the measured speed may be used to scale the cylin-
der power unbalance.

3 An algorithm capable to identify faulty cylinders was devel-
oped, based on the phases of the lowest three harmonic orders

(k51/2, k51, andk51 1
2! of the measured speed.
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Detailed Chemical Kinetic
Simulation of Natural Gas HCCI
Combustion: Gas Composition
Effects and Investigation of
Control Strategies
This paper uses the HCT (hydrodynamics, chemistry and transport) chemical kinetics
code to analyze natural gas combustion in an HCCI engine. The HCT code has been
modified to better represent the conditions existing inside an engine, including a wall heat
transfer correlation. Combustion control and low power output per displacement remain
as two of the biggest challenges to obtaining satisfactory performance out of an HCCI
engine, and these challenges are addressed in this paper. The paper considers the effect
of natural gas composition on HCCI combustion, and then explores three control strate-
gies for HCCI engines: DME (dimethyl ether) addition, intake heating and hot EGR
addition. The results show that HCCI combustion is sensitive to natural gas composition,
and an active control may be required to compensate for possible changes in composition.
Each control strategy has been evaluated for its influence on the performance of an HCCI
engine. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1364521#

Introduction
Homogeneous charge compression ignition~HCCI! engines are

being considered as a future alternative for diesel engines. HCCI
engines have the potential for high efficiency~diesel-like @1#!,
very low nitrogen oxide (NOx) and particulate emissions, and low
cost ~because no high-pressure fuel injection system is required!.
Disadvantages of HCCI engines include: high hydrocarbon~HC!
and carbon monoxide~CO! emissions, high peak pressures, high
rates of heat release, reduced operating range, low maximum
power, difficulty in starting the engine, and difficulty of control.

HCCI was identified as a distinct combustion phenomenon
about 20 years ago. Initial papers@2,3# recognized the basic char-
acteristics of HCCI that have been validated many times since
then: HCCI ignition occurs at many points simultaneously, with
no flame propagation. Combustion was described as very smooth,
with very low cyclic variations. Noguchi et al.@3# also conducted
a spectroscopic study of HCCI combustion. Many radicals were
observed, and they were shown to appear in a specific temporal
sequence. In contrast, with spark-ignited~SI! combustion all radi-
cals appear at the same time~probably distributed in the same
spatial sequence through the flame front!. These initial experi-
ments were done in 2-stroke engines, with very high EGR.

Since then, HCCI two-stroke engines have been developed to
the point of commercialization for motorcycles@4#. HCCI motor-
cycle engines have higher fuel economy, lower emissions and
smoother combustion than 2-stroke spark-ignited engines. How-
ever, HC and CO emissions out of the HCCI engine are still very
high compared with the current automotive emissions standards.
An improved version of the engine has been recently evaluated
@5#, which shows improvements in fuel economy and emissions.

Najt and Foster@6# did the first HCCI experiment with a four-
stroke engine. They also analyzed the process, considering that
HCCI is controlled by chemical kinetics, with negligible influence

from physical effects~turbulence, mixing!. Najt and Foster used a
simplified chemical kinetics model to predict heat release as a
function of pressure, temperature, and species concentration in the
cylinder.

Since then, a description of the HCCI process has gained ac-
ceptance. HCCI has been described as dominated by chemical
kinetics, with little effect of turbulence. Crevices and boundary
layers are too cold to react, and result in hydrocarbon and CO
emissions. Combustion at homogeneous, low equivalence ratio
conditions results in modest temperature combustion products,
which do not generate NOx or particulate matter.

Physical understanding has not yet resulted in a solution to the
problems of operating a four-stroke engine in HCCI mode. The
control issue appears to be most important. Some alternatives
have been described@7,8#, but further work is required to identify
a general control strategy.

Analysis of HCCI engines is not well developed, even though
the process may be reasonably well understood. Most publications
on HCCI present only experimental results. Of those that present
analysis, some have used a fluid mechanics code@9# with a very
simplified chemical kinetics model. The use of fluid mechanics
codes is appropriate in operating conditions such as PREDIC
~early direct injection@10#!, where the charge is not homogeneous
and fuel mixing and evaporation may have a significant effect in
the combustion process. For homogeneous charge engines, the
process is mainly dominated by chemistry, and it is more impor-
tant to have a detailed chemical kinetics model than a fluid me-
chanics model. Therefore, valuable predictions and results can be
obtained from single-zone chemical kinetics analyses that assume
that the combustion chamber is a well-stirred reactor with uniform
temperature and pressure@11,12#. This is the tool used in this
paper. The ideal tool for HCCI analysis is a combination of a fluid
mechanics code with a detailed chemical kinetics code. This is,
however, beyond our current computational capabilities.

The concept considered here is a high compression ratio, lean
burn, natural gas engine with homogeneous charge compression
ignition ~HCCI!. This engine has the potential to achieve high
efficiency and very low NOx emission. The key to achieving this
potential is developing control methods that allow for consistent
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operation over the range of operating conditions. Because HCCI
combustion is an autoignition process, heat release occurs very
rapidly. The major factors that contribute to the initiation of this
autoignition process in an engine cycle are pressure, temperature,
fuel composition, equivalence ratio, and engine speed. These fac-
tors are influenced by many operating parameters such as inlet
heating, supercharging, and residual gas trapping. The control
methods are designed to manage the heat release process to occur
at the appropriate time in the engine cycle.

Modeling of the HCCI Combustion Process
A zero-dimensional detailed kinetic model is used here to

model HCCI combustion. A premixed charge at uniform tempera-
ture and pressure is compressed and expanded at a rate that de-
pends on the engine speed and geometry. This kind of model
cannot capture the multi-dimensional processes that occur in a
real engine cylinder, but, since the heat release is a global non-
propagating autoignition process, a zero-dimensional model can
reasonably capture the start of combustion and heat release of the
core mixture. Since the start of combustion of the central core
dictates the overall process, control of this combustion timing will
control performance.

All of the modeling computations in this study were carried out
using the HCT code~hydrodynamics, chemistry and transport
@13#!. This code has been used in a large number of investigations
over the years, and in particular was used in past studies of engine
knock and autoignition@14–16#. HCT permits the use of a variety
of boundary and initial conditions for reactive systems, depending
on the needs of the particular system being examined. In the
present case, the relevant conditions are those which describe the
bulk gases in the combustion chamber.

Autoignition of a homogeneous charge is virtually identical to
the knock process that can occur in the Otto cycle engine. From
detailed kinetic modeling of motored engines using a homoge-
neous charge of a variety of fuels, it is known that the controlling
parameters in the initiation of this process are the fuel components
~mixtures behave differently than neat fuels!, and the temperature
and density history that the fuel-air mixture experiences. Motored
engine experiments at General Motors Research Laboratories
@15,17# agree well with HCT simulation of this process. Thus if
the precise conditions at the start of compression are known~spe-
cies, temperature and pressure!, the beginning of combustion can
be accurately predicted.

During an engine cycle, a number of processes occur which
influence the time variation of the temperature and pressure of the
bulk reactive gases in the combustion chamber. Piston motion first
compresses and thus heats the bulk gases and then expands and
cools them. During this time chemical reactions release heat and
change the overall composition of the gases. Fresh unreacted fuel
and air are added to hot residual gases left over from the previous
cycle. Residual gases from previous engine cycles, which consist
largely of water vapor, CO2 , and molecular nitrogen and oxygen
are assumed to become fully mixed with the fresh charge. In
addition, heat losses to the engine chamber walls, blowby, fuel
trapping in crevice volumes, and other processes occur. In the
current simulations only heat transfer losses are taken into ac-
count.

The computational model treats the combustion chamber as a
homogeneous reactor with a variable volume. The mixed tempera-
ture of the residual gases and the fresh charge is estimated by a
published procedure@18#. The volume is changed with time using
a slider-crank formula. The heat transfer submodel employed in
the HCT code simulations uses Woschni’s correlation@19#.

The present analysis considers a single zone, lumped model that
ignores spatial variations in the combustion chamber, treating heat
loss as a distributed heat transfer rate, proportional to the tempera-
ture difference between the average gas temperature and a time-
averaged wall temperature. The authors recognize that this is a
great oversimplification of the actual condition within the com-

bustion chamber. In particular, the boundary layer, which contains
significant mass, must be at a lower temperature than the bulk gas
near TDC. Due to the assumed temperature uniformity our esti-
mates of burn duration and the heat release processes will be
shorter than in experiments. That is, the boundary layer and crev-
ices will always react last and extend the heat release rate com-
pared to this simulation. Peak cylinder pressure and rate of pres-
sure rise are thus overestimated with the current single-zone
model, and the model cannot accurately predict CO and hydrocar-
bon emissions, which primarily depend on poor combustion in the
boundary layer and crevices. Predictions of start of combustion
and NOx , which depend on the peak temperature of the core gases
inside the cylinder, have been shown to be determined with rea-
sonable accuracy@12#.

Two reaction mechanisms are used in this study. The first
mechanism includes species through C4 @17#, and models natural
gas autoignition chemistry. The second mechanism is a reduced
set with species through C2 and additionally including dimethyl
ether~DME! oxidation chemistry@20#. Both mechanisms include
NOx kinetics from the Gas Research Institute mechanism version
1.2 @21#. The chemical kinetic reaction mechanisms used by the
model for natural gas ignition and NOx production have been
extremely well established and are widely used.

The simulation is started at BDC where fresh charge at speci-
fied pressure, temperature and composition is inducted into the
cylinder. If EGR is used, the proper fraction of major residual gas
components is added. The cylinder wall, piston, and head are all
assumed to be at a uniform 430 K. Chemical reactions are com-
puted explicitly in the kinetics model. Thermodynamic table val-
ues ofcp andcv are explicitly calculated to account for enthalpy
and pressure changes. The simulation is stopped at BDC at the
end of the expansion stroke and the indicated efficiency is com-
puted. The NOx values reported are taken at BDC.

Results
Simulations have been performed to look at the effect of several

different control parameters on HCCI combustion. One study uses
the detailed natural gas chemistry model to look at the effect of
natural gas composition on the peak of heat release in an HCCI
engine. Because of the rapid heat release process, peak of heat
release typically occurs within 1–2 CAD of start of combustion.
The effect of DME addition, inlet heating, and EGR has also been
evaluated with respect to the control of combustion timing.

In these simulations the ‘‘best’’ operating point for an HCCI
engine is taken to be peak heat release rate at TDC. This choice is
debatable. Figure 1 shows experimental results of gross indicated
efficiency versus combustion timing for HCCI engines, adapted
from @11#. The combustion timing is specified by the peak rate of
heat release. The data represents a wide variety of fuels under
different operating conditions. According to these data, maximum
efficiency occurs at slightly advanced combustion timing. A
tradeoff exists between NOx and HC emissions relative to com-
bustion timing. As combustion timing advances, NOx emissions
rapidly increase, and delaying combustion results in rapid increase
in HC emissions@11#. The best combustion timing depends on a
variety of factors and likely varies depending on the operating
conditions. The use of TDC combustion timing in this study seeks
to address the trade-offs in efficiency, NOx , and HC emissions at
some level. The selection of TDC combustion as ‘‘best’’ timing
provides a baseline for comparison of different control strategies
and timing effects due to fuel composition

Effect of Fuel Composition on Combustion Timing. The
HCT engine code has been used to assess the effect of variations
in natural gas fuel composition on the start of combustion in an
HCCI operated engine. The engine selected for these simulations
is a 1.9 L engine based on the Volkswagen TDI. The TDI has a
bore of 79.5 mm and a stroke of 95.5 mm. The model engine has
a compression ratio of 18, and the absolute intake pressure is
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assumed equal to 2.0 bar. This engine has been selected because it
is an appropriate geometry for a small vehicular engine, and will
be studied in future experimental research.

These fuel sensitivity simulations compare crank angle for
maximum heat release of a natural gas blend relative to a baseline
blend operated in the same conditions. Because methane is the
major component of natural gas, pure methane is the baseline fuel.
The BDC temperature is adjusted so that the peak heat release of
pure methane, for a given equivalence ratio and engine speed,
occurs at TDC. The engine is run with no EGR and the BDC
temperature at the beginning of the compression stroke is
specified.

Figure 2 shows the results of methane combustion with maxi-
mum heat release at TDC for three equivalence ratios with vary-
ing engine speed. The figure shows that the BDC temperature for
start of combustion must increase with increasing engine speed.
The shorter reaction time available to achieve combustion at
higher speeds makes it necessary to start the process at a higher
temperature for obtaining peak heat release at TDC.

Natural gas is typically a mixture of methane, ethane, propane,
and butane, as well as small amounts of other higher hydrocar-
bons and inert species~usually less than 1 percent–2 percent by
volume!. Regional and seasonal factors play a significant role in
the specific composition that a producer delivers. The Gas Re-
search Institute studied the natural gas composition in the United
States@22#. Higher hydrocarbons in the fuel cause autoignition to
start earlier than for pure methane. Low-temperature reactions oc-
cur due to the higher hydrocarbons that do not occur in pure

methane, causing additional charge heating and introduction of
radicals well before TDC. In order to understand the effect of
composition on the ignition process, several compositions of natu-
ral gas are tried and the advance of maximum heat release from
TDC relative to pure methane combustion is determined using
HCT. Using the Gas Research Institute data, several fuel blends
have been selected that define a large range in composition. The
natural gas is specified to consist only of the four primary com-
ponents: methane, ethane, propane, and butane. Inert species are
neglected as part of the composition because they add unneces-
sary complexity with little effect on the results. Also neglected are
hydrocarbons higher than butane, which typically are less than 0.1
mole percent of the gas composition. Table 1 presents the gas
blends used for these studies.

Figure 3 shows the advance in crank angle for maximum heat
release for the different natural gas blends. For a fixed equiva-
lence ratio and engine speed the BDC temperature that results in
maximum heat release at TDC for methane is determined. Using
the methane BDC temperature the crank angle at which maximum
heat release occurs for the different natural gas compositions is
determined. The advance is plotted as a function of a figure of
merit ~FOM!, which was found to collapse the data into a single
curve. The figure of merit is calculated by scaling the mole frac-
tion of ethane by a factor of 1/6 and adding that to the mole
fraction of propane and butane. This 1/6 factor for the ethane mole
fraction was determined heuristically by assessing what scaling

Fig. 1 Gross indicated thermal efficiency versus timing for
peak heat release adapted from Lund Institute data †11‡

Fig. 2 Temperature for TDC peak heat release of pure meth-
ane versus engine speed

Fig. 3 Crank angle advance of peak heat release versus fuel
composition figure of merit for fuel blends

Table 1 Fuel blends used for sensitivity analysis study

mol%
CH4

mol%
C2H6

mol%
C3H8

mol%
C4H10

Notes

100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
96.50 3.50 0.00 0.00 Methane/Ethane Blend
93.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 Methane/Ethane Blend
86.00 14.00 0.00 0.00 Methane/Ethane Blend
98.30 0.00 1.70 0.00 Methane/Propane Blend
96.60 0.00 3.40 0.00 Methane/Propane Blend
93.20 0.00 6.80 0.00 Methane/Propane Blend
99.30 0.00 0.00 0.70 Methane/Butane Blend
98.60 0.00 0.00 1.40 Methane/Butane Blend
97.20 0.00 0.00 2.80 Methane/Butane Blend
94.10 3.50 1.70 0.70
88.20 7.00 3.40 1.40
76.40 14.00 6.80 2.80
87.15 7.63 3.70 1.53
84.18 14.59 0.90 0.34
60.43 2.01 37.30 0.26 Extreme Peakshaving Blend
93.14 4.61 2.05 0.20 Massachusetts City 2
83.43 1.94 14.40 0.23 Maryland Propane-Air Peakshaving
95.85 3.44 0.51 0.20 Virginia Station A
93.53 4.69 1.36 0.42 Ohio
92.92 4.72 1.64 0.72 Texas City #1
91.06 7.62 1.10 0.22 Colorado Station A
94.21 4.24 1.14 0.41 California City #1 Gate Station A
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resulted in the data falling on a single curve with the least scatter.
This scaling implies that the dominant components resulting in
early combustion are propane and butane. The 23 natural gas
blends of Table 1 have been evaluated at each of the three equiva-
lence ratio/engine speed combinations. The important trend that
these simulations show is the high sensitivity of heat release tim-
ing that can be seen for figures of merit up to 5, a range that
represents very typical blends delivered by gas suppliers.

A second study has been performed to determine what BDC
temperature is required for different gas mixtures to achieve maxi-
mum heat release at TDC. Six blends from the previous 23 have
been selected as extremes in composition of each of the compo-
nents as well as the overall blends. The reduction in BDC tem-
perature with respect to methane required to achieve maximum
heat release at TDC for each of the blends is shown in Fig. 4, as
a function of the same figure of merit used in Fig. 3. The required
temperature reduction is fairly consistent for the three cases.

Figures 3 and 4 indicate that compensation will be required to
account for normal variations in fuel composition across the U.S.,
and a closed loop control system with an indicator of the timing of
heat release may be necessary to account for these variations. It
should be noted that the blends creating the most advance are not
typical and would likely occur only during ‘‘peak shaving’’ when
a significant amount of propane is blended into the fuel during
heavy natural gas use periods@22#.

Control Methods for HCCI Engines. Three different meth-
ods have been studied for their ability to control combustion tim-
ing in HCCI engines: DME addition, intake heating, and EGR.
The engine modeled in these simulations is a Cooperative Fuels
Research engine with a bore of 82.5 mm, a stroke of 114.3 mm,
and a connecting rod length of 254 mm. Two compression ratios
are considered: 12:1 and 18:1, with natural aspiration and 1 bar
supercharge~2 bar absolute intake manifold pressure!. Engine
speed is fixed at 1800 rpm. The methane/DME reaction mecha-
nism is used for these calculations. The control variable is ad-
justed so that the peak heat release always occurs at TDC. This
engine and fuel have been selected to complement experimental
research currently underway at UC Berkeley. Operating condi-
tions have been selected based on experimental parameters. These
results should always be taken as relative indicators of the perfor-
mance of the engine with respect to the control parameters.

It is considered that operation of the engine is constrained by
peak cylinder pressure and NOx emissions. The maximum peak
cylinder pressure is set at 250 bars. This value is higher than the
existing limit in most current engines. However, previous valida-
tion of the model has shown that single-zone HCT analysis over-
predicts peak cylinder pressure, and it is therefore reasonable to
use a high value as a limit@12#. The NOx emissions are restricted

to 100 ppm. This limit would result in very low driving cycle
emissions if the engine were used in an automobile.

Dimethyl Ether (DME) Additive Control. Autoignition timing
may be controllable by blending low cetane number fuel~natural
gas! with high cetane number fuel. Dimethyl ether is an ideal fuel
additive for natural gas HCCI because it has a short ignition delay
and has well characterized reaction chemistry@20#.

Figure 5 shows the results for the addition of DME to the en-
gine. DME fraction in the fuel, indicated efficiency, indicated
mean effective pressure, peak cylinder pressure, and NOx are plot-
ted versus intake equivalence ratio for the four different condi-
tions. DME concentration is always adjusted to achieve peak heat
release at TDC. Residual gases are not considered in this analysis
so the charge is pure fuel and air and therefore the intake equiva-
lence ratio is equal to the in-cylinder equivalence ratio. The inlet
temperature is fixed at 333 K for each case except for the naturally
aspirated 12:1 compression ratio. In that case the inlet temperature
is increased to 400 K because satisfactory combustion could not
be achieved for the range of equivalence ratio without some inlet
heating. Satisfactory combustion refers to having a significant
fraction ~say 80 percent! of the fuel burned. In practice it is very
easy to determine complete combustion in the single zone model
because either very little fuel reacts or nearly all reacts. The
equivalence ratio reported includes both DME and methane. Com-
plete combustion could not be achieved for the 12:1 compression
ratio cases with equivalence ratio below 0.3, and could not be
achieved for the 18:1 compression ratio cases below equivalence
ratio of 0.25.

The maximum values of the performance variables achievable
during operation may be constrained by peak cylinder pressure
and a specified limit on NOx . As Fig. 5 shows, only the super-

Fig. 4 Temperature for TDC peak heat release versus figure of
merit for various fuel blends

Fig. 5 Simulation results for HCCI control by DME addition
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charged 18:1 compression ratio case approaches the 250 bar peak
pressure limit. In all the cases analyzed, the NOx threshold is the
governing constraint. If greater intake boost is used the pressure
limit will likely play a stronger role. The NOx constraint limits
both naturally aspirated cases and the supercharged 18:1 compres-
sion ratio case to an equivalence ratio of 0.4, while the maximum
equivalence ratio of the supercharged 12:1 compression ratio case
is roughly 0.43. The DME fraction required for the 12:1 cases
ranges from slightly over 50 percent at low load to 30 percent–35
percent at high load. For 18:1 compression ratio, the naturally
aspirated engine requires 50 percent DME at low load to 30 per-
cent at high load, and the supercharged engine requires 25 percent
at low load to 15 percent at high load.

The gross indicated efficiencies range from 58 percent to 60
percent for 18:1 compression ratio, and from 52 percent to 54
percent for the 12:1 compression ratio cases. The indicated effi-
ciency decreases with increasing equivalence ratio due to decreas-
ing specific heat ratio and increasing heat transfer as the equiva-
lence ratio increases. These efficiency results indicate the
potential for high efficiency operation of HCCI engines.

The imep, in the allowable range of operation, ranges from 10
to 15 bars for the 18:1 compression ratio supercharged case, and
from 11 to 15 bars for the 12:1 compression ratio supercharged
case. For the 18:1 compression ratio naturally aspirated case the
imep ranges from 5 to 7.5 bars, and ranges from 5 to 6 bars for the
12:1 compression ratio naturally aspirated case. The naturally as-
pirated maximum imep results are fairly low, and indicate that
supercharging is necessary to increase the power density. Because
the lowest calculated imep achievable in this control method is 5
bars, throttling may be required for idle operation, to balance a
typical 1–2 bar frictional loss at these conditions@18#.

Inlet Heating Control. HCCI control by inlet heating involves
adjusting the mixture temperature so that conditions are appropri-
ate for autoignition of the charge to occur at the desired crank
angle. A procedure for heating the intake gases, such as an electric
heater, an air-to-air heat exchanger with hot exhaust gases or a
turbocharger would be required in an operating engine. Figure 6
shows inlet temperature, indicated efficiency, imep, peak pressure,
and NOx plotted versus equivalence ratio for the CFR engine op-
erated with inlet heating to obtain maximum heat release at TDC.
The mixture at the start of the cycle is fuel and air only with no
residual gases considered. The inlet temperature is the tempera-
ture in the cylinder at beginning of the compression stroke.

The 250 bar pressure constraint is not approached in any of the
simulations. The 100 ppm NOx constraint is reached at equiva-
lence ratios of 0.31 to 0.32 for all cases. This NOx limit could
probably be extended with some EGR, at the expense of effi-
ciency. Supercharging and increasing the compression ratio de-
crease the required inlet temperature, and this appears to also
reduce the peak temperature at a fixed equivalence ratio, leading
to lower NOx for these cases. For the 12:1 compression ratio
naturally aspirated engine the simulation results indicate tempera-
tures of about 550 K to obtain combustion at TDC. Supercharging
a 12:1 compression ratio engine to 2 bar intake pressure reduces
the required temperature down to the range of 525–540 K. For the
18:1 compression ratio naturally aspirated case the inlet tempera-
ture required for TDC combustion is in the range of 465–470 K,
and for the 18:1 supercharged case the inlet temperature range is
435–450 K. With inlet heating, auto-ignition can be achieved
even at very low equivalence ratio. The compression done by
supercharging heats the intake air, so that little additional heating
may be required under some supercharged conditions. It should
also be noted that, in some cases as equivalence ratio is increased,
higher temperatures are required to achieve TDC peak heat re-
lease, due to decreasing specific heat ratio and chemistry effects.

The indicated efficiency ranges from 55 percent to 60 percent
for the 18:1 compression ratio cases and from 49 percent to 54
percent for the 12:1 compression ratio cases, with the two super-
charged cases having slightly higher efficiency over most of the

range than the respective naturally aspirated cases. Again, these
efficiency results demonstrate the potential for very high effi-
ciency in an HCCI engine.

For the constrained range of operation, the imep ranges from 3
to 8 bars for the supercharged 18:1 compression ratio, 1.3 to 4
bars for the naturally aspirated 18:1 compression ratio, 2 to 6 bars
for the supercharged 12:1 compression ratio, and 1 to 3 bars for
the naturally aspirated 12:1 compression ratio. The peak numbers
suggest that even more supercharging may be required to achieve
reasonable power density out of an HCCI engine. This could lead
to the peak cylinder pressure being the dominant constraint. The
low-load imep results show that frictional work can be balanced
by the combustion work without throttling.

EGR Control. Blending the intake fuel-air mixture with hot
exhaust gases has several effects. First, the exhaust gases will
raise the charge temperature. Second, the specific heat ratio of the
mixture will decrease resulting in lower TDC temperature and
pressure relative to a pure fuel/air mixture. In a lean burn engine,
the intake fuel-air ratio, based on the mixture of fuel and air
before addition of exhaust gases, will be different than the in-
cylinder fuel-air ratio when exhaust gas has been blended with the
intake charge. The relation below accounts for the additional air
present in the cylinder due to addition of exhaust gas in a lean
combustion system:

fact5
~12EGR!fin

12EGRfin
(1)

In Eq. ~1!, EGR is the fraction of exhaust gas in the cylinder
relative to the inducted fresh fuel and air,f in is the intake equiva-
lence ratio, andfact is the in-cylinder equivalence ratio. In an
operating engine hot exhaust gases can be introduced into the
cylinder in several ways. For example, an insulated line could be

Fig. 6 Simulation results for HCCI control by intake heating
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run from the exhaust and blended with the intake air or the engine
exhaust value could be closed early with variable valve timing.

Figure 7 shows the EGR fraction, indicated efficiency, imep,
peak cylinder pressure, and NOx plotted versus the in-cylinder
equivalence ratio. The maximum cylinder pressure constraint is
not met in any of these cases. The NOx limit governs the operation
range. The maximum equivalence ratio allowable based on the
NOx constraint ranges between 0.5 for the naturally aspirated 12:1
compression ratio and 0.39 for the supercharged 18:1 compression
ratio. The lower NOx emissions for a given equivalence ratio com-
pared with the results for preheated intake~Fig. 6! are due to the
lower specific heat of the residual gases, which reduces the peak
cylinder temperature in the EGR case. The EGR fraction required
for TDC peak heat release decreases with supercharging and in-
creased compression ratio. The EGR fraction ranges from 60 per-
cent for low load in the naturally aspirated 12:1 case to 26 percent
in the 18:1 case at high load. The left-hand end of each curve on
the EGR fraction versus equivalence ratio plot is the lowest
equivalence ratio at which complete combustion at TDC could be
achieved. Supercharging and increased compression ratio both
have the affect to extend the operating limit to leaner mixtures.

Gross indicated efficiency is higher than 49 percent in all cases,
and reaches 58 percent for the supercharged 18:1 case. The imep
ranges from 2 to 2.5 bars for the naturally aspirated 12:1 compres-
sion ratio, from 5 to 6 bars for the supercharged 12:1 compression
ratio, from 3 to 3.7 bars for the naturally aspirated 18:1 compres-
sion ratio, and from 6 to 8 bars for the supercharged 18:1 com-
pression ratio. Further supercharging or relaxation of the NOx
limit at peak load may be necessary to achieve reasonable power
density. The low-load imep results indicate that some throttling
may be necessary for idle operation.

Discussion of Control Methods.Each of the control methods
analyzed in this paper has the potential to control combustion

timing in an HCCI engine. Some general observations can be
made about how these methods can be applied to HCCI engine
control. Supercharging will be required to achieve reasonable
power density. The intake air compression method, either with a
mechanical supercharger or turbocharger, will need to be able to
accommodate a wide range of pressure ratios, possibly up to 2
bars of pressure boost. The mechanical pressure limits of the en-
gine will be a more important constraint with higher levels of
supercharging. The constraint on peak NOx also affects power
density. Boosting the intake pressure and increasing the compres-
sion ratio decreases the quantity of a particular control variable
necessary to achieve TDC combustion, i.e. less DME additive,
less inlet heating, or less EGR is required. Higher compression
ratio engines appear to be the best choice for an HCCI engine,
particularly due to the inherent higher efficiency, although the
lower compression ratio engines may better handle very low
loads. Lower compression ratio engines would probably yield
higher imep, considering peak pressure and NOx limits. Previous
experimental work has shown that late combustion timing allows
for reducing NOx emissions at higher equivalence ratio at the
expense of lower combustion efficiency and greater HC and CO
emissions@23#. The peak cylinder pressure may also be reduced
for a given operating condition by going to later combustion tim-
ing. The tradeoff between lower NOx and increased HC and CO
emissions as timing occurs later may be worthwhile to extend the
operating range. Increasing heat transfer is a very important factor
for determining the upper limit of compression ratio as the crevice
height becomes shorter and more of the mixture is in the boundary
layer. A variable compression ratio engine could allow for a wide
range of loads without throttling. A fixed compression ratio ma-
chine with inlet valve timing control could be used to effectively
vary the compression ratio, and with inlet and exhaust valve tim-
ing control the intake and exhaust could be effectively throttled
without pumping losses.

Inlet heating allows for the greatest control of the operating
range particularly at low load. Extremely lean mixtures can be
ignited and very low power output can be produced. However,
NOx rises very rapidly at relatively low equivalence ratio, limiting
the low emission operating range. Implementation of inlet heating
could require additional energy cost to power an external heater,
particularly for startup. In an automotive application, requiring the
operator to wait for the intake air to heat up could be an unaccept-
able inconvenience. A DME additive scheme has potential for
rapid startup because the fuel composition could be adjusted rap-
idly to create conditions necessary for startup. Using DME addi-
tive control may not be practical over the range of operation be-
cause it would require large quantities of both natural gas and
DME to be stored. Also the DME results showed a significant
amount of throttling required for idle. If used only for startup,
only a small storage volume would be required and it could be
sized for refill at a maintenance interval. An EGR-controlled en-
gine could probably achieve reasonable peak load power with the
advantage that the exhaust gas is readily available in a warmed up
engine, but, as with inlet heating, a startup scheme is necessary.

Conclusions
This paper presents an analysis of natural gas HCCI combus-

tion using a detailed chemical kinetics code adapted to simulate
engine conditions. Two main issues are analyzed: the effect of
natural gas composition on HCCI combustion; and the use of
three control methodologies for obtaining satisfactory and reliable
HCCI combustion. The three control methodologies used are: ad-
dition of DME, intake gas preheat, and mixing with hot EGR. The
conclusions from the analysis are:

• HCCI combustion is sensitive to natural gas composition, and
an active control will be required to compensate for possible
changes in composition typical in the U.S. Changes in natural gas
composition may shift the peak heat release timing by as much as

Fig. 7 Simulation results for HCCI control by EGR
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10 crank angle degrees. This change would have a significant
effect on emissions, peak cylinder pressure, and efficiency.

• A figure of merit has been obtained that represents to a good
approximation the effect of higher hydrocarbons on HCCI com-
bustion. The figure of merit is dominated by the mole fraction of
propane and butane.

• The three control strategies being considered have a great
effect in changing the combustion parameters for the engine, and
should be able to control HCCI combustion. Optimum HCCI
combustion~defined as combustion that results in maximum indi-
cated efficiency! can be maintained over a wide range of operating
conditions with these control strategies.

• The results indicate a low power output. Supercharging be-
yond current values~2 bars absolute! is necessary to achieve val-
ues comparable to those obtained with naturally aspirated spark-
ignited engines.
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Biodiesel Development and
Characterization for Use as a Fuel
in Compression Ignition Engines
Neat vegetable oils pose some problems when subjected to prolonged usage in CI engine.
These problems are attributed to high viscosity, low volatility and polyunsaturated char-
acter of the neat vegetable oils. These problems are reduced to minimum by subjecting the
vegetable oils to the process of transesterification. Various properties of the biodiesel thus
developed are evaluated and compared in relation to that of conventional diesel oil. These
tests for biodiesel and diesel oil include density, viscosity, flash point, aniline point/cetane
number, calorific value, etc. The prepared biodiesel was then subjected to performance
and emission tests in order to evaluate its actual performance, when used as a diesel
engine fuel. The data generated for various concentrations of biodiesel blends were
compared with base line data generated for neat diesel oil. It was found that 20 percent
blend of biodiesel gave the best performance amongst all blends. It gave net advantage of
2.5 percent in peak thermal efficiency and there was substantial reduction in smoke
opacity values. This blend was chosen for long term endurance test. The engine operating
on optimum biodiesel blend showed substantially improved behavior. A series of engine
tests provided adequate and relevant information that the biodiesel can be used as an
alternative, environment friendly fuel in existing diesel engines without substantial hard-
ware modification. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1364522#

Introduction
The world is presently confronted with the twin crises of fossil

fuel depletion and environmental degradation. Indiscriminate ex-
traction and lavish consumption of fossil fuels have led to reduc-
tion in underground based carbon resources. The search for an
alternative fuel, which promises a harmonious correlation with
sustainable development, energy conservation, management, effi-
ciency and environmental preservation, has become highly pro-
nounced in the present context. For the developing countries of
the world, fuels of bio-origin can provide a feasible solution to the
crises. The fuels of bio-origin may be alcohol, vegetable oils,
biomass, and biogas. Some of these fuels can be used directly
while others need to be formulated to bring the relevant properties
close to conventional fuels. The power used in the agricultural and
transportation sector is essentially based on diesel fuels and it is,
therefore, essential that alternatives to diesel fuels be developed.
Given the recent widespread use of diesel fuel in various sectors,
this study concentrates on assessing the viability of using veg-
etable oils in the existing diesel engines. Vegetable oils have com-
parable energy density, cetane number, heat of vaporization, and
stoichiometric air/fuel ratio with mineral diesel fuel. The large
molecular sizes of the component triglycerides result in the oils
having higher viscosity compared with that of mineral diesel fuel.
The viscosity of liquid fuels affects the flow properties of the fuel,
such as spray atomization, consequent vaporization, and air/fuel
mixing. The problem of viscosity has an adverse effect on the
combustion of vegetable oils in the existing diesel engines. Be-
sides some problems crop up in the associated fuel pump and
injector system. An acceptable alternative fuel for engines has to
fulfill the environmental and energy security needs without sacri-
ficing operating performance@1#.

Methanol and ethanol are two abundantly available alternative
fuels, which possess the potential to be produced from biomass

sources. These fuels can be successfully used as diesel engine
fuels by preparing biodiesel. Transesterification process utilizes
methanol or ethanol and vegetable oils as the process inputs. This
indirect route of utilizing alcohol as a diesel engine fuel is defi-
nitely a superior route as the toxic emissions containing aldehydes
are drastically reduced. The problem of corrosion of various en-
gine parts utilizing alcohol as fuel is also solved by way of trans-
esterification@2#.

The present work is carried out using a typical vegetable oil by
formulating its properties closer to the conventional diesel oil.
System design approach has taken care to see that these modified
fuels can be utilized in the existing diesel engine without any
substantial hardware modifications. India is producing around
6.73106 tons of non-edible oils such as linseed, castor, karanji
~Pongamia glabra!, neem ~Azadirachta indica!, palash ~Butea
monosperma!, and kusum~Schlelchera trijuga!. Some of these
oils produced even now are not being properly utilized, and it has
been estimated that some other plant-based forest derived oils
have a much higher production potential. It will be expensive and
time consuming to incorporate even a minor design alteration in
the system hardware of a large number of existing engines oper-
ating in the rural agricultural sector of the country. Keeping this in
view, several modes of fuel formulation such as blending, trans-
esterification and emulsification were adopted in the present work
to identify the most appropriate mechanism.

Vegetable oils have about 90 percent of the heat content of
diesel fuel and they have a favorable output/input ratio of about 2
to 4: 1 for unirrigated crop production. The current prices of veg-
etable oils in the world are nearly competitive with petroleum fuel
price. From amongst the large number of vegetable oils available
in the world, if any specific oil needs to be adopted as a continu-
ing energy crop, it is then essential that an oilseed variety having
higher productivity and oil content must be produced. Neverthe-
less, valid technologies must be developed for the use of veg-
etable oils as an alternative diesel fuel that will permit crop pro-
duction to proceed in an emergency situation. Vegetable oils in its
raw form cannot be used in engines. They have to be converted to
a more engine-friendly fuel called biodiesel.

Biodiesel is a chemically modified alternative fuel for diesel
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engines, derived from vegetable oil fatty acids, and animal fat. In
its simplest form, the carbon cycle of vegetable oils consist of the
fixation of carbon and the release of oxygen by plants through the
process of photosynthesis and then combining of oxygen and car-
bon to form CO2 through processes of combustion or respiration.
It is appropriate to mention here that the CO2 released by petro-
leum diesel was fixed from the atmosphere during the formative
years of the earth, whereas the CO2 released by biodiesel gets
continuously fixed by plants and may be recycled by the next
generation of crops. The carbon cycle time for fixation of CO2 and
its release after combustion of biodiesel is quite small as com-
pared~few years! to the cycle time of petroleum oils~few million
years!. It is well known that petroleum refiners are now facing
new sulfur and aromatic compound specifications. Since biodiesel
is a fuel made up of esters derived from oils and fats from renew-
able biological sources, it has been reported to emit far less regu-
lated pollutants than petroleum diesel fuel@3#.

Historical Perspective
The inventor of the diesel engine, Rudolf Diesel, in 1885, used

vegetable oils~peanut oil! as a diesel fuel for demonstration at the
1900 world exhibition in Paris. Speaking to the Engineering So-
ciety of St. Louis, Missouri, in 1912, Diesel said, ‘‘The use of
vegetable oils for engine fuels may seem insignificant today, but
such oils may become in course of time as important as petroleum
and the coal tar products of the present times’’@4#. However,
higher viscosity is responsible for various undesirable combustion
properties of neat vegetable oils. Four well-known techniques are
proposed to reduce the viscosity levels of vegetable oils, namely
dilution, pyrolysis, micro-emulsion, transesterification@5#. Trans-
esterification, however, is the current method of choice in the
study, which results in a fuel very similar to that of diesel oil.
Transesterification was known as early as 1864, when Rochleder
described glycerol preparation through ethanolysis of castor oil.
Transesterification is a chemical reaction that aims at substituting
the glycerol of the glycerides with three molecules of mono-
alcohols such as methanol thus leading to three molecules of me-
thyl ester of the vegetable oil. The idea of chemically altering
vegetable oils was noted even before World War II. Walton wrote
in 1938 ‘‘to get the utmost value from vegetable oils as fuels it is
academically necessary to split the glycerides and to run on the
residual fatty acid’’ because ‘‘the glycerides are likely to cause an
excess of carbon in comparison’’@6#.

The process of utilizing biodiesel in the IC engines for transport
as well as other applications, is gaining momentum recently. IEA
has recognized biodiesel as an alternative fuel for the transporta-
tion sector. The European Commission proposed a 12 percent
market share for biofuels by the year 2020@7#. Kaltschmitt et al.
conducted a study, which shows that bioenergy carriers offer
some clear ecological advantages over fossil fuels such as con-
serving fossil energy resources or reducing the greenhouse effect
@8#.

Knothe investigated the influence of fatty acid structure on the
performance as a diesel fuel@9#. Pischinger et al. found mo-
noesters to be technically attractive in terms of good miscibility
with diesel oil, almost similar volumetric heat content, adequate
viscosity and cetane number@10#. The high carbon residue indi-
cated by the Conradson value and high viscosity are due to the
large molecular mass and chemical structure. The high carbon
residue is likely to lead to heavy smoke emission from an engine
@11#.

Hemmerlein et al. established that all of the engines run on
rapeseed oil passed the ECE R49 regulation relating to CO, HC,
NOx , and soot emissions in the 13-mode test. the emissions of
aromatics, aldehydes, ketones, and particulate matter were higher
when rapeseed oil was used. PAH emissions were reduced in
larger cylinder IDI engines and elevated in other engine types
@12#. Vegetable oil based fuels are biodegradable, non-toxic, and
significantly reduce pollution. Reports on the use of biodiesel in

diesel engines indicate a substantial reduction in S, CO, PAH,
smoke, noise, and particulate emissions@13–15#. Furthermore,
contribution of biodiesel to greenhouse effect is insignificant,
since CO2 emitted during combustion is recycled in the photosyn-
thesis process occurring in the plants and is used as a raw material
for biodiesel production@14,16#. In 1992, the bi-state develop-
ment agency~Transit Authority for the Greater St. Louis Metro-
politan Area! began a limited 3320 km~2000 mile! test using 30
percent blend of biodiesel and No. 2 diesel fuel in two Ford vans
powered by Navistar 7.3 liter engines. They observed that there
was no change in the fuel mileage, smoke opacity was reduced by
30 percent, and exhaust odors were less offensive. There were no
adverse engine effects. The same study was expanded to include
20 vans and after 41,500 km~25,000 miles!, the results were the
same@3,17#.

In Austria, biodiesel from rapeseed oil is commercialized. The
first industrial plant for biodiesel production capacity of 10,000
tons per year in the world went into operation in Austria, in 1991.
RME is produced in co-operative and industrial-scale plants. An
interesting point is that biodiesel is produced from a mix of RME,
SME, and FME~used frying oil methyl ester! in Austria. Tax
benefits in Austria and Germany encourage the use of 100 percent
biodiesel fuel in ecologically sensitive areas and agricultural and
mountainous region@18,19#. In Ireland, two pilot projects on the
use of biodiesel~RME! in commercial vehicles are reported. In
the first project, pure biodiesel was used in buses, trucks, and in
pleasure cruisers. The RME used was obtained through oil extrac-
tion followed by esterification on a small-scale tractor-mounted
esterification unit. The second project involved a comparative
analysis of the behavior of a number of vehicles operated on RME
and SME, imported from UK and Italy, respectively. Vehicle test-
ing started in mid-1996. A principal disadvantage of rape oilseed
as a source of biodiesel in Ireland was its economic feasibility, as
it is up to 0.25 ECU/liter~about 6.6 ECU/GJ! more expensive
than its fossil-based equivalent. In Denmark, two companies pro-
duced non-food rapeseed oil, on a commercial basis, for export.
At present, there is no commercial production of biodiesel in Den-
mark. During a test, four city buses were running on biodiesel for
3 months. The results were promising but not satisfactory from
environmental point of view. The Danish National Transport Plan
‘‘Trafik 2000’’ mentions the use of biofuels as one out of five
major instruments to be used to reduce CO2 emissions from the
transport sector. However, there is no commitment for large-scale
use within the government@20#. In the United States, fuel tax
assistance or other governmental aid or regulations could propel
biodiesel into a high volume, lower cost production track that
enables it to compete head-to-head with diesel fuel for a variety of
applications@4#.

Vegetable Oil and Diesel Fuel: A Comparison
The ideal diesel fuel molecules are saturated non-branched hy-

drocarbon molecules with carbon number ranging between 12 to
18 whereas vegetable oil molecules are triglycerides generally
with no branched chains of different lengths and different degrees
of saturation. It may be noticed that vegetable oils contain a sub-
stantial amount of oxygen in their molecular structure. Fuel prop-
erties for the combustion analysis of vegetable oils can be grouped
conveniently into physical, chemical, and thermal properties.
Physical properties include viscosity, density, cloud point, pour
point, flash point, boiling range, freezing point, and refractive in-
dex. Chemical properties comprise chemical structure, acid value,
saponification value, iodine value, peroxide value, hydroxyl value,
acetyl value, overall heating value, ash and sulfur contents, sulfur
and copper corrosions, water and sediment residues, oxidation re-
sistance, ignitability and thermal degradation products. The ther-
mal properties are distillation temperature, thermal degradation
point, carbon residue, specific heating content, and thermal
conductivity.
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American society of testing methods~ASTM! has prescribed
certain tests and their limits for diesel fuel to be used in CI en-
gines. For any alternative fuel to be suitable for long-term engine
operation without engine modifications, it should be in conformity
or within close range to these ASTM limits@21#.

The characteristics of the variety of available vegetable oils fall
within a fairly narrow band and are close to those of diesel oil.
Vegetable oils have about 10 percent less heating value than die-
sel oil due to the oxygen content in their molecules. The kinematic
viscosity is, however, several times higher than that of diesel oil.
The high viscosity, 35–45 cSt as against about 4.0 cSt for diesel
oil at 40°C, leads to problems in pumping and atomization in the
injection system of a diesel engine. The high carbon residue indi-
cated by the conradson value and high viscosity are due to the
large molecular mass and chemical structure. The high carbon
residue is responsible for heavy smoke emission from an engine.
Vegetable oils have poor volatility characteristics, prohibiting
their use in SI engines. Vegetable oils are suitable as fuels only
for CI engines. The cetane number of most of the vegetable oils
fall in the range 35–40, which is short of the minimum cetane
number of 40 required for diesel engine fuel.

Since neat vegetable oils are not suitable as fuels for a diesel
engine, they have to be modified to bring their combustion-related
properties closer to those of diesel oil. This fuel modification is
mainly aimed at reducing the viscosity to get rid of flow related
problems. The methods employed include the heating of vegetable
oil, thermal cracking of the highly complex vegetable oil molecule
into lighter ones, and transesterification, in which methanol/
ethanol substitutes glycerol, splitting the vegetable molecule into
three lighter molecules. Vegetable oils have larger molecules, up
to four times larger than typical diesel fuel molecules. The high
molecular weights of vegetable oils result in low volatility as
compared to diesel fuel, which leads to the oils sticking to the
injector or cylinder walls@4#. Oils then undergo oxidative and
thermal polymerization, causing a deposition on the injector,
forming a film that continues to trap fuel and interfere with com-
bustion and leads to more deposit formation, carbonization of in-
jector tips, ring sticking, and lubricating oil dilution and degrada-
tion. The accompanying inefficient mixing with air contributes to
incomplete combustion. The combination of high viscosity and
low volatility of vegetable oils causes poor cold engine start-up,
misfire, and ignition delay.

A host of plant and forest resources are available in the world
from which different vegetable oils can be produced and formu-
lated for use in diesel engines. The present work has been carried
with such an objective, where a non-edible oil has been appropri-
ately modified by way of esterification and subsequently used for
running the diesel engine.

Linseed oil was selected for the present investigation, as it is
available in large quantities and non-edible in nature. Linseed oil
is obtained from the dried ripe seed of the flex plant,Linum usi-
taissimum, grown in the temperate areas of the world. Its viscosity
is lower than most of other vegetable oils. It has high linoleic acid
content. Linoleic acid is a straight chain molecule of 18 carbon
atoms @C17H29COOH# with three double bonds at 9-10, 12-13,
and 15-16 carbons. Its high degree of unsaturation is responsible
for the drying properties of the oil. Linseed oil has lower heating
value ~LHV ! of 39.75 MJ/kg~dry!. The comparison of the prop-
erties of linseed oil and diesel oil is given in Table 1.

Engine System
Nearly all agricultural tractors, pump sets, farm machinery, and

transport vehicles have DI diesel engines. With a view of intro-
ducing biodiesel to such systems, it is appropriate to mention here
that if these engines run over long periods with vegetable oils, or
mixtures of diesel fuel with a high content of unmodified veg-
etable oils, deposits get formed on several engine parts, which

subsequently cause problems in fuel spray. Engines do not take up
high load level, even after a few hundred hours and at last, the
engine fails catastrophically.

Keeping the specific features of diesel engines in mind, a typi-
cal engine system widely used in the agricultural sector in devel-
oping countries, has been selected for the present experimental
investigation. This is a single cylinder, direct injection, water-
cooled, portable diesel engine of 4 kW rating with an alternator
coupled to it. The engine was provided with suitable arrange-
ments, which permitted wide variation of controlling parameters.
This unit, manufactured by Perry & Co., India, is a compact,
portable captive 4 kW gen-set run by diesel fuel. It is widely used
mostly for agricultural purposes and in many small and medium
scale commercial purposes. This is a single cylinder, four-stroke,
vertical, water-cooled system having a bore of 85 mm and a stroke
of 110 mm. At the rated speed of 1500 rpm, the engine develops
4 kW power output in pure diesel mode. The engine can be started
by hand cranking, using decompression lever. The engine is pro-
vided with a centrifugal speed governor. The compression ratio is
16.7. The inlet valve opens 4.5 deg BTDC and closes 35.5 deg
ABDC. The exhaust valve opens 35.5 deg BBDC and closes 4.5
deg ATDC. The test engine is directly coupled to a 220 V, single
phase ac generator of sufficient capacity to absorb the maximum
power produced by the engine.

Esterification Process
The use of biodiesel fuel is an effective way of substituting

diesel fuel in the long run. One important conclusion that can be
drawn from the work done earlier in our laboratory is that veg-
etable oils as fuel cannot be used directly in the engine. Several
problems crop up if the unmodified fuel is used and viscosity is
the major offender. It has been observed that esterification is a
very effective way to modify the vegetable oil structure and re-
duce its viscosity. If vegetable oil processing costs can be reduced
through increased plant capacities, it would become an economi-
cally viable alternative to diesel fuel.

The formation of methyl esters by transesterification of veg-
etable oils requires three moles of alcohol stoichiometrically.
However, transesterification is an equilibrium reaction in which
excess alcohol is required to drive the reaction close to comple-
tion. Fortunately, the equilibrium constant favors the methyl esters
such that only a 5:1 molar ratio of methanol: triglyceride is suffi-
cient for a 95 percent–98 percent yield of ester. It might be an-
ticipated that in such an equilibrium system, the observed phase-
separation of the by-product, glycerol would play a major role in
achieving conversions close to 100 percent. Various catalysts
were tried for the process of transesterification by several earlier
researchers, e.g., magnesium and calcium oxides and carbonates,
basic and acidic macro-reticular organic resins, alkaline alumina,
phase transfer catalysts, sulfuric acid, P-toluenesulphonic acid,
and dehydrating agents as cocatalysts@22#. Catalysts reported to
be effective at room temperature were alkoxides and hydroxides.
The chemical reaction of the transesterification process is shown

Table 1 Comparison of properties of linseed oil with diesel oil
†9‡
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below.

R1, R2, R3 and R4 represent various alkyl groups@23#. For
methanolysis, two distinct phases are present as the solubility of
the oil in the methanol is low. The reaction mixture was stirred
vigorously. Optimum reaction conditions for the maximum yield
of methyl esters were found to be 0.8 percent~based on weight of
oil! sodium methoxide catalyst and 67 percent excess methanol at
room temperature for 2.5 hours. Glycerol phase separation was
very small or did not occur when less than 67 percent of the
theoretical amount of methanol was used. There are some alterna-
tive methods available for the process of esterification. An alter-
native reactive substance is sodium hydroxide~NaOH!, which is
cheaper but it requires a higher reaction temperature~70°C! and
produces a useless by-product. As far as KOH is concerned, it
reacts at room temperature and the by-product, potassium sulfate,
can be sold as a fertilizer. Methanol is then removed by distilla-
tion to raise the flash point of the ester produced. All traces of
methanol, KOH, free fatty acids~FFA!, chlorophyll, etc., go into
the glycerin phase. Glycerin is processed in two stages. The first
stage glycerin of 90 percent–95 percent purity is further esterified
to 98 percent purity in the second stage. The transesterification
plant requires 50 kW per ton of ester produced. Energy required in
production of glycerin accounts for 60 percent–70 percent of the
total energy used.

The molecular weight of linoleic acid (C17H28COOH) in lin-
seed oil molecule is 278. This is also confirmed by the CHNO
analysis and infrared spectroscopy. The molecular weight of
methanol (CH3OH) is 32. Linseed oil contains 9.40 percent~18:0!
saturated linoleic acid, 20.2 percent~18:1! unsaturated linoleic
acid, 12.7 percent~18:2! unsaturated linoleic acid, 53.3 percent
~18:3! unsaturated linoleic acid. Thus linseed oil contains 95.6
percent total linoleic acid@24#. The density of linseed oil is 0.935
and methanol is 0.80. Every liter of linseed oil requires 643 ml of
methanol. For esterification in laboratory, 2 liters of linseed oil
was heated up to 70°C in a round bottom flask. 16 g of KOH was
dissolved in 1286 ml of methanol in a separate vessel, which was
poured into round bottom flask while stirring the mixture continu-
ously using constant stirring mechanism. The mixture was stirred
and maintained at 70°C for 1 h and then allowed to settle under
gravity in a separating funnel. About 2.3 liter of ester separated
from 230 ml glycerol and formed the upper layer in the separating
funnel. The separated ester was mixed with 250 ml of hot water
and allowed to settle under gravity for 24 h. The catalyst got
dissolved in water, which was separated. Moisture was removed
from this purified ester using silica gel crystals. The ester was then
blended with petroleum diesel oil in various concentrations for
preparing biodiesel blends to be used in CI engine for conducting
various engine tests. The level of blending, for convenience is
referred as Bxx. The xx indicates the amount of biodiesel in per-
centage in the blend~i.e., a B20 blend is 20 percent biodiesel and
80 percent diesel oil! @25#.

Biodiesel Characterization
Several tests were conducted to characterize biodiesel in rela-

tion to diesel oil in order to evaluate various physical, chemical,
and thermal properties such as density, API gravity, viscosity

~40°C and 100°C!, flash point, pour point, aniline point, cetane
number, calorific value, etc. The results obtained are shown in
Table 2.

The process of esterification brings about a drastic change in
the density of linseed oil and the LOME; i.e., neat biodiesel has
almost similar density to that of diesel. Neat biodiesel was mis-
cible in any proportion with that of mineral diesel oil. The opti-
mized blend of biodiesel has density very close of diesel oil.

Linseed oil has a higher viscosity at 40°C compared to diesel
oil. This property of linseed oil makes it unsuitable for direct use
in CI engines. By converting linseed oil into its methyl esters, the
viscosity comes down closer to diesel oil. The diesel oil viscosity
is normally between 3 and 4 cSt at 40°C and it varies depending
upon its constituents. Thus fuel oil, which has viscosity within this
range, does not pose any handling problems to the fuel handling
systems in the existing diesel engines. Hence, no hardware modi-
fications are required for handling this fuel in the existing system.
The viscosity at 100°C of biodiesel also closely follows diesel oil.
This property makes it suitable for fuel use in the existing engine
systems.

The flash point of linseed oil was lowered after transesterifica-
tion but it was still higher than diesel oil. Fuels with flash point
above 66°C are regarded as safe. Thus, biodiesel is an extremely
safe fuel to handle compared to diesel oil. Even 20 percent biodie-
sel blend has a flash point much above that of diesel oil, making it
a preferable choice as far as safety is concerned. Pour point is a
criterion used for low temperature performance of the fuels. Pour
point analysis results suggest that the performance of biodiesel is
as good as diesel oil in cold surroundings.

Cetane number of biodiesel fuel was evaluated using an alter-
native chemical method. This method~aniline point method! was
first tested for determining the cetane number of diesel fuel,
whose cetane number was already known. The cetane number
evaluated by this method and the cetane number given by the fuel
supplier matched and this established the precision of the method.
Then this method was applied to determine cetane number of
biodiesel fuel. In this method, aniline is used as a reagent to evalu-
ate aniline points for these fuels. Diesel index is calculated using
aniline point and API gravity. The calculated values of diesel
index are given in the table. The diesel index is three units higher
than cetane number. These results reveal that biodiesel has a
higher cetane number than petroleum diesel oil. Even 20 percent
blend of biodiesel showed improvement in cetane number. Thus,
biodiesel is an attractive fuel by combustion and knocking point
of view and it can be used as a cetane point improver. Even lower
concentrations in the range of 3 percent–5 percent of biodiesel
blended with diesel are found to improve cetane number of diesel
oil by various researchers.

Benzoic acid was used as a reference fuel to determine the
calorific value of biodiesel and linseed oil. The results of the tests

Table 2 Various characterization properties of biodiesel and
diesel
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conducted on various fuels using Bomb calorimeter are given in
Table 2. The residue left after combustion of diesel oil in the
crucible was in the form of black carbon ash pellets~charcoal like
foamy substance!. The quantity of such a foamy charcoal like ash
substance was very low in case of LOME combustion. This typi-
cal observation points out lesser ash content and cleaner combus-
tion characteristics of LOME. This fact was subsequently sup-
ported by the engine emission tests.

Engine Tests
A series of exhaustive engine tests were carried out on CI en-

gine using diesel and biodiesel blends separately as fuels at 1500
RPM. The experimental data generated were calculated, presented
through appropriate graphs. Performance and emission test was
conducted on various biodiesel blends in order to optimize the
blend concentration for long term usage in CI engines. This test
was carried out on an engine, which has already been subjected to
preliminary run-in. This test is aimed at optimizing the concentra-
tion of ester in the biodiesel blends to be used for long term
engine operation. To achieve this, several blends of varying con-
centrations were prepared ranging from 0 percent~Neat diesel oil!
to 100 percent~Neat biodiesel! through 5 percent, 10 percent, 15
percent, 20 percent, 25 percent, 30 percent, 40 percent, 50 percent,
75 percent. These blends were then subjected to performance and
emission tests on the engine. The performance data was then ana-
lyzed from the graphs recording power output, torque, specific
fuel consumption, and smoke density for all the blends of biodie-
sel. The optimum blend was found out from the graphs based on
maximum thermal efficiency and smoke opacity considerations.

The major pollutants appearing in the exhaust of a diesel engine
are smoke and the oxides of nitrogen. For measuring the smoke
opacity, Hartridge Exhaust smoke-meter~model No. APM 700
M!, was used. Hartridge smoke meter consists of two identical
tubes, a smoke type and a clean air tube. A pressure relieve valve
allows a regulated quantity of exhaust through the smoke tube.
During smoke density measurements, a light source~45-W bulb!
at one end of the smoke tube projects a light beam through smoke,
which at the other end falls on a photoelectric cell. Clean air tube
is used for initial zero setting. Of the light beam projected across
a flowing stream of exhaust gases, a certain portion of light is
absorbed or scattered by the suspended soot particles in the ex-
haust. The remaining portion of the light falls on a photocell,
generating a photoelectric current, which is a measure of smoke
density. A micro-voltmeter is connected to the photoelectric cell
with its scale graduated 0–100, indicating the light absorbed in
Hartridge Smoke Meter unit. Zero reading corresponds to no
smoke ~clean air!, whereas 100 reading refers to dense smoke,
which allows no light to pass through@26#.

The brake specific fuel consumption is not a very reliable pa-
rameter to compare the two fuels as the calorific value and the
density of the blend follow a slightly different trend. Hence brake
specific energy consumption is a more reliable parameter for com-
parison. However this parameter is also compared in the present
study to compare volumetric consumption of the two fuels. For an
optimum biodiesel system, the blend concentration has been de-
termined based on the following performance and emission-
related parameters.

Maximum thermal efficiency at all loads
Minimum brake specific energy consumption
Better smoke opacity values
Lower frictional horsepower

Based on these parameters, the curves were compared to base-line
diesel curve in two separate groups in order to optimize blend
concentration. In the first group, lower concentrations up to 25
percent were compared with that of diesel oil and in the second
group, higher concentrations from 30 percent to 100 percent were
compared to that of base-line data.

Comparison for Lower Blend Concentrations
The various characteristic curves for lower concentrations of

biodiesel blend are compared in Figs. 1–4.

Comparison for Higher Concentration Blends
The various characteristic curves for higher concentrations of

biodiesel blend are compared in Figs. 5–8.
The trend of the thermal efficiency curves~Fig. 1 and Fig. 5!

has generally improved by mixing biodiesel in mineral diesel oil.
The thermal efficiency of the engine is found to improve by in-
creasing concentration of biodiesel in the blend. The possible rea-
sons may be more complete combustion, and additional lubricity
of biodiesel hence, with increasing amount of biodiesel, the fric-
tional horsepower losses in the engine follow a declining trend.
Additional experiments were conducted to determine the addi-
tional lubricity aspect of biodiesel fuels. A series of experiments
were conducted to compare lubricity of various concentrations of
LOME in biodiesel blends. These long duration non-engine tests
were conducted employing reciprocating motion in SRV optimol
wear tester in order to evaluate the coefficient of friction, specific

Fig. 1 Comparison of thermal efficiency vs. BMEP curves for
lower concentrations of biodiesel

Fig. 2 Comparison of BSFC vs. BMEP curves for lower con-
centrations of biodiesel blend
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wear rates etc. The extent of the damage, coefficient of friction
and specific wear rates were found to decrease with increase in
percentages of LOME in the biodiesel blend@27#. These tests on
SRV optimol wear tester for quantification of lubricity reflected
that the biodiesel lubricating fluids show lower coefficient of fric-
tion hence lower frictional losses in diesel engines.

This reduction in frictional losses is also reflected by the de-
creasing trend followed by unaccounted losses, which can be no-
ticed from the heat balance sheets for various concentrations. The
energy saved by decrease in frictional horse-power makes addi-
tional contributions towards useful energy, cooling losses, and
exhaust losses. This reflects in increased thermal efficiency, cool-
ing losses and exhaust losses. It is evident from the graphs of
exhaust temperature vs. BMEP~Fig. 4 and Fig. 8! that the exhaust
gas temperature is also increasing along with thermal efficiency as
a function of blend concentration initially. Smoke opacity for
biodiesel blends~Fig. 3 and Fig. 7! is also noticed to be generally
lower than that of diesel oil. It also repeats the trend followed by
thermal efficiency curves. There are two main reasons: the higher

thermal efficiency means, better and complete combustion and
lesser amount of unburned hydrocarbons in the engine exhaust
thus improving smoke opacity values.

The molecule of biodiesel, i.e., LOME, contains some amount
of oxygen that takes part in combustion and this may be a possible
reason for more complete combustion. The oxygen molecule
present in biodiesel molecular structure may be readily available
for oxygen. However, it was noticed that after a certain limit of
biodiesel concentration, the thermal efficiency trend is reversed
and it starts decreasing. This behavior of biodiesel fuel needs
advanced investigations.

An important observation is that all the blends have a higher
thermal efficiency than the baseline data of diesel fuel. A graph
between the concentration of ester blend and improvement in peak
thermal efficiency for various concentrations of biodiesel blend is
plotted in Fig. 9.

This graph reflects that ester blend with concentration of 20
percent gave maximum improvement in peak thermal efficiency.
These observations were taken six times and there was hardly any
difference in the values of the performance and emission param-
eters calculated. However, in order to minimize any experimental
inaccuracies that might have got in, the average of the six readings

Fig. 3 Comparison of smoke opacity vs. BMEP curves for
lower concentrations of biodiesel blend

Fig. 4 Comparison of exhaust temperatures vs. BMEP curves
for lower concentrations of biodiesel

Fig. 5 Comparison of thermal efficiency vs. BMEP curves for
higher concentrations of biodiesel blend

Fig. 6 Comparison of BSFC vs. BMEP curves for higher con-
centration of biodiesel blend
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were used for calculations. This blend of 20 percent also gave
minimum brake specific energy consumption and minimum
smoke opacity. Hence this blend was selected as the optimum
blend for further investigations and long-term engine operations.
Long-term endurance test was conducted with 20 percent biodie-
sel blend and diesel oil on two similar engines. For diesel fuel, the
most important pollutants are smoke and NOx hence the optimum
biodiesel concentration is also subjected to evaluation of NOx
emissions.

From the NOx curves given in Fig. 10, two important observa-
tions were made. First, NOx emissions are a direct function of
engine loading. This is expected because with increasing load, the
temperature of the combustion chamber increases and NOx forma-
tion is a strongly temperature dependent phenomenon. Second
important observation is that the NOx emissions in the case of
biodiesel fuel are higher by approximately 5 percent. These higher
NOx emissions may be due to higher temperatures of the combus-
tion chamber using biodiesel. This is also evident from higher
exhaust temperatures from the biodiesel-fueled engine.

The NOx emissions from B20 fueled diesel engines were found
to be 2 percent higher than conventional diesel oil according to a
report on biodiesel from National Biodiesel Board of US@1#. In
our study, 20 percent biodiesel blend gave 5 percent higher NOx
emissions. This difference may be because of difference in engine
geometry and compression ratio. The B20 is also reported to pro-
vide additional lubricity compared to conventional fuels and dem-
onstrate similar fuel consumption, horsepower and torque, as
petroleum fuel @1#. The present study also demonstrated
similar results and is in full agreement with the findings of these
researchers.

The long-term endurance test for constant speed engines was
performed after the performance tests were carried out as speci-
fied in the Indian Standard Code ‘‘IS: 10000, part VIII-1980,’’
‘‘Methods of tests for internal combustion engines: Part VIII Per-
formance tests.’’ After the completion of performance tests, two
similar engines were operated using two different fuels for 32
cycles~each of 16 h continuous running! at rated speed. The test
cycle followed is specified in the Table 3@25#.

At the end of each 16-h cycle, both the engines were stopped
for necessary servicing, and minor adjustments were carried out in
accordance with the manufacturer’s schedule, e.g., tappet settings,

Fig. 7 Comparison of smoke opacity vs. BMEP curves for
higher concentrations of biodiesel blend

Fig. 8 Comparison of smoke temperature vs. BMEP curves for
higher concentrations of biodiesel blend

Fig. 9 Improvement in peak thermal efficiency vs. concentra-
tion of biodiesel blend curve

Fig. 10 Concentration of oxides of nitrogen vs. BMEP

Table 3 Test cycle for long-term endurance test
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and make up oil addition. The amounts of make up oil used during
the test were used to establish the lubricating oil consumption
rate. The lubricating oil samples were collected from the engines
after every 128 h for conducting various tribological studies.

The long-term endurance test suggested that biodiesel fuel does
not have any adverse effect on wear of various vital moving parts
of the engine. The problems which were present in long term
operation of using unmodified vegetable oils as fuel such as in-
jector coking, lube oil dilution, carbon deposits on piston, ring
sticking, fuel pump failure, catastrophic failure of the engine were
found to have been completely eliminated.

The pure LOME cost 50 percent higher than diesel oil in India
hence 20 percent biodiesel blend costs about 10 percent more
expensive. This work is carried out only on linseed oil but this
work can be extended to a host of vegetable oil available from
agricultural and forest resources.

Conclusions
Based on the exhaustive engine tests, it can be concluded that

biodiesel can be adopted as an alternative fuel for the existing
conventional diesel engines without any major modifications re-
quired in the system hardware.

Esterification is a process, which brings about a change in the
molecular structure of the vegetable oil molecules, thus bringing
down the levels of viscosity and unsaturation of vegetable oils.
The viscosity of vegetable oil reduces substantially after esterifi-
cation. The density and viscosity of the linseed oil methyl ester
formed after esterification were found to be very close to petro-
leum diesel oil. The flash point of LOME was higher than that of
diesel oil. The 20 percent biodiesel blend also demonstrated com-
paratively higher flash point than petroleum diesel oil and was in
range of ‘safe fuel’. The cetane number for the neat diesel oil
obtained by this method is 50 and cetane number of LOME was
52. A 20 percent blending of LOME with diesel oil improved the
cetane number of diesel oil. Lower concentrations of LOME in
biodiesel blends can be used as a cetane improver. The calorific
value of LOME was found to be slightly lower than petroleum
diesel oil. All these tests for characterization of biodiesel oil dem-
onstrated that almost all the important properties of biodiesel are
in very close agreement with the diesel oil making it a potential
candidate for the application in compression ignition engines for
partial replacement of diesel fuel.

A diesel engine can perform satisfactorily on biodiesel fuel
without any engine hardware modifications. Long-term endurance
test using biodiesel proved that biodiesel can be used for substi-
tuting mineral diesel oil in long run. The 20 percent biodiesel
blend was found to be the optimum concentration for biodiesel
blend, which improved the thermal efficiency of the engine by 2.5
percent, reduced the exhaust emissions and the brake specific en-
ergy consumption. Smoke emissions also reduced appreciably.
The higher the concentration of biodiesel blend, higher was the
reduction in exhaust smoke levels. Exhaust temperatures in-
creased as a function of the concentration of biodiesel blend, i.e.,
higher the percentage of LOME; higher were the exhaust tempera-
tures. Increase in the exhaust temperature of a biodiesel-fueled
engine led to approximately 5 percent increase in NOx emissions
for 20 percent biodiesel blend. This is so because NOx formation
is a highly temperature dependent phenomenon.

Esterification has been found to be an effective technique to
prevent some long-term problems associated with utilization of
vegetable oils such as fuel filter plugging, injector coking, forma-
tion of carbon deposits in combustion chamber, ring sticking, and
contamination of lubricating oils. The carbon deposits on piston
top and injector coking substantially reduced in biodiesel-fueled
system. The performance of biodiesel-fueled engine was margin-

ally better than the diesel-fueled engine in terms of thermal effi-
ciency, brake specific energy consumption, smoke opacity, wear
of vital components, and exhaust emissions for entire range of
operations. It was conclusively proved that self-lubricity of
LOME in biodiesel played a key role in engine performance.
Biodiesel is proved to be a potential candidate for partial substi-
tute of mineral diesel oil.
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Challenges Involved in Piston Top
Ring Designs for Modern SI
Engines
Driven by energy conservation and environment protection, modern SI engines are re-
quired to have higher and higher power density. Consequently, engines and engine com-
ponents are becoming tighter and lighter, and engines are more often operated at el-
evated speed and component temperature. Piston and piston ring designs thus face
constant challenge to provide proper control of blow-by, oil consumption, friction, wear,
and oil consumption. This paper is intended to give an overview of the problems associ-
ated with top ring performance in modern SI engines, the mechanisms behind these
problems, and possible solutions. The analysis is based on engine test data and computer
models. Major topics covered in this paper include (1) top ring flutter and collapse, and
their influence on blow-by; (2) top ring reverse flutter and its influence on oil consump-
tion; (3) contact between top ring and its groove, and its potential influence on ring/
groove wear and micro-welding; (4) top ring/liner lubrication and its influence on ring
face friction, wear, and scuffing.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1364520#

Introduction
The development of SI engines is characterized by increase of

power density accompanied by reduction in fuel consumption and
improvement in performance. Additionally, all the new engine
development should meet stringent emission regulations and sat-
isfy customer’s need for less frequent service. Of all the other
important components, piston rings have a major influence on
engine friction power losses, oil consumption, blow-by, and wear.
Friction from piston rings contributes to 20 percent–30 percent of
the entire engine mechanical loss@1#. A significant portion of
engine oil consumption is from piston ring pack region@2# and
reducing engine oil consumption is important for a couple of rea-
sons. First, oil service intervals need to be increased to reduce the
cost of ownership. Second, reducing oil consumption results in
less contamination of catalysts by lubricating oil. Blow-by of
combustion gases is a major cause of degradation of the lubricat-
ing oil. Additionally, high blow-by can reduce power output and
increase oil consumption through a PCV system. At last, avoiding
top ring scuffing and micro-welding is a constant challenge for
piston and piston ring designs.

Certainly, piston and piston ring pack have to be treated as a
system to optimize their performance. However, the top ring, as it
is the first barrier to blow-by gas and the last barrier for oil flow-
ing into combustion chamber, has significant impact on engine
blow-by and oil consumption. Furthermore, severe lubrication
condition occurs between the top ring and its groove due to high
temperature and high gas pressure as well as between the top ring
and the liner when the top ring travels in the upper portion of the
liner region due to high temperature, high pressure, and lack of
direct oil supply. Therefore, top ring design is also critical for
wear and friction.

In this paper, the main features in modern SI engines that have
impact on top ring behavior are summarized first. Then, a practi-
cal example is given, in which high blow-by and high oil con-
sumption existed over all steady state conditions as well as fleet
test with the first proposed piston and piston ring pack. Computer
models were then used to analyze the cause for high blow-by at

critical conditions, namely, high-speed/no-load and high-speed/
WOT conditions. After identifying the key parameters that con-
tribute to high blow-by, modifications on piston and ring pack
were proposed and tests with new designs show simultaneous de-
crease on blow-by and oil consumption at both steady state and
real driving cycle conditions. Another example is used to illustrate
gas flow back to the combustion chamber through the top ring
groove during top ring flutter and the effects of this phenomenon
on oil consumption. Finally, the paper shows a study in another
engine where severe lubrication conditions existed between the
top ring and the groove as well as between the top ring and the
liner. Several top ring and groove geometrical parameters were
studied using the models to demonstrate how the lubrication con-
ditions can be improved by changing mechanical behaviors be-
tween the top ring and its mating parts.

Main SI Engine Evolution Affecting Top Ring Behavior
Top ring behavior can be critically affected by some aspects of

new SI engine designs and operating. Before going further, it is
useful to list main SI engine evolutions that lead to those top ring
aspects to be discussed in this paper.

Higher Engine Speed. Over recent years, we have observed
a continuous increase of engine speed in SI engines. For instance,
now in Europe, a maximum engine speed of at least 6500 rpm has
become common. This evolution, intended to boost the output of
the engine, requires several modifications in the piston system.
For piston designs, the major impacts of increased engine speed
are the problems associated with the kinematics and the resulting
NVH. On the piston ring side, increasing engine speed results in
more complex ring dynamic behavior and gas flow related to ring
dynamics because the ring axial inertia force~Fig. 1! is able to
compete with the gas pressures over a greater portion of a cycle.
One way to reduce top ring axial inertia force and suppress top
ring instability and high blow-by is decreasing top ring axial
height, which also serves the purpose of reducing piston crevice
volume. Now, the top ring with 1.2 mm axial width becomes
standard.

Lightweight Piston Design. To decrease the noise generated
by the piston and decrease the engine friction, a reduction of the
oscillating masses became necessary, which is mainly a task of
piston designs@3#. As a consequence of piston weight reduction,
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the ring axial width as well as the piston land width have to be
decreased. Smaller volumes between the rings leave less possibil-
ity to modify the inter-ring pressures. Small areas on the piston
lands make it more difficult to have any machining done on the
piston.

Aluminum Engine Block Generalization. As the engine
block is a heavy individual component, substituting aluminum for
cast iron results in weight reduction up to 40 percent–60 percent
@4#. Additionally, an aluminum block, because of its higher ther-
mal conductivity, requires less cooling and shortens the engine
warm-up phase and consequently reduces startup emissions. The
drawbacks of aluminum blocks compared with the cast iron ones
are higher thermal expansion of the block and lower block stiff-
ness. In addition, aluminum blocks are usually open deck design.
As a result, aluminum blocks bring in some challenges to ring
designs:

~i! improving bore/liner material and coating,
~ii ! improving oil and gas sealing due to higher cylinder bore

distortion and expansion.

In spite of the improvement made by using MLS~Multi Layer
Steel! cylinder head gasket and the design change on the cylinder
head bolts, the bore distortion and expansion for aluminum block
engines are usually still significant~Figs. 2 and 3!. Figure 2 shows
the arrangement of the bolts on an engine head, which is the major
source for fourth order bore distortion. Figure 3 shows the calcu-
lated radius expansion of a 2.0 L SI engine with an aluminum
block under a WOT condition. As a result of bore expansion,
actual ring gap variation during engine operation can be signifi-
cantly greater than designed cold ring gaps, traditional way of
controlling blow-by by changing cold ring gaps becomes less rel-
evant. Furthermore, higher order bore distortion brings problems
in ring conformability and oil consumption.

Reducing Fuel Consumption. Much attention has been
given to reducing friction power loss in the piston system for
improving engine fuel efficiency. These efforts include adding
piston skirt coating, improving piston ring coating, reducing total
ring tangential loads, and using low friction engine oils. Of all the
other improvements, lowering oil viscosity and improving friction
modifiers@5# are two major focal points for designing low friction
engine oils. A lower oil viscosity combined with an increased of
bore wall temperature and a decrease of the oil retention capabil-
ity of the bore surface topography results in less oil film thickness
to lubricate the rings so that rings experience more mixed and
boundary lubrication with the liner. Therefore, successfully imple-
menting low friction engine oils must be accompanied with other
efforts in piston, ring, and liner designs. Particularly, in order to
achieve minimal frictional power loss under all lubrication re-
gimes, the design of the top ring must be able to effectively take
advantage of new lubricants because it encounters most severe
lubrication condition in the piston system.

Reducing Hydrocarbon Emissions. Unburned hydrocarbons
from the exhaust pipe of today’s car have to meet the strong
emission regulation. These HC emissions result from several dif-
ferent mechanisms. Each mechanism is a path by which some of
the fuel escapes from normal combustion. The mechanism that the
top ring region is involved is the accumulation of unburned hy-
drocarbons in the piston crevice volumes~Fig. 4!. The relative
importance of various sources of HC in terms of their contribution
to engine-out HC emissions at part load in a warm engine was
investigated@6# and it was found that the piston crevice was re-
sponsible for 38 percent of the total HC emissions. As the largest
crevice, the piston top land volume, namely, axial heights of
crown land and rings, has to be reduced substantially. On the
other hand, reducing piston top land height in conjunction with

Fig. 1 Maximum ring inertia force due to piston acceleration,
normalized by the area of ring flank

Fig. 2 Static bore distortion

Fig. 3 Bore expansion under WOT

Fig. 4 Top land crevice volume
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the general increase in engine performance led to elevated top ring
groove temperature, which becomes as high as 260°C in some
extreme applications. This level of temperature can create piston
groove damage and microwelding. In practice, additional to new
piston/top ring material and coating, a special attention should be
given to the contact condition between the top ring and its groove.

In summary, these main engine evolutions change significantly
the top ring environment and create some new challenge for the
top ring:

~i! top ring instability, namely, top ring radial collapse, flutter,
and top ring reverse flutter,

~ii ! blow-by control in the engines with aluminum blocks,
~iii ! top ring severe lubrication between the ring running sur-

face and the bore, as well as between the flanks of the top
ring and the piston groove.

Top Ring Instability and Blow-By Control
The first example is based on an application in a 2.0 L four-

cylinder SI engine with an aluminum block. The initial piston and
ring pack proposal produced high blow-by at steady state condi-
tions and high oil consumption at both endurance and sport driv-
ing test conditions that is primarily consisted with high engine
speed and fast transient cycles~Figs. 5 and 6!. Furthermore, one
can see that the oil consumption during the sport driving condition
is much higher than during the endurance test. It was deemed that
overall high blow-by and particularly extremely high blow-by at
high speed/light load conditions are the cause of high oil con-
sumption under the sport driving condition. As one knows,
blow-by gas carries certain amount of oil through piston ring pack
and crankcase. In this case, the oil separator of the PCV~positive

crankcase ventilation! system was not able to function properly
with excessive blow-by gas so that large amount of oil stays with
the recycled blow-by gas and is returned to the combustion cham-
ber through the intake valves, resulting in high oil consumption.
Thus, the task was to reduce blow-by under all the operating
conditions and consequently the oil consumption.

Top Ring Flutter and Induced Second Ring Radial Collapse
Under High-SpeedÕNo-Load Conditions. It is well known that
at high-speed/light-load conditions, SI engines often produce
much higher blow-by values than WOT conditions. The consen-
sus on the cause is that under high-speed/light-load operating con-
ditions, the top ring loses its ability of sealing gases through the
ring/groove or ring/liner interfaces: namely, top ring flutters inside
the groove or radial collapse occur. To have more detailed quan-
titative analysis, the models developed in the MIT Lubrication
Consortium were used@7,8#. The ring pack model has been much
improved since the first publication@7,8# and one of its new fea-
tures is that the ring radial collapse was taken into account.

As noticed from Fig. 5, at 6000 rpm, the level of blow-by at the
no load condition is much higher than at WOT. It is thus interest-
ing to compare the differences between these two extreme load
conditions at 6000 rpm in top ring dynamics~Fig. 7! and land
pressures~Figs. 8 and 9!.

Figure 7 shows the calculated normalized lift of the top ring at
its CG location under no load and WOT conditions with engine
speed of 6000 rpm. One can clearly see that under the no load
condition the top ring flutters around the TDC of compression/
expansion strokes. During top ring flutter, gas flows through the
top ring groove all over the circumference and second land pres-
sure and overall gas flow rate through the top ring are dramati-
cally increased~Figs. 9 and 10!. Figure 10 shows the instanta-
neous and average gas flow rate via different paths through the top
ring. Hereafter, the sign convention for the gas flow is that posi-
tive is flowing down and negative is flowing up. Notice that for
the averaged values, the mass flow rate is converted to volumetric
flow rate based on the air density at the ambient condition for
easier comparison with blow-by values. One can see from the
averaged values in Fig. 10 that under the condition of 6000 rpm/
no-load, almost all the blow-by to the crankcase is from the gas
flow through the top ring groove. The mechanism of ring flutter
was described in@7,8# and is not going to be explained here in
great details. In short, at high-speed/light load conditions, high
upward ring axial inertia force and low cylinder pressure are com-

Fig. 5 Engine blow-by map with the original design

Fig. 6 Oil consumption with the original design

Fig. 7 Influence of engine load on top ring lift at 6000 rpm
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parable to each other, giving the possibility to real dynamics—
flutter for the top ring around TDC of the compression/expansion
strokes.

It was also found in@7,8# that the onset of top ring flutter was
determined by static relative angle between the top ring and its
groove. However, in this particular case, the onset of the top ring

flutter is less sensitive to ring/groove relative angle than the case
studied in@7,8#. In this engine, the axial width of the top ring is
1.2 mm, which gives much less torsional stiffness than the 1.5 mm
top ring used in@7,8#. Additionally, engine speed in this case is
6000 rpm, compared to 4000 rpm used in@7,8#. As a result, in this
case, the rising cylinder pressure during late part of the compres-
sion stroke when the top ring still sits on the lower flank of the
groove is able to twist over the top ring around the OD corner of
the top ring groove~Fig. 11!. Then, the gas with cylinder pressure
penetrates into the lower flank of the top ring and creates ring lift.
Consequently, top ring flutters despite the fact that a small static
positive relative angle exists between the top ring. However, as
will be shown later, a greater relative angle between the top ring
and its groove can prevent top ring flutter from happening.

Under WOT, around TDC of compression/expansion strokes,
Fig. 7 shows that the axial location of the CG of the top ring is
elevated because the top ring is twisted over around the OD cor-
ner of the lower flank. However, contrast to the no load condition,
the top ring is still kept in the vicinity of the lower flank of the
groove. This is because high level of top land pressure or more
precisely the gas pressure difference acting on the ring flank area
outside of the OD corner of the top groove is able to overcome the
upward inertia force of the top ring. Therefore, when the cylinder
pressure is high, the only path for the gas to pass the top ring
under WOT is the top ring gap.

Clearly, flutter of the top ring requires low cylinder pressure
and high engine speed. Top ring flutter during no load condition
and the resulted extra leakage through the top ring groove~Figs. 7
and 10! are the reasons of greater blow-by at no load than WOT at
6000 rpm seen in Fig. 5.

It is interesting to also examine how the second ring seals the
large amount of gas flow through the top ring groove under the
6000 rpm/no-load condition. The second ring used in this engine
is a standard Napier ring, and thus it has a positive static twist.
Figure 12 shows the gas flow rate via different paths through the
second ring. One can see sudden rise of gas flow rate through
ring/liner interface due to the radial collapse of the second ring.
As a result, gas directly flows through the interface of the second
ring and the liner and causes sudden drop of the second land
pressure and sudden rise of the third land pressure~Fig. 9!.

Second ring collapse is an important phenomenon in high-speed
engines. Although this paper focuses on the top ring, it is worth-
while to briefly describe the conditions for second ring radial col-
lapse to occur. The principle of top ring collapse to be discussed
later is essentially the same as that of the second ring. Second ring
collapse can occur under the following conditions. First, the en-
gine speed has to be sufficiently high so that the second ring is
lifted at late part of the compression stroke due to high upward
inertial force and slowly rising second land pressure. Second, the
second ring has to have a positive static twist to form OD sealing
with upper flank of the groove so that the second ring is stable
after it is lifted. As a result of these two conditions, rising second
land pressure acting on the taper face during late part of the com-

Fig. 8 Calculated land pressures under 6000 rpm ÕWOT

Fig. 9 Land pressures under 6000 rpm Õno-load

Fig. 10 Instantaneous and averaged gas flow rate through the
top ring

Fig. 11 Static top-ring Õgroove configuration and dynamic situ-
ation under 6000 rpm Õno-load condition
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pression and early part of the expansion stroke can become great
enough to overcome the ring tension and lower gas pressure in the
second ring groove. Then, the second ring can be pushed inward,
and radial collapse and direct leakage through the ring/liner inter-
face can occur. Ring collapse gives another type of direct gas flow
all over the circumference. Compared to ring flutter where the gas
has to flow through the ring groove, ring collapse gives more
direct gas flow with less resistance because the axial width of the
ring is much shorter than that groove radial width.

Another important issue related to ring collapse is that ring
collapse is more likely to occur when large area on the ring face is
exposed to upper land gas pressure. Therefore, comparing differ-
ent second ring designs, ring collapse should have less chance to
occur with Napier rings than simple taper faced rings with a posi-
tive static twist.

It can be concluded that with the initial piston and ring designs,
the gas sealing ability of the top two rings fails at the 6000 rpm/
no-load condition, due to top ring flutter and second ring collapse,
resulting in extremely high blow-by.

Top Ring Radial Collapse and Flutter. In this SI engine,
depending on the top ring and its piston groove design, top ring
collapse could take place additional to flutter under high-speed/
light-load conditions. For instance, offset barrel face type of the
top ring has been often used in this type of engine to avoid top
ring’s scraping up oil from the liner. Here, it can be demonstrated
from the calculation that changing the initial symmetrical barrel
face to offset barrel face~Fig. 13! would result in top ring collapse
and even greater amount of blow-by under the 6000 rpm/no-load
condition.

Figures 14 and 15 show the results of a calculation where only
change compared to the initial design is an offset top ring barrel
face was assumed~Fig. 13!. One can see that at the 6000 rpm/no-
load condition, additional to top ring flutter, radial collapse also
occurs. Consequently, the blow-by value is more than doubled
compared to the original design. The reason for the emergence of
ring radial collapse is that the offset barrel face leaves greater face

area exposed to the cylinder pressure than the symmetrical barrel
face. Then the net inward force from gas pressures is increased,
resulting in radial collapse.

Thus, in practice, one also has to pay attention to top ring’s gas
sealing ability when one intends to change the top ring face profile
for altering ring/liner lubrication.

Blow-by Under 6000 rpmÕWOT. As shown in Fig. 5, the
engine blow-by at the WOT condition is also relatively high com-

Fig. 12 Gas flow rate through the second ring under the 6000 Õ
no-load condition

Fig. 13 Different top ring barrel faces

Fig. 14 Simultaneous top ring flutter and collapse with an off-
set barrel face under 6000 rpm Õno-load

Fig. 15 Gas flow rate through top-ring Õliner interface during
top ring collapse
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pared to other production SI engines of this size. As demonstrated
earlier, under WOT, top ring instability is not the cause of high
blow-by. Rather, the reason is high bore expansion~Fig. 3!, which
is one of the characteristics of open deck aluminum blocks. With
the bore expansion shown in Fig. 3, actual top ring gap as well as
the second ring gap under WOT can become very large at TDC,
as shown in Fig. 16. As a result, blow-by reaches fairly high value
at 6000 rpm/WOT: 28 L/min. Figure 17 shows that almost all the
blow-by is through the ring gaps. Additionally, in the initial de-
sign the second ring gap was large—a conventional way to control
oil consumption.

Optimizing Piston and Ring Designs to Reduce Blow-by
With all the understanding of main mechanisms that cause high
blow-by and oil consumption, an attempt was made to optimize
the blow-by~Fig. 5! and the oil consumption performance~Fig. 6!
of this engine. Several modifications on piston and top two ring
design~Fig. 18! were proposed and examined with assistance of
the computer models before engine test. In the following, the pro-
posed modifications are listed first. Then, results from calculation
are shown before presenting the final engine test results.

To reduce the level of blow-by under high-speed/no-load en-
gine running conditions, two types of top ring instabilities,
namely, top ring flutter and radial collapse had to be minimized.
Top ring modifications were the following.

~1! To avoid top ring flutter, sealing between the lower flanks
of the top ring and groove was created~positive relative angle!.
Two options were possible. First, creating a negative tilt on the
piston groove. However, when engine load increase, this change
could generate top ring’s scraping up the oil from the liner during
late part of compression stroke and increase the oil consumption
@9#. The second option is designing a top ring twist chamfer to
create positive static twist. Additional to stabilizing the top ring, a
top ring with a positive static twist could enhance top ring’s
down-scraping ability and reduce up-scraping, which is especially
important for decreasing break-in oil consumption. Thus, the sec-
ond option was chosen. As discussed earlier, the positive relative

angle between the top ring and its groove has to be sufficiently
large to be effective due to high engine speed and less top ring
torsional stiffness.

~2! Symmetric barrel OD face profile was chosen to compro-
mise between top ring collapse and up-scraping.

To reduce the level of blow-by under WOT the modifications
were the following.

~1! Piston second land clearance was reduced to limit the gas
flow through the top ring gap and to reduce second land pressure
for avoiding second ring radial collapse.

~2! Second ring gap was reduced to limit the gas flow through
the second ring.

~3! Special second land cut was created on the piston. This
second land cut was proved to be critical to gas flow and oil
transport in this engine, especially with reduced second ring gap.
In terms of gas flow, the role of the second land cut is to avoid
rapid second land pressure built up by increasing the inter-ring
volume. As explained earlier, high second land pressure would
create second ring collapse and increase gas flow through the
second ring under high speed operating conditions. Moreover,
second ring collapse can result in ring butting and break the ring.
In terms of oil transport, the shape of this second land cut is
intended to prevent oil from moving up along the second land by
the inertia force and encourage oil transport from the second land
to the liner.

Then, the computer models were used to optimize these param-
eters. Shown in the following are the calculation results based on
the optimized piston and ring parameters.

Figure 19 shows the dynamics of the top ring with the opti-
mized parameters under 6000 rpm/no-load. With the new design,
the top ring is twisted over the groove’s OD corner much later
when the cylinder pressure becomes high during the compression
stroke. Then, high cylinder pressure is able to hold the top ring in
the vicinity of the lower flank of the groove in a similar manner as
under the WOT. Therefore, these calculations show that the new
design almost completely eliminated top ring flutter under the
6000 rpm/no-load condition. Additionally, keeping the top ring on
the lower flank of its groove prevents radial collapse from
occurring.

As a result of suppressing top ring flutter, the engine with the
new design produces only 10 percent of the blow-by with the
original design under the 6000 rpm/no-load condition. With slight
flutter as seen in Fig. 19, the averaged gas flow rate through the
top ring groove is reduced to 3 L/min. Certainly, greater static
twist would narrow the conditions for the top ring flutter to occur
and further suppress top ring flutter. However, the top ring static
twist is limited by the fact that it might block the groove to induce
ring collapse.

Fig. 16 Actual gap sizes of top two rings under WOT

Fig. 17 Main gas flow and blow-by under 6000 rpm ÕWOT

Fig. 18 Original and optimized designs
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Under 6000 rpm/WOT~Fig. 20!, the main top ring behavior
change occurs around TDC compression/expansion where the top
ring is twisted over around the OD corner much later and less
severely with the new design because of the positive static twist
with the new design. Although this subtle change of ring dynam-
ics has no impact on blow-by, it certainly reduces the severity of
the contact at the OD corner between the lower flank of the top
ring and its groove.

The calculations show that blow-by under 6000 rpm/WOT was
reduced with the new design. Due to the decrease of the piston
second land clearance, the averaged gas flow value through the
top ring gap was reduced from 27.5 to 18.8 L/min. Because of the
smaller second ring gap and the increased second land volume,
the averaged gas flow rate through second ring gap was reduced
from 28.8 to 17 L/min. These two improvements result in a 32
percent engine blow-by reduction~28–19 L/min!.

Figure 21 plots the measured blow-by map~Fig. 21a! of the
engine with the optimized configurations. Compared to the initial
blow-by performance shown in Fig. 5, one can clearly see the
remarkable improvements over all the speed and load conditions
with the new designs. In Fig. 21b, one can also see the impact of
the blow-by improvement on the ‘‘transient’’ oil consumption,
measured in a fleet test with ‘‘sport’’ driving. The engine transient
oil consumption with the new designs is only 10 percent of the
original one.

This example illustrates the advantages of using computer mod-
els to understand in details the physics involved in modern SI

engines. In this case, by no means, the modifications were con-
ventional. However, with the help of model analysis, number of
engine test iterations and thus development time were substan-
tially shortened.

Reverse Flow Through Top Ring Flutter
It has been widely accepted that reverse gas flow to the com-

bustion chamber from the second land is one of the main mecha-
nisms for oil consumption. The reverse flow through the top ring
may take place via two paths, namely, through the top ring groove
and top ring end gap. It was argued by the authors in a study of a
passenger car diesel engine@9# that main contributor to the oil
consumption through reverse gas flow is the reverse flow through
the top ring groove when the top ring flutters during late part of
the expansion and early part of the exhaust. The same conclusion
was drawn in some of our HD diesel engine studies. Here, an
example is given in a SI engine where reverse flow through the
top ring groove is also considered to be the dominant path for the
oil consumption through gas stream.

This example is based on a 2.0 L SI engine. Again, the same
models are used to conduct the analysis. Figure 22 shows the
dynamics of the top ring and Fig. 23 shows the land pressures.
One can see that the top ring flutters during early part of the
exhaust stroke, which induces sudden drop of the second land
pressure. This top ring flutter is called ‘‘reverse flutter’’ by the
authors because all the forces and gas flows are completely in the
direction opposite to the one of the other type of top ring flutter
described earlier in this paper. During early part of the exhaust
stroke, first of all, inertia force is downward. Second, the second
land pressure is higher than the cylinder pressure. And third, the
lower flanks of the top ring and the groove form an ID sealing
because of the combination of the top ring twist and downward tilt
of the groove due to thermal deformation.

When this reverse flutter occurs, the corresponding reverse flow
through the groove is the primary mechanism for blowing the oil
on the piston into the combustion chamber due to the following
two reasons. First, the reverse gas flow rates through the top ring

Fig. 19 Top ring dynamics under 6000 rpm Õno-load with opti-
mized design

Fig. 20 Comparison of top ring dynamics under 6000 rpm Õ
WOT of two designs

Fig. 21 Results with the optimized design
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groove are much higher than the one through the top ring gap~the
gas flow rate through the top ring gap is so small that it is invisible
in Fig. 24!, as can be seen from Fig. 24. Second, as the reverse
flutter occurs all over the circumference, there is more available
oil for the reverse gas flow to carry. One has to realize that with
appreciable engine load, the main flow through the top ring gap is
downwards and thus the second land region below the top ring
gap is cleaned@10#. Therefore, there is no oil for the reverse flow
through the top ring gap to carry. In contrast, oil on the second
land and inside the top ring groove all over the circumference is
available for the reverse flow through the top ring groove to en-
train @10,11#.

Despite a clear understanding of reverse flutter phenomenon, it
is difficult to avoid it. ID sealing between the lower flanks of the
top ring and its groove usually exists because of groove thermal
distortion, wear, and positive top ring static twist that is required
often for other purposes as described earlier. Thus, one can see the
complexity of ring designs. One parameter could be beneficial to
one process and detrimental to another one. One has to react dif-
ferently with different engines and engine operating
characteristics.

Top Ring Severe Lubrication
One of the most critical factors affecting SI engine develop-

ment in recent years has been the need to improve fuel efficiency.
Typically, the friction in the engine accounts for 8 percent of
passenger car engine power@12#. One major effort for reducing
engine friction is to formulate low-friction engine oils and it has
been proved to be an effective way@5#. However, low-friction
low-viscosity oils can also significantly modify and worsen the
lubrication conditions between the top ring and the cylinder bore
as well as between the top ring and piston groove. Thus an inte-
grated effort has to be made from all aspects of engine lubrication
system. With the trend of lowering oil viscosity and increasing
component temperature, it is not surprising that in the past few
years, top ring lubrication problems, namely scuffing and micro-
welding, became more and more frequent in SI engine develop-
ment. Computer models enable us to conduct detailed analyses on
ring/liner lubrication, and the contact between the rings and the
liner as well as between the rings and the grooves. With these
analyses, one can often discover the specific mechanical behavior
that causes the failure and improve the design with simple geo-
metrical changes instead of blindly testing new materials and
coatings.

All the calculations in this section are conducted with the latest
models developed in the MIT lubrication consortium. One of the
major improvements in the ring pack lubrication model since the
last publication@13,8# is that the model considers the effects of
ring dynamic twist and piston dynamics tilt on ring/liner
lubrication.

Top RingÕBore Lubrication. In modern SI engines, top ring/
bore lubrication occurs in a hostile environment characterized by
high temperatures, high gas pressures, acidic combustion prod-
ucts, and thin and highly loaded oil film. The top ring experiences
all three different kinds of lubrication modes:

~i! Hydrodynamic lubrication where the oil viscosity is the
determining factor for friction power losses.

~ii ! Boundary lubrication where the surface material, rough-
ness structure, and oil friction modifiers are the determin-
ing factors for friction and wear.

~iii ! Mixed lubrication.

Considering the lubrication between the top ring and the liner,
the top ring may experience boundary lubrication and severe as-
perity contact when it travels in top of the liner. At high load
engine running conditions, boundary lubrication and severe asper-
ity contact occur on the top ring around TDC of the compression/

Fig. 22 Top ring dynamics under 4000 rpm ÕWOT

Fig. 23 Land pressures under 4000 rpm ÕWOT

Fig. 24 Gas flow rate via different routes through the top ring
during the exhaust stroke
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expansion strokes because the high gas pressure pushed the ring
outward from the top ring groove. Around TDC of the exhaust/
intake strokes, the top ring usually experiences pure boundary
lubrication because the amount of oil left on the top of the liner
after expansion stroke is extremely small@13#. Yet the magnitude
of the resulting asperity contact is not significant due to lack of
existence of high gas pressure and thus not important for gener-
ating scuffing. Therefore, in a warm engine, top ring scuffing~Fig.
25! is most likely initiated at TDC of the compression/expansion
strokes when the bore and the top ring coating and/or material can
not survive high level of asperity contact.

Although it appears to be a material failure when scuffing oc-
curs, the root of scuffing may be bad mechanical behavior of the
rings with their mating parts and a simple change of piston and
ring geometry may effectively improve the mechanical behavior
and avoid scuffing from occurring. To illustrate the effectiveness
of geometrical changes, computer model@9# was used to study top
ring/bore lubrication in a 1.8 L SI engine with a cast iron block
under 5000 rpm/WOT. With 5W20 oil, this engine initially en-
countered some scuffing problems~Fig. 25! that were then solved
by improving ring, liner, and cooling designs. For illustration pur-
poses, the influences of three major parameters on the asperity
contact between the top ring and the liner were investigated: oil
SAE viscosity grade, top ring barrel face profile, and bore surface
roughness.

All the parameters are based on design parameters and major
parameters for the baseline condition are listed as follows:

~i! Top ring width: 1.2 mm.
~ii ! Roughness: 0.1mm in Rq for the barrel face and 0.5mm in

Rq for the liner.
~iii ! Oil: SAE 5W20 with HTHS viscosity of 3.2 mPa at 150°C.
~iv! Liner temperature: 100°C at TDC and 80°C at the BDC.
~v! Top ring running surface profile: 2mm of barrel drop—

lower limit of the specification, as shown in Fig. 26.

Baseline results are plotted in Figs. 26 and 27. In Fig. 26, the
minimum oil film thickness~MOFT! of the top ring~a! and wet-
ting condition ~b! are plotted. The results in Fig. 26 are for the
ring section along the anti-thrust side because the piston is de-
signed with a pin offset to the thrust side and dynamic piston tilt
makes the top ring experience most severe lubrication condition at
the anti-thrust. For this matter, all the rest results are also for the
ring section along the anti-thrust side. In Fig. 26b, shaded area
represents the region on the top ring running surface where oil is
present between the ring and liner and hydrodynamic pressure is
generated@13,8#. Thus, pure boundary lubrication occurs if there
is no shaded area in Fig. 26b, e.g., around the TDC. As explained
in @13,8#, oil supply to the liner region above the TDC position of
the oil control ring does not necessarily repeat from cycle to cycle.
Here, the results show that there is no hydrodynamic lubrication
in the region above the TDC position of the oil control ring.
However, hydrodynamic lubrication may return in another cycle

because the top ring is bale to carry some oil to that region.
Whichever cycle is chosen won’t affect the conclusions to be
drawn later.

Figure 27 shows the asperity contact pressure distribution be-
tween the top ring and the liner around TDC of the compression/
expansion strokes. The maximum contact pressure value is about
200 bars and boundary lubrication takes place for about 60 deg of
crank angle. This type of top ring lubrication condition shown in
Figs. 26 and 27 is representative of the engines in the market
using low-viscosity lubricants and can partially illustrate the re-
quirements of the top ring coating evolution.

Effects of Lubricant Types on Friction and the Contact Be-
tween the Top Ring and the Line. A thicker oil, SAE 10W50,

Fig. 25 Top ring and bore scuffing

Fig. 26 Lubrication between top ring and liner

Fig. 27 Top-ring Õbore asperity contact pressure
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was chosen to illustrate the impact of the oil viscosity evolution
on top ring lubrication. The HTHS viscosity of this SAE 10W50
at 150°C is 3.42 mPa s. Other parameters were kept the same as
the baseline condition.

Figure 28 shows the comparison of the contact pressure be-
tween SAE 10W50 and SAE 5W20. One can see that the magni-
tude of asperity contact pressure is decreased by 25 percent. Ad-
ditionally, with SAE 10W50, asperity contact only lasts about 20
deg of crank angle.

Table 1 shows the calculated friction mean effective pressure
~FMEP! with these two different lubricants. One can see that the
FMEP of the entire ring pack with SAE 5W20 is approximately
the same as the one with 10W50. Further examining the FMEP
contribution from different rings and different mechanisms in
Table 1, it can be seen that with 5W20, higher friction contribu-
tion from boundary lubrication on the top ring offsets all the fric-
tion benefits obtained from the second ring and the oil control
ring.

It has to be stated that in this study, these two oils were as-
sumed to have the same friction modifiers and to have 0.1 as the

friction coefficient of the boundary lubrication. Application of
friction reduction additives in 5W20 could reduce friction coeffi-
cient to 0.05@5# and would indeed decrease friction power losses
with 5W20. In addition, the liner temperatures used may be too
low compared to the engines with aluminum blocks. To show how
the performance of these two lubricants compare at higher liner
temperature, another calculation was made by assuming that the
liner temperature was 20°C higher than the baseline. One can see
the advantage of SAE 5W20 on friction from Table 2. Clearly, at
higher temperature, using SAE 10W50 results in the same kind of
oil starvation around the TDC as 5W20.

This study shows that with low-viscosity oils, the top ring
spends longer time experiencing boundary lubrication than with
higher-viscosity oils. Consequently, under certain conditions, low-
viscosity oils may actually produce more FMEF in the piston ring
pack than higher viscosity oils. Thus, low-viscosity oils must be
blended with better friction modifier in order to effectively reduce
friction. From the point of view of piston ring designs, there is
possibility that the magnitude of asperity contact pressure can be
reduced with better ring face profile and surface roughness.

Effects of the Top Ring Running Surface Profile and Sur-
face Roughness. As mentioned earlier, in the baseline case,
lower limit of the barrel face drop thus a flat surface profile was
used. It is interesting to examine how ring/liner contact varies
within the tolerance of the barrel face design by using the average
barrel drop 7mm, as specified in the design. With a small axial
width at 1.2 mm, this change of barrel face greatly increases the
curvature of the face profile and sharpens the top ring face. Figure
29 shows the comparison of top-ring/liner contact pressure distri-
bution. One can see that sharper face profile with 7mm barrel
drop results in higher magnitude in contact pressure because of
less contact area.

Asperity contact of a sharp top ring can bring very localized
and hard contact between the top ring and the bore. Then, the heat
generated by localized high friction may not be fully released
during the cycle, resulting in local temperature increase and ther-
mal expansion. In turn, thermal expansion produces sharper sur-
face ~thermal bump! and thus results in more localized heat gen-
eration and temperature increase. As a result, under certain
circumstances, local temperature becomes out of control. When
the local temperature becomes sufficiently high, local microweld-
ing occurs on the top ring~Fig. 25!. Microwelding increases the
hardness of the running surface and sharpens the running surface,
and further development would produce severe scoring or scratch-
ing of the bore~Fig. 25!. This phenomenon is classified as ther-
malelastic instability and is also the cause of failure for many
other lubrication systems, e.g., mechanical face seals@14#.

Although wear is generally not considered to be a favorable
feature for materials, proper wear can remove the thermal bump
and thus prevent the thermalelastic instability from happening on
the top ring face. On the other hand, a top ring with high wear
resistance coating/treatment may enhance thermal elastic instabil-
ity because of its inability to remove the thermal bumps.

The result of top ring scuffing with hard coatings is a rapid
increase of the engine oil consumption. On the other hand, a top
ring coating with a lower wear resistance may result in more wear

Fig. 28 Influence of oil properties

Table 1 Influence of oil viscosity on ring pack friction power
losses

Table 2 Influence of oil viscosity on ring pack friction power
losses at a higher wall temperature „20°C…
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on the top ring running surface, and thus top ring gap and blow-
by. Additionally, significant wear on the top ring OD face flattens
the surface profile and thus may increase top ring scraping and oil
consumption. Thus, in reality, one has to find a compromise be-
tween wear resistance and scuffing resistance.

Other important features to consider for reducing friction and
contact between the top ring and liner include self-lubrication
properties of the coatings@15# and surface roughness/finish. Fig-
ure 30 shows the comparison between the baseline and an as-
sumed smoother liner. One can see a dramatic decrease in the
magnitude of contact pressure and contact area because hydrody-
namic lubrication is enhanced with lower surface roughness.

As a final note, the initial scuffing problem that occurred in this
1.8 L cast iron block engine was solved by reducing the tolerance
of both barrel face profile and bore surface finish, and by improv-
ing the efficiency of the engine cooling system.

Top Ring Piston Groove Wear and Microwelding. In mod-
ern SI engines, light weight piston design, shorter top land height,
and increase of engine performance all lead to high temperature
on the surface of the top ring groove~up to 260°C!. Under high
groove surface temperature, high contact pressure between the top
ring and its groove can generate local fusion between the top ring
and the groove. This effect, commonly called microwelding, is in
fact a metal transfer from the groove to the ring. Usually, as a
result of microwelding, piston groove is destroyed, and engine
blow-by and oil consumption are greatly increased. Figure 31 is
an example of microwelding in a SI engine where the lower flank
of the groove was damaged and aluminum was welded into the
lower side of the top ring.

Although piston material and coating@3# as well as treatment
on the top ring flanks@15# could be effective ways to avoid mi-
crowelding, they could be costly. On the other hand, some geo-
metric design changes of the top ring and its piston groove can
effectively reduce the contact pressure between them, and some-

times solve the microwelding problem. Certainly, sometimes op-
timizing geometry and minimizing contact pressure may still not
be able to avoid microwelding. Then, one can consider other so-
lutions in coatings, piston material, and surface treatment. An-
other solution for microwelding is bringing more oil into the top
ring groove to cool the groove and to enhance hydrodynamic pres-
sure between the flanks the top ring and groove. However, by
doing so, more oil consumption and degradation would be
generated.

To illustrate how the magnitude of the contact pressure can be
reduced between the flanks of the top ring and the groove, a
simple example is given using two different piston tilt values.
Again, computer models@7,8,9# were used. Figure 32 shows the
asperity contact pressure distribution between the lower flank of
the top ring and its groove. Figure 32 only shows the results
around the TDC of the compression stroke where the top ring is
twisted over around the OD corner. One can clearly see the re-

Fig. 29 Influence of barrel profile

Fig. 30 Influence of liner roughness

Fig. 31 Top-ring Õpiston-groove microwelding
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duction of the magnitude of the asperity contact pressure with the
groove that does not have an up-tilt. As discovered in an earlier
work @9#, the wear of top ring and the groove tends to produce a
relative angle between the lower flanks of the top ring and the
groove such that during engine operation, the asperity contact
pressure distributes uniformly in the radial direction between the
lower flank of the top ring and the groove. Certainly, if the groove
tilt angle is further reduced to a negative value, the peak contact
pressure at the OD corner can be further reduced. As one knows,
a negative top groove tilt may result in excessive top ring up-
scraping. Therefore, based on the considerations of top-ring/
groove contact and top ring scraping, an up-tilt top ring groove
combined with a large top ring static twist may produce less as-
perity contact pressure between the lower flank of the top ring and
the groove without increasing top ring up-scraping. By doing so,
wear and microwelding between top ring and the groove as well
as oil consumption may all be reduced.

Conclusions
Through practical examples, this paper shows several critical

aspects of top ring design in modern SI engines. It was found that
many engine design and engine operating characteristics in mod-
ern SI engines bring new challenges to top ring design in control-
ling engine blow-by, friction, wear, and oil consumption. High
engine speed creates more ring instability in both axial and radial
directions, and flutter and ring radial collapse generate more direct
and stronger gas flow all around the circumference of the piston

than otherwise only through ring gaps under low speed conditions.
Thus, the main routs for blow-by and oil consumption become
different from low speed conditions, and design strategies to con-
trol blow-by and oil consumption under high speed conditions
have to be adjusted. Additionally, at high engine load conditions,
high bore expansion in engines with aluminum blocks gives sig-
nificant increase to ring gaps when rings travels at top of the liner.
To control blow-by, one has to make adjustment on the second
land and the second ring in order not to give a direct path to the
increased gas flow through the top ring gap. The computer models
used are helpful in identifying the main mechanisms contributing
to increased gas leakage and gas flow related oil transport under
high speed conditions and in optimizing piston and ring param-
eters to minimize blow-by.

Increase of piston temperature and adaptation of low-friction
oils in modern SI engines bring more and more problems in
micro-welding between the top ring and the groove as well as
scuffing between the top ring and the liner. While changes in
materials, coatings, and surface treatment may ultimately be
needed, magnitude of asperity contact pressure between the top
ring and its mating parts can be reduced by making simple
changes in the geometry of the piston and top ring. By reducing
contact pressure between the top ring and its mating parts, the
onset of microwelding and scuffing can certainly be delayed if not
completely avoided. Thus, when microwelding or scuffing occurs,
it is important to examine the mechanical behavior of the piston
and rings before investing on material changes.
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Inlet Losses in Counterflow
Wet-Cooling Towers
The inlet loss coefficients for dry, isotropically packed, circular and rectangular counter-
flow cooling towers are determined experimentally and empirical correlations are formu-
lated to fit this data. Computational fluid dynamics is used to investigate the dependence
of the inlet loss coefficient on the rain zone characteristics. The rain zone generally
dampens the inlet loss, but the coupling is indirect and involves a large number of
dependent variables. The numerical model is validated by means of experimental data for
dry towers and it is found that the degree of accuracy achieved for circular towers
exceeds that for rectangular towers. Consequently, the correlation derived to predict this
occurrence for circular towers can be applied more confidently than its rectangular
counterpart. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1359236#

Introduction

A method for predicting the thermal performance of cooling
towers must include accurate representations of the tower’s air-
flow resistances. Since inlet losses constitute a significant portion
of these resistances, the importance of an accurate model to pre-
dict their magnitude is clear. Although some relations exist to
describe these phenomena, they tend to be incorrect or limited to
specific tower configurations. Furthermore, finite element methods
that have the potential to accurately describe inlet losses@1# are
not often used in practice since they tend to be relatively time
consuming and are unsuited to optimization practices.

Many researchers@2–5# have investigated inlet losses in an
attempt to quantify their influence on tower performance. The
problem of applying their analyses to counterflow wet-cooling
towers is twofold:~1! Most of the earlier researchers fail to simu-
late the fill ~Fig. 1! in a manner consistent with operational tower
packing. Terblanche and Kro¨ger @6# show that inlet losses are
highly dependent on fill configuration and characteristics. It is
therefore important that the fill being used in an experimental
investigation of tower inlet losses be geometrically similar to ac-
tual fills. ~2! None of the previous analyses incorporate the effect
of the rain zone resistance on the inlet loss. Since it has been
shown that inlet losses are highly dependent on the magnitude of
the fill resistance@6,7# it is safe to assume that the rain zone
~which often has a considerable resistance! will also influence the
size of the inlet loss.~This will later be shown to be the case.!

The purpose of this paper is, thus, to derive a method to predict
the inlet losses for natural and induced draft wet-cooling towers
that incorporates variable fill geometries and the rain zone resis-
tance. The loss coefficient produced by this method is intended for
use in a one-dimensional performance evaluation of the appropri-
ate cooling tower.

Both experimental and numerical~computational fluid dynam-
ics! approaches have been found inadequate when used to study
inlet losses. Experimental methods, because of the impracticality
of simulating the rain zone other than on a scale of one to one.
CFD, because of current commercial code’s inability to accurately
simulate large scale eddies present within the recirculating region
in cooling tower inlet flows. A solution based on a compromise
between the two methods was therefore sought. Experimental pro-
cedures are employed to find the absolute value of the inlet loss
while ignoring the effect of the rain zone. CFD is used to find the

relative influence of the rain zone on the inlet loss which can then
be applied to the experimental results to find an approximation of
the true inlet loss.

Experimental Evaluation of Inlet Losses
The inlet loss coefficient for a counterflow cooling tower can be

expressed in terms of the change in total pressure between stag-
nant ambient air far from the tower and the air after the fill as-
sembly. Assuming a uniform velocity distribution after the fill
assembly the inlet loss coefficient can be defined as

Kct5

pa2~po1rovo
2/2!2E

0

Ho

rgdz

rav i
2/2

2KtS ra

rfi
D S Ai

Afr
D 2

(1)

whereAi is the inlet cross-sectional area of the tower,Afr is the
frontal area of the fill, andrfi is the harmonic mean density of the
air flowing through the fill. The subscript ‘‘i’’ refers to conditions
at the cross-sectional inlet, ‘‘o’’ to conditions above the fill as-
sembly, and ‘‘a’’ represents ambient conditions. Furthermore,z is
the direction perpendicular to the surface, so that the integral rep-
resents the pressure drop caused by the change in elevation of the
air flow. For a wet-cooling tower the resistance term,Kt , is the
sum of the known loss coefficients between the tower entrance
and the top of the fill assembly, all referred to fill conditions.

To obtain experimental values for the inlet loss coefficient in
accordance with Eq.~1!, certain simplifications and approxima-
tions have to be made. In addition to the fact that rain zone effects
are ignored for the time being, the following assumptions were
made concerning the experimental arrangement:
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• The effects of gravity can be ignored. By using a horizontal
test section, the integral term that represents the buoyancy force in
Eq. ~1! becomes redundant, thus*0

Horgdz50.
• The flow is adiabatic and incompressible. Since there is no

heat or mass transfer in the scale model and pressure differences
are relatively small, this assumption is valid. The assumption im-
plies that the air density throughout the model is constant, thus
r5ra .

• The fill material is homogeneously distributed across the inlet
section. There is no flow contraction and therefore,Afr5Ai .

• The fill is the only flow obstruction in the tower. It is as-
sumed that all the axial resistances in the vicinity of the fill are
summed to arrive at the total resistance. Also, static flow obstruc-
tions before the fill~tower supports, inlet louvers! are not present
in the model. Terblanche and Kro¨ger @6# show that the inlet losses
are independent of these obstructions in any case. Therefore,Kt
5Kfi .

Employing these assumptions reduces Eq.~1! to,

Kct5
pa2po

rav i
2/2

212Kfi (2)

wherev i5Ai /(ramav) and po is the static pressure after the fill.
Equation~2! can now be applied to an experimental scale model.

The inlet losses for a circular cooling tower are dependent on
the inlet diameter,di , the inlet height,Hi , and the radius of the
inlet rounding,r ir . The magnitude of the fill loss coefficient and
other obstacles in its immediate vicinity, referred to asKfi , also
has a strong influence on the inlet loss. Applying dimensional
analysis to the variables governing the inlet loss, reduces the func-
tional dependency of the inlet loss coefficient to

Kct5 f S di

Hi
,
r ir

di
,KfiD (3)

By utilizing the description of dependencies provided above, the
scale model shown in Fig. 2, that can vary each of the dimension-
less groups independently~and thereby facilitate the formulation
of empirical correlations!, can be constructed.

The fills found in wet-cooling towers can be divided into two
general categories: film type packing, such as fiber sheets, that
offer an orthotropic resistance to airflow and splash type packing,
such as trickle grids, that have an isotropic resistance~Fig. 3!.
These fill types cause different inlet losses when installed in geo-
metrically similar cooling towers under identical conditions. The
discrepancy is caused by the interaction of the recirculating air
~Fig. 1! with the fill and by entrance effects when air enters the
different fills at oblique angles. The result is that the inlet losses
for isotropically and orthotropically packed towers must be deter-
mined separately.

A publication by Terblanche and Kro¨ger @6# gives the inlet
losses for counterflow dry-cooling towers fitted with radiator type

heat exchangers. Since the geometry of film type fills and finned
heat exchangers are similar the inlet losses predicted for the latter
will also be valid for the former~neglecting the rain zone’s influ-
ence!. Terblanche’s equations can therefore be used in conjunc-
tion with the present method.

For circular counterflow cooling towers with isotropic fills the
experimental setup shown in Fig. 2 was used in conjunction with
splash packing~Fig. 3! to determine the dry tower inlet losses. A
curve fit of the results produced the following empirical correla-
tion

Kct5~0.011266e~0.093di /Hi !Kfi
220.3105e~0.1085di /Hi !Kfi

21.752214.5614e~0.131di /Hi !!

1sinh21F S 10970.2e~20.2442Kfi!11391.3

di /Hi215.7258

11205.54e~20.23Kfi!1109.314D
3S 2r ir

di
2

0.01942

di /Hi227.929
20.016866D G (4)

which is valid for 7.5<di /Hi<15, 5<Kfi<25 and 0<r ir /di
<0.02. The average error encountered when fitting Eq.~4! to the
experimental data is only 2.5 percent. The agreement is adequate
for the purposes of this investigation, since experimental uncer-
tainty can account for a deviation of up to 3 percent of the mea-
sured value.

The complexity of Eq.~4! is caused largely by the nonlinearity
of the experimental data. The inverse hyperbolic sine function in
the second term of Eq.~4! accounts for the inflection point in the
r 1r /di dependent data shown in Fig. 4. Previous researchers ne-
glected this dependency in favor of simplicity or used two differ-
ent equations to predict the loss coefficient before and after the

Fig. 2 Section model of a cylindrical cooling tower

Fig. 3 Isotropic resistance fill material „trickle grid …

Fig. 4 Inlet loss coefficient for a circular tower
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inflection point. The error in this approach seems to be significant,
since the inlet loss coefficient continues to decrease, albeit slowly,
with increased inlet rounding radius after the inflection point~Fig.
4!.

A similar approach produced the following equation for the
inlet loss coefficient in isotropically packed induced draft rectan-
gular towers.

Kct50.23391~3.91931023Kfi
226.84031022Kfi12.5267!

3eWi /Hi ~0.514320.1803e~0.0163Kfi!!2sinh21S 2.77e~0.958Wi /Hi !

3e~Kfi~2.45721.015Wi /Hi !31022!3S r ir

Wi
20.013028D D (5)

Figure 4 represents the curve fit of experimental data and clearly
shows the difference in inlet loss between an isotropically packed
tower ~solid line! and an orthotropically packed tower~dotted
line!. The inlet loss associated with orthotropic resistance fills is
generally smaller, especially at lower values ofdi /Hi .

Numerical Modeling of the Rain Zone
For the purposes of the numerical simulation, the commercial

CFD code STAR-CD, was employed. Figure 5 depicts a typical
computational mesh used to simulate a cooling tower inlet. The
wedge shaped section represents a 10 degree arc of a circular
cooling tower, similar to the experimental model shown in Fig. 2.
Modeling the tower as a two-dimensional axisymmetrical problem
significantly reduces computational time and geometrical com-
plexity.

The mass flow rate at the outlet is considered fixed, while the
inlet conditions are left unspecified, allowing a natural develop-
ment of the flow field. Droplets were simulated using a time-
derivative Lagrangian tracking scheme of sample drops and drop-
let deformation was taken into account according to a scheme
proposed by Dreyer@8#. Turbulent effects were simulated by us-
ing the standardk-« model, but the effects of the droplets and fill
on turbulent characteristics were neglected because of insufficient
data. The different fills were modeled as distributed resistances,
the particulars of each type being incorporated in user-
subroutines.

The pressure drop caused by the inlet losses, the rain zone, and
the fill were measured by a row of specialized sensor cells in-
serted above the packing. The cells return the flow’s piezometric
pressure and vertical velocity, so that the total mechanical energy
loss experienced by the flow, between ambient conditions and the
top of the fill, can be calculated. The total loss coefficient, defined
in terms of the average fill outlet velocity, is given by,

Kt5@pa2~~ps1
1
2ru1

2!sc1rg~Hi1Lfi!!#/~ 1
2rv i

2! (6)

where the subscript sc denotes conditions in the sensor cells, the
overbar a mass flux based averaging process across the fill outlet,

and pa is the ambient stagnation pressure at ground level. The
inlet loss coefficient for a wet-cooling tower can now be found
from,

Kct5Kt2~Kfi1K rz! (7)

whereK rz is the rain zone loss coefficient from De Villiers and
Kröger @9#.

As stated previously, inacurracies in the numerical turbulence
model will cause a deviation from the actual physical value for the
inlet loss coefficient~especially for isotropic fills!. To compensate
for this error, the experimental inlet loss coefficients for dry-
cooling towers is modified in the following manner,

Kct~wet!5Kct~dry!3dKctrz (8)

where the inlet loss correction factor is

dKctrz5
Kct~wet,numerical!

Kct~dry,numerical!
(9)

andKct~dry! can be found from the experimental equations. This is
an approximation of the wet-cooling tower inlet loss, but the size
of the error will be bounded by the difference between the nu-
merical and experimental dry-cooling tower values. It also serves
to define trends in the interdependency of the inlet and rain zone
losses.

The inlet loss correction factor,dKctrz , is a function of all
eleven variables that characterize the inlet and rain zone losses.
The time needed to explore all the dependencies and divergent
influences of these variables using CFD is prohibitive. It was
therefore decided to exclude weaker variables from the analysis
after a through screening process. The ‘‘strong’’ functional depen-
dency for the inlet loss correction factor is given by

dKctrz5 f ~di~or Wi !,Hi ,dd ,Gw ,Ga ,Kfi! (10)

The general validity of the current analysis is dependent on the
degree of similarity between the experimental and numerical
simulations of the dry-cooling tower inlet loss coefficient. For a
circular tower with an isotropic splash type fill, the correspon-
dence between the numerical and experimental solutions can be
seen in Fig. 6. The numerical solution’s values are consistently
lower than is the case for the experimental tests. This is in accor-
dance with the predicted deficiency in the modeling of the recir-
culating flow region. In general, though, the agreement between
the two approaches is sufficient to engender a large degree of
confidence in further results obtained using the numerical model
and the applicability of such results to the experimental results is
assured.Fig. 5 Circular tower mesh with embedded refinement

Fig. 6 Correspondence between experimental and numerical
solutions for towers with isotropic fills
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For a circular counterflow wet-cooling tower, with an isotropic
flow resistance fill, the correlation for the inlet loss correction
factor is given by,

dKctrz5F0.2394180.1S 0.0954

di /Hi
1ddDe~0.395GW /Ga!20.3195S GW

Ga
D

2966.0S dd

di /Hi
De~0.686Gw /Ga!G

3~120.06825GW!Kfi
0.09667e8.7434~1/di20.01! (11)

which is valid for 7.5<di /Hi<20, 3<dd<6 mm, 1<GW

<3 kg/m2s, 1.2<Ga<3.6 kg/m2s, 80<di<120 m, and 5<K f1
<25 ~whereGa5rav i and GW5rWvW!. The lack of consistent
use of dimensionless groups is caused by the exclusion of the
‘‘weak’’ variables, so that insufficient dimensional variables are
available to complete theP groupings. The average error encoun-
tered using the fitted correlation, is less than 4 percent, which is
adequate considering the inaccuracies of the numerical simulation
and the fact that the correction factor is used to modify an existing
loss coefficient.

The general trend is for the added resistance of the rain zone to
dampen the inlet loss in an effect similar to that caused by in-
creased fill resistances as shown in Fig. 7. This change is not
directly coupled to the rain zone loss, though, necessitating the
large number of dependent variables.

The agreement between numerically and experimentally deter-
mined inlet losses for orthotropically packed circular dry-cooling
towers is even better than for isotropic packing. The accuracy of
the numerical solution is ascribed to the lack of large unbounded
recirculating flows in the orthotropic film type fill. Upon investi-
gation it was found that the inlet loss correction factor, for circular
orthotropically packed towers, closely resembles that associated
with isotropically packed towers, so much so that Eq.~11! repre-
sents an adequate correlation of the inlet loss correction factor for
the orthotropic case.

The correspondence between experimentally and numerically
generated inlet loss coefficients for isotropically packed rectangu-
lar towers is poor compared to that encountered in circular towers.
This poor agreement is thought to be caused by a larger compara-
tive recirculating region in rectangular towers, so that the error
made during numerical modeling becomes correspondingly
greater. Any results obtained from the CFD simulation must,
therefore, be viewed with caution and lack the degree of confi-
dence that is associated with the circular tower model. This is
especially true at the low inlet width to height ratios with which
operational rectangular towers are commonly constructed. Fortu-

nately, the magnitude of the inlet loss in such towers is compara-
tively small and the inlet loss correction factor is close to unity, so
that any expected improvement in tower performance, because of
the correction factor, would be marginal. It therefore, becomes
acceptable to ignore the inlet loss correction factor in cases where
Wi /Hi<3

Where the inlet loss correction factor for a rectangular tower is
needed, the following empirical correlation provides the required
value for both isotropic and orthotropic resistance fills,

dKctrz512Gw~0.123212.1dd2272.26dd
215.0431024

•e0.466Wi /Hi !3~121.1631023
•eGa! (12)

and is valid for 3<Wi /Hi<7.5, 3<dd<6 mm, 1<GW

<3 kg/m2s and 2<Ga<6 kg/m2s. It must be emphasized, that
this equation can only be used with any degree of confidence at
high Wi /Hi values and since this is not normally the case, it
becomes prudent to take the conservative approach by ignoring
the influence of the rain zone loss on the inlet loss.

Conclusion
Although cooling tower inlet losses have been extensively stud-

ied in the past, it was found that no correlations existed to predict
the inlet loss for towers with isotropic resistance fills and/or rain
zones. These deficiencies were addressed by, firstly, conducting
experiments to find the inlet loss for dry isotropically packed tow-
ers. The data from these experiments was used to formulate cor-
relations for the dry inlet loss coefficient in circular and rectangu-
lar towers. The results show that distinctly different inlet losses
are encountered when employing isotropic resistance fills~com-
pared to orthotropic resistances!. In addition, increasing the inlet
rounding’s radius was found to continuously decrease the magni-
tude of the inlet loss, even after the inflection point reported by
previous researchers.

Secondly, computational fluid dynamics~CFD! were used to
investigate the effect of the rain zone’s resistance on the inlet loss
coefficient in circular and rectangular towers~with isotropic and
orthotropic resistance fills!. Equations for a correction factor were
correlated from the results. Applying this correction factor to a
dry inlet loss, produces an inlet loss~that is generally smaller than
its dry counterpart! for an equivalent wet-cooling tower.

The correction factor is most applicable to circular towers,
where good agreement, between experimental and numerical dry
tower simulations, validates the modeling strategy. A ‘‘weak’’
agreement between numerical and experimental results for rectan-
gular towers, caused by large recirculating regions and relatively
small inlet losses, casts doubt on the efficacy of the corresponding
correction factor. Studies of operational tower configurations
show, however, that the influence of the correction factor in rect-
angular towers is small and may be ignored in favor of a more
conservative approach. Whether the fill resistance is orthotropic or
isotropic was found to have little effect on the size of the correc-
tion factor.

Overall, the prediction tools presented in this paper provide
greater accuracy and confidence when calculating the mass flow
rate and therefore the heat rejection rate in counterflow wet-
cooling towers. It is suggested, however, that an attempt be made
to validate the complete set of equations in terms of applicability
to operational towers and effective droplet diameters.

Nomenclature

A 5 Area m2

d 5 Diameter m
G 5 Mass velocity kg/sm2

g 5 Gravitational acceleration m/s2

H 5 Height m
K 5 Pressure drop coefficient
L 5 Length m
m 5 Mass flow rate kg/s

Fig. 7 Inlet loss correction factor for isotropically packed cir-
cular towers
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p 5 Pressure N/m2

r 5 Radius m
v 5 Velocity m/s
W 5 Width m
z 5 Axial coordinate m

Greek symbols

r 5 Density kg/m3

Subscripts

a 5 Air, Ambient
ct 5 Cooling tower
d 5 Droplet
fi 5 Fill, fill conditions
fr 5 Frontal
i 5 Inlet, into the fill

ir 5 Inlet rounding
L 5 Length
o 5 Outlet
r 5 Radial

rz 5 Rain zone
t 5 Total

v 5 Water vapor
w 5 Water
z 5 Axial
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Estimation of NOx Emissions in
Thermal Power Plants Using
Neural Networks
In this paper a neural network-based strategy is proposed for the estimation of the NOx
emissions in thermal power plants, fed with both oil and methane fuel. A detailed analysis
based on a three-dimensional simulator of the combustion chamber has pointed out the
local nature of the NOx generation process, which takes place mainly in the burners’
zones. This fact has been suitably exploited in developing a compound estimation proce-
dure, which makes use of the trained neural network together with a classical one-
dimensional model of the chamber. Two different learning procedures have been investi-
gated, both based on the external inputs to the burners and a suitable mean cell
temperature, while using local and global NOx flow rates as learning signals, respec-
tively. The approach has been assessed with respect to both simulated and experimental
data. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1367339#

1 Introduction
Because of the harmful effects on environment and human

health, nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions, produced by combustors
and engines, have been the subject of restrictive regulations in
many countries in recent years. As a consequence, both theoretical
and experimental research on advanced abatement techniques
have received an increasing interest. With reference to power
plants, these techniques may be classified assecondarytech-
niques, based on combustion gases treatment~@1#!, and primary
techniques, aimed at directly limiting NOx generation through
combustion control~@2#!. The design of primary techniques, in
particular, represents a complex control problem, where complex-
ity stems from the thermodynamic and fluid-dynamic processes
taking place in the combustion chamber and from the chemistry
relevant to NOx generation.

With respect to NOx estimation, some significant results are
available in the literatures, mainly for the case of gas turbines
~@3–5#! and aviation and diesel fuel-air systems~@6–8#!. These
results are usually given in the form of correlations, obtained by
means of a three-dimensional finite element approach~@4#!, which
is essential to derive accurate models of the overall combustion
process. Though most of these correlations can be summarized by
the following general form:

@NOx#5 f ~P,t,T,f!

whereP is the pressure,t is the residence time,T is the ‘‘tem-
perature’’ andf is the fuel-air equivalence ratio, some significant
differences among the various approaches are evident and no stan-
dard methodology has been yet established. For example, in Ref.
@3# the equivalence ratio is replaced by the fraction of air in the
primary zone combustionF, and T is defined as the ‘‘stoichio-
metric’’ temperature, while in@5# it is defined as the ‘‘reaction’’
temperature. Moreover, the residence time refers to the primary
zone of the gas turbine, and it is in turn computed as a function of
F and of the volume occupied in combustionVc ~@3#!. Some
modifications have been also introduced to include the effects of
evaporation and mixing~@3,5#!. The same correlations proposed in
@5# are adopted in@9#, with T computed this time as the ‘‘flame’’
temperature defined in@6# and giving ‘‘reasonable’’ values tot.

In any case, the inputs configuration, the flow model and the
operating conditions of combustors in gas turbines are very dif-
ferent from combustion chambers in boilers~not to mention the
difference between the spatial scales!. As a consequence, the ap-
plication of the above correlations to the case of combustion
chambers turns out to be difficult. With reference to power plants,
the NOx estimation problem must be therefore completely refor-
mulated, and new correlation forms have to be investigated. In
this respect, a three-dimensional approach seems to be essential
for a thorough understanding of the physical processes involved,
and also for a correct validation of any proposed estimation algo-
rithm. However, from a computational point of view, it would be
highly beneficial to adopt one-dimensional approaches, which are
currently used, for control design and operators training, even in
real-time mode.

A first attempt in this direction is discussed in@2#, where a
rather complex ad hoc one-dimensional model of a combustion
chamber including NOx generation is developed. The model is
characterized by a separate modeling of different chamber zones,
respectively, theflameandgaszone, and by few unknown param-
eters~mainly related to the modeling of turbulent diffusion!, to be
identified from experiments. Besides the model complexity, the
NOx estimation performance ranges from excellent to medium,
depending on the operating conditions.

In this paper, a neural network approach to the prediction of
NOx emissions in thermal power plants is proposed. The approach
is also based on a classical one-dimensional model of the com-
bustion chamber, which plays a key role in describing, through the
cell temperatures, the internal combustion conditions. In particu-
lar, one of the most critical tasks performed by the model is the
computation of the gas emissivities and of the radiated heat.

In the development of the methodology, a three-dimensional
finite element model of the combustion chamber has been used.
One main result of the three-dimensional analysis is the evidence
of the local nature of the oxide-generation process, bounded in the
zones of the burners. Therefore, the overall NOx production can
be distributed among the three burner cells and described by the
same local model. In view of this, a neural network NOx estimator
has been trained based on the cell temperatures and on the exter-
nal inputs to the burners, i.e., fuel and air flow rates. Note that the
approach allows different mixtures of oil and natural gas to be
accounted for, as well as different oxide-generation mechanisms.

In a first version of the approach, calledCell Learning, a simple
two-layered network structure and a standard backpropagation
technique have been used, having thelocal NOx production, com-
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puted by the three-dimensional model, as the teaching signal. The
main purpose of this version was to validate the single cell model
hypothesis and the role of the cell temperature. In fact, the Cell
Learning implementation is prevented in practice, since the local
NOx production rates are normally not measured.

Thetotal NOx flow rate produced by the combustion chamber is
indeed assumed as the teaching signal in theChamber Learning
approach, which maintains the paradigma of the single cell model
by a suitable augmentation of the network structure and a simple
modification of the backpropagation technique. The Chamber
Learning has been successfully validated with both simulated and
experimental data, and the robustness with respect to different
data sets and operating conditions has been tested.

2 Three-Dimensional Model of the Combustion
Chamber

As an essential aid to get a deep insight in the combustion
process and, in particular, in pollutants generation, a three-
dimensional finite volume model of the combustion chamber has
been developed@10#. The model, based on the balance equations
of mass, momentum, and energy, allows an accurate description
of the thermo-fluid dynamics and of the main heat and mass trans-
fer dynamics. The computations performed by the code are orga-
nized in four steps:

1 computation of the motion field~fluid dynamics!;
2 computation of heat release~combustion!;
3 computation of heat exchange and temperature field~heat

transfer!; and
4 computation of combustion products~chemical kinetics!.

The furnace of a 320 MW unit of the power plant of Tavazzano
~Italy!, whose dimensions are reported in Fig. 1, is considered in
this work. The furnace is endowed with nine burners in the front
and nine burners in the back, placed on the walls at three levels in

the lower part of the furnace~Fig. 1~b!!, allowing combustion of
both oil and methane. Recycling gases enter the furnace only at
the bottom.

The volume of the combustion chamber has been discretized in
4059 cells, of dimensions 1.12230.91830.918 m. This choice
represents a tradeoff between accuracy and numerical efficiency.
In fact, the three-dimensional model has been also developed to
replace the one-dimensional model used in a real-time simulator
of the plant, designed for training and control system design. As
such, it had to comply with severe requirements in terms of com-
puting time. In this way, some accuracy in describing the thermo-
fluid dynamics over small spatial scales~cm! is lost.

The three-dimensional discretization of the combustion cham-
ber was directly used to compute NOx emissions, while an aver-
age over the same ten cells of the previous one-dimensional model
was considered for the sake of thermal exchange and power gen-
eration modeling~thus allowing for a direct replacement of the
one-dimensional model!. Figure 2 shows the NOx flow rate fields
obtained from the three-dimensional model, assuming a 320 MW
load and methane fuel. The fields are observed in two central
orthogonal sections, respectively parallel~Fig. 2~a!! and orthogo-
nal ~Fig. 2~b!! to the planes of burners. Note that the fields are
quite uniform along the horizontal coordinates and the generation
of NOx is limited to the sections containing the burners~3,4,5!,
located by the horizontal lines. The latter is particularly evident in
Fig. 3, which shows the incremental generation of NOx along the
vertical coordinate.

This fact may be interpreted as follows. Generation of NOx
holds at the burners, where the highest temperatures are reached,
by reaction of the nitrogen contained both in fuel~fuel NOx! and
in air ~thermal and prompt NOx!. Since the temperature rapidly
decreases when exiting from the zones of the burners, no new
generation of NOx takes place, while the reaction of NOx destruc-
tion is equally inhibited. As an important consequence, the pre-
diction of NOx generation may be based on correlations relating

Fig. 1 Dimensions „mm … of the combustion chamber; „a… lateral view; „b… front view
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the local ~to the burners! NOx flow rate to the externallocal inputs
to the burners~oil, methane and air flow rates! and a suitable
‘‘mean’’ temperature.

At first, some classical correlations, similar to those proposed in
Refs. @4#, @5#, @9#, were tried out to predict NOx generation, ob-
taining, however, poor results. It also became evident that the
functional form of the correlations, developed and tested with
reference to completely different combustion processes, was to
blame for this outcome, rather than a wrong choice of the corre-
lation variables.

To estimate a more adequate structure of the correlations a
neural network approach was adopted, based exclusively on the
external inputs of the burner cells~fuel and air inlet flow rates!
and on an aggregate indicator of the state of combustion, such as
the mean cell temperature or a ‘‘flame’’ temperature. It is impor-
tant to note that the same emission model can be assumed for
every burner cell. The overall NOx emission can be computed by
direct summation of the NOx production rates in each burner cell,
as estimated by the black-box models.

3 Estimation of NOx Emissions Using Neural Net-
works

In order to evaluate the applicability of this approach, the three-
dimensional model of the combustion chamber has been simulated
in different conditions and a comprehensive set of data has been
collected. Altogether, 35 simulation experiments were performed,
ranging from a load of 140 MW to a load of 320 MW:

• 11 experiments at different load levels with methane fuel
only;

• 14 experiments at different load levels with oil fuel only; and
• 10 experiments in various mixed-fuel combustion situations.

From each simulation experiment only data relative to the
burner cells have been considered: the fuelwg,i ~gas!, wo,i ~oil!,
and airwa,i inlet flow rates, the local NOx production ratewNOx,i ,
and an aggregate cell temperatureTi . The indexi ( i 51,2,3) re-
fers to the specific burner cell. The overall NOx production rate
wNOx,out is assumed equal to the sum of the three local production
terms in the burner cells.

As already mentioned in the Introduction, the computation of
the ‘‘temperature’’ is considered in the literature a critical step for
the purpose of NOx estimation, and various definitions of tempera-
ture are adopted. With specific reference to combustion chambers,
the following analysis shows that while a cell temperature vari-
able is essential for a consistent estimation of the NOx emissions,
the specific mode in which the aggregate cell temperature is com-
puted is not critical.

Three different mean temperatures have been considered:

• the exponential mean cell temperature computed from the
three-dimensional model;

• the linear mean cell temperature computed from the three-
dimensional model; and

• the cell temperature computed from the one-dimensional
model.

While the meaning of the latter two temperatures is clear, some
comments are needed to introduce the exponential mean tempera-
ture. An exponential dependence of the NOx generation of the
form

@NOx#5 f ~• !e2k/T

with f (•) being some function of inputs flow rates, mass fractions,
etc., where the importance of an accurate estimation of tempera-
ture peaks is evident, appears in several correlations as well as in
the Zeld’ovich model~@3,5,11,12#!. For this reason, our first guess
was to weigh exponentially the three-dimensional temperature cell
profile, according to the following formula:

T̃52
k

lnS 1

V E
V
e2k/TdVD

where a value of 70,000 has been assumed fork ~chosen as an
average of the values used in the cited papers!.

A conventional feed-forward neural network structure, with a
single hidden layer with sigmoidal nonlinearities and a linear out-
put layer, has been assumed for the black-box model. Two differ-
ent learning procedures have been developed:

Fig. 2 NOx flow rate fields „gÕs…

Fig. 3 Incremental NO x flow rate fields „gÕs…
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• Cell Learning

The complete data set is used in the training phase and thelocal
NOx production rate constitutes the teaching signal. A standard
backpropagation technique can be employed in this case. Cell
Learning is useful to validate the single cell model hypothesis and
to evaluate the role of the temperature variable. However, it can
be applied only to simulated data, since normally the local NOx
production rates are not measured.

• Chamber Learning

The total NOx emission is assumed as the teaching signal. Any-
way, as explained in the appropriate section, it is still possible to
maintain the paradigma of the single cell model by means of a
suitable modification of the backpropagation technique. Chamber
Learning is the only technique applicable in practice, when the
local NOx production rates are not known. However, it can profit
greatly from a previous stage of Cell Learning based on accurate
simulation data.

3.1 Cell Learning. A sketch of the neural network input/
output structure is outlined in the following Fig. 4. The inputs are
the air (wa,i), methane (wg,i), and oil (wo,i) flow rates in thei th
burner cell and the corresponding cell temperature (Ti). The out-
put is the estimated local NOx production rate (wNOx,i). All the
input/output data are considered equivalently, no matter what
burner cell they pertain to. A standard backpropagation technique
has been employed to train the feedforward neural network pa-
rameters. With a trial and error procedure a hidden layer of 15
neurons has been selected.

Three data sets have been employed to test the effect of using
the three different cell temperature computation techniques above
defined. The estimation performance of the trained neural network
on the data set referring to the one-dimensional temperature is
reported in Fig. 5. Similar results are obtained for the other data
sets. The continuous line represents the true~simulated! local NOx
values, while the dotted line is the corresponding neural estimate.
The 105 data are reported consecutively, e.g., the data labeled
3x– 2, to 3x, represent the values associated to the three burner
cells in simulation No.x ~simulations 1 to 11 are with methane
fuel only, simulations 12 to 25 are with oil fuel only and simula-
tions 26 to 35 are with mixed fuel!. A performance comparison of
the neural networks estimated on the basis of the three different
temperatures is given in Table 1 in terms of various estimation
error indices.

These simulation experiments display an almost equivalent and
satisfactory estimation performance, demonstrating how even the
one-dimensional model temperatures can be used effectively for
the estimation of local NOx emissions. On the other hand, there is
no need to impose an exponential dependency on the temperature
directly at the network input: It is the network training that selects
the appropriate function dependency.

The reader should not be misled to think that the role of the
temperature variable is inessential for the NOx estimation: In fact,
many of the data considered have the same fuel and air flow rates
in every burner cell, while different NOx flow rates are experi-
enced in every cell, due to the different combustion conditions.

Thus, discarding the temperature information would prevent the
neural network model from discriminating between them.

3.2 Chamber Learning. In the Chamber Learning mode, a
virtual three-layered network must be considered, as in Fig. 6. In
fact, the specific network structure, which contains three not in-
terconnected replicas of the same smaller network, can be ex-
ploited to simplify the training algorithm. Consider the parameter
adaptation laws for the Cell Learning case. The neural network is
composed of two layers, the nonlinear hidden layer~index 1! and
a linear output layer~index 2!:

h1,j
i 5(

k51

Nk

w1,jkuk
i

y1,j
i 5g1~h1,j

i !

Fig. 4 Neural network structure for cell learning

Fig. 5 Cell Learning with one-dimensional model cell
temperatures

Fig. 6 Neural network structure for chamber learning

Table 1 Estimation error indices with different mean
temperature

Cell Learning max~uerru! mean~uerru! MSQE

3D-simulator mean exponential
temperatures

11.8645 0.9899 3.6143

3D-simulator linear mean temperatures 12.8124 0.9988 3.3154
1D-model cell temperatures 10.2215 0.9676 3.3036
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y2
i 5h2

i 5(
j 51

Nj

w2,j y1,j
i

~i 51,2,3, Nk54, Nj515! wherew1,jk and w2,j are the network
weights,uk

i represent the network inputs,y1,j
i andy2

i are the out-
puts of the two layers~y2

i is also the whole network’s output, i.e.,
the estimate of the NOx flow rate of thei th burner cell!, h1,j

i and
h2

i denote the results of the weighted linear combination per-
formed in each layer, andg1(•) is a nonlinear sigmoidal function.
The following MSQE is minimized with respect to the network
weights:

E~w!5
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2 (
P
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i 51

3

~ ȳ2
i 2y2

i !25
1

2 (
P

(
i 51

3

~e2
i !2

whereȳ2
i represents the actual output value ande2

i represents the
cell NOx flow rate estimation error. The sum of the squared esti-
mation errors is extended over all available training patterns~P
denotes the training set of 35 simulation experiments!. The net-
work weights are iteratively changed based on the following
formulas:

Dw2,j52h
]E

]w2,j
5h(

P
(
i 51

3

e2
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i

Dw1,jk52h
]E

]w1,jk
5h(

P
(
i 51

3

e2
i w2,jg18~h1,j

i !uk
i .

In the Chamber Learning case the neural network has a third
linear layer composed by a single neuron with fixed unitary
weights, which performs the sum of the outputs of three identical
instances of the Cell Learning neural network, corresponding to
the three burner cells:

y35(
i 51

3

y2
i

where the indexi ranging from 1 to 3 denotes a specific burner
cell. The error function is different from the previous case, since
the total NOx at the output of the combustion chamber must be
used as the training signal (ȳ3):

E~w!5
1

2 (
P

~ ȳ32y3!25
1

2 (
P

e3
2.

The resulting back propagation learning rules are reported below.
The w2,j parameter variation can be computed as the sum of the
individual variations of the same parameter computed for each
burner cell network as a result of the specific cell inputs and ane2

i

error equal toe3 .
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The w1,jk parameter variation can be computed as the sum of the
individual variations of the same parameter computed for each
burner cell network as a result of the specific cell inputs and ane2

i

error equal toe3 .
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Comparing these weight adaptation laws with those obtained in
the previous case, the resulting algorithm can be seen to be
equivalent to the standard backpropagation algorithm applied to
the single cell network as in the Cell Learning mode, with the

only difference that the local NOx emission estimation error must
be substituted with the global NOx emission estimation error of
the corresponding simulation.

At a cost of a worsened performance in the local cell NOx
estimation with respect to the Cell Learning results, this method
achieves an extraordinary quality of estimation of the global NOx
emissions~see Fig. 7, where the three-dimensional simulator lin-
ear mean temperatures have been employed!. The corresponding
MSQE is as low as 0.5287. The same estimation experiment has
been reproduced usingmeasuredglobal NOx emissions obtained
in nine experiments at different load levels with methane fuel
only. As it is apparent from Fig. 8 the performance is comparable
to that obtained with simulation data, and represents a further
validation of the proposed approach.

3.3 Robustness Analysis. The obtained estimation results
must be validated to ensure that the proposed approach is robust
and generalizable to different operating conditions. In fact, if the
neural network is overtrained, it will not be capable of describing
new data, not previously included in the training set, unless the
training phase is restarted. On the other hand, if a robust estima-
tion technique is adopted, the neural network may be able to gen-
eralize to new data. A classical approach consists in preventing
the network from overfitting the data, by stopping the training
phase when the network performs satisfactorily on completely in-
dependent data.

To this aim the available data set has been split in a training set
~30 simulations! and a validation set~5 simulations!. Training has

Fig. 7 Chamber learning estimation of the global NO x
emissions

Fig. 8 Chamber learning estimation of the global NO x emis-
sions with measured data
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been performed on the training set, while monitoring the perfor-
mance on the validation set, and the estimation algorithm was
stopped when a minimum MSQE was obtained on the latter data.
The evolution of the MSQE during the training phase is reported
in Fig. 9. As a result of the anticipated stopping of the learning
algorithm, partially worse results are to be expected, as docu-
mented in Table 2.

However, the performance on both data sets remains acceptable
~see Figs. 10–11!.

4 Conclusions
A novel approach for the estimation of NOx emissions in ther-

mal power plants has been proposed. The approach has been de-
veloped with the essential aid of a three-dimensional model of the
combustion chamber, which allowed to ascertain the local nature
of the NOx generation process, bounded to the zones of the burn-
ers. As a main consequence of this fact, the estimation model
relies only on the external inputs to the burners~fuel and air flow
rates!, and on a single local internal variable: the mean cell tem-
perature computed by a classical one-dimensional model of the

chamber. These variables are used by a feedforward neural net-
work to estimate the NOx emissions, according to two different
learning procedures, named Cell and Chamber Learning, respec-
tively. Cell Learning uses the local NOx flow rate as the teaching
signal: as such it is not applicable in practice, when only the
global NOx flow rate is measured, and is also a computationally
expensive method, since it requires the use of the three-
dimensional simulator. However, it proved to be an essential step
in the development of the Chamber Learning method, which does
not require knowledge of the local NOx emissions. For this reason,
Chamber Learning lends itself to a direct implementation on the
real system. Furthermore, it requires the use of a classical one-
dimensional model only, instead of an expensive three-
dimensional simulator. Another feature of the proposed method is
the ability to deal with different mixtures of oil and methane fuels.

The approach has been validated with both simulated and ex-
perimental data, and a neural network robustness analysis has also
been performed. It is expected that the proposed approach can be
easily adapted to different types of combustion chambers.

The use of the NOx estimation algorithm is currently under
study with reference to a primary abatement technique, mainly
based on a correct mixing of fuels.
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An analytical study is made of the perforated pipe distributor for
the admission of high-energy fluids to a surface steam condenser.
The results show that for all perforated pipes there is a general
characteristic parameter M~kD/L f!, which depends on the pipe
geometry and flow properties. Four cases are considered based
on the value of the characteristic parameter M. (1) When M
>1/4, momentum controls and the main channel static pressure
will increase in the direction of the streamline. (2) When 1/6
<M,1/4, the momentum effect balances friction losses and the
pressure will decrease to a minimum, and then increase in the
direction of flow to a positive value. (3) When 0,M,1/6, friction
controls and the pressure will decrease to a minimum, then in-
crease slowly, but the total pipe static pressure difference will
always be negative. (4) When M50, a limiting case when the
ratio of the length to the diameter is infinite. This analysis is
useful not only for the design of perforated pipe distributors for
turbine condensers over a wide range of dimensions, fluid prop-
erties, and side hole pressure but also for many other technical
systems requiring branching flow distribution.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1359237#

Introduction
Accompanying the development of power generating technol-

ogy is an increase in the fluid state properties in boilers and steam

turbines. The amount, volume, and level of high-energy fluids,
such as exhaust steam and drains from the by-pass or boiler, are
also increased during the unit start-up, shut-down, or load de-
creases. The high energy exhaust fluids are received by the turbine
condenser, and could exceed the design heat load of condenser.
This can affect normal working, resulting in erosion of metallic
parts or baffles, vibration, or even thermal deformation. Although
the turbine condensers have been commercially available for
many years, the exhaust equipment represents a problem that is
often encountered in the turbine condenser. One of the many types
of exhaust equipment consists of a main cylindrical channel on
which a row of small holes are drilled along its length. Such
exhaust equipment is called a perforated pipe.

The fluid entering the perforated pipe is divided into several
branching streams, and then expanded into the condenser. Hence,
the design of the perforated pipe in the condenser includes two
steps:~1! uniform flow distribution;~2! parallel multiple jet ex-
pansion~@1,2#!. The perforated pipe was recently studied in the
literature~@1–3#!. Sebald et al. studied the pressure drop and flow
distribution applying the Bernoulli theorem. To date, no new ef-
fort has been directed towards this area, and only minimal under-
standing of the mechanisms have been developed. Thus data is
particularly lacking on flow characteristics for such exhaust per-
forated pipes in turbine condensers. Most of the available data
deals with pressure drop and flow characteristics under the as-
sumption of uniform flow distribution and has been published in
other branching flow systems by Bassiouny and Martin@4#, Chang
et al. @5#, and Jin et al.@6#.

This paper presents an attempt to introduce a general theoretical
method to calculate flow distribution and pressure drop in the
perforated pipe, where the aim is to provide for equal flow rates
through the perforated pipe, and not to include multiple-jet expan-
sion. The results are not limited to application on turbine con-
denser perforated pipes, but can be also applied to similar branch-
ing problems found in plate heat exchangers, air-conditioning
installations, fluidized beds, gas burners, and heating systems.

Theoretical Model and Analyses
The dividing flow device often used for the turbine condenser

can be represented schematically as shown in Fig. 1. It is con-
structed from a main channel of constant cross section that termi-
nates in a closed end and is provided with equally spaced, uni-
formly sized side holes which are perpendicular to the main
channel.

The variation of fluid pressure arises from two causes:~a! the
friction of the fluid against the internal surface of the main chan-
nel makes the pressure fall in the direction of flow; and~b! the
momentum of the main fluid stream flowing into a hole tends to
carry the fluid toward the closed end, where an excess pressure is
produced due to the deceleration of the flow. When the large fluid
stream flows into the opening hole and undergoes subdivision the
friction and momentum effects work in opposite directions, the
first tending to produce a pressure drop and the second a pressure
rise.
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The development of the theoretical flow model is based on the
following suppositions:~a! the exhaust pressure of the holes is
constant and equal to the condenser’s pressure;~b! a main channel
has constant cross section and is horizontal;~c! the side holes are
equally spaced, uniformly sized, and at right angles to the main
channel;~d! the flow velocity of the main channel is highest at the
open end and zero at the closed end.

Consider a section of the main channel near one of the branch-
ing outlets as shown in Fig. 2. The hole port can be regarded for
all practical cases as a quasi-continuous system. Therefore the
mass and momentum balance on the control volume may be writ-
ten in the following way:

~1! Mass conservation

rFW5rFS W1
dW

dx
dxD1rFcUc

The basic equation becomes

Uc52
FL

Fcn

dW

dx
(1)

wheredx5L/n

~2! Momentum conservation
All axial components of velocity change result from the com-

bined effects in axial pressure and friction force:

PF2S P1
dP

dx
dxDF2tWp dDX

5rFS W1
dW

dx
dxD 2

2rFW21rFcUcWc

The simplest shape of main channel is a circular cross section
in which its friction forcetw5rF(W2/8). Neglecting the higher
orders ofdx and collecting the terms, one obtains:

1

r

dP

dx
1

f

2D
W212W

dW

dx
1

Fcn

FL
UcWc50 (2)

whereWc is the axial velocity component of the fluid in the pipe,
which will be branched off through the hole. It can be smaller or
larger thanW, depending on the dimensions of the pipe and loca-
tion of the holes. It may be then expressed as a fraction ofW as
given by Bassiouny and Martin@3# as follows:

Wc5bW (3)

After substituting Eqs.~1! and ~3! into Eq. ~2!, the momentum
equation may be given as

1

r

dP

dx
1

f

2D
W21~22b!W

dW

dx
50 (4)

After substituting 2k for 22b Eq. ~4! becomes formally as
given in references~@2,5#! as follows:

1

r

dP

dx
1

f

2D
W212kW

dW

dx
50 (5)

In general,k is expected to be smaller than unity.
Since the holes are the same size and their distribution along

the length of the pipe is constant, uniform fluid distribution re-
quires that the rate of flow through the pipe must vary linearly
from a maximum at the inlet to zero at the closed end, or

WX5W0S 12
x

L D (6)

Inserting Eq.~6! into ~5! yields an ordinary differential equation
for the pressure in the pipe which can be integrated from zero tox.
Finally, one obtains

DPx05rW0
2kF12S 12

x

L D 2G2
rW0

2L f

6D F12S 12
x

L D 3G (7)

After introducing the following dimensionless groups:

P̄5
P

rW0
2 and X̄5

x

L

Eq. ~7! can be given as follows:

D P̄X05k@12~12X̄!2#2
L f

6D
@12~12X̄!3# (8)

Differentiating Eq.~8! we receive the first derivative and the
second derivative:

D P̄x08 5~12X̄!F2k2
L f

2D
~12X̄!G (9)

D P̄x09 5
L f

D
~12X̄!22k (10)

Let D P̄X08 50 the functionD P̄x0 has two points of extreme
values:

X̄c151, X̄c2512
4kD

L f
(11)

whereM5kD/L f .
InsertingX̄c1 ,X̄c2 into Eq. ~10! yields:

D P̄x09 uX̄c151522k,0, i .e. X̄c151 is a point of maximum.

D P̄x09 uX̄c25124kD/L f52k.0, i .e. X̄c2512
4kD

L f

is a point of minimum.

There is a maximum at the pointX̄c151, i.e.

D P̄X0uX̄c1
5k2

L f

6D
(12)

and a minimum at the pointX̄c25124kD/L f , i.e.

D P̄x0u x̄c2
5kF12S 4kD

L f D 2G2
L f

6D F12S 4kD

L f D 3G (13)

Results and Discussion
The division of a fluid stream into parts by means of a perfo-

rated pipe distributor is accompanied by fluid pressure changes
owing to wall friction and to the changing fluid momentum. Fric-

Fig. 1 Perforated pipe distributor

Fig. 2 Control volume near a hole
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tion tends to the make the pressure fall, and momentum exchange
tends to make the pressure rise. When these pressure trends are
exactly balanced, the static pressure remains constant along the
entire length of the perforated pipe, which insures a uniform flow
distribution. We easily determine the greatest value and the small-
est value of this function in a closed interval@0, 1# by comparing
the extreme values of a functionD P̄x0 with the end-point values.
The greatest~smallest! one of the absolute value of these values
will be the greatest deviation of flow distribution. Although it is
not possible to keep the fluid pressure perfectly uniform inside the
main channel, based on Eq.~8! and Fig. 3, it is possible that the
pressure variation can be limited to a minimum amount that pro-
duces a small but tolerable inequality in flow through the holes.

X̄C25124M indicates thatX̄c2 depends on the valueM, i.e.
the extreme values of Eq.~8! will vary asM. The treatment of Eq.
~8! gives four different cases.

Case 1: MÐ1Õ4 „X̄c2Ä1À4MÏ0…, Momentum Controls.
In this case, there is no minimum value in the interval@0, 1#
because ofX̄c2,0. The main fluid stream is decelerated due to the
loss of fluid through the lateral perforations. The momentum ex-
change has exceeded the friction loss since the fluid had entered
the open end. Therefore, the static pressure will monotonically
rise in the flow direction, and reach the maximum at the closed
end. On the other hand, the static pressure differences increase as
M increases. Figure 4 shows a typical set of pressure curves to this
case. This case corresponds to a largerk or D/L, and a smallerf,
and often occurs in chemical processing systems.

Case 2: 1Õ6ÏMË1Õ4 „1Õ3ÐX̄c2Ä1À4MÌ0…, Momentum
Effect Balances Friction. Owing to the fact that the friction and
momentum effects work in opposite directions, the former tends
to produce a pressure drop and the latter a pressure rise. There is

a minimum at the pointX̄c2 . When X̄,X̄c2 the friction effect
exceeds the momentum, which makes the pressure fall in the di-
rection of flow; whenX̄.X̄c2 the momentum effect increases
slowly, and the pressure rises. Finally, the momentum effect will
balance or exceed the friction, and the static pressure varies from
negative to positive in the flow direction as shown in Fig. 3. It is
apparent that the functionD P̄x0 could not be a constant for any
value M. That is to say, a perfectly uniform side flow is impos-
sible. If there is a smaller deviation for the side flow, this case
may beM51/6, according to Eq.~8! or Fig. 4.

Case 3: 0ËMË1Õ6 „1ÌX̄c2Ä1À4MÌ1Õ3…, Fiction Con-
trols. The opposite of case 1, the momentum effect is smaller
than the friction, and the pressure difference is always negative
along the flow direction. Although there is a very small pressure
rise whenX̄.X̄c2 in the closed interval@0, 1#, it is too small to be
apparent in Fig. 5. The greaterM is, the smaller is the pressure
fall.

If the values off andk are fixed,M will decrease with increas-
ing L/D and the pressure of the main channel will decrease. In
unit operations, it is mainly limited to flow in tiny-long channels,
the flow of some non-Newtonian fluids, and extremely viscous
Newtonian fluids. Also, it can be seen in ventilating systems or
irrigation systems.

Case 4: MÏ0 „X̄c2Ä1À4MÐ1…, a Limiting Case or Not
Existant. There is no momentum effect in the channel forM
50. In practice it denotes a limiting case, for example, the ratio
L/D or f is of infinitely large magnitudes. This case may be seen
in irrigation systems.

The caseM,0 should not exist when all ofk, D, L and f are
positive.

Finally, Fig. 6 represents the effect of changing the parameter

Fig. 3 The static pressure profile of the main channel for
1Õ6ÏMË1Õ4

Fig. 4 The static pressure profile of the main channel for
MÐ1Õ4

Fig. 5 The static pressure profile of the main channel for
0ËMË1Õ6

Fig. 6 The effect of changing M on flow pressure
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M on the flow pressure~or the flow distribution! in the main
channel. The effects ofM on flow distribution is more apparent at
a smallM than at a largeM.

The advantage of the momentum method is that the detailed
flow processes need not be described. The effect of the perforated
pipe design parameters, such as the porosity, the area ratio, the
spacing between holes, andL/D ratio, is included in the two per-
formance parameters,k and f. The two parameters can be mea-
sured by experiment. In addition, the momentum method avoids
the difficulty with applying a Bernoulli equation to the branching
process lying in the ambiguity which exists in identifying a rel-
evant streamline on which to conserve energy and estimate fric-
tional losses.

Although the flow distribution may be approximately uniform
for a properly chosenM the static pressure distribution still de-
pends on the inlet Reynolds number. There should be a value of
Re0 for a fixed M, which makesD P̄x0 uniform. Exhaust equip-
ment into the condenser stipulates that the perforated pipe should
be designed for 1/6<M,1/4. These conditions impose serious
limitations on the capacity and utility of the perforated pipe. This
result is valuable not only to the design of the perforated pipe of a
new condenser, but also provides a practical operating guide in a
utility-type condenser.

The friction and momentum factor still vary along the axis of
the perforated pipe because of varying flow velocity. Therefore
the effect of the flow velocity onf andk should be considered in
further details to improve the precision of calculation. A constant
friction and momentum factor are only an approximation. Wang’s
studies~@2#! indicated that the predicted values on the constant
factors agreed qualitively with the experimental results, but they
can help to clarify the basic characteristics of the flow in the
perforated pipe. On the other hand, the designer may use the
simple solution obtained here as a convenient mathematical tool
to perform quick performance trade evaluations. A further de-
tailed study on varyingf and k can be founded in the literature
~@3#!.

Conclusions
There is a general characteristic parameterM (kD/L f ), which

depends on the pipe design and flow properties, for all perforated
pipe distributors. Four specific cases can be considered, dependant
on the value of characteristics parameterm: ~1! when M<1/4,
momentum controls: the main channel static pressure will increase
in the direction of the streamline;~2! when 1/6<M,1/4, the
momentum effect balances friction loss: the pressure will decrease
to a minimum, and then increase in the direction of flow to a
positive value;~3! when 0,M,1/6, friction controls: the pres-
sure will decrease to a minimum, then increase slowly, but the
static pressure difference will always be negative at the whole

pipe;~4! whenM50, a limiting case: it denotes the limit when the
ratio of the length and the diameter of friction factor is infinite.
The predicted values agreed qualitively with the experimental
results.

In any case it would appear that computations of the flow dis-
tribution from a constant cross-section pipe distributor would be
useful to the designer who wishes to provide for nearly but not
perfectly uniform flow distribution. Furthermore, it is helpful to
the user who hopes to know the best operational properties and
conditions for utility-type perforated pipes.

Nomenclature

D 5 pipe distributor diameter
f 5 friction factor

F 5 cross-sectional area of the pipe
Fc 5 cross-sectional area of a hole

k 5 momentum recovery factor
L 5 length of the pipe distributor
M 5 characteristic parameter (5kD/L f )
n 5 number of holes
P 5 pressure of the pipe
P̄ 5 dimensionless pressure in the pipe (5p/rw0

2)
Uc 5 hole velocity
W 5 velocity in the pipe

W0 5 the pipe velocity at the open end
Wx 5 the pipe velocity at the pointx
Wc 5 axial component of the flow velocity at the hole inlet

x 5 axial coordinate
X̄ 5 dimensionless axial coordinate
r 5 fluid density
b 5 average velocity ratio in the pipe

tw 5 wall shear stress
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